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ABSTRACT
This study outlines the development and application of an automated in situ system
capable of monitoring multiple carbon and nitrogen based species at high temporal
resolution. This system was utilised in three week long nearshore (water depth < 1 m)
field studies at three sites within Lake Illawarra, NSW, Australia during three seasons
(Winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007). Hourly gas flux measurements ranged
from - 4.0 to 42.4 mmol CO2/m2/h, - 1.7 to 3.1 µmol N2O/m2/h and – 0.007 to 1.6 mmol
CH4/m2/h. Coincident measurements of key aqueous and sediment nitrogenous nutrients
(including organic carbon and nitrogen, ammonia and nitrite + nitrate) and
environmental parameters (pH, dissolved O2, temperature, photosynthetic active
radiation (PAR) and salinity) were also made. Diurnal and seasonal shifts in dissolved
oxygen concentrations (0 to 7.5 ppm), pH (6.83 – 8.83), PAR (0 to 2500 µmol/m2/s) and
air, water and sediment temperature were observed. Diurnal cycles in CH4 and N2O
flux, strongly related to changes in dissolved O2 and temperature, were also apparent at
some sites.
Benthic metabolic rates were measured directly by combining the CO2 flux
measurements with temperature, salinity and pH measurements in a simple carbonate
equilibrium model to determine the change in the inorganic carbon content of the water
and indirectly using the change in the dissolved O2 concentration as a proxy for carbon
processing. The hourly inorganic carbon-based benthic metabolism data showed periods
of dark inorganic carbon fixation when C:N ratios were high. This is the first reported in
situ evidence that, under high C:N, non-photosynthetic inorganic carbon uptake can
play a large role in primary production. A comparison of the daily mean O2 and
inorganic carbon-based benthic metabolism data suggests that in winter this periodic
anaerobic organic carbon production was balanced by anaerobic organic carbon
consumption and that any net change in the organic carbon content of the sediments was
driven by aerobic rather than anaerobic processes.
The sites chosen represented three different sediments types – one rich in organic
carbon and nitrogen (4 - 5 times richer than the other two sites), two protected from
sediment disturbance and one prone to sediment disturbance. The results from these
sites were used to examine the effects of sediment disturbance on, and relate differences
in sediment and aqueous nutrient composition to changes in, the carbon and nitrogen
cycling pattern of the estuary. Disturbance events were found to lead to short term
v

(within 24 hours) decreases in benthic metabolic rates (respiration, net ecosystem
production and primary production), dissolved oxygen (up to 1.2 ppm) and pH (up to
0.2 pH units) and increases in aqueous nitrogen concentrations, turbidity and gaseous
fluxes. Sediments prone to these events also tended to have lower overall rates of
benthic metabolism (by at least a factor of 2), even during disturbance free periods,
most likely due to the detrimental effect of frequent sediment disturbance on the
structure and diversity of the benthic community. The data, although limited, showed
sediments rich in organic carbon and nitrogen to have benthic metabolic rates at least
double those of sites with less organic matter. Sediments with less organic matter acted
as annual net N2O sinks (-1.4 and -1.8 mmol/m2/yr for the exposed and protected sites,
respectively) while the richer sediments, which were characterised by high NO3availability, moisture content and fine particle size content, acted as an N2O source (1.4
mmol/m2/yr). Earlier studies which focused on deeper water (water depth > 3 m) areas
had only observed annual N2O sources.
The nearshore location of the areas examined in this study mean that not only do they
experience larger diurnal and seasonal swings in dissolved oxygen, temperature and pH
than deeper water areas but they are also particularly susceptible to external influences
(e.g. nitrogenous nutrient inputs) and hence highly sensitive to anthropogenically
induced changes. These “edge effects” need to be accounted for in order to assess the
human impact on these estuarine systems and the global and regional carbon and
nitrogen cycling contributions of these systems.
The importance of nearshore estuarine sites as sources (and sinks) of greenhouse gases
was also assessed. Estimates of greenhouse gas flux from estuarine and lagoon systems
were small, 0.19 to 26.9 Mt/yr CO2-e (depending on the land area estimate used), but of
the order of sources already accounted for under United Nations framework convention
on climate change (UNFCCC) reporting protocol. These fluxes suggest that
anthropogenically driven estuarine greenhouse gas (GHG) production could account for,
depending on land area estimate used, between 0.4 and 60 % of all of Australia’s ‘land
use change’ based greenhouse gas production. However, the fraction of this flux that is
truly anthropogenically driven is unclear as there are no measurements of pristine
Australian ecosystems. As such, they should be further investigated and included in
future greenhouse gas budgets.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Humans have been altering their environment for their convenience for many thousands
of years, however the impact that this can have on the long-term health of the global
environment has only recently come to prominence (e.g. Vitousek et al. (1997b)).
Anthropogenically induced climate change, nutrient pollution and algal bloom
generation are all major environmental concerns, linked by their relationship to the
carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) cycles (Vitousek et al. 1997a).
The C and N cycles are a series of physical transport mechanisms, biologically mediated
processes and chemical reactions, which occur in the terrestrial, aquatic and
atmospheric environment. The cycles describe the transformation and transportation of
many environmentally key molecules. These include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) which are the first, second and fourth most important
contributors, respectively, to the enhanced greenhouse effect as identified by the
intergovernmental panel on climate change (IPCC) (Forster et al. 2007). They also play
an important role in stratospheric ozone depletion (WMO (World Meteorological
Organization) 2007). Anthropogenically induced increases in the concentrations of
nitrogenous nutrients (nitrate (NO3-), nitrite (NO2-) and ammonium (NH4+)) within
marine waterways have been linked to the occurrence of damaging algal blooms
(Hallegraeff 1993). These are major environmental problems and although the C and N
cycles have been studied for many years a better understanding of their intricacies and
interactions is still needed. Gruber and Galloway (2008) and Arrigo (2005) have
recently stressed the importance of understanding the intrinsic and extrinsic links
between these two cycles.
The estuarine environment is a key site of global scale C and N cycling. Estuaries are
complex environments with distinctive physico-chemical characteristics. Estuaries form
where freshwater riverine systems meet the ocean, which can lead to large fluctuations
in salinity with the tide, from fresh (0 ‰ (parts per thousand)) to saltwater (35 ‰). A
sudden increase in salinity can induce the rapid precipitation of suspended sediment and
other charged ions. As a result estuarine sediments are generally rich in carbon,
nitrogen, sulfur and metal compounds.
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Estuaries play an important role protecting the open ocean by filtering the riverine
inputs. For example, denitrification within estuaries is thought to account for the
removal of 30-65 % of nitrogen from riverine sources under natural conditions (Nixon
et al. 1996). However, recent studies have suggested that climatic changes may have
altered C and N cycling, and hence denitrification rates, within estuaries (Fulweiler et
al. 2007).
Phosphorus, like nitrogen, is a key nutrient essential for cellular growth. The estuarine
environment is typically phosphorus rich and hence nitrogen limited. Lake Illawarra, the
focus of this study, is no exception. Nutrient composition data sets collected from the
lake between 1973 and 2003 show Lake Illawarra to be a phosphorus rich (nitrogen
limited) system (Lake Illawarra Authority 1995; Sherman 2000; Qu et al. 2007). The
Lake Illawarra Authority (1995) reported on a study which collected samples every 12
days for one year measuring the concentrations of inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus
(specifically NH3, NO2- + NO3- and Ortho-P). Although the concentrations of nitrogen
and phosphorus varied throughout the year the system was consistently nitrogen limited.
Sivakumar (1986) examined nutrient concentrations (NOx, NH3, filterable reactive-P
and Total-P) in a catchment just north of Lake Illawarra, collecting samples every 2-4
hours before, during and after a storm event. It was found that the relative
concentrations of nitrogenous and phosphorus nutrients varied during storm events, but
at no point was the system phosphorus limited. This combined research showed Lake
Illawarra to be both a long- and short-term nitrogen limited system. As such, our study
did not examine phosphorus, instead it focused on the cycling of the limiting nutrient
nitrogen.
This study aims to improve our understanding of C and N cycling in estuarine systems.
In order to contextualise this work, this chapter contains a review of past estuarine
studies of C and N cycling, the majority of which have been laboratory-based. In
contrast, this study aims to examine carbon and nitrogen cycling in situ. Considering the
complexity of carbon and nitrogen cycling processes and their relationships to other
environmental parameters (e.g. temperature, dissolved O2) in situ studies are essential to
assess what actually occurs in the environment.
Portions of both the carbon and nitrogen cycles are microbially mediated; hence, the
chapter starts with a brief overview of microbial metabolism. The remainder of the
chapter focuses more specifically on the two cycles. Firstly, the individual processes
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that make up the nitrogen and carbon cycles are outlined. These include both
biologically mediated components and physical transport processes. Links between
these two cycles will then be explored. The environmental significance of carbon and
nitrogen cycling on an estuarine and global scale is also outlined. Finally,
environmental factors which affect the nitrogen and carbon cycles are discussed.

1.2 Metabolism of microorganisms - the basics
Microorganisms are responsible for the majority of the processes within the carbon and
nitrogen cycles. These processes are fundamental components of the microorganism’s
metabolism. Before discussing each process in detail, it is necessary to have a general
understanding of the metabolism of microorganisms and the general classification of
these organisms.
Microorganisms, like cells in more complex organisms, require a carbon source, an
energy source and an electron source for growth, repair and the maintenance of life.
Organisms can be classified according to their carbon source as either autotrophic,
when inorganic carbon, CO2 or CO32-, are consumed as the sole carbon source, or
heterotrophic when complex organic carbon compounds are consumed.

Microorganisms that can utilise either inorganic or organic carbon sources are known as
mixotrophic. Once assimilated the carbon is used to create the “backbone” of molecules

within the cell.
Photosynthetic organisms (phototrophs) can harvest energy directly from the sun, while
others extract it from the oxidation of organic or inorganic molecules (chemotrophs)
(Prescott et al. 2002). Chemotrophic microbes couple the oxidation of an electron donor
to the reduction of an electron acceptor – this oxidation reduction reaction is the energy
source (these are spontaneous reactions and overall energy gaining processes).
Photosynthetic bacteria use the energy from the sun to fuel a non-spontaneous reaction
between a redox pair. The electron donors used in these reactions can be inorganic
molecules (lithotrophy) or organic compounds (organotrophy).
Organisms can be classified according to these characteristics. For example, an
organism which consumes inorganic carbon and couples the oxidation of inorganic
molecules to the extraction of energy from organic or inorganic molecules is classified
as a chemolithoautotroph. Nitrifying bacteria, which consume CO2 as a carbon source,
and oxidise NH4+ using O2 are well known chemolithotrophs.
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Chemotrophic processes can be further divided according to the nature of the chemical
energy source, that is, the type of electron acceptor. Respiration utilises electron
acceptors sourced externally from the microorganism (Prescott et al. 2002). Aerobic
respiration uses O2 as the electron acceptor while anaerobic respiration utilises a non-O2
electron acceptor (eg. CO2, SO42-, NO3- or NO2-) (Lane 2006). Alternatively,
fermentation uses an internally generated electron acceptor. These concepts are further
outlined in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 - Summary of microbial metabolism pathways.

1.3 The Nitrogen Cycle
1.3.1 Introduction
Within the estuarine environment, nitrogen is moved and transformed between and
within the water, sediment and atmosphere. This cycling results in the conversion of
nitrogenous compounds between various chemical forms. As this study focuses on a
shallow estuarine environment (water < 1 m), the vast majority of organic carbon and
nitrogen processing occurs within the sediments (Cunha et al. 1999; An and Joye 2001).
Most biological nitrogen cycling processes are performed by bacteria, however,
archaea, fungi and algae are known to contribute (Bock and Wagner 2003). The
nitrogen cycle includes the processes of nitrogen fixation, nitrification, denitrification,
primary production1 and remineralisation, all of which are summarised in Figure 1.2.

1

Primary production is the assimilation of inorganic molecules for growth and maintenance. It can be
expressed in the simple Redfield model (Nicholson and Longmore 1999):
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Figure 1.2 - The nitrogen cycle in estuarine systems. The diagram is divided into four sections
atmospheric, aqueous, oxic and anoxic sedimentary environments. The major biologically mediated
processes and chemical reactions are shown using solid arrows while transport processes are denoted by
dashed arrows.

1.3.2 Sources of nitrogen
Nitrogenous compounds within the estuarine environment can be internally or
externally sourced. Internal sources of nitrogen include excreta from aquatic organisms
and the decomposition of organic matter. Examples of external sources are atmospheric
deposition of NH3, NO3- and aerosol organic nitrogen, and riverine and stormwater
drainage (Kelly et al. 2005; Nixon et al. 2007). Nitrogen sources can be widespread and
diffuse, non-point sources (e.g. erosion), or localised point sources (e.g. sewage output).
These sources can be directly anthropogenically generated (e.g. agricultural fertiliser
runoff), anthropogenically influenced (e.g. atmospheric deposition) or natural (e.g.
microbiological nitrogen fixation). Nixon et al. (1996) studied a series of estuaries in a
strongly anthropogenically influenced area (both industrial and urban pollution) and
found that the dominant nitrogen sources were sewage inputs and riverine and land
drainage; atmospheric deposition was found to only contribute 1.2-12% of all nitrogen

106CO2 + 16NH3 + H3PO4 + 106H2O

(CH2O)106(NH3)16(H3PO4) + 106O2
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input. A similar source distribution has been observed in the urban Lake Illawarra,
NSW, Australia (Lake Illawarra Authority 1995).

1.3.3 Nitrogen fixation
The nitrogen cycle is unique amongst biogeochemical cycles in that the vast majority of
nitrogen in the environment, 99.96 %, is stored as a relatively biologically unavailable
pool - atmospheric N2 (Jenkinson 2001). NO2-, NO3- and NH4+ make up a far smaller
fraction, 0.03 %, of the global nitrogen pool (Jenkinson 2001). Until the early 20th
century, only two processes were able to convert atmospheric N2 into more labile forms,
lightning and the more prevalent microbial N fixation (Gruber and Sarmiento 1997).
Although an important source of organic nitrogen, the amount of N2 fixed annually is
very small in comparison to the pool of N2 available (Atmospheric life time of N2, τ ~
107-108 years).
Microbial N2 fixation is an energy consuming activity. N2 fixation couples the
conversion of converts N2 gas to NH3, through the hydrolysis of 16 adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) units. In this reaction the soluble iron-sulfur proteins, ferredoxins,
act as multifunctional electron carriers, and H2 is produced (Equation 1.1). This reaction
is facilitated by the enzyme nitrogenase in a range of prokaryotic (no nuclear
membrane) organisms including archaebacteria, aerobes, anaerobes, facultative
anaerobes, microaerobic bacteria and cyanobacteria (Burris 1991). Cyanobacteria are
known to be the predominant N2 fixer at the sediment-water interface in the marine
ecosystem (Charpy-Roubaud et al. 2001; Revsbech et al. 2006).
N2 + 8 H+ + 8 Fd- + 16 ATP
Where,

2 NH3 + H2 + 8 Fd+ + 16 ADP + 16 Pi

Fd

= Ferredoxin

ATP

= Adenosine triphosphate

ADP

= Adenosine diphosphate

Pi

= Inorganic phosphate

Equation 1.1

Nitrogenase is highly sensitive to oxygen, functioning best when the partial pressure of
oxygen is < 1 kPa (Burris 1991). Yet N2 fixation occurs in both oxic and anoxic
environments, as N2 fixing bacteria have developed several methods of protecting the
enzyme from exposure to oxygen (Capone 1983). For example, heterocysts may be
formed. These ‘cysts’ have a thick cell wall, an active metabolism and are unable to
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perform photosynthesis, protecting the nitrogenase enzyme from oxygen and allowing
N2 fixation to occur (Horne and Goldman 1994).
Measured rates of N2 fixation in sediments vary widely, with Capone (1983) reporting
between 0.9-158 mg N m-2day-1 depending on the sediment. A large portion (> 50 %) of
this fixed N can be rapidly released in soluble forms, as either dissolved organic
nitrogen (DON) or NH4+ as seen in the common cyanobacteria Trichodesmium (Glibert
and Bronk 1994; Mulholland et al. 2004). Even higher release rates 80-90 % were
observed during periods of microbial growth (Mulholland and Bernhardt 2005).
Ultimately, all biologically fixed N will be released through either cell death and
remineralisation or heterotrophic feeding and grazing into soluble forms. However, the
proportion of this released nitrogen converted back to N2 is dependant on the
denitrification and anammox activity within the sediments (Sections 1.3.7 and 1.3.8).
Biological nitrogen fixation is no longer thought to be the dominant N2 fixing process
on Earth. Since 1908 N2 has also been fixed chemically into fertilizers using the
Haber-Bosch Process. This, along with the cultivation of symbiotically N2 fixing crops
and fossil fuel combustion, has greatly increased the availability and mobility of N
compounds in the environment (Jenkinson 2001). Vitousek et al. (1997a) estimates that
more than 50 % of current terrestrial N2 fixation is anthropogenically driven. N2 fixed
on land can also enter the marine environment, primarily as runoff from agricultural
enterprises (Section 1.3.2), increasing the availability of N within the aquatic
environment.

1.3.4 Remineralisation
Nitrogen is a component of sediment organic matter (OM). Organic matter is comprised
of partially decomposed plant and animal matter, simple sugars, carbohydrates, humic
acids and fulvic acids and other detrital matter (Thurman 1985). This organic nitrogen is
often the largest fraction of nitrogen held within sediment. However, due to its
unreactive nature these compounds are not generally readily available to plants, algae
and microorganisms. Instead, these compounds become biologically available by being
transformed into simpler molecules, the process of remineralisation. In an aerobic
environment, the remineralisation of organic matter can be described in a simplified
stoichiometric manner as shown in Equation 1.2. This reaction is the reverse of primary
production (Section 1.3.5) and is a component of both the carbon and nitrogen cycles
(Nicholson and Longmore 1999).
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(CH2O)106(NH3)16(H3PO4) + 106 O2

106 CO2 + 16 NH3 + H3PO4 + 106 H2O
Equation 1.2

Estuarine pH will generally be more acidic than or equal to average seawater pH (8.2)
(Chester 2003). In this pH range ammonium (NH4+) will be the predominant form of
dissolved ammonia (pKa = 9.23), so NH4+ will be used to describe both ammonium and
ammonia (NH4+ + NH3). Natural heterotrophic bacterial assemblages both assimilate
NH4+ for bacterial growth and release NH4+ during mineralisation (Henriksen and Kemp
1985; Tupas and Koike 1990; Cook 2002). The released NH4+ is available for primary
production (Section 1.3.5), nitrification (Section 1.3.6), release from the sediment
(Section 1.3.11), adsorption onto sediment particles or storage within the porewater.
Biological organisms require C and N in a fixed ratio to sustain growth and nutrition
(Equation 1.2). As such, the C:N ratio of the organic matter substrate can affect whether
remineralised C and N are assimilated or released. Tupas and Koike (1990) studied the
C:N ratio of organic matter substrate required for NH4+ production. They observed
NH4+ release at C:N substrate ratios of 12-14. Other studies (1987) found NH4+ release
only when substrate C:N was < 10. These studies suggests that C:N ratio may not be the
determining factor in NH4+ release.
In anaerobic environments, a similar organic matter remineralisation reaction can
proceed with sulfate in the place of oxygen as shown in Equation 1.3 (Head 1976).
(CH2O)106(NH3)16(H3PO4) + 53 H2SO4

106 CO2 + 53 H2S + 16 NH3 + H3PO4 + 106 H2O
Equation 1.3

In a study by Bushaw et al. (1996), the irradiation of dissolved organic matter by UV
light was shown to release ammonium. However the light induced ammonium
remineralisation rate observed (0.050 µM h-1), was approximately two orders of
magnitude smaller than biological remineralisation.

1.3.5 Primary production
Biota within the sediment and overlying water require nitrogenous compounds during
primary production. Primary production is the assimilation of inorganic molecules for
growth and maintenance. It can be expressed in the simple Redfield model (Nicholson
and Longmore 1999):
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106CO2 + 16NH3 + H3PO4 + 106H2O

(CH2O)106(NH3)16(H3PO4) + 106O2
Equation 1.4

Primary producers in estuarine environments can include phytoplankton, plants,
macroalgae and microphytobenthos. The vast majority of primary production is carried
out via photosynthesis, however, other pathways exist (Dobson and Frid 1998), and
these are described in Section 1.4.4.
Although primary producers can consume a variety of inorganic forms of nitrogen in the
estuarine environment, NH4+ is generally preferred (Lecorre et al. 1993; Runcie et al.
2003).

1.3.6 Nitrification
Nitrification is the aerobic oxidation of ammonia to nitrate and nitrite. It is performed
by heterotrophic fungi, algae, and bacteria, facultative heterotrophic (prefer to utilise
organic carbon but can use inorganic carbon when necessary) and obligative autotrophic
(can only use inorganic carbon) chemolithotrophic bacteria (Kelly and Wood 2006).
Two separate groups of bacteria facilitate chemolithotrophic nitrification: (i) ammonia
oxidising and (ii) nitrifying bacteria. Ammonia oxidising bacteria oxidise ammonia to
nitrite. The nitrite is almost immediately oxidised to nitrate by a second group of
bacteria, nitrite oxidising bacteria (Bock and Wagner 2003). This chemolithoautotrophic
type of nitrification is far more common than heterotrophic processing in the aquatic
environment (Strauss and Lamberti 2000).
Nitrifying bacteria produce N2O. The yield of N2O (the percent of nitrogen processed
and released as N2O) varies between sites and studies. In a bacterial culture study
Goreau (1980) found that 0.3-9.9 % of all nitrogen nitrified was released as N2O. N2O
production rates measured in the field are far lower, between 0.07-0.7 % (McCarthy et
al. 1984; de Wilde and de Bie 2000).
Recent studies have observed anoxic nitrification linked to manganese reduction
(Bartlett et al. 2008). This was found to be a transient process, only occurring in
sediments that had been recently disturbed and were poor in sulfurous compounds.
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1.3.7 Denitrification
Denitrification is the reduction of nitrate to dinitrogen gas via a series of obligatory
intermediates (Equation 1.5).
NO3-(aq) → NO2-(aq) → NO(g) → N2O(g) → N2(g)

Equation 1.5

This is a form of anaerobic respiration, hence an energy gaining process for the
organisms involved. Most denitrification is conducted by facultative anaerobic bacteria,
however some archaea are also known to denitrify. Not all bacteria convert nitrate to
nitrogen gas, instead some bacteria only consume the gaseous intermediates, that is,
some bacteria will directly consume N2O(g), not NO3-(aq), and produce N2(g). These can
be both chemolithotrophic and organotrophic bacteria (Burgin and Hamilton 2007).
Denitrification usually only occurs under anaerobic conditions, hence it tends to occur
just below the oxic layer of sediment or in anoxic micro zones of the aerobic surface
layer of sediment (Sorensen 1978). Denitrifying bacteria can be autotrophic or
heterotrophic, however, heterotrophic bacteria tend to dominate (Gamble et al. 1977). A
far more detailed examination of denitrifying organisms can be found in reviews by
Shapleigh (2003) and Zumft (1997).
Chemolithoautotrophic denitrification (CO2 consuming) can be coupled to iron or
manganese oxidation and sulfur processing (Burgin and Hamilton 2007; Bartlett et al.
2008). Iron linked nitrogen processing has been studied by Weber et al. (2001; 2006),
who found that unlike heterotrophic denitrification, nitrate is directly reduced to N2
without the formation of a nitrite intermediate.
10 Fe2+ + 2 NO3- + 24 H2O→ 10 Fe(OH)3 + N2 + 18 H+

Equation 1.6

Iron linked denitrification is only important in areas where there is a limited supply of
sulfur and organic carbon (Weber et al. 2001) and hence is not likely to play a large role
in estuaries, the focus of this study, as they are generally both sulfur and carbon rich
(Section 1.1).
Sulfur linked denitrification has also been observed in the water of marine systems
(Brettar and Rheinheimer 1991), however, its importance in the estuarine environment
is unclear. Brettar and Rheinheimer (1991) suggest that in sediments with a high
organic carbon content heterotrophic denitrification will outcompete sulfidic processes,
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whereas a review by Burgin and Hamilton (2007) suggests the opposite. There appears
to be no clear consensus within the literature as to the importance of sulfur mediated
denitrification in the sediments of estuarine systems.
Other nitrate removing processes (anammox, dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonia
and biomass assimilation, see Sections 1.3.8, 1.3.9 and 1.3.10) can play important roles
in non-estuarine ecosystems (Burgin and Hamilton 2007). However, denitrification is
the major process responsible for the removal of nitrogen from the estuarine
environment. The fraction of nitrogen removed via denitrification is directly related to
the water residence time in the estuary (Nixon et al. 1996).
Nitrate processed via denitrification can come from a source external to the sediment
(e.g. diffusion from the overlying water) or be produced within the sediment via
nitrification. When the nitrate is sourced directly from nitrification, it is known as
coupled nitrification-denitrification. Studies have noted that 50-100 % of all
denitrification can be coupled denitrification (Rysgaard et al. 1995; Lehmann et al.
2004).

1.3.8 Anammox
Anammox is anaerobic ammonia oxidation. It is a biologically mediated reaction in
which equimolar amounts of ammonium and nitrite combine to form dinitrogen gas
(Equation 1.7). Anammox is an autotrophic, obligatory anaerobic process.
NH4+ + NO2-

2 H2O + N2

Equation 1.7

The concept of energy gain by the oxidation of ammonia to N2 was first suggested by
Broda (1977). However, evidence of this chemolithotrophic process occurring in nature
was not found until 1995 (1995). Further studies by Strous et al. (1999) identified and
characterised the bacteria responsible. Anammox has since been observed in anaerobic
areas of the ocean (Dalsgaard et al. 2003), mangroves (Meyer et al. 2005) and estuarine
systems (Risgaard-Petersen et al. 2004; Engstrom et al. 2005).
Anammox and denitrification (Section 1.3.7) are the only identified routes which lead to
the formation of N2 in the estuarine system. As such, they play an important role in
controlling the concentration of nitrogen within the ecosystem. The relative importance
of these pathways as a source of N2 varies between estuaries, with sites showing
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between 0 and 24 % of N2 produced via anammox (Trimmer et al. 2003; RisgaardPetersen et al. 2004).

1.3.9 Dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonia
The dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonia (DNRA) is conducted by obligate and
facultative anaerobic fermentative bacteria via the nitrite reductase enzyme. As such,
DNRA requires an oxygen limited environment to proceed (Cole and Brown 1980).
Unlike assimilatory nitrate reduction (Section 1.3.10), the ammonia produced during
DNRA is excreted from the cell.
DNRA can be a fermentative process, consuming organic carbon using an internally
generated electron acceptor, as shown in Equation 1.8 where glucose is used as the
fermentable substrate.
3 C6H12O6 + 2 NO2- + 2 H2O

6 CH3COO- + 6 HCOO- +2 NH4+ + 8 H+

Equation 1.8

DNRA can also be linked to sulfur and possibly iron oxidation, where
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria extract energy to reduce nitrate to ammonia from the
oxidation of sulfur compounds (H2S, S2- or S) or iron compounds (Fe2+) (Sorensen
1987; Burgin and Hamilton 2007). DNRA is in direct competition with denitrification
for the available nitrate. Sorensen (1987) and Tiedje et al. (1982) suggest that
fermentative DNRA will dominate denitrification in times of high organic carbon
availability and low nitrate availability.
Brunet and GarciaGil (1996) studied freshwater sediment slurries and found that DNRA
was favoured over denitrification in sediments amended with H2S (1 mmol /L). They
concluded that the increase in free sulfide not only increased sulfide driven DNRA but
directly inhibited the enzymes responsible for denitrification. A study of estuarine
sediments by Omnes et al. (1996) found that 12-33 % of nitrate in an estuary was
processed via DNRA. An and Gardner (2002) spiked intact cores with labelled 15NO3-.
They found that a larger proportion (15-75 %) of the added 15NO3- was converted to
ammonia through DNRA then denitrified to N2 (5-29 %). Although no direct
measurements of sulfur processing was made, they attributed this to high sulfur
concentrations within the sediment, which enhanced chemolithotrophic DNRA while
suppressing denitrification. Clearly, the relative importance of DNRA and
denitrification varies between sites.
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1.3.10 Biomass assimilation
Organisms require nitrogen for cellular growth. This can be assimilated in a variety of
forms: free amino acids, proteins, urea, nitrate, nitrite, ammonia or even N2 (nitrogen
fixation) (Frette et al. 2004; Flores and Herrero 2005; Kim and Gadd 2008). Once in the
organism the nitrogen is biologically sequestered and remains so until cell lysis and
excretion of the cellular contents.
The biomass nitrogen assimilation in systems with a high proportion of rooted
macrophytes can be a large and consistent nitrogen sink. In comparison the nitrogen
uptake (and release) rates of floating macroalgae are far more variable. Hence in
systems with a high proportion of floating macroalgae biomass nitrogen assimilation
will be a more variable nitrogen sink (Rysgaard et al. 1996). Gribsholt et al. (2007)
found that nitrogen assimilation (15NH4+ uptake) occurred mainly via microbial
pathways rather than macrophytes, even in areas where macrophytes were common.
Evidently the composition of the standing stock (microbial biomass vs. rooted
macrophytes and floating macrophytes) can affect the rate and variability of nitrogen
biomass assimilation.

1.3.11 Exchange between the sediment and the overlying water
Nitrogenous compounds, both ionic and gaseous, can be released or absorbed from the
overlying water. This exchange can be either an active or a passive process. In passive
exchange the concentration difference between the sediment porewater and the
overlying water leads to the diffusion of nitrogen into or out of the sediment. The rate of
this exchange process can be increased by sediment disturbance (Warnken et al. 2003).
During active exchange, nitrogenous compounds are flushed out of the sediments due to
the excretion and burrowing activities of benthic fauna. Studies by Henriksen et al.
(1980), Kristensen and Blackburn (1987) and Svensson (1998) note significant
increases in the rate of NO3-, NO2-, NH4+ and N2O exchange due to the presence of
benthic fauna.

1.3.12 Gaseous exchange between the water and the overlying air
The direction of gas exchange between the water and the overlying air is generally
driven by concentration differences between the two. The difference between measured
dissolved gaseous concentration and that predicted based on water temperature and
percent salinity is known as the gaseous deficit or percent saturation value. This value
can be used to infer the direction of diffusive flux across the air-water interface. For
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example, a gaseous deficit greater than 100 % suggests diffusive flux from the water to
the air, while a deficit less than 100 % implies gaseous diffusion into the water from the
air above.
The rate of air-water gaseous exchange is strongly influenced by the amount of surface
disturbance (e.g. wind speed) (Liss 1983; Liss and Merlivat 1986; Wanninkhof 1992;
MacIntyre et al. 1995). Interestingly, gaseous exchange can also be influenced by the
flora of the estuarine areas. Some plants are known to absorb gases at the roots which
then travel through the plant and are released through the leaves (Reddy et al. 1989).
When sediment or aqueous gas concentrations are high, the formation (ebullition) of gas
bubbles can occur (Chanton et al. 1989). This too facilitates the transport of gases to the
atmosphere.

1.4 The Carbon Cycle
1.4.1 Introduction
This is a study of carbon cycling within an estuarine system, the major components of
which are shown in Figure 1.3. Although carbon cycling does occur in all three
components of the estuarine system - air, water and sediment - in shallow water
environments the vast majority of organic carbon processing occurs in the sediments
(Cunha et al. 1999). As such, sediment processing will be the key focus of this study.
All organisms require a carbon source for growth and repair (Section 1.2). The type of
carbon used can be inorganic carbon (used by autotrophic organisms) or organic carbon
(used by heterotrophic organisms). Organotrophs gain energy by oxidising organic
carbon to inorganic carbon or simpler organic carbon molecules (carbon respiration).
Autotrophic organisms can produce new organic carbon from inorganic carbon. These
carbon processes can be grouped into two broad categories; processes which convert
carbon between organic and inorganic forms (Sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4) and those which
convert carbon between various forms of organic carbon (Sections 1.4.5). Processes
involving the production and consumption of methane are discussed separately in
Section 1.4.6. Physical exchange processes between the air, water and sediment in
addition to abiotic chemical processes are also considered (Sections 1.4.7 and 1.4.8).
This overview starts with an outline of the sources and type of carbon within the
estuarine system.
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Figure 1.3 - The major components of the carbon cycle in estuarine systems. The diagram is divided into
four sections atmospheric, aqueous, oxic and anoxic sedimentary environments. The major biologically
mediated processes and chemical reactions are shown using solid arrows while transport processes are
denoted by dashed arrows.

1.4.2 Organic and inorganic carbon types and sources
Although estuarine environments are rich in organic carbon, the biological ‘availability’
of this carbon can vary. Organic carbon can be produced internally through the process
of autotrophic production, in which inorganic carbon is fixed into new organic carbon
complexes (Section 1.4.4). This can be conducted by a variety of organisms including
seagrasses, which can directly exude fixed carbon to the sediments via their roots, and
microorganisms both planktonic (free floating) and benthic (sediment dwelling).
Holmer et al. (2004) studied organic carbon sources in pristine and anthropogenically
impacted seagrass meadows. They found that seagrasses were the chief organic carbon
source in pristine areas, while organic carbon sources within anthropogenically
influenced systems were a combination of both seagrass and microbial sources.
Organic carbon consists of a variety of different compounds or pools, each with
different turnover times. Turnover time can be defined as the amount of carbon in a pool
of organic matter divided by the decomposition rate of that pool (Trumbore and Druffel
1993).That is, how long it takes for an organic carbon compound to be degraded and its
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substituent carbon released as inorganic molecules. Using this definition organic carbon
can be considered either labile (having a short carbon turnover time, easily consumable
by benthic organisms) or recalcitrant/refractory (relatively unavailable carbon). Labile
forms of carbon include simple organic carbon molecules (eg. Free amino acids,
turnover time of < 1 hour (Fuhrman 1987)) although larger compounds may also be
rapidly turned over (Sanudo-Wilhelmy and Taylor 1999). Refractory forms of carbon
are those held within complex organic matter (eg. lignin), although still susceptible to
bacterial degradation, the decomposition of this matter can be extremely slow (decades
to millennia) (Marba et al. 2006). Organic carbon bound within higher-order organisms
(plants, insects and animals) is also clearly unavailable.
Sources of carbon (organic and inorganic) external to the estuary (allochthonous)
include fluvial inputs and terrestrial sources, both natural and anthropogenic (eg.
erosion and stormwater runoff). The relative importance of imported and indigenous
organic carbon appears to vary between sites. Cook et al. (2004c) suggested the
recalcitrant nature of external carbon sources means that they may not be as important
in carbon cycling as the smaller, but far more labile, internally generated organic
carbon. Other studies contradict this, finding that terrestrial organic carbon is a key
bacterial carbon source in estuarine systems (eg. Coffin and Cifuentes (1999) and
Raymond and Bauer (2000)). Atmospheric gaseous exchange (Section 1.4.8) is also an
external source of inorganic carbon. Internal sources include aerobic respiration
(Section 1.4.3), remineralisation (Section 1.4.5) and carbonate dissolution (Section
1.4.7).

1.4.3 Carbon respiration
During carbon respiration, organic carbon is oxidised to inorganic carbon via the
reduction of an electron acceptor (Equation 1.9). The reverse process, production
(Section 1.4.4), is coupled to the oxidation of an electron donor.

Organic carbon + e- acceptor

Respiration
Production

Inorganic carbon + e- donor

Equation 1.9

Broader definitions of respiration include lithotrophic processing, utilising electron
acceptors other than organic carbon (e.g. H2) (Kim and Gadd 2008). However, this
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section will focus on organotrophy, carbon respiration, in which an organic carbon
electron donor is utilised. There are two forms of carbon respiration, aerobic and
anaerobic. These are special cases of the governing equation (Equation 1.9). Aerobic
respiration uses O2 as the electron acceptor while anaerobic respiration utilises
alternative electron acceptors.
Aerobic carbon respiration
During aerobic respiration organic carbon is oxidised to inorganic carbon (CO2) with O2

as the electron acceptor (Equation 1.10).
(CH2O)n + O2 → CO2 + H2O

Equation 1.10

Aerobic respiration yields more free energy than alternative pathways such as
fermentative processing (Section 1.4.5). But aerobic respiration is limited by oxygen
availability. In the estuarine environment the concentration of oxygen can be low,
especially in the sediments, where aerobic processes are restricted to a thin (often
millimetres thick) layer at the surface (Risgaard-Petersen et al. 1994). The depth of
oxygen penetration changes with sediment composition, increasing in sites with sanddominated sediments and low organic carbon concentrations.
Aerobic respiration is performed by many different micro and macroorganisms. It is the
preferred energy gaining process for facultative anaerobic organisms. However, when
O2 concentrations are low alternative electron acceptors are used (Kim and Gadd 2008).
The relative importance of aerobic and anaerobic (non-O2) respiration varies but most
studies have found that anaerobic processing dominates in the estuarine environment
(Jorgensen 1977; Andersen and Hargrave 1984; Howes et al. 1984).
Anaerobic carbon respiration
During anaerobic respiration organic carbon compounds are converted to inorganic

carbon using an oxidising agent other than oxygen. These oxidising agents are generally
inorganic compounds (eg. NO3-, SO42-, CO2, Fe3+ and Mn4+) however they can include
organic compounds (eg. fumarate) (Prescott et al. 2002). The reaction between these
electron acceptors and organic carbon follows the general form shown in Equation 1.9.
Denitrification is an example of anaerobic respiration (Section 1.3.7). During
denitrification, organic carbon is oxidised to inorganic carbon using a series of nitrogen
based electron acceptors. Other forms of anaerobic respiration include sulfidogenesis
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and methanogenesis (Section 1.4.6). Many microorganisms (sulfidogenic bacteria) can
couple the reduction of sulfur compounds (SO42- or S0) to the oxidation of organic
carbon. Sulfidogenesis can be a key process, especially in areas of high salinity and
hence increased sulfur availability, like estuaries (Jorgensen 1977; Capone and Kiene
1988; Ferguson et al. 2003). Sulfidogens consume simple organic carbon molecules,
fatty acids and alcohols produced by organic carbon degradation (Section 1.4.5).
Another important anaerobic respirative process is Fe3+ reduction. Although releasing
less energy than other redox pathways (e.g. denitrification), the ubiquity of Fe3+ means
that is can account for up to 50 % of the total organic carbon oxidation (Kim and Gadd
2008). During iron metabolism, Fe3+ is reduced to Fe2+. Similar processes can occur
with other metals and metalloids, for example manganese (Mn4+ to Mn2+), selenium
(Se6+ to Se0 and Se4+ to Se2-) and arsenic (As5+ to As3+) (Nealson and Myers 1992; Stolz
and Oremland 1999).

1.4.4 Production
Production is a broad term given to the formation of new organic carbon from inorganic
carbon (Equation 1.10). As production is an anabolic (building up) rather than a
catabolic (pulling apart) process it requires energy to proceed, unlike the pathways
described in Section 1.4.3 which are energy producing. Production is often divided
according to the dominant carbon source, as either autotrophic or heterotrophic.
Autotrophic production
Autotrophic (or primary) producers use inorganic carbon as their sole source to create

new organic matter (Dijkhuizen and Harder 1985; Underwood and Kromkamp 1999).
Marine organisms are capable of using several forms of inorganic carbon (including
CO2, HCO3- and CO32-) but over 95 % use CO2 (Raven 1997). When fixed within higher
order photosynthesisers (e.g. plants), this new organic carbon may be sequestered for
long periods of time, however carbon fixed by microphytobenthos can be rapidly
excreted (< 24 hours) (Cook et al. 2007).
Autotrophic primary production can be driven by reduction reactions in combination
with light energy or chemical oxidation. Light dependant primary production is known
as phototrophic production or photosynthesis. Photosynthesis (Equation 1.11) produces
O2 and new organic carbon using light energy and can be viewed as the reverse of
aerobic carbon respiration (Equation 1.09).
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hν

CO2 + H2O 
→ (CH2O)n + O2

Equation 1.11

During light independent (lithotrophic) production, CO2 is oxidised into new organic
carbon using the chemical energy from an inorganic compound. Electron donors include
hydrogen, ammonia, sulfur, sulfurous compounds and some metal compounds (Fe, Cu,
Sb and U) (Kelly and Wood 2006). One of these light independent reaction pathways,
methanogenesis (CO2 fixation coupled to H2 reduction), is discussed in further detail in
Section 1.4.6.
Although there are many obligative lithoautotrophs that are only able to use inorganic
carbon, there are some facultative lithoautotrophs that consume organic carbon and only
turn to inorganic carbon sources when necessary. Other organisms are mixotrophic,
using both organic carbon and inorganic carbon (Kelly and Wood 2006).
Lithoautotrophic behaviour has been observed in laboratory studies of water and
sediments collected from nearshore sites, however, it has not been observed at nearshore
sites in situ (Seki 1968; Tuttle and Jannasch 1977; Thomsen and Kristensen 1997;
Taylor et al. 2003). But dark production by plankton and bacterial lithoautotrophs has
been observed in field studies of deep marine waters (Taguchi and Platt 1977; Juniper
and Brinkhurst 1986).
As photosynthesis is a light dependant process, increases in light intensity are linked to
increases in photosynthetic primary production. Increasing temperatures also lead to
increases in both light dependant and light independent primary production. Not
surprisingly, seasonal shifts in the rate of primary production are commonly observed
(Taguchi and Platt 1977; Caffrey 2004; Migne et al. 2004).
Estuarine primary production is the combination of planktonic production in the water
column and benthic production on or in the sediments. The relative importance of each
process will vary with the site, with the proportion of planktonic production increasing
in slow moving, clear, nutrient-rich waters (Underwood and Kromkamp 1999). In
shallow waters, like those of this study, benthic production has been observed to be
100-1000 times higher than water column productivity (Glud 2008).
Heterotrophic production
Heterotrophs cannot survive with inorganic carbon as their sole carbon source.

However, studies have found that heterotrophic bacteria regularly assimilate inorganic
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carbon (CO2) (Roslev et al. 2004). The CO2 is generally assimilated as an intermediary
within their metabolism and is more likely to occur when organic carbon substrates with
few carbon-carbon bonds are consumed (Dijkhuizen and Harder 1985; Roslev et al.
2004). Heterotrophic CO2 consumption has been observed during aerobic respiration,
anaerobic respiration and even fermentation (Hesselsoe et al. 2005). Common
heterotrophic producers include the methyltrophic bacteria which oxidise simple carbon
molecules (e.g. methyl acetate and methanol) (Loginova and Trotsenko 1979; Trotsenko
1983; Rakov et al. 1990).
Heterotrophic production is generally less important than lithotrophic or photosynthetic
production (Wetzel 1983). However, bacterial studies by Roslev et al. (2004) found that
heterotrophic production was far larger than lithotrophic CO2 assimilation in the dark. It
has also been suggested that when there are large external sources of organic carbon
(OrgC) available (e.g. following a algal bloom), heterotrophic CO2 assimilators may be
able to out-compete primary producers and nitrifiers for the available nutrients
(Revsbech 1994). Hence, it is conceivable that at times heterotrophic inorganic carbon
uptake may outstrip photosynthetic consumption. For example in a bacterial culture
study Verhagen et al. (1991) found critical C:N ratios above which heterotrophic
production out-competed nitrification for the available ammonium.

1.4.5 Degradation and remineralisation
Macroscopic forms of organic matter are too large and chemically complex for use by
microorganisms. Even when broken into smaller fragments, many organic carbon
molecules like lignin are too refractory for the majority of carbon respiring
microorganisms to utilise. Large compounds are instead broken down into smaller
organic carbon compounds by specialised microorganisms and photochemical reactions.
This breakdown is known as degradation or incomplete organic carbon oxidation. When
the processes of degradation and respiration (Section 1.4.3) are combined, they describe
the conversion of complex organic matter to its simplest inorganic constituents (CO2,
NH4+, H3PO4 and H2O). Together they are known as remineralisation (Section 1.3.4).
An estimated 90 % of the marine environment’s bacterial degradation occurs in the
benthic zone of the coastal shelf even though this zone only accounts for 10 % of the
total marine environment (Varnam and Evans 2000). Remineralisation can take place in
the water column or the sediments, but in shallow water the degradation of organic
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matter in the sediment can be far more important than that in the water above (Glud
2008).
Fermentative organic carbon oxidation
The dominant environmental degradation process is based on a series of fermentative

processes. Fermentation is a chemoorganoheterotrophic reaction where the oxidation of
organic carbon is coupled to the reduction of an internally generated electron acceptor,
often pyruvate (Prescott et al. 2002). As the electron acceptor is internally generated,
fermentation releases far less energy than respiration (Kim and Gadd 2008) which
means that it tends only to proceed in the deep anoxic layers of the sediment.
Fermentative degradation occurs in two stages. In the first stage (primary fermentation)
large organic polymers (e.g. polysaccharides, proteins, lipids and nucleic acids) are
broken down to smaller organic monomers and oligomers (peptides, amino acids,
sugars, acids, purins, pyrimidines, glycerol). During secondary fermentation these
smaller organic molecules are broken down even further to very simple molecules
including alcohols, lactate, formate, CO2 and H2 (Schmitz et al. 2006). Hydrogen gas is
often formed as a by product of fermentative reactions (Brock et al. 1984).
Sulfidogenic incomplete organic carbon oxidation
Complete sulfidogenic organic carbon oxidation, a form of anaerobic respiration, has

been mentioned earlier (Section 1.4.3). During sulfidogenic organic carbon oxidation,
microorganisms couple the oxidation of organic carbon to the reduction of sulfur
containing compounds. However, some sulfur processing organisms do not completely
oxidise organic carbon to CO2. Instead they produce simple organic carbon molecules
(e.g. acetate) and as such play a role in organic matter degradation (Kim and Gadd
2008).
Photochemical degradation
In the water column photochemical processes can play a large role in organic carbon

breakdown. The photochemical breakdown of large organic carbon molecules into
smaller biologically available organic carbon compounds has been observed in some
studies of aquatic ecosystems (Kieber et al. 1989; Lindell et al. 1995). The
photochemical breakdown of organic carbon directly to inorganic carbon and carbon
monoxide has also been observed in a range of aquatic ecosystems - wetlands, lakes,
rivers, salt marshes, coastal environments (Valentine and Zepp 1993; Miller and Zepp
1995). Estimates based on photochemical CO production or the pool isotope exchange
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technique suggest that photodegredation may account for 2-30 % of global marine CO2
production (Wang et al. 2009).

1.4.6 Methane metabolism
Methanogenesis
Methane can be produced directly from CO2 (Dijkhuizen and Harder 1985). This is a

form of chemolithoautotrophic production which couples the reduction of CO2 to the
oxidation of H2 (Section 1.4.4) (Schmitz et al. 2006). This reaction produces both
methane and water, as shown in Equation 1.12.
CO2 + 4 H2 → CH4 + 2 H2O

Equation 1.12

Methane can also be produced from the anaerobic processing of a variety of carbon
containing compounds (acetate, formate, methanol, methylated amines and CO). These
processes produce not only methane but also carbon dioxide (Kim and Gadd 2008). An
example of a methanogenic reaction, using acetate as the organic carbon substrate, is
shown in Equation 1.13.
CH3COO- + H+ → CH4 + CO2

Equation 1.13

Because methanogenic reactions release less free energy than other reactions they
generally only proceed after other more energy-rich electron acceptors (e.g. O2, NO3-,
Mn (IV), Fe(III) and SO42-) have been depleted. This means that the microorganisms
which mediate this reaction require a highly reduced (Eh < -300mV) and strictly
anaerobic environment for growth (Cicerone and Oremland 1988). Hence, methane
production only occurs in deep sediments and is predominantly controlled by the
oxygen concentration of the sediment (Segers 1998; Hedderich and Whitman 2003).
Sulfate reduction can compete with methanogenic bacteria for organic carbon and H2
substrates. In sulfate rich environments like estuaries methanogenesis can be repressed
(Brock et al. 1984).
Methane Consumption
Methanotrophs are bacteria that consume methane as an energy and carbon source.

These can be aerobic bacteria, including Methlyococcales and Methylophaga, or
anaerobic bacteria (Lidstrom 2003; Widdel et al. 2003). Aerobic methanotrophs require
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O2 and are dominant in the top 2 cm of the sediments. Anaerobic methanotrophs are
inhibited by O2 and are only active in deeper sediments (Niemann et al. 2006).
Aerobic methane oxidation is the combination of methane with oxygen to form carbon
dioxide and water (shown in Equation 1.14), hence it is a form of aerobic respiration.
CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O

Equation 1.14

During anaerobic methane oxidation, alternative electron acceptors (e.g. SO42-) are used
and inorganic carbon and hydrogen sulfide produced (Equation 1.15). This is common
in marine sediments which are generally rich in sulfate and quite anoxic (Widdel et al.
2003).
CH4 + SO42- → HS- + HCO3- + H2O

Equation 1.15

1.4.7 Abiotic chemical processing
CO3-/HCO3-/H2CO3 equilibrium
The carbonate buffering system is a key abiotic component of the carbon cycle. The

carbonate buffering system consists of a series of equilibria between dissolved and
gaseous forms of inorganic carbon (Equation 1.16).

The carbonate buffering system has been extensively studied and is well understood
(e.g. Stumm and Morgan (1970), Pankow (1991) and Zeebe (2001)). The solubility of
CO2 along with the equilibria constants for each reaction have also been studied and
models capable of accurately predicting them have been developed (Weiss 1974; Roy et
al. 1993; Roy et al. 1994b; Millero 1995; Roy et al. 1996b).

Equation 1.16
Where,

KH
K, KH2CO3 and K2

= Henry’s constant
= Equilibrium constants

The carbonate buffering system is closely coupled to pH. Increases in the CO2
concentration of the water will push the equilibria right increasing [H+] and decreasing
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the pH. Studies have found that oceanic pH decreased by 0.1 pH units since the
industrial revolution because of increased fossil fuel emissions (Denman et al. 2007).
Increases in pH can adversely impact biota, suppressing metabolism and eroding
carbonate shells (Seibel and Walsh 2001). A shift in the carbonate equilibrium system
to the right also reduces the availability of carbonate ions making it more difficult for
calcifying organisms to form and repair their shells (Orr et al. 2005).
This can have a highly detrimental effect on the biota within the aquatic environment.
Carbonate dissolution and precipitation
Within the marine environment, an alternative source of inorganic carbon can be the

chemical weathering of calcium carbonate containing rocks, known as calcium
carbonate dissolution (Equation 1.17). This dissolution reaction forms an equilibrium
with the precipitation of calcium carbonate which can be induced through the uptake of
CO2.

Equation 1.17

1.4.8 Exchange processes
Exchange between the sediment and the overlying water
In a manner analogous to nitrogenous exchange, carbon exchange can be either an

active or a passive process. Passive diffusive exchange relies on the concentration
difference between the sediment porewater and the overlying water while carbon
compounds are actively flushed out of the sediments by benthic fauna during active
exchange. Other forms of stimulated exchange between the water and the sediments
include periods of disturbance, both natural (e.g. turbulence through wave or storm
action) and anthropogenic (e.g. dredging). These events can expose deep sediments to
the overlying water and stimulate the release of carbonaceous compounds.
Gaseous exchange between the water and the overlying air
The mass of a gas dissolved in a liquid is governed by Henry’s law. It states that “at a

constant temperature the mass of gas dissolved in a liquid at equilibrium is proportional
to the partial pressure of the gas” in the air above (Daintith). The system’s attempt to
reach this equilibrium drives gaseous diffusion between the water and the air. The
direction of this diffusion is determined by the difference in concentration between the
water and the equilibrium concentration controlled by the partial pressure of the gas in
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the air above. That is, aqueous concentrations above equilibrium will lead to positive
gaseous flux while lower concentrations will lead to uptake (negative flux). The speed
of this process will be affected by the disturbance of the waters surface hence the wind
speed and wave action can influence flux rates (Liss 1983; Liss and Merlivat 1986;
Wanninkhof 1992; Wanninkhof and Knox 1996). The vascular transport of methane
from the highly anoxic sediments at the roots of plants to the leaves has been observed
as a way of methane bypassing the traditional air water exchange mechanisms (Bazhin
2004). The ebullition of bubbles can also enhance exchange between the water and the
air.

1.5 Carbon and Nitrogen Cycle Interactions
Carbon and nitrogen are two of the ten macronutrients required for life (the other eight
are O, H, N, S, P, K, Ca, Mg and Fe) (Prescott et al. 2002). As the carbon and nitrogen
cycles are both, at least in part, controlled by living organisms, these two cycles are
linked at the most basic of levels. As seen in Section 1.2 and Figure 1.1, all
microorganisms (in fact all organisms) require a carbon source. Hence, biologically
mediated nitrogen cycling process is intrinsically linked to carbon cycling. Considering
the environmental significance of these two cycles in the biosphere (Section 1.6), a
better understanding of them and the links between them is essential. The impact of
nitrogen availability on the ability of the earth’s biosphere to absorb carbon from the
atmosphere and continue to mitigate climate change has been highlighted (e.g. Arrigo
(2005) and Gruber and Galloway (2008)).
One key interaction is the effect of carbon availability on nitrogen processing,
specifically the effect of changes in the amount and composition (labile vs. refractory)
of carbon and the C:N ratio. This has been examined in many studies (Strauss and
Lamberti 2000; Holmer and Olsen 2002; Strauss et al. 2002; Liikanen et al. 2003;
Dodds et al. 2004; Dahllof and Karle 2005; Fulweiler et al. 2007). One paper noted that
a decrease in the organic carbon availability within an estuary actually switched the
estuary from a sink of biologically available nitrogen (NO3-, NO2-, NH4+ and OrgN),
through denitrification, to a source through nitrogen fixation (Fulweiler et al. 2007).
Further details of the effects of variations in carbon content, availability and the C:N
ratio on different processes within the nitrogen cycle are given in Sections 1.7.4 and
1.7.5.
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Biologically available nitrogen plays an important role in regulating organic carbon
production within ecosystems (Gruber and Galloway 2008). Some nitrogen cycling
processes require specific forms of carbon sources, for example, DNRA requires
fermentable carbon substrates to proceed (Cole and Brown 1980). Raghoebarsing
(2006) found a direct coupling between the carbon and nitrogen cycles in a microbial
consortium that used nitrate as an electron acceptor to oxidise methane to carbon
dioxide. That is, a chemolithic redox pair reaction (Section 1.2) directly involving
carbon and nitrogen.
Methane metabolism, a component of the carbon cycle, can also play an important role
in nitrogen cycling. Many methanotrophic bacteria are able to nitrify ammonia (Dalton
1977). Hence methanotrophic nitrifiers can be a source of nitrate (Roy and Knowles
1994). When concentrations of methane are high, nitrification may be suppressed due to
increased competition between methanotrophic and nitrifying organisms for O2 and
nitrogen sources (Roy et al. 1996a). A resultant decrease in denitrification, due to the
decrease in nitrate concentration, has also been suggested (Roy et al. 1994a).

1.6 Environmental Importance
Through their farming practises (fertilisation with anthropogenically fixed N) humans
have doubled the amount of biologically available nitrogen fixed annually (Jenkinson
2001). These perturbations of natural nutrient cycling are linked to climatic change,
ozone depletion, nutrient pollution and algal bloom formation, all key environmental
concerns (Vitousek et al. 1997a). These issues along with their links to carbon and
nitrogen cycling will now be outlined.

1.6.1 Greenhouse gases and global warming
Greenhouse gases (GHG - including H2O, CO2, CH4 and N2O) increase the temperature
of the earth’s atmosphere by absorbing infrared energy radiated by the earth’s surface
(Somerville et al. 2007). Although a beneficial and natural process, the production of
GHGs has increased dramatically since the industrial revolution, enhancing the natural
greenhouse effect.
The climatic impact of individual gases is determined not only by their concentration
but by their energy absorbing ability. Hence, although CO2 has increased the most in
concentration (CO2 by ~ 40 µmol/mol, CH4 by ~ 0.2 µmol/mol and N2O by ~ 0.02
µmol/mol in the last 30 years (Hofmann et al. 2006)) other gases still contribute
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appreciably to the enhanced greenhouse effect (Shine and Sturges 2007). Three of the
most important anthropogenically impacted GHG gases, CO2, CH4 and N2O, are
components of the carbon and nitrogen cycles.
Aquatic ecosystems produce and consume CO2, CH4 and N2O through natural and
anthropogenically influenced processes. According to the most recent
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report, approximately 40 % of all
CH4 emitted into the atmosphere arises from natural processes, and of these natural
sources 80 % originated in wetlands (Denman et al. 2007). Human alterations to the
nitrogen cycle, specifically the increased fertilisation with nitrogenous nutrients, have
increased the production of N2O (Naqvi et al. 2000). Hence, much of the N2O flux from
rivers, estuaries and coastal zones is anthropogenic in origin. Rivers, estuaries and
coastal zones account for about 25 % of all anthropogenic N2O released into the
atmosphere (Denman et al. 2007). Estuaries form only 0.4 % of the worlds oceanic area
yet are estimated to account for 33 % of total oceanic N2O emissions (Bange et al.
1996). A better knowledge of carbon and nitrogen cycling is thus essential for
understanding the Earth’s intrinsic greenhouse gas sources and sinks.

1.6.2 Ozone depletion
Ozone depletion is another adverse effect of increased N2O in the atmosphere. Within
the stratosphere ozone (O3) protects to earth by absorbing harmful UV-B light. This is a
regenerative process initiated by the photodissociation of O2 (Equation 1.18). These O
atoms can then combine with O2 to form O3 (Equation 1.19), which then absorbs
harmful UV-B light (280-320 µm) protecting the Earth’s surface (Equation 1.20).
O2 + λ (< 242 nm) → 2 O

Equation 1.18

O + O 2 → O3

Equation 1.19

O3 + hυ (280 to 320 nm) → O2 + O

Equation 1.20

In the stratosphere, N2O can photodissociate forming NOx (nitrogen oxides – NO and
NO2), which decrease stratospheric ozone concentrations. This O3 depletion process was
first described by Crutzen (1970) and accounts for 60 % of “natural” ozone depletion
(Johnston 1992). Methane can also act to increase stratospheric ozone depletion,
through the formation of hydrogen oxides (including OH) in the upper stratosphere
which deplete O3 (Johnston 1992; Solomon 1999; Clerbaux and Cunnold 2006).
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1.6.3 Eutrophication
Aquatic environments can be limited by the availability of either nitrogen or
phosphorus. The increase in the concentration of the limiting nutrient within a water
body (for Lake Illawarra nitrogen (Qu et al. 2007)) is known as eutrophication.
Eutrophication can have severe adverse effects on the aquatic environment, making it a
current and pressing environmental concern.
Humans have dramatically altered the nitrogen cycle, increasing the amount of
bio-available nitrogen (Vitousek et al. 1997a). This increase boosts biological activity,
specifically primary production. It also encourages the formation of algal blooms both
macro (seaweed) and micro (Hallegraeff 1993; Smith et al. 1999). Although algal
blooms can increase dissolved oxygen concentrations at the surface during the daytime
they can cause dramatic decreases in the oxygen content of the water. They do this in
two ways. Firstly, they float on or near the surface blocking light to organisms below
disrupting photosynthesis, preventing in situ O2 production. More importantly, dramatic
crashes in dissolved oxygen concentrations can occur when the algal blooms die and
decompose. The combination of these can lead to anoxia and the acidification of the
water body. Anoxia can harm all O2 dependant aquatic organisms (Officer et al. 1984).
Because of their rapid growth these blooms can out-grow and displace native flora,
altering the species composition of the ecosystem (Valiela et al. 1997; Smith et al.
1999). Blooms can also be directly toxic or release toxins, harming fish and other higher
life forms (Burkholder et al. 1992; Hallegraeff 1993). Toxins produced from algal
blooms can also bioaccumulate in seagrasses and fish leading to toxicity at higher
trophic levels (Flewelling et al. 2005).
Algal blooms have been reported world wide - in China, North America, Hawaii,
Australia, the Mediterranean and Baltic Seas (Valiela et al. 1997; Chen et al. 2003;
Rutten et al. 2004). They also occur in diverse environment types, from the open ocean
to small ponds and estuaries. There is no one cause of algal bloom formation, however,
they are far more likely to occur under set of specific circumstances - high
concentrations of nutrients, warm and still water and abundant sunlight.

1.7 Factors Affecting the Carbon and Nitrogen cycles
Light intensity, O2 concentration, temperature, salinity, pH, water depth (tides),
substrate availability, C:N and disturbance events all regulate carbon and nitrogen
cycling. Some of these factors (including temperature and light intensity) vary
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systematically with season or diurnally. These factors can also be closely interlinked.
For example, the solubility of O2 will change depending on the salinity and temperature
(Benson and Krause 1984), which will in turn influence the O2 concentration of the
water and the O2 penetration depth within the sediment.
The following sections are not an exhaustive discussion of the factors affecting carbon
and nitrogen cycling. Rather, they aim to give an overview of some of the mechanisms
and relationships involved and highlight some interesting recent studies.

1.7.1 Light intensity
In general, the rate of primary production and growth within the water sediment
ecosystem is limited by light availability (Philips et al. 1997; Dobson and Frid 1998).
Hence increases in light intensity tend to lead to increases in the rate of primary
production and the associated consumption of inorganic carbon and production of
organic carbon. An increase in primary production can also increase algal NH4+ uptake
(Nielsen et al. 1990a). Water column studies by Olson (1981b; 1981a) found that light
stimulated the reduction of nitrate by phytoplankton and inhibited nitrification.

1.7.2 Oxygen concentration
Nitrogenase, the enzyme responsible for N2 fixation, is very sensitive to high oxygen
concentrations. Although many N2-fixing organisms have developed ways of protecting
this enzyme, in muddy sediments increases in oxygen concentration have still been
observed to decrease and even inhibit N2 fixation (Capone 1985). Clearly the balance
between aerobic and anaerobic nitrogen and carbon cycling processes will be affected
by changes in oxygen concentration.
Oxygen concentrations affect not only the rate of certain nitrogen cycling processes but
also the resulting products. For example, the yield of N2O relative to NO2- produced via
nitrification increases as oxygen concentration decreases (Goreau et al. 1980; de Wilde
and de Bie 2000). Changes in the oxygen concentration can also have effects on the
depths at which processes occur within the sediments (Sorensen 1978; Kieskamp et al.
1991). For example, denitrification tends to be localised just below the aerobic layer of
sediment or in anaerobic micro-zones of the aerobic surface layer and hence moves with
changes in O2 concentration.
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1.7.3 Temperature
In general biologically mediated processes are temperature dependent. The rate of most
processes will increase until a peak rate at an optimum temperature is reached, above
which the rate will decrease. For example, the response of anammox and denitrification
to changes in temperature in North-Baltic sea sediments was studied by Dalsgaard and
Thamdrup (2002). They found that the optimum temperature for anammox to proceed
was 15 °C, and that anammox activity ceased at temperatures over 37 °C. The optimum
temperature for denitrification occurred at 32 °C and continued up to temperatures of 52
°C. Considering the many microorganisims able to perform these functions, it is likely
that optimum temperatures for anammox and denitrification will vary between species
and hence between locations. Interestingly, a study by Hancke and Glud (2004) found
that although both photosynthesis and heterotrophic respiration increased with
temperature, the increase in heterotrophic respiration was larger. This means that as
temperatures increase, heterotrophic (organic carbon-consuming) processes may begin
to dominate over autotrophic (organic carbon-producing) processes in aquatic systems.
The rate of organic matter degradation and the fluxes of N2, NH4+, NO3-, NO2- and CH4
fluxes from sediments increase with temperature (Van Luijn et al. 1999; Christensen et
al. 2003). Temperature also appears to play an important role in the species composition
of the nitrogen processing community (Gamble et al. 1977). Results from a batch
reactor study by Ogilvie et al. (1997) suggest that low temperatures favour denitrifying
bacteria while high temperatures favour fermentative DNRA bacteria.

1.7.4 Substrate availability and form
In general, an increase in the amount of available substrate (up to the saturation point)
leads to an increase in the rate of the process, however, there are exceptions. Dalsgaard
and Thamdrup (2002) found that the rate of remineralisation was influenced by the
concentration of organic matter, in which an addition of organic matter more than
doubled the production of ammonia from 36 to 74 nmol cm-3day-1. Ammonia
assimilation also increased with increasing ammonia concentrations (Olson 1981a).
Increases in organic carbon substrates are also linked to increases in inorganic carbon
and CH4 flux from the sediments (Andersen and Hargrave 1984; Christensen et al.
2003; Forja et al. 2004).
All microorganism metabolic processes require not only electron acceptors and donors
(metabolic substrates) but also carbon sources (Section 1.2). Hence, the availability of
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carbon substrates affects the rate of carbon and nitrogen processing. For example, An et
al. (2001) found that N2 fixation was enhanced by enrichment with organic matter
(OM).
The composition of the carbon substrate can also affect the rate of processing. Kesseru
et al. (2002) noted that the composition of the carbon substrates affected the rate of
denitrification. The addition of simple carbon compounds (ethanol and acetic acid) led
to rates of denitrification faster than those observed when more complex compounds
(succinic acid – C4H6O4) were added. Strauss and Lamberti (2000) found that organic
carbon additions of higher quality (more labile) repressed nitrification while enhancing
heterotrophic activity. They linked this to the addition of organic carbon allowing the
heterotrophic bacteria to out-compete the nitrifying bacteria for the available NH4+.
Other studies also noted that inputs of fresh, easily degradable organic matter stimulated
heterotrophic production (NH4+ assimilation), which in turn consumed O2 and repressed
nitrification (Van Luijn et al. 1999; Dahllof and Karle 2005). Studies on the level of
microbial and enzymatic activity have, however, suggested that the degradation of
organic carbon is far more complicated and that the assessment of the “quality” of
organic carbon substrates in this manner may be a gross oversimplification (Arnosti and
Holmer 2003; Arnosti 2004).
Changes in substrate availability will not affect the rate of all nitrogen or carbon cycling
processes equally. In cases where two processes compete for the same substrate,
changes in substrate concentration can benefit one process over the other. Increases in
the nitrate concentrations have been found to increase the proportion of nitrate
denitrified rather than processed via DNRA (King and Nedwell 1985; Sorensen 1987).
In a sediment slurry experiment, King and Nedwell (1985) found that at nitrate
concentrations above 500 µM, more than 50 % of the nitrate was processed via
denitrification, whereas below 500 µM DNRA dominated.
Similarly, competition between the anammox reaction and denitrification is affected by
carbon concentration. Risgaard-Petersen et al. (2004) linked increased organic carbon to
an increase in denitrification over the anammox pathway. This is due to the ability of
denitrifiers to utilise both inorganic and organic carbon (Section 1.3.7). In comparison,
anammox bacteria are strictly autotrophic, only able to use inorganic carbon (Section
1.3.8). Hence, an increase in the organic carbon concentration allows denitrification to
out-compete anammox. Risgaard-Petersen et al. (2004) also noted that a decrease in the
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availability of nitrite can decrease the rate of anammox relative to denitrification. Two
reasons for this were proposed: firstly, denitrifiers generate their own nitrite from nitrate
whereas anammox bacteria can not; secondly, anammox bacteria are slow growing and
restricted to chemolithotrophic energy production along the anaerobic anammox
pathway. Denitrifiying bacteria are facultative anaerobes and able to respire using O2,
nitrite or nitrate. As such, denitrifiers can survive periods of low nitrite availability and
high O2 – for example disturbance events. They can also grow much faster and outcompete a recovering anammox population.
Some processes are adversely affected by increases in substrate availability. High
concentrations of nitrite are known to be toxic but only when the supply is greater than
the system’s ability to reduce it (Cole and Brown 1980). A study by Philips et al. (1997)
found that the rate of nitrogen fixation was inversely proportional to the nitrate
concentration. Horne and Goldman (1994) observed that NH3 and NO3- in the overlying
water affected N2 fixation, with NH3 repressing the activity of nitrogenase and NO3preventing nitrogenase synthesis. This suggests that nitrogen fixation only occurs when
other (more energy-rich) sources of nitrogen are unavailable.

1.7.5 C:N ratio
The C:N ratio is not a reliable determinant of the type of carbon and nitrogen processing
within the sediment as it can vary between sites. When C:N ratios are high (i.e. excess
molar ratio of carbon) heterotrophic bacteria will out-compete lithotrophic nitrifying
bacteria for the available ammonia leading to a decrease in the nitrification rate. But the
critical sedimentary C:N ratio above which heterotrophic processing dominates varies
between studies. For example, Verhagen and Laanbroek (1991) observed a critical C:N
ratio of ~ 10, however, Strauss and Lamberti (2000) found a higher value ~ 21. They
also note that this would vary depending on the quality of the organic carbon (discussed
previously Section 1.7.4). Another example is Tupas and Koike (1990), who examined
ammonia production (remineralisation) and noted that NH4+ release occurred at C:N
substrate ratios of 12-14. This contradicted previous studies which suggested that a C:N
substrate ratio < 10 was required before NH4+ release (remineralisation) rather than
assimilation occurred (Goldman et al. 1987).
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1.7.6 Chemical and physical sediment composition
Many studies have noted differences in the carbon and nitrogen cycling abilities of
sandy and finer grained “muddier” sediments. Hirota (2007) noted that fluxes of CO2
and CH4 from sandy sediments were lower than those of finer grained sediments.
Similarly Van Luijn et al. (1999) found that N2, NO2-, NO3- and NH4+ fluxes were
higher in muddier than sandier sediments. These differences have always been linked to
the increased organic matter content typical of finer grain sediments rather than the
change in particle size.
Increases in particle size induce changes in the porosity within sediment. Sandier
sediments are generally more porous, however, this does depend on a range of other
factors including the “sortedness” of the sediment. Increases in porosity are directly
related to increases in the efficiency of diffusive processes both into the sediment (eg.
O2 penetration depth) and out of the sediment (eg. nutrient and gaseous release) (Maerki
et al. 2004). Hence, compounds may be able to diffuse faster out of sandier sediments.
The overall release rate will depend on whether diffusion or the rate of production is
limiting.

1.7.7 Salinity
The response of nitrogen fixation to increases in salinity varies between bacterial
species. Some species are completely inhibited, some are salt-dependant and some are
unaffected (Capone 1985). Rysgaard et al. (1999) noted decreasing nitrification and
denitrification and increasing ammonia flux with increased salinity. This was linked to
increased competition between ammonia and other cations (Na+, K+ etc.) for the
negatively charged sites within the sediment. The increased efflux of ammonia in turn
led to a decrease in nitrification and therefore coupled nitrification-denitrification. In
contrast, Mondrup (1999) found that the changes in ammonium flux were not sufficient
to account for the decrease in nitrification and denitrification and instead suggested that
a direct physiological response of the bacterial community was responsible. Salinity
driven physiological responses have also been linked to changes in respiration and
photosynthetic rates (Farris and Oviatt 1999). In estuarine systems, changes in salinity
are generally caused by gross water movements such as tides. Changes in nutrient and
suspended particulate concentrations and also light availability may occur concurrently
and influence respiratory and photosynthetic activity. Direct bacterial responses to
salinity changes have been noted in culture studies by Bollmann and Laanbroek (2002).
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They found that changes in salinity changed the community composition of ammonia
oxidising bacteria.

1.7.8 pH
The well buffered nature of marine and estuarine systems means that dramatic
variations in pH are rare. As such, pH has not generally been considered as a critical
factor in nitrogen cycling (Capone 1985), yet some effects have been noted. A
relationship between pH and denitrification has been observed by Glass and Silverstein
(1998) in batch reactors. They found that at near neutral pH (6.5-7.0) denitrification was
inhibited and that nitrite accumulation increased with pH at higher pH ranges (7.5-9.0).
Strauss et al. (2002) examined stream sediments and found that peak rates of
nitrification occurred at pH 7.5-7.8 but that this was not the key influence on
nitrification activity.
pH is also directly linked to carbon cycling. The carbonate buffer system (Section 1.4.7)
describes the relationship between the inorganic carbon (CO2, CO32-, HCO3-)
concentration of the water and the pH. Increases in CO2 concentrations can shift the
equilibrium of the system decreasing the pH. As such, changes in carbon processing can
directly influence the pH of the system and hence biological processing within it (Forja
et al. 2004).

1.7.9 Water Level
It is difficult to assess the effect of water level (depth) on estuarine carbon and nitrogen
cycling as it is so closely linked to changes in light availability at the sediment surface,
sediment O2 penetration and diffusive transport between the sediment and the
atmosphere. The effect of water level change on carbon and nitrogen cycling can be
studied in situ by examining either multiple sites, which vary in water depth or sites
affected by water level changes due tidal variations. These techniques bring their own
complications. Water level changes associated with tidal variations are also often
affected by sediment disturbance which can also influence biogeochemical cycling
(Section 1.7.10). While sites at varying water depths are often located at different
distances from the shore and can have dramatically different sediments (eg. fine vs.
sandy). For these reasons, it is often difficult to distinguish the effect of changes in
water depth from the effect of changes in other environmental factors (e.g. light or
temperature).
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1.7.10 Disturbance events, Bioturbation and Turbidity
Gross water disturbance events, like storms, tidal flow, wave action and human
activities, can dramatically perturb the sediment surface. Events such as these can affect
areas of the order of tens or hundreds of m2. Mixing of the water column stirs up the
sediments, potentially exposing deep anaerobic sediments to oxygen, altering the redox
layers within the sediments which can affect sediment chemistry. It can also introduce
sediment bacteria into the water column and thus increase water column microbial
activity.
Storm induced mixing of the water column has been observed to stimulate microbially
mediated processes (Horrigan et al. 1990). Anthropogenic disturbance of the sediment
through clam or shrimp trawling has also been linked to changes in sediment carbon and
nitrogen cycling (Pilskaln et al. 1998; Sparks-McConkey and Watling 2001; Falcao et
al. 2003; Warnken et al. 2003; Pusceddu et al. 2005). These changes include: increased
diffusive flux of nitrogenous compounds (NH4+, NO3- and NO2-) to the water column,
altered biotic community structure, increased sediment resuspension (i.e. turbidity),
increased organic carbon content of the surface sediment (due to the organic matter
from deeper layers entering the surface sediments or the reduction in organic matter
consumption) and decreased porewater nitrogen. Disturbance events have also been
linked to increases in gaseous release from the sediments (Bussmann 2005).
Smaller scale disturbance events often occur due to natural bioturbation where the
movement and activity of benthic fauna mixes the sediment and overlying water. A
mesocosm study observed increases in oxygen consumption and denitrification in
sediments containing benthic fauna in comparison to those without (Rysgaard et al.
1995). It was suggested that these increases were due to the increased transport of O2
and NO3- rich water within the burrows of amphipods. The difference between
populated and unpopulated sediments increased when the sediments were illuminated,
as the benthic fauna were more active during the day. Enoksson and Samuelsson (1987)
noted bioturbation induced increases in nitrification and DNRA and again linked them
to increased transport across the sediment-water interface.
Increased turbidity is a common consequence of sediment disturbance although it can
also be caused by fluvial and stormwater inputs and increases in the microbial
population of the water column (e.g. an algal bloom). Changes in turbidity can have a
variety of effects. Increased turbidity can lead to a decrease in dissolved oxygen
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concentration as the suspended particles absorb heat increasing the water temperature.
Increased turbidity also decreases the depth of light penetration and hence diminishes
photosynthesis, again decreasing the dissolved oxygen level leading to a more anoxic
environment.

1.7.11 Plants
Many studies have noted the role that plants play in the release of dissolved gases,
particularly methane (Boon and Sorrell 1995; Boon et al. 1997; Van der Nat and
Middelburg 2000; Bazhin 2004; Wang and Han 2005). These studies link increased
production and release of methane to increases in substrate availability and alterations in
the oxygen environment of the sediment caused by the plants.

1.7.12 Competition
Carbon and nitrogen cycling processes can compete for carbon substrates and preferred
electron acceptors or donors. Examples of this competition include the processes of
denitrification and algal assimilation which compete directly for nitrate. Nielsen et al.
(1990a) found that this competition was only important when availability of alternative
nitrogen sources was low (ammonia concentrations < 5.6 ppm-N) and light availability
was high (> 40 µmol quanta m-2s-1). Alternatively, competition can occur between
carbon and nitrogen cycling processes and those of other biogeochemical cycles (eg.
sulfur or iron) (eg. Senga (2006)).

1.7.13 Diurnal changes
Light-intensity linked variations in photosynthetic activity can alter the mass of carbon
dioxide in the system, influencing pH (Sections 1.4.7 and 1.7.8). Photosynthetic activity
can also influence oxygen concentration which then changes the location of the oxicanoxic interface within the sediment and influences the rate, and the relative importance
and depth of aerobic and anaerobic activities. For example, Christensen et al. (1990) and
Nielsen et al. (1990b) both noted that increased photosynthesis increased sediment O2
penetration. They found that this increased the NO3- diffusive path from the overlying
water and dramatically decreased sediment denitrification. Risgaard-Petersen et al.
(1994) found a similar trend, noting that increased oxygen concentration increased
nitrification. Illumination doubled the rate of coupled nitrification-denitrification but
halved the rate of denitrification using NO3- sourced from the water column. This meant
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that nitrate produced within the sediments was denitrified during the day while nitrate
sourced from the overlying water was consumed at night.
Other studies have noted diurnal changes in nitrogen efflux from the sediments.
Increased microalgal photosynthetic activity increased NH4+ uptake during the day and
reduced the efflux of NH4+ into the overlying water (Nielsen et al. 1990b; Rysgaard et
al. 1995). Nitrate and nitrite concentration have been correlated with changes in water
temperature and light, increasing during the night and decreasing during the day when
uptake by photosynthetic organisms occurs (Boto and Wellington 1988).
Diurnal changes in nitrogen fixation have been observed, however, no consistent pattern
is evident. For example, Cook et al. (2004b) found that the majority of N2 fixation
occurs at night (at a site dominated by cyanobacteria), probably due to increased oxygen
concentrations during the day. In direct contrast Philips et al. (1997) and CharpyRoubaud et al. (2001) observed the majority of nitrogen fixation to occur during the day
(~ 95 %).

1.7.14 Seasonal changes
Seasonal changes in temperature and light availability can alter sediment productivity
and metabolic rates (Farris and Oviatt 1999). Spring-time increases in light intensity and
water and sediment temperatures have been linked to exponential increases in
microalgal growth (Christensen et al. 1990).
Other seasonal changes can be due to varying weather patterns, which alter the mass of
fresh water and run-off entering an estuary. As new masses of water generally bring
fresh nutrients and organic matter, this seasonal effect can be viewed as a change in
substrate availability. The rate and timing of nitrogen influx has been found to relate
directly to rainfall and season, with the wet season bringing an influx of water and an
increase in nitrogen input (Davis et al. 2003; Nixon et al. 2007). However Horrigan
(1990) noted that this increase in water input can increase the water volume and may
actually dilute the nitrogen concentration. They also found spring ammonia and nitrate
concentrations to be larger and more variable throughout the water column than those of
autumn, while Rysgaard et al. (1995) found higher nitrate concentrations in winter and
spring than summer accompanied by high sediment nitrate uptake in summer but
negligible removal in winter.
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Nitrogen assimilation has been observed to triple in the warmer months (Gribsholt et al.
2007). The low light availability, temperature and increased dissolved inorganic nutrient
concentrations of the winter months suppress nitrogenase activity and hence nitrogen
fixation (Cook et al. 2004b). Research by Ogilvie et al. (1997), outlined in Section
1.7.3, also suggests that seasonal shifts in temperature will alter the composition of the
bacterial community, switching from denitrification domination in winter to DNRA in
summer.

1.8 Summary and aims
The carbon and nitrogen cycles are a series of complex, biologically mediated reactions
and transport processes. The carbon and nitrogen cycles play a key role in the health of
ecosystems, with links to eutrophication, greenhouse gas production and the production
of ozone depleting agents. As such, it is crucial that carbon and nitrogen cycling can be
assessed and quantified in the natural environment. Better assessments and
understanding of carbon and nitrogen cycling will improve management and
remediation strategies for already polluted systems and allow the protection of pristine
areas.
In estuaries the bulk of carbon and nitrogen processing occurs within the sediment. The
processing of carbon and nitrogen are strongly interdependent and as such are best
examined together. It is also important, considering the complexity of these processes
and their relationships to other environmental parameters (e.g. temperature, dissolved
O2), that carbon and nitrogen cycling processes are examined in situ in order to assess
what actually occurs in the environment.
Phosphorus, like nitrogen and carbon, is key for cellular growth and nutrition. However
previous research has shown Lake Illawarra, the focus of this study, to be a nitrogen
limited system (Sivakumar 1986; Lake Illawarra Authority 1995; Sherman 2000; Qu et
al. 2007). As such, our study did not examine phosphorus, instead it focused on the
cycling of the limiting nutrient nitrogen.
Variations in environmental conditions (e.g. salinity, dissolved O2) affect carbon and
nitrogen cycling. As many of these variables are linked to diurnal and seasonal changes
in light availability and temperature, diurnal and seasonal cycles are expected to occur
in carbon and nitrogen processing. Disturbance events can also affect carbon and
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nitrogen cycling, however, the impact of disturbance events on gaseous production is
yet to be investigated.
Anthropogenically induced changes in the estuarine environment, especially increased
carbon and nitrogen substrate concentrations, can dramatically alter carbon and nitrogen
processing. In order to manage carbon and nitrogen cycling, and their environmental
impacts, it is important to understand and quantify carbon and nitrogen processing
within the estuarine system.
This study aimed to:
-

Develop a system capable of quantifying carbon and nitrogen cycling in situ in
the air, water and sediment of estuarine systems, with a time resolution (hourly)
capable of allowing the identification of diurnal and seasonal fluctuations. This
system will also allow the monitoring of key environmental parameters – light
availability, dissolved O2, pH, temperature and salinity (Part 1 – Chapters 2 to
3).

-

Deploy the system in a series of field studies at different sites within an
estuarine lake for extended periods (> 100 hours) over a range of seasons to
obtain a detailed data set characterising nearshore sites within the estuary (Part 1
– Chapter 4 and Part 2 – Chapter 5).

-

Assess the data obtained in terms of their representativeness by comparing them
to data collected in previous studies of the estuary of interest and at other similar
estuarine systems (Part 2 – Chapter 6).

-

Consider the implications of the results for the health of the estuary and the
national and global importance of it and other estuarine systems as sources (or
sinks) of greenhouse gases (Part 2 – Chapters 6).

-

Observe seasonal and diurnal changes in the concentrations and species of
carbon and nitrogen compounds in situ within an estuarine environment. Link
the changes to variations in the key environmental parameters and carbon and
nitrogen processing, specifically the metabolism of the benthic community and
highlight the links between the two cycles (Part 3 – Chapters 7 to 9).

-

Use the developed system to examine the relationship between substrate
availability (focusing on organic nitrogen and carbon) and the production of
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greenhouse gases and water chemistry by studying sites with differing organic
matter concentrations (Part 3 - Chapter 10).
-

Investigate the effects of sediment disturbance on the aquatic environment by
comparing the disturbance response of sites prone to sediment disturbance to
those protected from disturbance (Part 3 – Chapter 10).
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PART 1 – METHODS
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CHAPTER 2 – ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents a summary of the analytical techniques used during this study.
Most of the wet chemistry techniques are “Standard Methods” and only a brief
overview is provided. For further information refer to Eaton, Clesceri et al. (Eaton et al.
2005) or the other references supplied. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was used for all gas analyses made during this research. A description of the
technique is provided in Section 2.5.

2.2 Sample Collection, Preservation, Filtration and Storage
The type of sample container, cleaning procedures, storage and preservation techniques
were all as described in Standard Methods for the Analysis of Water and Wastewater
(Eaton et al. 1998).

2.2.1 Sample containers and washing
Organic carbon (OrgC) samples were collected in 100 mL amber glass jars. Other
samples were stored in either plastic 50 mL centrifuge tubes or 1 L bottles. All sampling
tools (shovels, spoons etc.) and containers were washed with phosphate free detergent
(Sonex, hospital and laboratory equipment detergent, Whitely Medical) and then rinsed
with tap and high purity water (Milli-Q deionised water 18 MΩcm-1). The amber glass
jars were baked dry in a 100 °C oven, all other sample containers were air dried. The
washed containers were stored capped prior to sample collection.

2.2.2 Sediment
Sediments were manually collected from the top 10 cm of the lake bed. Any large
pieces of organic matter (> 5 mm), stones and other sizable pieces of foreign matter
were removed. Clean plastic 50 mL centrifuge tubes were filled on site with sediment
and immediately capped to minimise exposure to the air. Samples used for porewater
analyses were taken directly to the laboratory and extracted as described in Section
2.2.3. The remaining tubes were stored frozen and thawed, homogenised and
sub-sampled before analysis. Separate 50 g samples of sediment for OrgC analysis were
collected and stored frozen in glass jars.
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2.2.3 Porewater Extraction
Sufficient sediment from each site was collected to extract approximately 150 mL of
porewater. Samples were transported on ice to the laboratory where they were
centrifuged at ~ 2000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was then decanted using a
polycarbonate syringe and pushed through 0.45 µm polyethylene (Minisart PES 16533
K, Sartorious) syringe filters into 50 mL plastic centrifuge tubes. Tests were carried out
to determine if these filters were a possible source of contamination (Section 2.2.5).
Samples were acidified to pH < 2 using dilute sulfuric acid and stored at less than 4 °C.

2.2.4 Overlying water
Water samples for organic carbon analysis were collected, acidified with dilute sulfuric
acid (1 M) to pH < 2 and stored at < 4 °C. Water samples for organic nitrogen analysis
were collected in clean 1 L plastic bottes and stored frozen at -20 °C until analysis. All
other water samples were collected in 50 mL centrifuge tubes, acidified to pH < 2 using
dilute sulfuric acid and stored at less than 4 °C. Samples to be analysed for ammonia or
nitrate + nitrite were filtered using 0.45 µm polyethylene syringe filters (Minisart PES
16533 K, Sartorious) before analysis. The impact of these filters on the nutrient
concentrations of the filtered samples was determined using a series of Milli-Q blanks
(Section 2.2.5).

2.2.5 Assessment of filtration procedures
The impact of the filtration procedure on the measured nutrient concentrations was
investigated using a series of Milli-Q blanks. 150 mL portions of Milli-Q were filtered
in an identical procedure to the samples to create “filter blanks”. The ammonia and
nitrate + nitrite concentrations of the “filter blanks” were then determined using the
techniques described below in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.5. The detection limits of these
methods are listed in Table 2.1. The nutrient concentrations of all the filter blanks were
less than the detection limit of all the techniques used, indicating that the filtration
process was not a significant source of contamination.

2.3 Chemo-Physical Parameters
2.3.1 pH, Dissolved Oxygen and Temperature
Overlying water pH was measured using a TPS submersible gel pH probe (method
4500-H+ B. (Eaton et al. 1998)), while the dissolved oxygen (DO) content was
measured using a TPS ED1M dissolved oxygen sensor (method 4500-O G. (Eaton et al.
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1998)). The dissolved oxygen probe was calibrated weekly during field trials using a
freshly prepared sodium sulfite (zero oxygen) solution and an air calibration. Two
buffer solutions of pH 6.88 and 4.00 (TPS part no. 121306 and 121381) were used
weekly to calibrate the pH probe. No drift was observed with either probe between
calibrations. PT100 Resistance Temperature Devices (RTD) and waterproofed precision
temperature sensors (LM335) (Illawarra Industrial Instrumentation) were used to
monitor sediment, water and air temperatures. pH, dissolved oxygen and temperature
were logged automatically in the field (Sections 2.5.4, 3.2.9 and 3.2.10).

2.3.2 Salinity and Conductivity
Salinity and conductivity were measured manually using a salinity probe (WTW
TetraCon® 325 standard conductivity cell) and meter (WTW LF 320 Microprocessor
conductivity meter) (method 2520 B. (Eaton et al. 1998)). The accuracy of the probe
was checked between field trips using 0.1 M KCl solution; no drift was noted.

2.3.3 Turbidity
The turbidity of water samples was determined
following the procedure of Anderson and Davic
(2004). The height of the water column required to
obstruct a target from view is used as a measurement
of the turbidity of the water.
The turbidity tube was constructed using a 70 cm long
piece of clear rigid polycarbonate tubing 5 cm in
diameter attached to a 10 cm x 10 cm square of 0.5 cm
thick clear Perspex. A target 5 cm in diameter was
drawn on the centre of the Perspex square. A piece of
white paper was placed under the tube during all
measurements (Figure 2.1).
Turbidity samples were collected adjacent to the lake
chamber in clean polyethylene containers that had
been rinsed with lake water and measured
immediately. To prevent the settlement of suspended
particles the water was thoroughly stirred before being
poured in to the turbidity tube.

Figure 2.1 – Turbidity tube
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Figure 2.2 – (A) Turbidity tube with target clearly visible (no water),(B) target partly obstructed and (C)
target only just visible.

The sample was poured gradually into the tube until the target was no longer visible to
the eye (Figure 2.2) from a vantage point 3 cm above the mouth of the tube. The water
level within the tube was recorded to the closest millimetre using the scale on the side
of the measuring cylinder. This process was performed a total of three times for each
sample and the average height was used as a proxy measurement of the turbidity. When
the clarity of the water was such that the target was still clearly visible at maximum
volume the turbidity was recorded as > 70 cm.

2.3.4 Moisture content and porosity
Triplicate moisture content and porosity measurements of sediment samples were
determined gravimetrically. Wet sediment was carefully placed into tubes of known
volume. The tubes were gently tapped to remove air bubbles. All care was taken to
minimise changes in “natural” volume due to sediment handling, however, it is
acknowledged that unavoidable changes may have occurred. The tubes were weighed,
dried at 100 °C until a constant mass was obtained (> 24 hours) and then reweighed.
The moisture content (%) was determined by the difference in mass. The porosity was
calculated, in g/L, as the difference between wet and dry masses divided by the initial
volume.

2.3.5 Particle Size analysis
A Malvern Mastersizer 2000 laser diffraction unit was used to determine the particle
size distribution of each sample in triplicate. The percentage of sand (63 µm-2 mm), silt
(4-63 µm) and two clay fractions (4-2 µm and < 2 µm) were calculated from this
distribution. Laser diffraction instruments are not calibrated by users as they are a firstprinciple technique (Rawle and Kippax 2010). Results of these primary methods are
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directly traceable to the International System of Units (SI) (EURACHEM/CITAC
Working Group 2000). Instead the performance of the instrument was verified
following the ISO 13320-1 (International Organization for Standardization 1999) using
internal sand and silt standards.

2.4 Wet Chemistry
2.4.1 Introduction
Several analyses varied between field trials. An ammonia sensitive electrode and high
temperature digestion block were acquired in late 2006. This, and a change in the
external contractor for the organic carbon analysis, meant that some of the analytical
techniques varied throughout the study. A summary of the techniques used is given in
Table 2.1 and the remainder of the chapter.
Unless stated otherwise all dilutions and solutions were made using ultra pure water
(Milli-Q deionised water 18 MΩcm-1). All analyses, except where specifically stated
otherwise, were conducted using wet sediment. Analytical grade reagents were used for
all standards; other chemicals used were of reagent grade or better.
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Table 2.1 - Analytical techniques used throughout the project, methods of calculation or sources of limits of detection (LOD) are given in the footnotes below.

Analyte

2005 – 2006

Limit of Detection/Limit of
reporting

2007 – 2008

Detection limit

Total
Carbon

High temperature combustion
(Leco CNS 2000 combustion analyser)

Sediment – 0.05 %dry*1

Not performed

–

High temperature combustion
(Shimadzu TOC analyser)

Water – 0.1 mg/L1

High temperature combustion
(Shimadzu TOC analyser)

Water - 0.1 mg/L1

Walkley-Black

Sediment – 4200 mg-C/kgdry
(1g sample)2

High temperature combustion
(Shimadzu TOC analyser)

Sediment - 100 mg/kgdry1

Hot plate digestion, distillation and
titration

Water – 5 mg-N/L4

Hot plate digestion, distillation and ammonia ion
sensitive electrode (ISE)

Water - 0.1 mg-N/L3

Hot plate digestion, distillation and
titration

Sediment – 500 mg-N/kgwet4†

High Temperature digestion, distillation and ammonia
ion sensitive electrode (ISE)

Sediment - 5 mg-N/kgwet3†

Phenate Method

Water – 0.6 mg-N/L4

Ammonia ISE

Water - 0.1 mg-N/L4

Distillation and titration

Sediment – 500 mg-N/kgwet4†

Distillation and ammonia ISE

Sediment - 5 mg-N/kgwet†4

Organic
Carbon

Organic
Nitrogen

Ammonia
NO3- + NO2- was converted to ammonia using a titanium
chloride reducing agent and measured using the ammonia
Nitrate +
Ion Chromatography
Water - 0.1 mg-N/L4
sensitive ISE. The difference between this concentration
1 µg-N/L5
Nitrite
and the ammonia concentration was used to calculate the
NO3- + NO2- concentration.
* Sample size dependent † Given in mg-N/kgwet as conversion to mg-N/kgdry is dependent on sample composition. 1Provided by external laboratory, 2LOD was not provided by
the external laboratory, typical LOD shown was reported in De Vos et al. (2007). 3LOD determined as three times the standard deviation of the blank, 4LOD calculated using
the reported instrumental limit of detection or the concentration of the lowest standard used or the minimum recommended titrant volume (10 mL), whichever was largest, as
the blank was less than the given instrumental limit of detection/lowest standard/minimum recommended titrant volume and 4From Eaton et al.(2005) given as an indication
of detection limits typical of ion chromatographic methods. The ion chromatographic method used was found to be unsuitable for our samples (due to overlap between the
chloride and nitrate peaks) hence the detection limit for our instrumentation was not calculated.
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2.4.2 Organic Carbon
External contractors, Environmental Analysis Laboratory (EAL), Lismore, NSW
(2005-2006) and the National Measurement Institute (NMI), Pymble, NSW
(2007-2008), conducted the organic carbon analyses. Both the organic carbon and total
carbon content of sediment samples were determined by the EAL. All samples
measured at the EAL were dried at 60 °C for 48 hrs and crushed prior to analysis. Total
carbon concentrations were determined using a LECO Carbon/Nitrogen/Sulfur (CNS)
2000 combustion analyser. A combustion catalyst (Leco COMCAT ©) was added to
samples of known mass which were then rapidly combusted at high temperature. The
amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) released from this reaction was detected using InfraRed (IR) spectroscopy. The total mass of carbon was then determined from the volume
of CO2 produced (method 5310 B. (Eaton et al. 1998)).
The EAL also determined the organic carbon component of the sediment samples using
a colourimetric Walkley-Black analysis (Rayment and Higginson 1992). In brief, soil
organic matter was reacted with a dichromate-sulfuric acid mixture at high temperature.
The organic carbon reduced the dichromate to Cr (III), turning the red-orange solution
green. A series of sucrose standards were made and reacted with the dichromate-sulfuric
acid mixture. The absorbance of the standards and the samples was then measured at
600 nm and the sample concentration determined.
Aqueous samples from 2006 were measured using a Shimadzu Total Organic Carbon
(TOC) analyser. This instrument is based on the same principles as the LECO CNS
combustion analyser; combustion of the sample followed by IR spectroscopic
determination of the mass of CO2 evolved. The inorganic carbon within the sample was
removed by acidification and sparging before analysis.
Sediment organic carbon samples measured at the NMI were stirred and crushed by
hand in a mortar and pestle. Hydrochloric acid was added to convert any inorganic
carbon to CO2 and the sample dried at 40 °C. A known mass of the sample was then
analysed by combustion and IR spectroscopy using a Dohrmann DC-90 high
temperature TOC analyser.
The total carbon content of unfiltered water samples was determined at the NMI by
oxidising all organic and inorganic carbon, contained within a subsample of known
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volume, to CO2. This volume of CO2 was then measured using IR spectroscopy. The
inorganic carbon portion was determined using a second subsample. Phosphoric acid
was added to the subsample converting the inorganic carbon to CO2, the volume of
which was again measured using IR spectroscopy. The organic carbon concentration of
the water samples was then determined by the difference between the total and
inorganic carbon concentrations.

2.4.3 Ammonia (NH3 + NH4+)
The ammonia concentrations of sediments were determined, following distillation,
using either the standard titrimetric method or an ion selective electrode (ISE) (methods
4500-NH3 B. D. and C. (Eaton et al. 1998)). Aqueous ammonia concentrations were
determined directly (without distillation) using an ISE (method 4500.-NH3 D. (Eaton et
al. 1998)) or the Phenate method (4500.-NH3 F. (Eaton et al. 1998)).
Distillation, titrimetric method and ISE
During distillation, samples were buffered to pH 9.5 by adding 25 mL of a borate buffer

solution (88 mL 0.1 M NaOH and 500 mL ~0.0025 M Na2B4O7, diluted to 1 L using
Milli-Q water) the sample was adjusted to pH 9.5 using 2 M H2SO4 or 1 M NaOH. The
buffer prevented the hydrolysis of cyanates and organic nitrogen compounds.
Ammonia concentrations, determined by titration, were trapped in an indicating boric
acid solution (0.33 M). Alternatively, when using the ammonia ISE, the distillate was
collected in 50 mL 0.02 M H2SO4 (method 4500-NH3 B. (Eaton et al. 1998)) and made
up to a known volume of either 250 or 500 mL. The ammonium trapped in the
indicating boric acid was titrated against a 0.01 M H2SO4 solution, previously
standardised using Na2CO3, as described in method 4500-NH3 C. (Eaton et al. 1998).
The concentration of ammonia in the initial sample was calculated using the equivalent
dry mass of sediment.
An ammonia selective electrode (Thermo Orion 9512) and a Thermo Orion meter
(Model 720) were used to determine the ammonia concentrations of aqueous samples in
triplicate. The probe was placed in a 10 mL aliquot of the sample and the pH adjusted to
> 11 using 2 mL of 0.6 M NaOH and the reading taken. A range of suitable NH4Cl
standards were measured in the same way as the samples (method 4500 – NH3 D.
(Eaton et al. 1998)). This technique assumes that the loss of volatile NH3 is minimal
over the timescale of the measurement and is consistent between the samples and the
standards. This technique is susceptible to changes in temperature. For example, a 1 °C
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difference in temperature for a 0.01 M ammonia solution will give rise to about a 2 %
measurement error. The analyses were therefore conducted in a temperature controlled
room and all solutions were allowed to come to room temperature before analysis. The
standards were remeasured periodically to check for instrumental drift.
The mean value (n ≥ 3) for sediment samples was reported in units of mg-N/kg dry.
Those of aqueous samples were reported in mg-N/L. The calculation of the associated
uncertainly estimates is discussed in Section 2.7.
Phenate method
In the phenate method ammonia in an aqueous sample was converted to blue

indophenol, which absorbed light at 640 nm (method 4500-NH3 F. (Eaton et al. 1998)).
The absorbance of the samples and standards was measured using a 1 cm path length
cuvette and a UV-1601 Shimadzu UV-visible spectrophotometer with UV-1601 PC
software. Each sample was measured in triplicate and the average and standard
deviation calculated. The standards were remeasured periodically to check for
instrumental drift. This method is linear to 0.6 mg-N/L (Eaton et al. 2005).
Triplicate blanks, of approximately 10 mL of ultra pure water, were carried through all
procedures. The retrieved ammonia concentrations of these blanks were deducted from
the sample results. The mean value (n ≥ 3) for each sample was reported in units of
mg-N/L. The calculation of the associated uncertainly estimates is discussed in Section
2.7.

2.4.4 Organic Nitrogen
The organic nitrogen concentration of sediment and water samples was determined as
either the difference between the total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) and ammonia
concentrations of the sample, or directly if the ammonia portion of the sample had
previously been removed. A high temperature acid digest and catalyst were used to
convert amino nitrogen to ammonium (along with any free ammonia present). The
ammonium was then converted to ammonia by the addition of a strong base and
distilled into an acidic medium. The acid digest was conducted by hotplate digestion or
the alternative high temperature block digestion method, both of which are described
below. The amount of ammonia in the distillate was determined following either
method 4500-NH3 C or 4500-NH3 D (Eaton et al. 1998). Each sample was analysed at
least three times and the average calculated. Triplicate blanks were carried through all
procedures and their concentrations deducted from the results obtained.
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Hotplate Digestion
During digestions the fraction of sample remaining in the distillation flask following

ammonia removal (see Section 2.4.3 Ammonia) from either 5-10 g of wet sediment or 1
L of water was typically used. The hotplate digestion technique used is described in
method 4500-Norg B (Eaton et al. 1998).
High Temperature Block Digestion
During 2007 and 2008 an A.I. Scientific AIM600 high temperature block digestion

system was used for the digestion of all sediment samples. The digestion was conducted
following the method recommended by the manufacturer. In this method small portions
(~ 5 g) of wet sediment were placed in the digestion tubes with 1.5 g K2SO4, 0.15 g Se
and 5 mL concentrated H2SO4 and then heated to 370 °C. Once digested the samples
were allowed to cool and diluted carefully with high purity water (Milli-Q deionised
water 18 MΩcm-1).
Distillation
The digested samples were distilled using a Büchi K-350 steam distillation unit

following standard method 4500-Norg B. (Eaton et al. 1998). Approximately 150 to 200
mL of distillate was collected. If determining ammonia concentration by titration, the
sample was distilled in to 50 mL of indicating boric acid solution. The ammonium
concentration was then measured as described in Section 2.4.3 Ammonia – Titrimetric
Method. If the ammonia ISE was to be used the sample was distilled into 50 mL 0.02 M
H2SO4. This was then made up to a known volume of either 250 mL or 500 mL and the
ammonia concentration determined as outlined in Section 2.4.3 Ammonia – Ion
Selective Electrode.
The organic nitrogen concentration was calculated in terms of the equivalent dry mass
of sediment using the moisture content as a percentage. The equivalent dry mass had
been determined on a separate sub sample. Mean values (n ≥ 3) of the organic nitrogen
concentration of sediment and water samples were reported in mg-N/kgdry and mg-N/L,
respectively. The calculation of the associated uncertainly estimates is discussed in
Section 2.7.

2.4.5 Nitrate and Nitrite
Due to the delay between sampling and analysis it was not feasible to measure the
highly reactive nitrite independently of nitrate. Instead samples were acidified to pH < 2
using dilute H2SO4 and the combined nitrate and nitrite content measured. This is the
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preservation method recommended in Eaton et al. (1998). It is unlikely that any other
nitrogenous compounds (e.g. Organic nitrogen compounds) would be chemically
converted to NH3 under these conditions. Both ion chromatography and an ion selective
electrode were used for [NO2- + NO3-] determinations.
Ion chromatography
A Dionex ICS-90 Ion chromatograph with an IonPac® AS14A-5µm 3x150mm

Analytical column and Peak Net software were used following method 4110 (Eaton et
al. 1998) to determine the [NO3- + NO2-] in the sample. An appropriate series of nitrate
standards were made using sodium nitrate. A calibration curve was constructed and the
concentration of [NO3- + NO2-] in the sample determined. The standards were
remeasured periodically to check for instrumental drift.
Ion Selective Electrode
The nitrate and nitrite present within the sample were converted to ammonia under basic

conditions using a titanium chloride catalyst. The concentration of ammonia (i.e. the
[NH4+ + NH3 + NO3- + NO2-]) was then determined using a method similar to that
described in Section 2.4.3 Ammonia – Ion Selective Electrode. The combined nitrate
and nitrite concentration was then calculated as the difference between this value and
the ammonia concentration measured on a separate aliquot.
1 mL of 6 M NaOH and 0.1 mL titanium chloride solution (Orion Reducing Agent)
were added to a 10 mL aliquot of the sample and the voltage recorded. A range of
suitable standards were made using NaNO3. Aliquots of the standards were measured in
the same way as the samples. This followed the manufacturer’s recommendation. Each
sample and standard was measured at least three times using different aliquots. The
mean was determined and the associated uncertainty calculated as discussed in Section
2.7. The standards were remeasured periodically to check for instrumental drift.

2.4.6 Nutrient flux calculation
Nutrient fluxes were estimated using Fick’s first law following the procedures outlined
by Lavery et al. (2001). This procedure uses the sediment porosity, the diffusion
coefficient and the concentration difference between the sediment porewater and the
overlying water. It assumes that diffusive forces control the magnitude and direction of
the flux rather than biological or chemical reactions within the sediments. The diffusion
constants used in this study were those used by Lavery et al. (2001) in their study of
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Australian estuarine sediments. These were “tortuosity corrected”2 diffusion constants
and were taken from two earlier papers examining nearshore marine sediments (Krom
and Berner 1980; Billen 1982). The initial and final NH3 and NO3-+NO2- nutrient fluxes
were estimated based on the porewater concentrations, the overlying water
concentrations and the sediment porosities measured during 2007. The porosity was not
measured in winter 2006; so it was estimated using the values determined in summer
2007.

2.5 Gas Analyses
All gas analyses were conducted using a Nicolet Avatar 360 Fourier Transform Infrared
(FT-IR) spectrometer with a KBr beam splitter and globar source. This was coupled to a
multipass gas ‘White’ cell (Infrared Associates Inc.) and either a thermoelectrically
cooled Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector (Infrared Associates Inc.) or a
liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector (Graseby Infrared). Exact specification of the
instrumentation can be found in Section 3.2.

2.5.1 Infrared spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopy is the study and interpretation of the molecular absorption of
infrared light (4000-400 cm-1) (Harris 2007). These absorptions stimulate distinctive
vibrations of the molecule, absorbing light at characteristic (molecule specific)
wavelengths. The strength of this absorbance is directly related to the concentration of
the molecule, making it possible to use IR spectroscopy for qualitative and quantitative
measurements (Griffiths and de Haseth 1986).

2.5.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy can simultaneously measure multiple
wavelengths. The key to this process is the use of an interferometer rather than a grating
or prism, as used in dispersive techniques.
The Interferometer
An interferometer consists of a beamsplitter, and both stationary and moving mirrors

(Figure 2.3). Light from a thermal IR source enters the interferometer, hitting the
beamsplitter where it is split into two portions. Approximately half of the light passes
through to the fixed mirror, while the remainder is reflected to a movable mirror.

2

Adjusted for the nonlinear diffusion path between the sediments and the overlying water.
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Figure 2.3 - The four main components of an FT-IR, the IR source, the interferometer, sample cell and
detector. The schematic of the interferometer also shows the beamsplitter, fixed and moving mirrors and
the path of the IR beam (not to scale).

These two beams then return to, and combine at, the beamsplitter. A portion of this light
then returns in the direction of the source with the remainder exiting the interferometer.
The difference in the distances between the moving mirror and beam splitter, and fixed
mirror and beamsplitter is known as the mirror displacement. As the light travels both to
and from the mirrors the actual difference in beam path length is twice the mirror
displacement, this is known as the retardation. When the distances between the fixed
and moving mirrors are equidistant from the beamsplitter (zero path difference i.e.
mirror displacement = 0) all wavelengths will be in phase, and will recombine
constructively. At all other times only some wavelengths will be in phase so both
constructive and destructive interference will occur within the beam. As such, moving
the mirror at a constant speed causes the intensity of the outgoing beam to vary. An
interferogram is the measured signal of this change as a function of mirror position.
Each wavelength of light within the beam will interfere constructively and destructively
in a unique way creating a sinusoidal wave with a distinctive frequency. The observed
interferogram is the sum of all these individual curves. Hence, the interferogram
contains information for all the individual wavelengths emitted by the IR source.
Converting an interferogram to a single beam spectrum
Interferograms (signal as a function of mirror position) are converted to a single beam

spectrum (signal as a function of wavelength) by Fourier analysis in which functions are
decomposed into a series of sinusoidal waves. Figure 2.4 shows a single beam
spectrum, this is a plot of the extracted intensities and their respective wavelengths.
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Figure 2.4 - A typical single beam spectrum. Single beam spectrum collected on the Nicolet Avatar 360
FT-IR spectrometer used in this experiment.

Light exiting the interferometer passes through the sample where some wavelengths are
absorbed. The transmission and reflectance of the beam splitter, the reflective properties
of directional mirrors, the source itself and the sample will affect the intensity measured
at the detector. It is essential that this ‘background’ influence is accounted for. This is
done by collecting a single beam background spectrum, which is identical to a single
beam spectrum except that the sample is removed from the optical path. A transmission
spectrum can be calculated from the ratio of these two spectra removing any

instrumental or environmental artefacts. A more detailed discussion of FT-IR
spectroscopy can be found in Griffiths and de Haseth (1986).

2.5.3 Interpreting an IR spectrum – MALT
Infrared spectra are generally interpreted by comparing them to a series of reference
spectra. The simplest manner to collect reference spectra is to measure spectra of
individual gases of interest at known concentrations. The Beer-Lambert law describes
the linear relationship between the absorbance of the sample at an individual
wavelength to the concentration of the analyte. By using the linear ‘Beer-Lambert Law’
relationship between absorbance and concentration and the collected reference spectra,
it is possible to interpret the sample spectra. Most commonly the absorbance at an
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individual wavelength is examined; however, our approach uses a classic least squares
procedure to fit a whole absorbance spectrum (i.e. the absorbance over a range of
wavelengths) to reference spectra. This is relatively simple to perform, however it does
have complicating factors.
Instead of collecting reference spectra, which would be unfeasible for field
measurements, this study used the Multiple Atmospheric Layer Transmission (MALT)
program (Griffith 1996; Griffith et al. 2006) to create synthetic calibration spectra. The
software also does not assume a linear response between transmission and sample
concentration and includes a noise model. These aspects of MALT are further explored
in Griffith (1996) and Griffith (2002).
The MALT program constructs synthetic calibration spectra based on the HITRAN data
set (Rothman et al. 2005). This program uses the individual absorption line strengths,
positions, lower-state energy levels and pressure and temperature dependencies found
within the HITRAN database, along with the measured environmental variables
(pressure and temperature) and the pathlength, to calculate the individual absorption
lines for each gas within the sample. The absorptivity at each wavenumber is
determined by the addition of the absorption lines occurring at each wavenumber. These
absorptivities are combined to create a set of ideal transmission spectra. These
calibration spectra not only use the spectra line parameters of multiple gases, but also
take into account and pressure broadening effects on the absorption line shape. This
means that these synthetic spectra are potentially a better representation of a natural air
sample than a set of individual gas reference spectra. The ideal synthetic spectra are
then convolved with instrumental parameters (instrumental resolution, FOV,
apodization, misalignment effects and wavelength shift (Griffiths and de Haseth 1986)).
These match the ideal calibration spectra to the instrumentally affected sample spectra.
The MALT program creates an initial synthetic calibration spectra based on an estimate
of the expected gas concentrations and instrumental performance. These parameters are
changed iteratively until they match the sample spectra using a non-least squares
criterion. The use of this non-linear fitting protocol overcomes the deviations from the
linearity inherent within the Beer Lambert Law.
For this process, a spectral window containing absorbance features of the gases of
interest is fitted rather than the entire measured spectrum. Table 2.2 shows the spectral
windows used in this experiment and the gases fitted within each window.
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Table 2.2 - The spectral windows used and the gases fitted within each window.
Spectral window

Gases fitted within window

2102-2269 cm-1
2920-3020 cm-1

H2O, N2O, CO2 and CO
H2O, CH4 and C2H6

Figure 2.5 - Malt fitting of the N2O spectral window (2102-2269 cm-1). Spectra collected on 9th of March
2007 at 3:27 am at the Exposed field site. Red line is the collected sample spectra, the blue the fitted
synthetic spectra and the green is the residual, the difference between the fitted and collected spectra.

MALT outputs the fitted spectrum, sample spectrum, the residual (the difference
between the fitted and actual spectrum), gas concentrations and fitted instrumental
parameters. The sample spectrum is the average (n = 60) of the spectra collected within
the two minute and 20 second long spectral collection period. Examining the fitted and
sample spectra along with the residual can be used to assess the accuracy of the fit. A
small residual indicates a good fit. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.5.

2.5.4 Oscar
The Oscar computer program (Kettlewell 2003) provided the interface between the
proprietary software which controlled the spectrometer, the MALT software and all
computer logged probes or meters. It also co-ordinated the collection, storage and
analysis of spectra along with the recording of important instrument and environmental
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parameters. The airflow within the system was directed by solenoid valves also
controlled by the Oscar software. Further details are provided in Section 3.2.7.

2.6 Quality Assurance/Quality Control – Wet chemistry
It is essential that procedures are put in place to ensure the quality and validity of all
scientific measurements. These are known as quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
procedures. Standard QA/QC processes include the use of blanks, calibration materials
traceable to appropriate standards, replicate analyses, spike recoveries and certified
reference materials. Each of these procedures is important for ensuring the
measurements accuracy and/or precision. The following sections discuss how these
procedures were used to assess the techniques used in this study. The external
laboratories used in this study also followed strict QA/QC procedures. These are
outlined in Section 2.6.6.

2.6.1 Blanks
A blank is a pseudo sample, usually deionised water, which contains none of the analyte
of interest. These samples are stored, handled and analysed in an identical manner to the
true samples. As such, blanks can be used to assess the impact that storage, handling,
sample pre-treatment (e.g. filtration or digestion), the addition of reagents, and the
method (including instrumental offsets) may have on the result obtained. Blanks
represent the method response obtained without the analyte of interest present.
Milli-Q water blanks were used in all wet chemical techniques described in Section 2.4.
The values obtained from the measurement of these blanks were deducted from those of
the samples. This accounts for any contamination during sample handling, treatment or
measurement.

2.6.2 Calibration Materials
Calibration materials are used to link the measurements to SI units. These materials
need to be of high quality and purity as they reflect the method (or instrument) response
to a known quantity of analyte. All calibration materials used in this study were of
analytical grade, with purity > 99.9 % and obtained from reputable suppliers making
them satisfactory links to SI units.

2.6.3 Replicate analyses
The result obtained when analysing a sample can vary with changes in laboratory
conditions (e.g. temperature), the technician conducting the analysis and other
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intermittent factors. The heterogeneity of a sample, for example sediment samples, may
also impact the result obtained. These “random” errors can lead to large variations in the
results obtained for a single sample, increasing the uncertainty. The most common way
to assess this uncertainty is to conduct multiple analyses of the samples (replicates)
ideally by different technicians at different times of the day. Although almost all the
samples analysed in this study were measured by the one person they were all analysed
in at least triplicate under varying laboratory conditions. As such, the standard deviation
of these results was used as an estimate of the error associate with the measurement due
to sample heterogeneity and other random errors.

2.6.4 Spike recovery
A spiked sample is a known volume or mass of sample to which a known quantity of
the analyte of interest is added. Spiked samples are used to assess the recovery of the
analyte of interest in the sample matrix. Knowing the concentration of the analyte of
interest in the unspiked sample and the quantity of analyte added it is possible to
determine the “percent recovery” of the technique (Equation 2.1).

Percent recovery =

where,

Cspiked - C un -spiked
Cspike

x 100
Equation 2.1

C spiked

= Concentration of the spiked sample

C unspiked

= Concentration of unspiked sample

C spike

= Concentration of spike added, which is the quantity of analyte added/final
volume

A variety of spiked samples were used to assess the analytical techniques used in this
study. Spike quantities were carefully calculated to ensure that the concentration of the
spiked sample remained within the calibration curve and the expected range of the
samples. Details of the analytes of interest, methods examined, matrix, the number of
spikes and the percent recoveries obtained are given in Table 2.3.
The percentage recoveries for the ammonia analysis of porewater using the
spectrophotometric method were very good, with the mean values close to 100 %.
Contrastingly sample recoveries of ammonia spikes in overlying water samples using
the spectrophotometric method were high, with a mean value of 140 %. As the
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porewater and overlying water samples were analysed and filtered in exactly the same
manner this poor recovery is unlikely to be due to contamination during analysis.
Rather, it is likely that the difference in recoveries is due to the contrast in the
concentrations of the overlying water and porewater samples. The porewater ammonia
concentrations were generally an order of magnitude higher than the overlying water
samples. The ammonia concentrations of the overlying water samples were low and
near the detection limit (0.1 mg-N/L). As noted earlier the spike concentrations were
chosen to be similar to the concentrations of the samples themselves. This meant that
the spiked concentrations of the overlying water samples were also close to the
detection limit. It is most likely that the poor recoveries for overlying water ammonia
when using the spectrophotometric method were caused by their proximity to the
detection limit of the method.
Spike recoveries close to 100 % were obtained for both overlying water and sediment
ammonia measured using the ISE. The mean recovery obtained for porewater samples
measured using the same technique was lower, 87 ± 4 %. This could be caused by the
high ionic strength of the porewater samples. Although ionic species cannot cross the
electrode’s membrane and interfere directly with the measurement, high concentrations
of ions can change the solubility of ammonia and hence the response of the probe.
These porewater recoveries were also lower than those obtained using the alternate
spectrophotometric method. However, considering the limited time period in which all
the samples needed to be analysed and the additional time it would have taken to use the
spectrophotometric method it was decided that it would be more expedient to accept the
poorer recoveries for porewater samples then to risk the integrity of the samples.
The recoveries for overlying water nitrate + nitrite were 26 ± 5 % and 99 ± 2 % for the
low and high spikes, respectively. This suggests that the accuracy of this method is poor
near the detection limit but good above it. Porewater nitrate + nitrite spike recoveries
were very good, obtaining a mean value of 100 ± 6 %.
Organic nitrogen spike recoveries were above 100 % for both overlying water and
sediment matrices. Considering the highly heterogeneous nature of both these sample
matrices a large deviation from 100 % is not surprising, however, to ensure that this was
a sampling issue further tests were conducted. Samples consisting only of urea were
analysed to test the recovery of the method. A recovery of 99 ± 1 % was obtained for
these samples (Table 2.4). This demonstrated that the method was not in error instead
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Table 2.3 – Spiking details including the analytes of interest, methods examined, matrix, the number of
spikes and the percent recoveries obtained
Analyte
of
Interest

Spike
composition

Method Examined

Mean

Matrix

Number
of Spikes

% Recovery

Overlying water

3

140 ± 10 %

Porewater

2

105 ± 8 %

Overlying water

3

100 ± 7 %

Porewater

3

87 ± 4 %

Sediment

3

104 ± 7 %

Overlying water

2

63 ± 42 %

Porewater

2

100 ± 6 %

Overlying water

2

145 ± 20 %

Sediment

6

130 ± 13 %

Phenate
spectrophotometric

Ammonia

Known
volume of
NH4Cl
solution

ISE

Distillation and ISE

Nitrate +
Nitrite

Organic
nitrogen

Known
volume of
NaNO3
solution

ISE

Known mass
of urea
((NH2)2CO)

Digestion,
Distillation and ISE

suggesting that the matrix or sampling technique used had caused the original poor
recoveries.
Even though the samples were thoroughly mixed it was suspected that the unspiked
portions of sample, which were removed first, may have contained more water than the
spiked samples. To check for this the sediment was allowed to air dry to reduce the
volume of water, homogenised and sampled simultaneously both for spiked and
unspiked samples. The results obtained from these tests are shown in Table 2.4. The
spike recoveries were much improved using the air dried samples, 100 ± 3 %. Clearly
the sampling procedure can significantly affect the results obtained when using this
method. As such, great care was taken to homogenise well when analysing sediments to
reduce the impact of the sampling procedure.
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Table 2.4 – Details of the extra spiking tests carried out to examine the organic nitrogen analytical
technique and the percentage recoveries obtained.

Mean

Sample composition/treatment

Number of
samples

% Recovery

Known mass of urea dissolved in Milli-Q

3

99 ± 1 %

Air dried portions of sample with known
masses of urea added.

2

103 ± 1 %

2.6.5 Certified reference materials
Certified reference materials (CRMs) are homogeneous materials whose chemical
properties have been established and traceably linked to SI units. These materials are
accompanied by a certificate containing the certified values and the associated
uncertainties. CRMs are useful for validating analytical techniques and linking the
results obtained to established SI units.
All environmental samples are intrinsically tied to their matrix, the composition of
which can vary dramatically between samples. For example, estuarine water and
seawater samples, in comparison to freshwater samples, are typically dominated by
dissolved salts. Similarly the composition of estuarine sediment samples differs
dramatically to that of freshwater sediments, soils and mineral based compounds. The
composition of this matrix can affect the results obtained. Hence, in order to provide
useful information as to the performance of the analytical techniques used it was
essential to choose a CRM that was closely matrix matched to the samples.
Water
The aqueous CRMs used in this study were obtained from Queensland Health, Forensic

and Scientific Services. These CRMs were Australian estuarine water samples
previously analysed as part of Round 14 of the Environmental Nutrient Collaborative
Trial (ENCT). This intercomparison program included more than 30 independent
laboratories using a variety of nutrient measurement techniques.
The reported concentrations for some analytes in some of these CRMs were very near or
below the detection limits of the analytical techniques used in this study. For example,
the certified organic nitrogen concentrations of the samples were 0.202 ± 0.09 and
0.30 ± 0.08 mg-N/L, well below the 5 mg-N/L detection limit of the digestion,
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distillation and titration method. Considering this and the limited volume of the CRMs
the organic nitrogen concentration was only determined following the digestion,
distillation - ISE method which had a far lower detection limit (0.1 mg-N/L).
The certified TKN, ammonia and NOx concentrations of the reference material along
with those determined using the methods of this study are shown in Table 2.5.
The mean organic nitrogen concentration obtained for Bottle 6, 0.24 ± 0.05 mg-N/L,
was within the certified range 0.159 to 0.245 mg-N/L. In stark contrast the value
obtained for Bottle 8 did not match the certified concentration. This is due to two
factors. Firstly, the volume of CRM available (200 mL) meant that only one digest and
distillation could be conducted using the method of this study. The resulting distillate
could be measured in triplicate using the ISE but this did not account for any random
errors that occurred within the distillation/digestion procedure. This was not the case for
samples collected in this study which were collected in large volumes allowing the
distillation and digestion of at least three 250 mL sized samples. This meant that
random errors occurring in the digestion/distillation process would be identifiable.
Secondly, the concentrations of the CRMs were of a similar magnitude to those of the
blanks (0.1 to 0.2 mg-N/L). These blanks concentrations were used to correct for
contamination. Hence the final concentrations of the CRMs were highly dependent on
the size of the blank. For example, an increase in the blank concentration of 0.05 mgN/L would lead to a change in the final concentration of the CRMs of ~ 25 %. Again
this was not an issue for the water samples examined in this study which were on
average an order of magnitude larger than the blanks. Clearly a key issue is the
difference between the CRM concentrations and those of the samples examined.
Unfortunately there was only a very limited range of CRMs available which were
satisfactorily matrix matched to the sample. This made it impossible to obtain CRMs
with concentrations which corresponded to those of the samples. The disparity between
the CRMs and sample concentrations amplified what were small effects, relative to the
sample concentration, leading to the poor recovery obtained for Bottle 8.
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Table 2.5 –The certified TKN, ammonia and NOx concentrations of the reference materials used in this study along with the concentrations determined using the methods of
this study.

Certified Values (mg-N/L)

CRM

Analyte

Ammonia

Mean ± 1SD

0.0076 ± 0.0039

Min

0.0062

Results from this study

Max

Ammonia

0.0031 ± 0.0029

0.0057 ± 0.0034

0.0030

0.0045

Mean ± 1SD

Phenate spectrophotometric

< Detection Limit (0.1 mg-N/L)

Ion sensitive electrode

< Detection Limit (0.1 mg-N/L)

Ion sensitive electrode

< Detection Limit (0.1 mg-N/L)

Phenate spectrophotometric

< Detection Limit (0.1 mg-N/L)

Ion sensitive electrode

< Detection Limit (0.1 mg-N/L)

0.0091

Bottle 5
(Filtered)
NOx

Technique used

0.0043

0.0069

Bottle 7
(Filtered)
NOx

0.2888 ± 0.0133

0.2838

0.2939

Ion sensitive electrode

0.275 ± 0.001

Bottle 6
(Unfiltered)

Organic N

0.202 ± 0.09

0.159

0.245

Digestion, Distillation and Ion
sensitive electrode

0.24 ± 0.05

Bottle 8
(Unfiltered)

Organic N

0.30 ± 0.08

0.26

0.33

Digestion, Distillation and Ion
sensitive electrode

< Detection Limit (0.1 mg-N/L)
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The results obtained for ammonia analysis of bottles 5 and 7 and the NOx analysis of
bottle 5 were all beneath the detection limits of the methods used in this study. This was
consistent with the certified concentrations. However, these results give only a limited
indication of the accuracy of the methods used due to the contrast between the sample
and CRM concentrations. The NOx concentration determined for bottle 7, 0.275 ± 0.001
mg-N/L, was within the range of the certified NOx concentration. This confirms the
accuracy of the NOx methods used in this study and links them to SI units.
Sediments
By their very definition certified reference materials are homogenous substances,

considering the naturally highly heterogeneous nature of sediment samples obtaining
matrix matched sediment CRMs was challenging. Although estuarine and marine
sediment CRMs are available for a range of metals and PCBs, none could be sourced
with certified nitrogen (Org-N or porewater ammonia or NOx) concentrations.
As an alternative the use of soil or mineral based CRMs, which are available for
nitrogen analysis, was considered. But it was decided that these CRMs were not
sufficiently matrix matched to the samples measured in this study. Therefore the results
obtained would not adequately reflect the response of the method the sediments of
interest.
An earlier investigation (Committee on Reference Materials for Ocean Science National
Research Council 2002) had previously identified this issue in relation to marine
sediment CRMs. They examined the range of available CRMs and noted that they “lack
precise measurements of the major bio-organic element compositions of the materials”
including nitrogen. They also found that “many of the reference materials currently
available do not represent the matrices in which oceanographers work, nor do they
contain the desired analytes at the concentrations found in nature”. Clearly the lack of
sediment based CRMs is an issue across a range of ecosystem domains.
A second consideration is the operationally defined nature of the methods used for
organic nitrogen analysis. It is well known within the nutrient scientific community that
different organic nitrogen compounds respond in different ways to the digest procedure
(Kanakowa 2010) and so there is no “standard” organic nitrogen compound. This means
that the techniques used to quantify organic nitrogen are operationally defined. The use
of operationally defined procedures, that is procedures which are defined in terms of
input parameters or set steps, are considered traceable to SI units provided the input
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parameters (e.g. masses, chemicals used, etc) are traceable to SI units
(EURACHEM/CITAC Working Group 2000).
With all this in mind it was not feasible to use CRMs to assess the performance of the
sediment nitrogen methods. Instead spiking experiments were relied upon to assess the
efficacy of the sediment based analyses. Spiking experiments, discussed previously in
Section 2.6.4, showed the sediment based methods used to be successful with mean
recoveries between 101 and 104 % when the sampling procedures were carefully
applied.

2.6.6 Analyses conducted by external laboratories
Total organic carbon (TOC) samples were measured at two external laboratories, the
National Measurement Institute (NMI), Pymble, NSW and the Environmental Analysis
Laboratory (EAL), Lismore, NSW.
Both laboratories followed standard QA/QC practices measuring replicate samples and
blanks. Certified and internal reference materials were analysed obtaining recoveries
between 92 and 108 % for sediment and water samples. These are well within the range
of acceptable recoveries (80-100 %). Spiked samples were also analysed at NMI with
recoveries ranging between 85 and 98 %.

2.7 Uncertainty analysis and estimation – Wet chemistry
When determining a strategy for estimating the uncertainty associated with each
measurement the link between the measurement and SI units must be carefully
considered. The following outlines the steps made to assess the sources of uncertainty
of each wet chemistry based measurement. The uncertainties associated with the gas
phase measurements will be discussed later (Section 3.5.3) along with details of the
method detection limit and precision estimates.
The uncertainty of any measurement is a combination of a range of factors including:
sampling, storage conditions, instrument effects, reagent purity, assumed stoichiometry,
measurement conditions, matrix effects, computational effects, blank correction,
operator effects and random effects (EURACHEM/CITAC Working Group 2000). The
importance of each of these factors will vary. They can, however, be assessed by an
analysis of the QA/QC results presented earlier (Section 2.6). The QA/QC results
identified two key sources of uncertainty, sampling effects and random errors. Blank
correction was also identified as an important factor for organic nitrogen analysis of
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samples of a similar magnitude to the blank; however this was not an issue for the vast
majority of analyses.
It was decided that the best way to assess the combined uncertainty associated with
sampling effects and random errors (Us) was through the use of replicate samples. The
standard deviation of the mean of these replicate samples should reflect these
uncertainties. This standard deviation was used as the estimate of US.
The other factors (e.g. instrument effects, computational effects) may also lead to
systematic errors which would not be reflected by the standard deviation of replicate
standards. Although the QA/QC results suggest that these errors may be small in
comparison to the random errors they may play an important role especially in the
analysis of the more homogenous samples like the pore or overlying waters. The
combined uncertainty caused by these other factors will be denoted as U I. The
uncertainty estimates presented with all measurements were determined by the
combination of US and UI.
The method used to estimate UI varied depending on the analysis method used. The
methods were separated into two broad categories: those which were determined using a
linear regression between a set of calibration standards and the instrumental response,
for example the spectrophotometric and ISE based methods, and those which were not,
for example the titrimetric method.
UI estimates made for methods using linear regression relied on the Sx parameter, the
error in the x variable estimated using the least squares linear regression (See Bevington
(1969) for further details). The magnitude of this parameter (relative to the
concentration of analyte) was dependent on the scatter within and the linearity of the
calibration curve. Sx is influenced by instrumental errors, operator errors and
computation effects, the majority of the factors not assessed by US. While Sx does not
capture all systematic errors (for example the contamination of analytical reagent) these
are expected to be insignificant in comparison. For the ISE calibration the upper and
lower limits of the Log10 of the concentration (log10[Concentration ± Sx]) were used to
calculate upper and lower limits for the concentration of the sample. The average
difference between these values and the concentration was then used as an estimate of
UI.
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UI was estimated for the titrimetric method by propagating the uncertainties associated
with the concentration of the standard. This was calculated by combining the
uncertainty associated with the balance, the purity of the Na2CO3 and the standard
deviation in the replicate measurement used to standardise the H2SO4.
Organic carbon measurements made by external laboratories were made in triplicate.
The uncertainty associated with each individual measurement was not supplied. It is,
however, expected that the uncertainty in the measurement of such heterogenous
samples will be dominated by sampling effects which will be captured in the standard
deviation of the replicate samples. This was therefore used as an estimate of the
uncertainty.

2.8 Quality Assurance/Quality Control – Gas analysis
2.8.1 Calibration
The infrared technique used to analyse the collected spectra is based on synthetic
calibration spectra generated using the HITRAN data base (Section 2.5.3). These
spectra are calculated using the ro-vibrational transitions of gas molecules which occur
within the spectral windows of interest (Table 2.2). This links this technique directly to
the fundamental properties of the analytes of interest making this approach a “primary”
or “first principles method”. The analysis is conducted individually for each spectral
collection period (i.e. two minute and 20 second blocks) using the path length,
temperature and pressure of the cell. This calibration approach is commonly used in the
atmospheric science community, for example de Foy et al. (2007), Kelliher et al. (2002),
and Strong et al. (2008).

2.8.2 Comment on accuracy of gas measurements
The FT-IR method used in this study is highly linear. A study by Griffith (2002)
examined the relationship between the retrieved CO2 concentrations calculated using
this approach and the known concentrations of a series of CO2 standards traceable to the
WMO scale (Figure 2.6). Similar comparisons were conducted for CH4, CO and N2O,
the regression results from which are shown in Table 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 – CO2 concentrations determined using FT-IR as a function of the assigned mixing ratios of
CO2 for a suite of clean air calibration standards linked to the WMO2007x scale. Similar analyses were
made for CH4, CO and N2O and the results are summarized in Table 2.6. Figure taken from Griffith
(2002).
Table 2.6 - Regression statistics for determination of clean air standards by FT-IR against calibrated
values. Slopes are given for regressions of FT-IR against assigned mixing ratios, as well as the standard
error of prediction (SEP) from each regression. Taken from Griffith (1996).
Species

Accuracy (%)

Precision(%)

CO2

0.5

0.25

CH4

1.5

0.1

N 2O

0.9

0.1

CO

1.0

0.5

2.8.3 Reference materials
Although this is a first principles technique a range of random and systematic factors
can impact upon the calculation of the calibration spectra. The primary uncertainty in
these measurements is the actual light path. The impact of these sources of error
(Section 2.9) was determined before each deployment of the instrument. The
concentrations retrieved for the reference samples, an ambient air sample and an empty
cell agreed well for the initial configuration of the system used in 2006. In 2007 the
system was reconfigured and a new smaller cell was used (Section 3.3.1). Analyses of
ambient air samples using the new configuration did not match the expected
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concentrations presumably due to misalignment of the cell. As a further check,
calibration spectra were collected of a reference gas mixture (CA01628 collected at
Cape Shank, analysed by gas chromatography at CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric,
Aspendale, VIC, Australia traceable to the WMO2007x scale (Zhao and Tans 2006)).
These spectra, collected before both the summer 2007 and winter 2007 field trips,
confirmed the ambient air results and were used to adjust the concentration data before
the fluxes were fitted. The gas cell calibration data, reference and retrieved
concentrations and correction factors are shown in Tables B.1 and B.2, Appendix B.
Considering the highly linear and stable nature of this technique this two point
(Reference gas and empty cell) calibration has been shown to be sufficient to achieve a
systematic error of < 1 % (Griffith 2002).

2.9 Uncertainty analysis and estimation – Gas analysis
Random variations in temperature and pressure during spectral collection period can
affect the collected spectra, however these were minimised by placing the cell in an
environmentally controlled casing (Section 3.2.2). Fluctuations in the concentration of
gases which absorb in the optical window of interest but whose line parameters are
poorly characterised (e.g. water vapour) can also lead to errors in the calculated
concentrations. Considering the brevity of the spectral collection period (2 minutes and
20 seconds) it is unlikely that large fluctuations in the water concentration would occur.
Spectral noise can also contribute to the random error, it is however, generally the
smallest source of error.
The uncertainty of the retrieved gaseous concentration measurements was calculated
based on the uncertainty in the fit of the averaged sample spectra. While systematic
errors were minimised by calibration against the reference spectra, they were not
directly accounted for in the calculated uncertainty. Using this fitting approach previous
studies have found an accuracy of 1.5 % or better (Griffith 2002). It is important to note
that this study is not aiming to quantify the concentrations of the gases of interest but
the fluxes of these gases. The major uncertainties of these fluxes will be from the
uncertainty of the fit of the sample spectra (i.e. the error in the concentration) and the
uncertainty in the modelling of the time dependence of the concentration (Section
3.2.6). Even assuming a “worse case” error of 1.5 % in the concentration this would be
swamped by the large uncertainty in the calculated fluxes (Table 3.4)
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CHAPTER 3 – METHOD DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Overview
A system was constructed to allow the measurement of multiple nitrogen and carbon
species along with a range of physico-chemical environmental parameters in situ in the
sediment, water and air of a water body. It was a chamber based measurement protocol,
a technique commonly used in both water and soil studies (Lapitan 1999). The system
was constructed from a Fourier Transform-Infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer, a series of
computer logged probes and meters, and was combined with the collection and analysis
of sediment and water samples. This system was deployed in nine field trials which
examined changes within the carbon and nitrogen cycles on seasonal and daily scales.
This chapter outlines in detail the system and its components, the sediment and water
sampling regime and the improvements made to the system between field trials. The
chapter concludes with a brief overview of alternate gaseous flux monitoring systems
and a comparison of these systems to the developed system. The standard analytical
techniques mentioned within this chapter have been introduced previously (Chapter 2).
Details of the field trials and results can be found in later chapters.

3.2 Initial System Design
3.2.1 Overview
The original design of the system consisted of a Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR)
spectrometer, gas analysis cell, vacuum pump, clear Perspex chamber, solenoid valves,
water sensor, flow meter and flow restrictor connected using polypropylene and copper
tubing, along with the collection and analysis of sediment and water samples. The
configuration of the system is shown in Figure 3.1.
The bulk of the system was housed in a rain proof box trailer which was also used for
transport between sites. The lake chamber was placed in the lake bed (10-20 cm deep)
with the pH and dissolved oxygen probes inside. Air temperature and light intensity
meters were mounted on the trailer (Sections 3.2.9 and 3.2.10).
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Figure 3.1 – Initial configuration of the system, consisting of a Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR)
spectrometer, gas analysis cell, vacuum pump, clear Perspex chamber, solenoid valves, water sensor,
flow meter and flow restrictor joined using polypropylene and copper tubing . Air travelled in a clockwise
direction from the pump to the gas analysis cell.

3.2.2 FT-IR instrument, gas analysis cell, I/O box and environment casing
All gas analyses were conducted using a Nicolet Avatar 360 FT-IR spectrometer
(Section 2.5), consisting of a KBr beamsplitter and globar source. An Infrared
Associates Inc. multipass gas ‘White’ cell (path length 21.5 m, volume 2.9 L) and a
thermoelectrically cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector (Infrared
Associates Inc.) were used during the 2006 field trials. Cell pressure and temperature
were monitored using an analog piezo transducer (Series 902 MKS Instruments) and a
PT100 resistance temperature device (RTD) and logged via the I/O (input and output)
box.
The I/O box was constructed with a series of inputs and outputs. The digital outputs
controlled the solenoid valves and the eight analogue channels were used to monitor a
variety of probes and devices. Two channels were configured especially for two and
three-wire RTD’s using a 4-20 mA converter, the remainder measured a 0-10 V signal.
24 V power was also available as needed. Table 3.1 shows the original channel
configuration. The I/O box was fitted with an eight channel ICP 7017 16 bit analogue to
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Table 3.1 - The I/O box was constructed with a series of inputs and outputs. The digital outputs controlled
the solenoid valves and the eight analogue channels were used to monitor a variety of probes and
devices. Two channels were configured especially for two and three-wire RTD’s using a 4-20 mA
converter, the remainder measured a 0-10 V signal. 24 V power was also available as needed. Table 3.1
shows the original channel configuration. The I/O box was fitted with an eight channel ICP 7017 16 bit
analogue to Table 3.1 – Channel configuration during 2006 field trip.
Channel No.

Device Monitored

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Water sensor
Cell pressure head
Light meter
Detector temperature
pH probe
Dissolved Oxygen (DO) probe
External RTD (Outside temperature)
Cell RTD (Cell temperature)

digital voltage converter which was then logged by the laptop computer via the OSCAR
software (Section 3.2.7).
The FT-IR and gas analysis cell were located inside a temperature controlled
environment casing. The casing (600 x 700 x 820 mm) was made of plastic coreflute,
clear 5 mm Perpex and an aluminium frame. The temperature within the casing was
measured using a two-wire RTD which was connected to a Eurotherm temperature
controller (Model No. 91). The temperature controller regulated a 250 Watt heater
(Stego HGL646) which had been mounted on the wall of the environment casing to
stabilise the temperature of the FT-IR at 32 °C. This was especially important as outside
air temperatures varied by up to 16 °C throughout the day during field trials.

3.2.3 Lake chamber
The chamber consisted of an outer collar, which was inserted into the lakebed,
protruding through the overlying water surface, and a free-floating lid. The lid was
placed into the collar and floated above the surface of the water trapping air above the
surface of the lake. This design had the advantage of ensuring the lid adjusted to any
tidal or wave related changes in water level (Figure 3.2 (c)), keeping a consistent
headspace.
The original outer collar, used during 2006, was made of a single 5 mm thick clear
Perspex sheet bent into an open ended rectangular prism (300 x 300 mm cross section,
600 mm high). The two ends of the Perspex sheet were joined at one corner with
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Figure 3.2 – Design of original chamber, constructed using 5 mm Perspex and angled aluminium, (a) the
chamber collar, (b) the chamber lid and (c) the chamber when deployed in the field.

Silastic and secured with a 600 mm length of angled aluminium screwed and fixed in
place with Silastic (Figure 3.2 (a)).
A 295 x 295 x 200 mm lid (an open box) was constructed of 5 mm clear Perspex
(Figure 3.2 (b)). This was inverted in the water trapping air, which caused it to float
(Figure 3.2 (c)). Segments of high-density foam were wedged within the lid to aid in its
buoyancy. Five holes were drilled into the top of the lid, one in the centre and one in
each corner. Two push-fit tube fittings (P.NSF-S1 20 SK266-001 EF) were screwed into
two of the holes in opposite corners and the hole in the centre while two cable glands
were inserted in the remaining holes. All the fittings were sealed using a rubber washer
and vacuum grease. A small piece of polypropylene tubing and a frit were attached
inside the lid to one of the corner push-fit fittings. Air was pumped through this frit and
sparged through the water, moving the water around the chamber. This prevented the
water within the chamber from stagnating. Another small piece of tubing was attached
to the central fitting which was used as a water sampling port. The remaining push-fit
fitting was used to draw air from the head space of the lid to the gas analysis cell
(Figure. 3.1). The cable glands were used for the leads of the pH and dissolved oxygen
probes (Section 3.2.10).

3.2.4 Pump, flow control, valves and tubing
A vacuum pump (Vacuubrand MV2, John Morris Scientific) was used to move air
through the system. The speed of the air flow was controlled by a flow restrictor (Flow
controller SCFH, King Instrument Company) and monitored using a flow meter (MT-5
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A.G.L., Toyo gas meter company). The flow rate was kept at approximately 0.8 L/min
by manually checking the flow meter and adjusting the flow restrictor accordingly.
A series of two-way (Burket 0-8 Bar 253-A-03.0-FPM-NS) and three-way (SMC 307)
solenoid valves were used to control the direction of the airflow through the system.
The Burket two-way valves were connected to the I/O Box (Section 3.2.2) and
controlled automatically by the OSCAR software (Section 3.2.7). These valves are
labelled circulate, flush in, flush out, evacuate and vent (Figure 3.1). These valves were
connected using a combination of ¼ inch copper and polypropylene tubing and (with
the exception of the vent valve which was mounted on the pump) were mounted
together on a stand (Figure 3.7). Particle filters, 0.45 µm (MIDISART 2000), were
placed on the flush in intakes to prevent any dust or other particles entering the system.
The three-way valve was triggered by the water sensor (Section 3.2.8). In the event of
water being drawn up the air sampling line the water sensor activated the three-way
valve, short circuiting the flow preventing any water from entering the gas analysis cell
(Figure 3.3 (b)).

3.2.5 Flush, circulate and background phases
In normal operation air within the system travelled in three different patterns: the
flushing, circulating and background phases (Table 3.2). During the background phase,
the air within the gas analysis cell was evacuated and a background (empty cell)
spectrum was collected. In the circulate mode, air travelled in a closed loop, from the
lake chamber to the gas analysis cell via the flow meter and back via the flow restrictor
and pump. In contrast, the flushing phase of the cycle was an open loop with ambient air
diluting the air within the gas analysis cell.
The background phase occurred at midnight each night. The background spectrum, in
combination with the collected sample spectra were used to calculate sample infrared
transmission spectra from which the gaseous flux was determined (Section 3.2.6).
Once the background spectrum was collected the cell was refilled with air collected
from outside the trailer and the system was switched to the circulate mode until 1 am.
For the rest of the day the system was used to monitor the gas production from the lake
bed using an hourly measurement cycle (30 mins flushing, 30 mins circulating). The
concentration of CO2, CH4, N2O and CO in the gas analysis cell was measured at 3-min
intervals during each cycle (each measurement was the average of 60 spectra). The flux
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of these gases from the lake into the head space of the chamber was then determined by
fitting the concentration data to a mathematical model as outlined in Section 3.2.6.
Table 3.2 - Description of the valve configuration and air flow pattern for each cycle.
Phase

Valve Configuration

Flow Pattern

Flushing

Flush In
Circulate
Flush Out
Evacuate
Vent

Open
Closed
Open
Closed
Closed

Air external to the
system is drawn in via
the flush in valve
diluting the air within
the gas analysis cell,
flushing the headspace
of the chamber and
exiting through the flush
out valve.

Circulating

Flush In
Circulate
Flush Out
Evacuate
Vent

Closed
Open
Closed
Closed
Closed

Air within the system is
circulated in a closed
loop from the chamber
to the gas analysis cell
and back via the pump.

Closed
Closed
Open
Open
Open

Air within the gas
analysis cell is
evacuated, with the air
exiting the system
through the vent valve.
The flow restrictor is
avoided by opening the
evacuate valve ensuring
rapid evacuation.

Flush In
Circulate
Flush Out
Evacuate
Vent

Background

3.2.6 Fitting Fluxes
The gas measurement cycle was divided into two phases (circulating and flushing);
these were modelled separately. Equation 3.1 models the flushing phase (when air
within the gas analysis cell is diluted with ambient air) using a simple exponential
decay.
Ccell = Cie-kt + A0
Where

Equation 3.1

Ccell

= concentration in the gas analysis cell

Ci

= initial cell concentration minus concentration of gas species in inlet air

A

0

= concentration of gas species in inlet air

t

= time

k

= F /Vcell

F

= flow rate

Vcell

= volume of the White cell
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k was determined from Equation 3.1 by using the data obtained during the flush phase
of the cycle and a non-linear least squares fit (Levenberg-Marquet (Press 1996)). The
flow rate F was then determined from this value, as the volume of the cell (Vcell) was
known.
The circulate phase of the cycle was more difficult to model as the concentration of the
gas of interest increases within the gas analysis cell as air travels from the lake chamber,
while the air within the lake chamber was diluted with the air from the gas analysis cell.
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 were constructed with three key assumptions: that the tubing had
an insignificant volume in comparison to the entire system; that there was uniform
concentration within the gas analysis cell and within lake chamber head space (i.e. the
model assumes that the air within the lake chamber and the air within the cell are well
mixed and that any air leaving the chamber or the cell is representative of the air within
the cell or chamber at that time); and that the flux into the headspace of the lake
chamber was constant within the 30-min period of the circulate phase.
The change in concentration of the gas analysis cell over time was modelled as the
change due to air coming in from the chamber minus air leaving the cell over time
(Equation 3.2).
dC cell
F
F
F
(C chamber − C cell ) = F C diff
=
C chamber −
C cell =
dt
Vcell
Vcell
Vcell
Vcell

Where

Equation 3.2

Vcell

= volume of the White cell

Cchamber

= concentration of gas species in the chamber

Cdiff

= (Cchamber - Ccell)

Similarly, the change in the chamber concentration over time was modelled as the
change due to air entering the chamber minus the air leaving the chamber plus the flux
from the water over time (Equation 3.3).
dC chamber
dt

=

=

F
Vchamber
f
Vchamber

C cell −
−

F
Vchamber

F
Vchamber

C chamber +

f
Vchamber

(Cchamber − Ccell )
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=
Where,

f
Vchamber

−

F
Vchamber

Cdiff

Vchamber

= volume of the chamber

F

= flux

Equation 3.3

The change in the parameter Cdiff over time is then equal to the change in the difference
between the cell concentration and the chamber concentration over time (Equation 3.4).
dCdiff
dt

=



dCchamber dCcell
f
1
1 
−
=
− FCdiff 
−
V
dt
dt
Vchamber
Vcell 
 chamber

Equation 3.4

Equation 3.4 was then integrated, and combined with Equation 3.3 to give

CCell

Where,

=

ft
Vtotal

V
fV V
+  chamber C 0 − cell chamber
2
FVtotal
 Vtotal


(1 − e − Bt ) + D 0



Vtotal

= volume of the chamber + volume of the White cell

B

FVtotal
= VchamberVcell

C0

=

CChamberFlush

= concentration of chamber at the end of flush cycle

Do

= concentration of cell at the end of flush cycle

T

= time since closure

Equation 3.5

CChamberFlush − D 0

Hence, the flux (f) for each gaseous species from the water was determined using the
flow rate calculated from the flushing section of the cycle, the cell concentration data
and a non-linear least squares fit.
The change in gas concentration within the gas analysis cell was well captured by the
model during periods of constant flux (i.e. fluxes that vary little over the 30-min
period). Any differences between the model and the data were small and of the order of
the natural variation (or noise) inherent in the data. The model did not fit the data as
well during periods of variable flux, for example, when estimating CO2 flux during
periods of broken cloud cover. Any fitting difficulties were reflected in the standard
error of the retrieved flux.
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3.2.7 Software
The spectrometer was run using the OMNIC (Nicolet Instrument Corporation 19921999) software provided by the manufacturer. The computer program OSCAR
(designed and written at the University of Wollongong (Kettlewell 2003)) was used to
control all computerised aspects of the field trips. It interfaced with the OMNIC
software, controlling the spectrometer, the MALT software fitting and logging the
resultant spectra (Section 2.5.3, Griffith et al. (2006) and Griffith (1996)) as well as
recording the data from the probes and meters. Fluxes were calculated after the
completion of the field trip using a FORTRAN 95 computer program based on nonlinear least-squares fit (Levenberg-Marquet (Press 1996)) following the mathematical
model described previously (Section 3.2.6). This fitting program was written by S.R.
Wilson from the University of Wollongong.

3.2.8 Water Sensor
A water sensor was constructed to prevent water from the lake accidentally entering the
gas analysis cell. It was made of a simple switch (a small piece of ¼ inch polypropylene
tubing with brass SwagelockTM fitting on either end and two metal probes), a liquid
level sensor (Jaycar Electronics kit KG - 9138) and a 12 V relay card (Jaycar
Electronics kit B197). Figure 3.3 (a) shows the design of the water sensor. The water
sensor switch was positioned between the flow meter and the three-way valve (Figure
3.1). When water entered the tubing current flowed between the two probes switching
the liquid level sensor which, in turn, triggered the relay card. The relay card then
activated a three-way (SMC 307) solenoid valve which isolated the chamber protecting
the gas analysis cell (Figure 3.3 (b)). The tubing and metal probes were housed in a
cylindrical plastic container that was sealed using Silastic TM. The voltage of the liquid
level sensor was logged automatically through the I/O box via the OSCAR software.
When the water sensor was tripped, the user was notified via an alert on the screen of
the laptop.
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Figure 3.3 – (a) Design of the original water sensor, consisting of two probes, a liquid level sensor and a
relay card (not to scale). (b) A simplified schematic showing the air flow pattern with the water sensor off
(i.e. no water detected) and the water sensor on (i.e. water detected).

3.2.9 Light Intensity Meter
A simple light intensity meter was
constructed using a hermetically sealed
photodiode (BPW21 Centronic, RS
components) sensitive to light between
460-750 nm. The change in resistance
(mV) was measured and logged
automatically via the I/O box and OSCAR
software. In the field, the light meter was
placed in an unshaded position on the roof

Figure 3.4 – Light meter on roof of trailer

of the trailer and protected from the weather by a clear snap lock bag (Figure 3.4).
The light meter was later calibrated against a SpectraSense PAR Quantum Sensor (Skye
Instruments Ltd) the voltages converted to units of mmol/m2/sec (Appendix A). The
plastic covering and horizontal mounting were maintained during the calibration. The
plastic bag was expected to alter the sensors angular response. To test this the light
meter was compared to the Quantum sensor with and without the bag. The bag was
found to alter the response of the sensor. At low sun angles (sun near the horizon) the
bag acted as a specular reflector increasing the sensor signal while at high sun angles
the bag impeded sunlight, decreasing the voltage output (Appendix A). To account for
these effects the light meter was calibrated with the bag on.

3.2.10 pH, Dissolved Oxygen and Temperature
The pH and dissolved oxygen (DO) probes were placed inside the lid of the chamber so
that they rested in the water while the probe cables exited the lid through cable glands
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(Figure 3.2). The pH and dissolved oxygen concentrations within the chamber were
measured as described in Section 2.3.1 using a TPS submersible gel pH probe and a
TPS ED1M dissolved oxygen sensor. The signal from these probes was converted by a
TPS microCHEM pH transmitter (Part no. 111144) and a TPS microCHEM DO
transmitter (Part no. 113144) to a 0 - 5 V signal which was logged automatically by the
I/O box and OSCAR software. The cables from the probe to the transmitter were 10 m
long and the cable from the transmitter to the I/O box was 10 m long. This restricted the
lake chamber to being within 20 m of the shore line. Dissolved oxygen and pH probe
calibration procedures and frequency have been described in Section 2.3.1.

3.2.11 Sampling regime
Depending on the measurement one of three sample regimes were used: continuous (3
min intervals), daily (morning and evening each day) and initial/final samples (collected
at the start and at the end of each field trip). Table 3.3 shows the sampling design and
analyses schedule.

3.2.12 System testing – Control run
A control (or blank) run of the system was conducted in the laboratory. The aim of this
test was to observe whether increases in the concentration of the gases of interest would
occur within the circulating cycle without biological stimulus. That is, whether the
system itself produced, changed or influenced the concentration of the gases of interest.
Table 3.3 – Parameters and analytes measured during each sampling regime. Daily samples were
collected in the morning and evening each day, continuous samples were collected at 3 min intervals and
initial/final samples were collected at the start and end of each five day field trip.
Sample Matrix

Continuous

Daily

Initial/Final

Air

N2O, CO2, CO and CH4
Temperature
Light Intensity

-

-

Water

pH
Dissolved Oxygen
Temperature

Ammonia
Nitrate + nitrite
Turbidity
Salinity
Conductivity

Organic nitrogen
Organic carbon

-

Organic nitrogen
Organic carbon
Ammonia
Porewater nitrate +
nitrite
Porewater ammonia
Moisture content
Porosity
Particle size distribution

Sediment

Temperature
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During this run the chamber collar and lid were placed into a container of fresh tap
water. The collar sat on the base of the container while the lid floated on the surface of
the water within the outer. Although this water would not be entirely biologically
inactive it was considered abiotic in comparison to the estuarine field sites and as such
was a good control for testing the system.
The system was run over a three day period monitoring the concentrations of CO2, CH4,
N2O and CO. A two hour cycle consisting of 30 mins of flushing, one hour of
circulating followed by a further 30 mins of flushing was used. The system was flushed
with laboratory air during the flushing cycle and so the concentration of the flushing air
varied throughout the day.
The concentrations of CO2 and N2O were observed to vary throughout the experimental
period but no consistent patterns were observed. The system did not appear to influence
the concentration of CO2 and N2O within the gas analysis cell hence any changes
observed in the field must be due to biological or chemical processes occurring within
the estuarine ecosystem. Small increases in the CH4 concentration, ~ 0.04 nmol/mol,
were observed during the circulating portion of the cycle. This increase was within the
uncertainty of the measurements and equated to a flux less than the method detection
limit (Table 3.4). As such, this was not considered a significant source of
contamination. In contrast, increases of up to ~ 150 nmol/mol were observed in the CO
concentration during the circulating period. It is most likely that this CO was generated
within the pump or by the tubing. This meant that CO fluxes observed in the field could
not be attributed to biological activity. Typical variations in the CO2, N2O, CH4 and CO
concentrations are shown in Figure 3.5 which depicts a 6-hour subset of the data set
collected at night when the concentration of the flushing air was at its most constant.
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Figure 3.5 –CO2, N2O, CH4 and CO concentrations during an abiotic control run. Laboratory air was
used to flush the system during the flushing period and so the composition of the flushing gas varied
throughout the day. Only a 6-hour night time (i.e. constant flushing gas composition) subset of the 3 day
period is shown.

3.3 Modifications
The system was deployed during three field campaigns winter 2006 (14th August to 1st
September 2006), summer 2007 (19th February to 9th March 2007) and winter 2007 (13th
to 31st August 2007). Following each of these field campaigns the performance of the
system was evaluated and modified. The following sections document these changes.

3.3.1 2006 Winter Field Trip
FT-IR instrument, gas analysis cell and I/O box
The mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector (Infrared Associates Inc.) used in the

2006 field trial had the advantage of being thermoelectrically cooled. However, its
sensitivity was limited. In 2007 this was replaced by a liquid nitrogen cooled Indium
antimonide (InSb) detector (Graseby Infrared). This detector greatly increased the
sensitivity of the instrument, improving the systems ability to measure low fluxes and
low mixing ratios (eg. N2O and CH4).
The improvement in sensitivity also allowed the use of a smaller gas analysis cell. This
cell had a far shorter path length for the IR radiation (9.8 m) and was smaller (650 mL)
then the cell used in 2006 (21.5 m, 2.9 L). The smaller volume of the cell led to faster
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flushing hence the concentration within the new cell was more uniform (i.e. better
mixed) and more representative of the headspace of the lake chamber. These greatly
improved the fit of the circulating phase of the model. The time required to flush the
cell back to ambient concentrations was decreased dramatically from approximately 20
mins to less than 3 mins. As spectroscopic data points were only collected at 3 min
intervals it was no longer possible to determine the flow rate based on the fit of the
flushing phase of the cycle. The flow rate used for analysis was therefore based on that
noted on a mass flow controller (Section 3.3.1 - Valves, Flow control, Tubing and
Scrubbers).
As the new detector was liquid nitrogen cooled it was no longer necessary to monitor
the detector temperature using channel 4 (Table 3.1).
Lake Chamber
During the 2006 field trip, the original chamber collar was found to be too fragile to

insert easily into the lakebed. Its closed design also prevented the free exchange of
water with the surrounding lake. A new collar was made from 5 mm thick clear
polycarbonate (300 x 300 mm cross section, 750 mm high). It too was made of a single
sheet bent into a rectangular prism, however, this time a small piece was allowed to
overlap and was screwed together (Figure 3.6). The bottom edge of the new outer was
also sharpened to make it easier to insert into the sediment. Holes (25 mm diameter)
were drilled in the mid section of the chamber to allow the ready flow of water (Figure
3.6).

Figure 3.6 – (a) Design of new chamber outer collar constructed using 5 mm polycarbonate and (b) the
chamber outer collar after deployment (NB: chamber lid and collar were cleaned between field studies).
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Valves, Flow control, Tubing and scrubbers
During 2006, the flow rate was checked twice daily and adjusted to approximately 0.8

L/min. However, the flow rate varied throughout the day and the flow restrictor was
unreliable. However, this could be monitored via the concentration variations during the
flushing period. With the changes in the size of the cell (Section 3.3.1) it was now
impossible to fit the flow rate from the flushing phase of the cycle. To correct for this,
the flow restrictor was replaced with a mass flow controller (Smart-TrakTM 100 series
Sierra Instruments) which was set to 1 L/min (Figure 3.7). The mass flow controller
adjusted the flow rate using a proportional control valve. This ensured that the flow rate
was constant during both the circulating and flushing phases. As it was no longer
necessary to fit the flow rate (Section 3.2.6), this reduced the number of variables fitted
during flux determination.
During the background phase the flow through the mass flow controller dropped to near
zero as the cell was evacuated. To avoid damaging the mass flow controller, which is
designed to always have a gas flow when operational, an automatic cut off switch was
constructed (Figure 3.7). This switch worked by linking the power (24 V) to the mass
flow controller to the power (240 V) to the evacuate valve through a normally closed
relay (6A ~ 250 V ComatRELAY). So, when the evacuate value was opened (i.e. during
the background phase) the relay opened switching off the mass flow controller, and
conversely when the evacuate valve was closed the mass flow controller was powered.
A 0.45 µm particle filter (MIDISART 2000) was placed in line before the mass flow
controller to protect it from any dust which may have inadvertently entered the system.
Throughout the 2006 field trips, large intermittent peaks in the CO concentration, due to
passing car and trucks, were visible during flushing phases. To avoid this a CO scrubber
(SOFNOCATTM Molecular Products Ltd), was added to the flush in valve intake (Figure
3.7). This scrubber converted any CO present in the flushing air to CO2. It is unlikely
that the additional CO2 would be significant as the global average ground level CO2
concentration is 380 µmol/mol (IPCC 2007), where as the atmospheric CO
concentrations are far smaller, 0.030 to 0.200 µmol/mol (Enhalt et al. 2001). Any
variation in [CO2] resulting from the CO oxidation was therefore well within the noise
of the measurement (2 µmol/mol).
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Figure 3.7 – Mass flow controller, mass flow controller cut-off switch, water sensor, valves, filters and
sofnocat scrubber mounted on board. The direction of the air flow is given in blue. Valve configuration is
described in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.

Water Sensor
The water sensor switch was found to be unreliable during the 2006 field trip. It was

designed to switch on if water entered the tubing protecting the gas analysis cell.
Instead, it switched on sporadically when no water was present resulting in the loss of
some data. It also failed to switch on when water did enter the lines resulting in the
damage of the gas analysis cell and the premature end of the High-N field trip. To avoid
this occurring again the original switch was replaced with a float switch (Jaycar
Electronics SF0920). The new switch was placed within an O-ring sealed box with a
clear plastic lid (Jaycar Electronics HB6246) (Figure 3.8). If any water entered the
tubing from the lake chamber, it would pool in the bottom of the box, raising the float
switch, isolating the lake chamber from the rest of the system.
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Figure 3.8 – Float switch contained in O-ring sealed box with clear plastic lid. The direction of the air
flow is shown in blue.

Analytical difficulties
During 2006, the nitrate + nitrite concentration in the pore and overlying waters was

measured using ion chromatography (IC) (Section 2.4.5). However, the high chloride
concentration resulted in large chloride peaks in the chromatograms, which masked any
nitrate + nitrite peaks. Dilution of the samples successfully decreased the size of the
chloride peak however it also pushed the nitrate + nitrite concentration below the
method detection limit. Hence nitrate + nitrite data were not available for the 2006 field
trial. In 2007 the ion selective electrode (ISE) method was used instead (Section 2.4.5).
Overlying water ammonia concentrations were very near (or below) the detection limit
of the spectrophotometric method. Considering the poor reliability of this method near
the detection limit (Section 2.6.4) it was decided to use the ISE for all further
measurements of ammonia.
The titrimetric sediment ammonia measurement technique (Section 2.4.3) used in
winter 2006 was found to be too insensitive for use in this study (i.e. the data obtained
were less than the measurement detection limit). As an alternative, the more sensitive
distillation and ISE electrode method was used in 2007.
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Turbidity
Disturbance events observed during the winter 2006 field trip dramatically increased the

mass of sediment suspended in the water. In order to quantify these changes a turbidity
tube was constructed (Section 2.3.3) and used twice a day during the 2007 field trials.
Logging DO, pH and water temperature
Water temperature was measured manually twice daily during 2006. However it was

apparent that autonomous continuous water temperature measurements would be far
more useful. Continuous water temperature measurements were collected during the
2007 field trials using a resistance temperature detector (RTD). As both RTD
monitoring channels on the I/O box were already in use, an eight channel handheld
logger (dataTaker® DT8) was substituted. It was mounted in a water resistant enclosure
(Figure. 3.9) close to the chamber and powered from the shore using a 24 V power
supply. To reduce the number of cables running to and from the lake chamber it was
decided to take advantage of some of the remaining input channels on the handheld
logger and use it to log the pH and dissolved oxygen (DO).
Unfortunately, although the logger had
eight inputs, it was discovered that it would
only log one input when powered
externally. When powered by the internal
battery the logger was able to log all eight
channels, however, the battery only had a
short life time (~ 8 hours) and then
required 4-5 hours to recharge leaving

Figure 3.9 – Handheld data logger mounted above

sizable gaps in the data set. Once the

lake in water resistant box

shortcomings of the logger were
established it was too late to rewire the pH and DO probes to be compatible with the
I/O box. Instead the handheld logger was used during the summer 2007 field trip.

3.3.2 2007 Summer Field Trip
FT-IR instrument, gas analysis cell and I/O box
Gas cell calibrations described in Section 2.8.1 were run for the winter 2007 field trip.

These correction factors varied by < 5 % from those calculated for the summer 2007
field trip.
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Logging DO, pH and water temperature
The pH and DO probes were returned to their original configuration and logged and

powered directly from the I/O box. However, as the lake level had receded notably
following the summer 2007 field trip, the I/O box (located on shore) was more than 20
m from the lake chamber. Extension cables (20 m long) were made to increase the
distance that the lake chamber could be from the shore line to 40 m. The effect of the
addition of the extra cable to the pH and DO probes was examined by measuring the pH
and DO of two standards with and without the extra cable. There was only a very small
difference between the two measurements. However, calibrations were always carried
out using the cables used for subsequent measurements.
A new temperature probe using a precision temperature sensor (LM335) was made with
a cable length of 40 m. It was encased in a stainless steel tube and sealed with heat
shrink. This probe, unlike an RTD, was compatible with the free channel, channel 4
(Section 3.2.2 and Table 3.1), of the I/O box and so could be logged (and powered) by
the I/O box. The encasing of the water temperature probe slowed the probe’s response
time slightly however this lag was small (minutes) in comparison to the expected rate of
environmental temperature change. This probe was also used to measure sediment
temperature at some sites.

3.4 Gas flux measurements - comparison to alternative
techniques, accuracy, precision and uncertainty estimates
3.4.1 Background – Previous approaches
A range of techniques and technologies have been developed to examine gaseous fluxes
from aquatic systems. There are two main methods of gas flux quantification currently
used in the field, chamber based measurements or the equilibrium difference method.
Gas fluxes are usually derived from chamber measurements by monitoring the change
in the headspace concentration over time. The limited headspace of the chamber means
that large changes in gas phase concentrations are observed, making fluxes easier to
quantify. Chambers also have the advantage of being cheap and relatively easy to
implement. Typically, chambers have solid walls and lids that contain or partition off a
portion of the natural environment. This restricts the natural water flow. It can also
reduce the natural disturbance of the water’s surface by wind and waves. Both these
effects can alter the air-water gaseous exchange (Hlavacova et al. 2006). A detailed
discussion of the limitations of chambers can be found in Kremer et al. (2003). In
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reviewing the literature, Kremer et al. (2003) found that gas exchange rates calculated
using chamber measurements, water concentration data and isotope spiking agreed well
(within 10–30 %). They also noted that chamber measurements were the best method
for monitoring short-term (hourly) variations in gas exchange. Some studies, such as
Wang et al. (2007a), have used fans within the headspace of the chamber to simulate the
natural disturbance of the waters surface. A comparison of gas exchange with and
without fans found that the inclusion of fans increased gas exchange by 2–12 %, which
was well within the normal sampling variability (Kremer et al. 2003). A further
disadvantage of chamber techniques is the ‘incubation’ effect on temperature and
humidity within the chamber. Migne et al. (2002) showed that increases in temperature
and humidity could be mitigated by using only very short incubation periods (minutes)
or by circulating large volumes of air through the system.
The equilibrium difference method determines the gaseous flux by measuring the
aqueous gaseous concentration (i.e. partial pressure) and comparing that to the aqueous
concentration that would be in equilibrium with the atmospheric gaseous concentration
(Bange et al. 1994; Frankignoulle et al. 1998; Biswas et al. 2004; de la Paz et al. 2007).
The difference between these two concentrations along with the gas transfer coefficient
allows the calculation of the gas flux. This technique relies on the accurate
determination of the partial pressure of the gas of interest, its atmospheric concentration
and gas transfer coefficient, which can be difficult.
Aqueous gaseous partial pressure concentrations have been measured directly in the
field using a variety of equilibrator methods (Kelley 1970; Frankignoulle et al. 2001) or
in the laboratory using collected water samples (Cole and Caraco 1998). Some studies
have used the average atmospheric concentration of the gas of interest or the
concentration measured at a nearby location (Ziegler and Benner 1998; Cole et al. 2000;
Frankignoulle et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2006). As highlighted by Hlavacova et al. (2006)
this may not be appropriate as the atmospheric composition above a water body can
vary dramatically from average atmospheric concentrations. The third factor required,
the gas transfer coefficient, is usually estimated based on the wind speed using a variety
of different models (e.g. Liss and Merlivat (1986) and Wanninkhof (1992)).
Comparisons of these models to gas transfer rates measured using chamber studies or
tracer gases found that these models did not always fit well (Cole and Caraco 1998;
Borges et al. 2004).
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Both methods of flux determination require that the concentration of the gas of interest
to be determined. Most studies determine gas concentration using gas chromatography
(GC), mass spectrometry (MS) or infrared (IR) analysis. Due to the size and sensitivity
of gas chromatographs and mass spectrometers, measurements made using GC or MS
are generally restricted to the laboratory. Field-based measurements then require the
collection and storage of multiple gas samples. This is labour intensive and hence an
expensive process.
Approaches based on infrared analysis are potentially far more efficient as they can be
implemented in the field in real time. This avoids the need to collect and store samples,
greatly reducing the manual handling. Two systems, based on non-dispersive IR
instruments, have been used to study gaseous flux from aquatic ecosystems, based on
either a Li-Cor © (Frankignoulle et al. 2001; Migne et al. 2002; Frankignoulle et al.
2003) or a photo-acoustic system (Middelburg et al. 1995a; Middelburg et al. 1995b;
Middelburg et al. 2002).

3.4.2 Current study and method
One of the major disadvantages of chambers is the inhibition of surface disturbance
within the chamber. This study coupled a chamber with a floating lid to a Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer (FT-IR). In an attempt to minimise this effect it was
decided to use the air already circulating through the headspace of the chamber
(Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5) to simulate natural water surface disturbance. Air entering the
chamber was released through a small frit ~ 2 cm under the surface of the water. Bubble
formation within the water was restricted to an area ~ 2 cm around the frit (less than 0.5
% of the total water surface within the chamber) while small ripples were observed over
the rest of the water surface. It is important to acknowledge that all measurements made
in situ are a compromise, as every technique interferes, to some degree, with the natural

environment. As such, a careful balance between changing the natural environment and
the measurement capability of the system must be established. Considering the dynamic
nature of Lake Illawarra, highly susceptible to wind disturbance, this approach was
deemed a reasonable compromise. A detailed comparison between a static chamber, the
bubbling chamber used here and an equilibrium difference method would have been
interesting, but resources for this were not available.
Well known issues with chambers include ‘incubation’ effects, increases in temperature
and humidity and hence increased rates of microbial processes (Section 3.5.1). These
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increases were minimised in two ways. Firstly, the large volume of air within the
system (> 33 L) was continually cycled. This air was flushed with external air for a half
hour period each hour. Increases in air temperature would also be mitigated by this air
exchange. The open nature of the chamber collar used in summer and winter 2007
(Figure 3.6) allowed water to move freely between the chamber and the lake. This too
would have limited increases in temperature.
The use of an FT-IR spectrometer allowed simultaneous determination of the
concentration of the major infrared active gas (including CO2, CH4, CO and N2O) every
three minutes. Other in situ approaches with similar measurement frequencies are also
infrared-based (IR), and have been mentioned previously. LiCor gas analysers, although
rapid (30 sec) and precise, are limited to measurements of CO2 and water vapour only.
In contrast, the photo-acoustic infrared techniques can be used to measure sequential
concentrations of CO2, N2O and CH4 at 1.5 min intervals (Middelburg et al. 1995b),
with a different filter for each gas. One strength of the FT-IR technique used in this
study is that it does not require any physical changes to the gas analyser for the analysis
of additional gases, instead changes are made to the fitting parameters of the gas
analysis software (Section 2.5.3). Any additional gas absorbing in the spectral region
monitored is immediately obvious as unfitted structure in the spectrum and hence
increases fitting uncertainty, whereas it can add an offset to non-dispersive methods.

3.4.3 Uncertainty estimates, method detection limits and precision of gas
flux measurements
The concentration of the air within the gas analysis cell was determined every three
minutes. Each three minute block consisted of two minutes and 20 seconds of spectra
collection (~60 co-added scans). The remaining 40 seconds was used to process and fit
the spectra. Each concentration data point has an associated standard deviation derived
from the fitting. A flux measurement was calculated from the concentration data points
collected in each 30 min circulating period. As circulating periods were separated by
30 min flushing periods, gas fluxes were derived hourly. The determination of the flux
from the concentration measurements is outlined in Section 3.2.6.
The uncertainty associated with each flux measurement was estimated using the
standard error of the fit between the model (Equation 3.5) and the concentration data
points. This standard error reflects not only the “goodness” of the fit between the data
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and the model but is also influenced by the standard deviation (i.e. uncertainty)
associated with each of the data points which are used to weight the fit.
The method detection limit (MDL) was calculated, following standard procedures, as
three times the standard deviation of fluxes near the expected limit of detection. The
precision was calculated as the relative standard deviation of those fluxes above the
MDL. The method detection limits during winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007
are shown in Table 3.4. For comparison, the MDL of the fixed chamber photo-acoustic
IR method is included.
The method detection limits are similar to those reported in the fixed chamber study by
Middelburg et al. (1995b). Method detection limits and precision estimates for the flux
measurements made using the Li-Cor equilibrator technique are not available in the
literature although the accuracy of their CO2 measurements (5 µmol/mol) is
comparable. Similarly, error estimates associated with the calculation of the gas
diffusion constant based on Wanninkhof (1992) are not available in the literature.
However, Wanninkhof (1992) does comment that the error estimate in the gas diffusion
coefficient will be “even more nebulous” than those quoted for a previous factor of ± 25
%. A comparison of these uncertainty estimates for the equilibrator system to those of
the current system (Table 3.4) indicates that the flux measurement abilities of the newly
developed system are as good, if not better, than other techniques already in use.
Table 3.4 – Method detection limits (MDL) and average precision (relative standard deviation) of CO2,
CH4 and N2O fluxes measured during winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007.
Technique

CO2 (µmol/m2/min)
MDL

Precision

CH4 (µmol/m2/min)

N2O (µmol/m2/min)

MDL

Precision

MDL

Precision

26 %
5.6 %
24 %

0.0036
0.0034
0.00106

18 %
20 %
49 %

^

0.0010

^

This study
Winter 2006
Summer 2007
Winter 2007

Floating
chamber
and FT-IR

1.6
4.0
2.9

18 %
16 %
16 %

0.022
*
0.070

Other studies
Fixed
chamber
Middelburg et and photo2.3
^
0.1
al. (1995b)
acoustic
IR
analyser
* All values > 0.048 µmol/m2/min, well above likely MDL.
^ Estimates of precision not given
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In general, the MDL associated with the CO2 measurements is larger than that of the
CH4 and N2O measurements. However as the concentration of CO2 is far larger than
CH4 and N2O (~ two orders of magnitude) the relative MDL (MDL expressed as a
percentage of the average concentration) are similar (< 1 %). The variability of the
standard deviation of the CO2 flux can also impact the MDL. CO2 flux is directly linked
to light availability which varies rapidly and randomly throughout the day (due to
changes in cloud cover) hence the standard deviation of the measured fluxes can be very
variable. In comparison, CH4 and N2O flux are controlled by temperature and oxygen
availability, which change far more gradually. This means that CO2 fluxes are more
likely to vary during the 30 min measurement period. The flux is determined from the
fit between the model, outlined in Section 3.2.6, and the measured concentrations. This
model assumes that the flux is constant within the half hour period. If this is not true
than the model will struggle to fit the data and the uncertainty in the fitted flux, and
hence the calculated MDL, increases. The impact of these gaseous flux variations could
be reduced by using a longer measurement period improving the precision and hence
the MDL. This, however, must be balanced by the incubation effects that are caused by
prolonged periods without flushing. This flux variability also explains the increase in
the MDL of the CO2 flux in summer when compared to winter. Increases in light
availability and temperature due to the warmer weather would lead to increases in the
magnitude of the random variations within the half hour measurement period. To reduce
the impact of this, Middelburg (1995b) conducted experiments using a non-transparent
(dark) chamber, however, that also meant that the measurements were not an accurate
representation of the natural CO2 production and consumption as all photoactive
processes were inhibited. Temperature control is also more of an issue when using dark
chambers.
The precision estimate associated with the CH4 flux measurements of summer 2007
appears to improve by a factor of 4 in comparison to winter 2006 and 2007. This is not
likely to be a true improvement in the measurement technique. Instead, it is more likely
to be due to the method used to calculate the precision. The precision is calculated as
the relative standard deviation of the fluxes above the MDL. As the vast majority of the
fluxes were well away from the MDL, the average relative standard deviation is smaller.
That is, changes in the relative standard deviation are reflecting changes in the
magnitude of the measured fluxes, rather than improvements in the flux detection
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abilities of the system. Similarly, the increase in the error associated with the N2O flux
measurements in winter 2007 as compared to winter 2006 and summer 2007 will be
driven by the low and highly variable N2O fluxes.

3.4.4 Transportability, adaptability and automation
Our system, along with the systems based on LiCor and photoacoustic techniques are
portable (Middelburg et al. 1995a; Migne et al. 2002), a requirement for in situ
monitoring. Currently our system is configured to operate in nearshore regions using
floating chambers. However, alterations to the chamber design and the use of a
shipboard mounted FT-IR would allow the system to be extended for use in deeper
waters. The system developed in this study is highly automated. Gas concentrations are
determined and the data stored automatically (Section 3.2.1). Environmental parameters
including pH, dissolved oxygen, water temperature, air temperature and light intensity
are also logged simultaneously. The automated nature of our method means that
measurements can, in principle, be collected 24 hours a day for lengthy periods. The
only regular requirement of the gas analysis system was the filling of the detector’s
liquid nitrogen dewar. This could be automated. New FT-IR systems developed since
this study remove the need for liquid nitrogen cooled detectors altogether.
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CHAPTER 4 – SITE SURVEY AND FIELD TRIALS
4.1 Overview
This chapter describes the study area - Lake Illawarra, the initial site survey and its
results, and the field trials of the system. The system was deployed in three major field
trips in winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007. Details about these trips including
the weather and in-depth site descriptions are also given. A brief overview of a short
field trip conducted after the major field trials concludes this chapter.

4.2 Study Area - Lake Illawarra
Lake Illawarra is a large (35 km²) shallow estuarine lagoon (barrier estuary) (Roy 1984)
located in the eastern coastline of NSW, Australia. Like all barrier estuaries, it is
connected to the sea by only a narrow entrance channel, which restricts tidal exchange
(Figure 4.1). At times sand deposits in the entrance channel close the lagoon entirely
(Wollongong City Council 1976). Due to the restricted exchange with the ocean, wind
plays a more important role in water circulation within the body of the lake than tidal
currents (Roy 1984).
Lake Illawarra is situated 8 km south of the centre of Wollongong and 80 km south of
Sydney in a predominantly residential area (34° 32’ S and 150° 50’ E). The lake’s
catchment is relatively small, only 235 km², consisting of mostly farmland and suburban
areas (Sherman 2000). The lake is considerably in-filled, with an average depth of only
1.9 m; a large portion of the lake is less than 1 m deep. Though the lake water level
varies little tidally, strong winds on the lake can create 20-60 cm high waves, causing
appreciable disturbance to the lake-bed (Figure 4.2).
Past studies of the lake have examined a range of topics including macrophytes- large
aquatic plants (Qu et al. 2003), benthic metabolism (Qu et al. 2006), algal blooms
(Rutten et al. 2004) and nutrient dynamics (Lake Illawarra Authority 1995). They, along
with a series of monitoring programs, noted the increases in aqueous nitrogen
concentrations and the increasing frequency of nuisance algal blooms over the last 50
years. These algal blooms can damage commercial fishing within the lake, which is
important in the local economy. The catch includes finfish (sea mullet, luderick, dusky
flathead, silver biddy and bream), prawns, crabs and shellfish (Gray 2004). The Lake
Illawarra Authority (LIA) (1995) has classified the lake as eutrophic and nitrogen
limited. During 2006 and early 2007 the lake was almost completely isolated from the
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ocean. In April 2007 the mouth of the lake was dredged and exchange with the ocean
dramatically increased. Eastern NSW also suffered a major drought during 2006 and
2007. The decrease in rainfall, in combination with the opening of the lake in April
2007, led to a drop in the lake’s water level (~ 60 cm) during this study.

Figure 4.1 - Lake Illawarra, NSW, Australia adapted from Rutten et al. (2004). Areas of nuisance algal
blooms have been highlighted in green, sediment samples site from the initial surveys are numbered in
blue, sites used in the field trials of the system are labelled in red.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 – (a) Chamber at the Exposed site during calm weather and (b) during windy weather
disturbance periods (NB: Chamber removed due to disturbance) during summer 2007 field trip.

4.3 Initial survey
Preliminary surveys of the lake were conducted to identify appropriate sites for the field
trials. A previous study (Rutten et al. 2004) was used to determine which areas of Lake
Illawarra were most affected by algal blooms and hence most likely to be rich in organic
nitrogen. A map from Rutten, Morrison and West (2004) (Figure 4.1) shows these areas.
During July and August of 2005 a series of sediment samples were collected from near
shore locations Purrah Bay, Kanahooka, Koona Bay, Albion Park Rail, Hennegar Bay,
Oak Flats, Karoo Bay, Balarang, Oasis Resort, Windang and Primbee Bay, Primbee.
The organic nitrogen concentrations of the collected samples are shown in Figure 4.3.
The sediment collected at Primbee Bay, Primbee (8000 mg-N/kg dry) was found to be
almost 4 times higher than the next two highest sites, Hennegar Bay, Oak Flats and
Purrah Bay, Kanahooka. All other sites had significantly lower organic nitrogen
concentrations, less than 2000 mg-N/kg dry.
As this study was examining the effect of organic nitrogen, it was important that sites
with a range of concentrations were chosen. It was also important that sites at both the
southern and northern end of the lagoon and a mix of disturbance prone and sheltered
sites were included. These scientific factors had to be balanced with the practicalities of
vehicle access, security and electricity availability. As such the three sites selected were:
a protected and organic nitrogen rich site, Primbee Bay, Primbee (denoted High-N) and
two sites of intermediate organic nitrogen concentrations one disturbance prone,
Hennegar Bay, Oak Flats (denoted Exposed) and one protected Purrah Bay, Kanahooka
(denoted Protected) (Figure 4.1 Sites (6),(3) and (1)). To highlight the nature of these
sites they will now be referred to as High-N, Exposed and Protected, respectively.
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Figure 4.3 - Organic Nitrogen concentrations of sediment samples collected during the initial field study
(mean ± 1 SD). Site locations (corresponding to bracketed number) are shown in Figure 4.1.

4.4 Field trials
4.4.1 General field site set up
The majority of the system was housed in a large box trailer on the shore of the lake
(Section 3.1.1). Tubing was run from the trailer to the chamber embedded in the lakebed. Cables connecting the pH and dissolved oxygen probes to the I/O box were also
strung between the chamber and the trailer. This set up is shown in Figures 4.6, 4.8 and
4.10. The system was powered using electricity sourced from nearby residents via a
long extension lead. Three field campaigns were conducted (winter 2006, summer 2007
and winter 2007) at the three field sites; nine 5-day field trials in total. The dates of
these trials are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 – Dates of the winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007 field trials at each site in Lake
Illawarra.
Site
Exposed
Protected
High-N
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Winter 2006
th

14-18 August
21-25th August
th
28 August - 1st September

Summer 2007
th

5-9 March
19-23rd February
26th February - 2nd March

Winter 2007
13-17th August
20-24th August
27-31st August

Figure 4.4 - Difference in water level between summer and winter 2007 at the Protected site. (a) Summer
2007 facing south and (b) Winter 2007 facing east. Photographs are taken from the same location on the
shoreline. In winter 2007 no water was present in front of the headland shown in the summer 2007
photograph.

4.4.2 Site descriptions
The decrease in the water level of the lake between summer and winter 2007 (Figure
4.4) meant that the sites used in winter 2007 were different to those used previously,
generally further away from the shoreline. Detailed descriptions of each of the field sites
are given below.
Exposed
The site was situated adjacent to Central Park, Oak Flats in Hennegar Bay (Figure 4.1).

It was located at the southern end of the lake and was unprotected from north-easterly
winds. Of all the sites, the Exposed site was located the closest to the entrance to the
lake. The local area is highly urbanised, mostly residential although some light industry
is located nearby.
Figure 4.5 shows the sampling site and position of the chamber during each field
campaign. Also located at the site was a stormwater drain filtered through a large reed
bed approximately 40 m to the south-east of the chamber sites. Chamber placement was
determined relative to fixed physical structures at the site. At this site, chamber
locations were determined relative to the north-eastern end of a treated pine log fence
which ran the length of the car park, using the line of the fence as a reference direction
(Figure 4.5).
The position of the chamber, overlying water level and the length of the tubing (used to
transport air to and from the chamber) during each field trial is presented in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.8 shows the chamber in the lake-bed during summer 2007. The water level
remained constant during winter 2006 and summer 2007. However, in winter 2007 it
was initially quite low and decreased throughout the week until the afternoon of the 4th
day when the water disappeared entirely at the measurement site.
Sediment collected at Exposed during winter 2006 felt slightly sandy and very soft. It
was dark brown, almost black in colour suggesting that it was rich in organic matter.
The sediment collected during the summer 2007 field trip at Exposed was a deeper
black colour and appeared to contain more organic matter than the sediment collected
during the winter 2006 field trip. This was due to the build up and decomposition of a
large volume of lake weed evident at the site between the winter 2006 and summer 2007
field trials. The sediment collected during winter 2007 was more compacted, coarser, a
lighter brown/black colour and contained less obvious organic material than that
collected in winter 2006 and summer 2007.
During the winter 2006 and summer 2007 field trials, the majority of the sediment
surface was thickly covered in seagrass (Zostera capricorni). The site, used in winter
2007 was only sparsely populated by seagrass.
Protected
The Protected site was located in Purrah Bay, adjacent to Hooka Point Park (Figures 4.1

and 4.6). Purrah Bay is in the north-west of lake near the mouth of Mullet Creek. This
site is the furthest away from the lake entrance and is sheltered from wind generated
wave action. The land surrounding the bay is mostly residential. Storm water enters the
bay from a drain after filtering through a large reed bed (Figure 4.6). Figure 4.6 shows
the position of the chamber during each field trial. Measurements of the chamber’s
position were taken relative to the south-westerly end of the concrete stormwater drain
and a compass bearing (Table 4.2).
The overlying water level was extremely low, 1.5 cm, in winter 2007 due to the opening
of the lake. Figure 4.9 shows the chamber in the lake-bed and the trailer during summer
2007.
A visual inspection showed the sediment at the Protected site to be of a similar
consistency during the first two field trips. In winter 2006 and summer 2007 the
sediment was coarser than the High-N site but not as coarse as the Exposed site. It was
soft and a deep brown/black colour. Sediment collected during winter 2007 was slightly
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coarser and more compact than that of earlier field trials. It was also a lighter brown
colour, suggesting that it contained less organic matter, and it contained far less
porewater.
During the winter 2006 and summer 2007 field trials, the sediment surface was sparsely
covered in seagrass (Zostera capricorni) which was coated with epiphytic growth
(Figure 4.9). However, the site used in winter 2007 was bare.
High-N
The High-N site was located on the shore of Purry Burry Point within Primbee Bay.
High-N is in the north-east of Lake Illawarra, and is the closest of all three sites to the

ocean (Figure 4.1) but not the entrance. Due to the position of the lake entrance and
currents within the lake this site has the least interaction with the ocean. The almost
circular shape of the bay protects it from any wind-generated waves and isolates it from
the rest of the lake. Due to this restricted flushing, the bay is particularly susceptible to
pollutants (Ellis et al. 1977). The area immediately surrounding the bay is residential.
However, the highly industrialised area of Port Kembla, including a steelworks and
copper smelter, is only 3 km away. A considerable quantity of particulate matter has
been regularly deposited within the bay from nearby industries (Depers et al. 1994).
A large reed bed borders the southern edge of the bay, two paths (marked new and old
in Figure 4.7) cut through the reed bed. Although unreliable, due to the lack of
permanent structures, measurements of the position of the chamber were taken relative
to the paths and the edge of the reed bed and a compass bearing (Table 4.2). Figure 4.7
shows the position of the chamber during each field trial and the paths and reed bed.
Figure 4.10 shows the chamber in the lake-bed and the trailer during summer 2007.
The sediment at High-N was very soft, fluffy and ooze like. It was a deep black colour,
finely grained, rich in organic matter and gave off a pungent sulfurous odour. This smell
was not evident at the other sites. The sediment consistency remained constant
throughout all three trips.
During the winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007 field trials, the sediment surface
was bare. However, nearby areas of exposed sediment were thickly covered in the sea
lettuce Ulva lactuca (Figure 4.10).
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Table 4.2 - Position of the chamber and the length of the tubing used to transport air to and from the
chamber during each field trial at each site. Chamber positions of the Exposed site are given relative to
the treated pine log fence shown in Figure. 4.5. Chamber positions of the Protected site are given relative
to the stormwater drain shown in Figure 4.6. While the chamber positions used at the High-N site are
given relative to the paths shown in Figure. 4.7.
Winter 2006

Summer 2007

Winter 2007

Exposed (34° 33 ' 17.5" S, 150° 49' 6.9" E)

Chamber position
Overlying water level
(at start of field trial)
Total length of tubing
(to and from chamber)

11.05 m from end of
fence, in-line with fence

11.7 m out from end of
fence,
1.2 m north-west of
fence line

31.35 m out from end of
fence, in-line with fence

20 cm

34 cm

1.5 cm

40 m

40 m

80 m

Protected (34° 30' 8.7" S, 150° 49' 46.6" E)
Chamber position
Overlying water level
(at start of field trial)
Total length of tubing
(to and from chamber)

10.3 m out from drain,
In-line with drain

11.5 m out from drain,
4.5 m north-east of
drain

17.7 m out from drain,
7.6 m north-east of
drain

37 cm

30 cm

1.5 cm

40 m

40 m

80 m*

High-N (34° 29' 57.8" S, 150° 52' 29.7" E)

Chamber position

3 m from edge of reed
bed, 5 m east of old
path

8.5 m from edge of reed
bed, in line with old
path

18.9 m from reed bed,
in line with new path

Overlying water level
20 cm
47 cm
(at start of field trial)
Total length of tubing
40 m
60 m
(to and from chamber)
* The tubing was 80 m in length although this was not necessary to reach the site.
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2.5 cm
80 m

Figure 4.5 – Picture of the Exposed site
showing the position of the chamber
during each field trial, the location of the
copper log fence and the stormwater
drain. Picture taken from Google Earth
(2008).

Figure 4.6 – Picture of the Protected site
showing the position of the chamber
during each field trial and the stormwater
drain. Picture taken from Google Earth
(2008).

Figure 4.7 – Picture of the High-N site
showing the position of the chamber
during each field trial and the paths. Algal
blooms are shown in green on the surface
of the water. Picture taken from Google
Earth (2008).
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Figure 4.8 – Exposed site, chamber and lid situated in lakebed during summer 2007. The end of the log
fence is shown in the foreground.

Figure 4.9 – (a) Inside of trailer containing spectrometer, pump and computer, (b) Protected site, trailer
on lake shore and chamber in lake during summer 2008 and (c) Seagrass, Zostera capricorni, covered
with epiphytic growth. Picture taken during summer 2007.
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Figure 4.10 – High-N site, trailer containing spectrometer, pump and computer and tubing running out
the chamber in lake. Inset (a) – Chamber and floating lid in lakebed, water resistant box containing pH
and dissolved oxygen transmitters and handheld logger. Inset (b) Sea lettuce (Ulva lactuca) on the
surface of exposed sediment at the High-N site during winter 2007.
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Table 4.3 – Summary of the weather experienced at each site during the field trials
Site

Exposed

Protected

High-N
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Field Trip

Air Temperature (°C)

Cloud Cover

Rain Events

Wind Events

Winter 2006

7.8 – 23
(x̄ = 14.3)

Overcast most of the week,
sunny on the 2nd day and the
morning of the 3rd day

No rain events

Very windy afternoon of 3rd day
(north-easterly wind)

Summer 2007

15.8 – 21
(x̄ = 21.4)

Overcast for most of the week,
some sunny periods on the 2nd
day

Light rainy periods 1st, 2nd
and 4th day

Very windy afternoon of 3rd day and
middle of 4th day
(north-easterly wind)

Winter 2007

6.0 - 18.8
(x̄ = 10.8)

Overcast the whole week

Rained on and off the whole
week

No wind events

Winter 2006

6.8 - 23.9
(x̄ = 14.9)

Overcast 1st and 4th day, sunny
and clear 2nd, 3rd and 5th day

No rain events

Windy afternoon of 2nd day

Summer 2007

17.1 - 29.6
(x̄ = 23.5)

Sunny apart from the mornings
of the 2nd and 3rd days and the
afternoon of the 4th day

Rained on 4th night

Windy on 2nd day

Winter 2007

11.9 - 26.9
(x̄ = 16.8)

Light cloud patches throughout
the week, heavy cloud on 3rd
day

Light rainy patches
throughout week, heavy rain
2nd and 3rd night

High winds 2nd night and 3rd day

Winter 2006

9.5 - 22.2
(x̄ = 15.4)

Sunny the 1st day, overcast the
rest of the week

Slight drizzle morning of the
3rd day and rained during the
3rd night

Windy afternoon of 3rd day

Summer 2007

18.6 - 30.6
(x̄ = 23.3)

Overcast the whole week

Very heavy rainstorm the 1st
night, light rain afternoon of
the 2nd day

No wind events

Winter 2007

6.7 - 14.6
(x̄ = 11.2)

Cloudy patches throughout
week

No rain events

Very windy afternoon of 4th day

4.4.3 Weather
A summary of the weather during the nine field trips is given in Table 4.3. Further
weather information, can be found in the results chapter (Section 5.4).

4.4.4 Disturbance events
Two types of disturbance events occurred during the field trials, natural and simulated.
During natural disturbance events, strong winds produced waves on the surface of the
lake that disturbed the sediment, muddying the water and uprooting large quantities of
seagrass (Figure 4.2). On three separate occasions, the disturbance was so dramatic that
the chamber collar was displaced from the lake-bed and had to be replaced once the
weather improved (Table 4.4). Only the Exposed site experienced notable wave related
disturbance of the lakebed. The natural disturbance periods lasted at least 5 hours. The
simulated disturbance events were far shorter, lasting only 15 mins. During these
events, the sediment within the chamber was mixed manually using a piece of wood to a
depth of 20 cm. This stirred up the sediment, mixing the upper oxic layers into the
lower layers and suspended large quantities of sediment in the overlying water. The
stimulated disturbance events only affected a very small area of the lake-bed (~0.09 m2)
whereas the natural disturbance events affected the entire bay.
It is important to note that a very large quantity of rain (~100 mm) fell on the first night
at the High-N site during the summer 2007 field trip. Although the sediment did not
appear disturbed, the turbidity of the water increased dramatically, probably due to the
large volume of water and associated particulate matter entering the lake from urban
run-off. Details of both the natural and simulated disturbance events are included in
Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 - Details of disturbance events during the field trials. NW = Natural disturbance event due to
wind, NR = Natural disturbance event due to rain, S = Simulated disturbance events, a manual shortterm mixing of the sediment within the chamber.
Site

Winter 2006

Summer 2007

Winter 2007

Exposed

1 - 7 pm 16th August
(NW)

9:30-9:45 am 7th March
(S)
Noon – 9:30 pm 7th March
(NW)
9am – 2pm 8th March
(NW)

10:20-10:35 am 15th
August (S)

Protected

12:30 - 12:45pm 24th
August (S)

9:10-9:25am 21st February
(S)

10:10-10:25 am 22nd
August (S)

High-N

3:15-3:30 pm 30th August
(S)

10:20 pm 26th February
3 am 27th February (NR)
9:00-9:15 am 28th
February (S)

8:50 – 9:05 am 29th August
(S)

4.4.5 Periods of data loss
Quantities of data were lost at various points throughout the field trials due to failure of
various instruments. These periods of data loss equated to approximately 24 % of the
total possible data set. The reasons behind the failure of the various instruments and
distribution of the data loss are given in Appendix C.

4.5 Supplementary Field Trip – Summer 2008
An interesting trend in the composition of the porewater was noted between summer
and winter 2007 (Section 5.3.5). In order to investigate if this trend would be seen
again, sediments were collected and analysed from the Exposed, Protected and High-N
sites during summer on the18th of January 2008.
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PART 2 – GAS FLUXES AND AQUEOUS AND SEDIMENT
CONCENTRATION CHANGES
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CHAPTER 5 – RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the chemical and physical composition of the sediment and water,
gaseous flux measurements and measurements of a range of environmental parameters
(temperature, light availability, etc). The sampling and analytical methods are described
in Chapters 2 and 3. The chapter commences with some general remarks on the
statistical tests used to assess the data and their implementation in the comparison of the
initial and final samples. The collected data set is then presented three broad categories,

sediment physical and chemical characteristics, overlying water and continuous
monitoring data and gaseous flux. Each of these sections reviews the collected data and
links them to the aims of the study. This is followed by a brief comparison of the results
between and within sites and between and within seasons.

5.2 General Remarks
5.2.1 Statistical analysis
Statistical assessment of the data was, in general, conducted using the student’s t-test.
This test compares the means of two (presumed) normally distributed populations.
Sediment distributions were compared using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Bradley
1968). Unlike the student’s t-test the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test compares the
distribution of two data sets not the means. All statistical comparisons were based on a
significance level of p < 0.05, these were described as “statistically significant”. The
statistical power to detect intersite differences is low due to the pragmatic restriction of
replication and the natural large heterogeneity of the sediments, however, the ability to
detect differences between individual samples is high.

5.2.2 Comparison of initial and final results
Sediment, porewater and overlying water samples were collected in at least triplicate at
the beginning (initial) and end (final) of each 5-day sampling period (Section 4.4.4).
Sediment disturbance events also occurred between the collection of the initial and final
samples. The moisture content, porosity, particle size distribution, ammonia
concentration, organic nitrogen (OrgN) concentration and organic carbon (OrgC)
concentration of initial and final sediment samples were measured.
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Statistically significant differences were evident between some initial and final samples,
however, no consistent statistically significant trends were apparent (Appendix D). The
relatively short experimental period (5 days) makes the observation of significant
changes in gross sediment structure and composition unlikely. These differences are
more likely to be due to the natural heterogeneity of the sediments and the inherent
spatial variability of the sample site. The results obtained for the initial and final
samples were combined and averaged for each site and used as representative of the
5-day sampling period.
The organic nitrogen and carbon concentrations of initial and final water samples were
compared using the student’s t-test. Statistically significant differences in the
concentrations were observed but again no clear pattern or consistent trend was evident
(Appendix D, Table D.5). It is not expected that the effect of sediment disturbance
would have been observed in a water sample collected 3 days after the event, as these
changes would only be short lived. Also, any fluctuations in the organic nitrogen and
carbon concentrations of the water within the chamber would be rapidly diluted within
the large body of lake water. As such, any changes observed are likely due to movement
of water within the lake or local deposition or runoff. Average organic carbon and
nitrogen concentrations were calculated for each site during each 5-day sampling period
from the initial and final results.

5.3 Sediment physical and chemical characteristics
5.3.1 Aims
The three sites differed in their concentrations of organic nitrogen (one which was rich
in organic nitrogen, High-N, and two which had intermediate concentrations of organic
nitrogen, Exposed and Protected) and in their exposure to natural disturbance events
(two were protected, High-N and Protected, while one was prone to disturbance events,
Exposed). As such a comparison of the three sites allows the examination of the effects

of sediment organic nitrogen concentration and disturbance on sediment composition,
water chemistry and greenhouse gas flux (Sections 4.3). These samples were also
collected with the aim of identifying seasonal changes and disturbance induced
variations.
A range of analyses were conducted to characterise these different sediments (Sections
2.3 and 2.4). The results from these analyses are compared below.
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5.3.2 Sediment organic nitrogen and organic carbon
The average organic nitrogen (OrgN) and organic carbon (OrgC) concentration (no.
samples ≥ 6) of each of these sediments during each 5-day sampling period and their
C:N ratio are shown in Figure 5.1. A statistical comparison of the averages and C:N
ratios was conducted using the students t-test (Appendix D).
Organic nitrogen concentrations of the High-N sediments were up to an order of
magnitude higher than those of the intermediate sediments (Protected and Exposed).
There were no significant differences between the mean OrgN concentrations of
Exposed and Protected sediments. High-N sediments had consistent OrgN

concentrations throughout the three field studies, however, Protected and Exposed
sediments were significantly higher in summer than in winter.
The OrgC concentrations of the nitrogen rich sediments (High-N) decreased
significantly between winter 2006 and summer 2007, but remained at least four times
higher than those of the intermediate sediments. As with the OrgN concentrations, the
OrgC concentration of Protected sediments rose significantly in summer. The
sedimentary OrgN concentration of the Exposed site was significantly higher in summer
than winter 2007 but not in comparison to winter 2006.
The C:N ratio of Exposed sediments during winter 2006 (~54) was significantly higher
than all other C:N ratios (9 to 20). This was caused by the high concentration of OrgC
measured in winter 2006 in comparison to winter 2007. Because the OrgN and sediment
physical characteristics (moisture content and particle size distribution – Section 5.3.3)
do not vary drastically between winter 2006 and 2007 it is possible that the Exposed
winter 2006 OrgC result is a measurement error. The C: N ratio of the vast majority of
the samples, regardless of sample site or season, were quite similar, averaging 18.
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Figure 5.1 – Main: The average sediment organic carbon and organic nitrogen concentrations (mg/kg
dry mass) at each site during each 5-day sampling period (n ≥ 6). Inset: C:N ratio at each site during
each 5-day sampling period (n ≥ 6). The error bars represent the uncertainty estimate calculated as
described in Section 2.7.
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Key Findings
-

The organic nitrogen concentration of the sediments collected at each site
remained consistent with the initial assessment survey. i.e. the Exposed and
Protected sediments were significantly lower than the High-N sediments and

had similar mean concentrations.
-

The High-N sediments were also found to be consistently rich in organic
carbon while sediments from the other sites were lower but similar to each
other. As expected sediments with high organic nitrogen concentrations were
also rich in organic carbon.

-

Sedimentary C:N ratios were relatively consistent at all sites except Exposed
in winter 2006 whose C:N ratio was two to three times larger than all other
sediment samples examined.

-

The High-N sediments had a similar C:N ratio to those collected at the other
sites even thought it contained more organic carbon and nitrogen. This
suggests that although the High-N sediments are richer in organic matter the
organic matter is from a similar source to that found at the other sites. This
could be confirmed with isotopic techniques.

5.3.3 Sediment physical characteristics
Sediment moisture and porosity
The average sediment moisture content and porosity (Section 2.3.4) at each sample site

is shown in Figure 5.2. The sediment moisture content of the nitrogen rich sediments
(High-N) was significantly larger than that collected at the other two sites (~75 %) and
remained constant throughout this study. Exposed and Protected sediments had
moisture contents (~40 %) during the three 5-day sampling periods; both sediments had
slightly higher water contents during summer. However, this seasonal change was only
statistically significant at Exposed.
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Figure 5.2 – Moisture content (%) and porosity (g/L) at each site during each 5-day sampling period. The
data shown is the average of the initial and final samples collected at each site (n ≥ 6); error bars are ±
1 SD.

The porosity of the sediments measured at each site varied between 500 and 840 g/L.
No seasonal trends were apparent.
Sediment particle size distribution and fractionation
The initial and final sediment samples were averaged for each 5-day sampling period in

2007, but only the final samples were analysed during 2006 (Appendix B).
Figure 5.3 shows the average particle size distribution of the sediments collected at each
site during each 5-day sampling period in winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007.
Due to changes in lake water levels, the winter 2007 High-N sediments were collected
from a different area of the bay to those collected in summer 2007 and winter 2006
(Section 4.4.2). Yet, the particle size distributions did not differ significantly,
demonstrating the relative physical homogeneity of sediment within the bay.
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Figure 5.3 - Particle size distribution at each site during each 5-day sampling period. The data shown for
the 2007 5-day sampling periods are the average of the initial and final samples collected at each site (n

≥ 6). The data shown for 2006 is that of the final samples alone (n = 3).
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The particle size distributions of sediments collected during winter 2006 and summer
2007 at the Exposed site were not significantly different. However, the particle size
distribution of these two sediment samples was significantly different to that of the
winter 2007. The shape of the distribution changed from a bi-modal to uni-modal
particle size distribution, most likely due to a change in site because of the low water
level (Section 4.4.2). Sediments at the new site had a significantly larger proportion of
sand and smaller portion of silt in comparison to those of the original site.
No significant differences in the sediment particle size distributions were evident in the
Protected sediments, even though the exact location of sample site varied slightly

between 5-day sampling periods (Section 4.4.2). Again, this is suggestive of a fairly
consistent sediment composition throughout the bay.
The particle size fractionation (i.e. the percentage by volume of sand (63 µm - 2 mm),
silt (4 - 63 µm) and two clay fractions (4 - 2 µm and < 2 µm)) at each site during each
5-day sampling period is shown in Appendix D - Figure D.2. The particle size
fractionation of sediment collected from the organic nitrogen rich site (High-N) was
different to that of sediments with intermediate organic nitrogen concentrations. It
contained the smallest sand fraction and the largest silt fraction of all sites. This trend,
towards particles of smaller sizes, was reflected in High-N’s consistently low primary
mode (Appendix D, Fig. D.3).
The particle size fractionation of the two sediments with intermediate organic nitrogen
concentrations (Exposed and Protected) was similar throughout the three 5-day
sampling periods. These sediments were far sandier and contained more silt than those
from the High-N site. However, the shape (bi-modal vs. uni-modal), of the particle size
distributions of the winter 2007 Exposed sediments and the original Exposed site was
quite different. The shape of the original Exposed site’s particle size distribution appears
more similar to that of the bi-modal High-N site than the uni-modal Protected site. This
trend reversed at the new Exposed site, with it having a similar shape and primary mode
(Appendix D) to Protected not High-N.
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Key Findings
-

Sediment physical characteristics (moisture content, porosity and particle size
distribution) were relatively consistent within each site between 5-day
sampling periods, even though the exact sample collection locations varied.
This showed the relative homogeneity of the sediments within each site.
The composition of the High-N sediments was very different to those with

-

intermediate organic nitrogen concentrations (Protected and Exposed). These
organic matter rich sediments were more porous, contained more moisture and
a larger proportion of finer particles.

5.3.4 Sediment ammonia (NH3 + NH4+) concentration
The sediment ammonia concentrations are presented in Figure 5.4 (note the 2006
samples were below the detection limit (500 mg-N/kgwet) (Section 3.3.1)). The average
sediment ammonia concentration varied between sites, with Protected having the lowest
sediment ammonia concentrations. The average ammonia concentrations of the High-N
sediments during summer 2007 were significantly higher than the other sites. In winter
2007 the Exposed sediments had the highest ammonia concentrations.
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Figure 5.4 – The combined sediment ammonia concentrations (mg-N/kgdry) at each site during each 5-day
sampling period (n ≥ 6). Error bars represent the uncertainty estimate calculated as described in Section
2.7. Samples measured in 2006 were below the detection limit of the technique used (500 mg-N/kg wet). A
more sensitive technique was used in 2007.
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The average sediment ammonia concentration was higher in summer than winter, this
difference was significant at Protected and High-N but not Exposed. The initial and
final sediment concentrations at Exposed in winter 2007 were significantly different -

12 ± 2 and 50 ± 13 mg-N/kgdry, respectively. As such, the uncertainty associated with
the combined concentration was large in comparison to those of the other sites.

Key Findings
-

The organically rich sediments (High-N) tended to be richer in ammonia
than the sediments (Protected and Exposed) with lower organic content
during summer.

-

A seasonal shift in the sediment ammonia concentration was observed, with
summer concentrations typically higher than winter.

5.3.5 Porewater ammonia (NH3 + NH4+) and nitrate + nitrite concentration
Figure 5.5 shows the porewater ammonia and nitrite + nitrate concentrations collected
during 2006-2007 and the extra sampling trip conducted in summer 2008 (Section 4.5).
In summer 2007, the porewater ammonia concentration decreased significantly over the
5-day experimental period at all sites. This trend was not observed in either winter
campaign. In general, the concentration of all porewater nitrogen compounds was
higher in summer than in winter. The porewaters also tended to have more nitrite +
nitrate relative to the [NH3 + NH4+] in the summer months, whereas in winter ammonia
dominated. This was observed at all sites.
In summer and winter 2007 High-N had the highest porewater [NO3 - + NO2-] followed
by Exposed and then Protected. High-N had the highest porewater ammonia
concentration in winter 2006 whereas the Exposed site was higher in summer 2007.
High concentrations of oxidised forms of nitrogen are unusual for what would be
expected to be highly anoxic sediments. It is possible that oxygen may have been
introduced to the porewaters during the sample collection process despite the great care
taken to minimise the exposure of the sediment to the air. Further, oxygen
contamination of the sampled sediments seems unlikely considering that identical
measurement techniques were applied throughout the study yet the trend towards
increased porewater nitrate + nitrite concentrations was only sporadically observed.
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The average ammonia concentrations in winter 2007 were lowest at the Protected field
site, the Exposed and High-N sites were roughly equivalent.

Key Findings
-

Seasonal shifts in sediment ammonia and porewater ammonia and nitrate +
nitrite concentrations were observed at all sites. Concentrations of all
porewater nitrogen compounds tended to increase in the warmer months. A
shift in the relative concentrations of nitrate + nitrite and ammonia was also
apparent i.e. sites tended to have more nitrate + nitrite than ammonia
concentration ratio during the summer months, whereas in winter ammonia
dominated.

-

The High-N summer 2007 porewaters contained far more nitrate + nitrite
and less ammonia than the porewaters of the Exposed and Protected sites.
High concentrations of oxidised forms of nitrogen are unusual for what
would be expected to be highly anoxic sediments.

5.4 Overlying water and continuous monitoring data
5.4.1 Aims
A range of chemical and physical properties of the overlying water were monitored at
different sampling frequencies during the 5-day sampling periods (Sections 2.2-2.4).
The aim of these samples was to investigate seasonal changes, differences related to the
sediment organic nitrogen composition and the effect of sediment disturbance.

5.4.2 Ammonia (NH3 + NH4+) and nitrate + nitrite concentration
Figure 5.6 shows the changes in the overlying water ammonia concentrations during
winter 2006 as observed in the twice daily samples. The summer and winter 2007
overlying water [NH3+ NH4+] and [NO3- + NO2-] are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8,
respectively.
During 2006, a disturbance induced increase in the [NH3] of the overlying water was
observed at the organic nitrogen rich site (High-N). This was not seen at either of the
intermediate sites (Exposed and Protected) where the [NH3] remained beneath the
detection limit throughout the experimental period. But porewater ammonia
concentrations observed in sediments from the organic rich site (High-N) were more
than double those of sites with more moderate organic matter concentrations (Protected
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Figure 5.5 – The initial and final porewater ammonia and nitrite + nitrate concentrations at each site during each 5-day sampling period (n ≥ 3). Error bars are ± 1 SD or
standard error which ever was larger. ^ [Nitrite + Nitrate] not measured (Section 3.3.1). * Only initial samples collected. O Different site (Section 4.4).
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Figure 5.6 – Overlying water ammonia concentrations (mg-N/L) during winter 2006 (Blue- Exposed, Red
– Protected and Green- High-N). Shaded bars represent periods of natural disturbance events. Solid lines
represent simulated disturbance events (Orange- Exposed, Green – Protected and Blue- High-N). Error
bars represent the estimated uncertainty. The detection limit, 0.6 mg-N/L is shown as a dashed black line.

and Exposed, Section 5.3.5). Hence it is possible that any disturbance induced change at
the Protected and Exposed sites were too small to be observed.
Increases in overlying water [NO2- +NO3-] following sediment disturbance were evident
at High-N, the organic nitrogen rich site, during summer 2007, peaking 4 to 6 hours post
disturbance. Increases in the [NH3] of the overlying water at the High-N site occurred
following the simulated sediment disturbance event but not the storm event. The
[NO3 - + NO2-] at the intermediate sites was below or near the detection limit throughout
summer 2007. A disturbance-induced increase in the overlying [NH3] was evident at the
disturbance prone site (The Exposed site on days 1, 3 and 4). This increase in [NH3] was
far more prolonged than those observed at other sites, most likely due to the lengthy
disturbance periods. Overlying water [NH3] remained low at the Protected site
throughout summer 2007.
The [NO3 - + NO2-] in the overlying water at the High-N site in winter 2007 increased
after disturbance. Similar to observations made in summer 2007 this increase appeared
to peak 4-6 hours after disturbance. The [NH3] at the High-N site increased following
disturbance however it returned to background concentrations rapidly (within 12 hours).
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Unexpectedly, the Exposed site overlying water [NO3 - + NO2-] was found to decrease
after sediment disturbance while the ammonia concentration increased. However, due to
the extremely low water levels experienced at Exposed it was very difficult to collect
overlying water samples without disturbing the sediment below. As such, the high
concentration observed before the artificial disturbance event could well be a sampling
artefact. The Protected [NO3 - + NO2-] were slightly higher after disturbance on day 1
and 3 while the [NH3] increased only after the day 3 disturbance.
Seasonal trends
In summer 2007 the organic nitrogen rich site (High-N) had the highest overlying water

[NO3 - + NO2-] followed by Exposed and then Protected. High-N had the highest
overlying water ammonia concentration in winter 2006, whereas the Exposed site was
higher in summer 2007. Overlying water nitrate + nitrite and ammonia concentrations in
winter 2007 were similar at all sites.
In general, winter 2007 concentrations of nitrate + nitrite and ammonia in the overlying
water were higher than those of winter 2006 and summer 2007. This increase could be
due to evaporative concentration of the overlying water between the summer and winter
2007 sampling periods. This is more likely than an increase in sedimentary production
of NO2-+NO3- or NH3 as the porewater nitrogen concentrations (Figure 5.5) do not
increase between summer and winter.

Key Findings
-

Sediment disturbance leads to short-term increases (< 12 hours) in overlying
water nitrogen species concentrations. Longer and more significant events
cause prolonged increases in overlying water nitrogen species concentrations.

-

In general, winter 2007 nitrogen species concentrations were higher than those
of winter 2006 and summer 2007. This is most likely due to evaporative
concentration of the overlying water between the summer and winter 2007
sampling periods.

-

There is no clear relationship between the magnitude of overlying water
concentrations and the mass of organic matter present in the sediments,
however, the organically rich site was the only site which increased in
overlying water concentration following every sediment disturbance event.
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Figure 5.7 – Overlying water ammonia and nitrate + nitrite concentrations (mg-N/L) during summer
2007 (Orange- Exposed, Green – Protected and Blue- High-N). Shaded orange bars represent periods of
natural disturbance events, blue bar represents a storm event while lines represent simulated disturbance
events (Orange- Exposed, Green – Protected and Blue- High-N). Error bars represent the estimated
uncertainty. The detection limit, 0.1 mg-N/L is shown as a dashed black line in both plots.
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Figure 5.8 – Overlying water ammonia and nitrate + nitrite concentrations during winter 2007 (OrangeExposed, Green – Protected and Blue- High-N). Lines represent periods of simulated (Orange- Exposed,
Green – Protected and Blue- High-N). Error bars represent the uncertainty estimate calculated as
described in Section 2.7. The detection limit, 0.1 mg-N/L is shown as a dashed black line in both plots.

5.4.3 Nutrient flux between the sediment and water
Estimates of nutrient flux were calculated using the sediment porosity and porewater
and overlying water concentrations as described previously (Section 2.4.6). These
baseline nutrient fluxes are shown in Figure 5.9 for each site and 5-day sampling period.
These fluxes were mostly positive, that is nutrients were released from the sediments.
Ammonia flux ranged from 0 to 0.095 ± 0.004 mmol NH3/m2/h while the nitrate +
nitrite fluxes were between –0.007 ± 0.002 and 0.76 ± 0.07 mmol NO3- + NO2-/m2/h.
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Figure 5.9 - Benthic nitrogen nutrient flux estimates during winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007 at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites.
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Key Findings
-

Lake Illawarra sediments tend to act as a net source of dissolved nitrogen
species. The magnitudes of the nutrient fluxes are greatly reduced (or even
negative) in the winter months.

-

Higher sediment organic nitrogen content did not lead to an increased flux of
nitrogen species.

5.4.4 Aqueous organic nitrogen and organic carbon
Figure 5.10 shows the average (unfiltered) overlying water organic carbon and nitrogen
concentrations and the aqueous carbon to nitrogen ratio (C:N) of each site during each
5-day sampling period.
Overlying water - Organic carbon and nitrogen
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Figure 5.10 – Main: The average aqueous organic carbon (mg-C/L) and organic nitrogen (mg-N/L)
concentrations at each site during each 5-day sampling period (n ≥ 3). The inset presents the aqueous
C:N ratio at each site during each 5-day sampling period (n ≥ 3). Error bars represent the uncertainty
estimates calculated as described in Section 2.7. The winter 2006 Protected and winter 2007 Exposed
organic carbon concentrations were calculated based on the initial samples alone.* Winter 2006 High-N
organic carbon result was less than the detection limit (< 0.1 mg-C/L), all winter 2006 organic nitrogen
results were less than the detection limit of the analysis technique employed in 2006 (< 5 mg-N/L) a more
sensitive technique was used in 2007. # Indicates statistically significantly different to all other samples.
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The concentration of organic nitrogen ([OrgN]) and organic carbon ([OrgC]) was
relatively consistent at all three sites during the three sampling periods. Only the
aqueous [OrgN] at the Protected site during winter 2007 was statistically different to all
the other samples. The mean [OrgC] of this sample was also higher than the other
samples, however the high variability associated with this measurement meant that it
was not a statistically significant difference.
The extremely low water levels in winter 2007 meant that the Protected site was not
part of the body of the lake and the overlying water originated from the adjacent
stormwater drain (4.3.2). This was reflected in the comparatively low salinities at the
Protected site during 2007 (Section 5.4.5). As such, it is not surprising that the
Protected winter 2007 overlying water [OrgN] and [OrgC] were different to the earlier

5-day sampling periods as they were representative of stormwater runoff rather than
lake water. The high [OrgC] and [OrgN] observed at Protected in winter 2007 were not
accompanied by elevated [NH3] and [NO3- + NO2-] (Figure 5.8). This may be linked to
the reed bed, upstream of the stormwater outlet, which can act as a filter of reactive
nitrogenous species. This could also be due to efficient coupling of nitrification and
denitrification in the shallow water.
Figure 5.10 shows the C:N ratio ranged from 5 to 39, averaging 17 (n = 8). No
statistically significant trends were evident, however the C:N ratio tends to decrease at
each site between summer and winter. In contrast, in Figure 5.11, the C:N ratio of the
overlying water appears to increase over each 5-day sampling period (although not
significantly).

Key Findings
-

The overlying water concentrations of organic nitrogen and organic carbon
were relatively consistent at all three sites during the three 5-day sampling
periods.

-

No seasonal trends in the dissolved organic carbon or nitrogen
concentrations of the overlying water were evident.

-

Elevated sedimentary organic carbon and nitrogen concentrations did not
correlate with increased overlying water organic nitrogen and carbon
concentrations.
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Figure 5.11 - Initial and final aqueous C:N ratio at each site during each 5-day sampling period (n ≥ 3).
The confidence intervals are ± 1SD. Protected final and all High-N 2006 organic carbon results were
considered invalid and the resulting C:N ratios were removed. * Indicates insufficient water to collect a
final overlying water sample.

5.4.5 Light intensity, dissolved oxygen, pH, salinity and air, water and
sediment temperature
Approximately 30 % of Light intensity, pH, dissolved oxygen, air, water and sediment
temperature data were lost due to instrument malfunctions (Section 4.4.5). Appendix C,
Table C.1 contains a summary of the data available for each site during each 5-day
sampling period. The following figures (5.12 to 5.20) contain the data collected during
2006 and 2007.
Diurnal Trends
Clear diurnal trends in light intensity, air temperature, water temperature, dissolved

oxygen and pH were evident at all sites.
Light intensity varied over the day depending on cloud cover. In general, air
temperature was lowest just before dawn and increased rapidly, peaking at midday and
decreasing slowing through the afternoon and night. However, on days with thick cloud
cover (e.g. Protected winter 2006, Figure 5.13) this general pattern was not always
followed.
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Water temperature varied diurnally, although the sporadic sampling during 2006 and
some of 2007 makes exact trends difficult to identify. Water temperature data during
summer 2007 at the Protected site (Figure 5.16) showed a strong diurnal pattern similar
to that of the air temperature described above. In contrast, the water temperature at the
Exposed site during winter 2007 appeared to peak twice every 24 hours at midday and

midnight (Figure 5.18). This dual peak pattern was also observed in the dissolved
oxygen and pH concentrations of the overlying water at Exposed in winter 2007 but not
at any other site or at the Exposed site during any other sampling period.
The dissolved oxygen concentration varied with light availability, increasing when light
increased and decreasing during periods of cloud cover and at night. This trend was
evident at the protected sites (Protected and High-N - Figures. 5.16, 5.19 and 5.20) but
not as clearly seen at the disturbance prone Exposed site. pH also varied with light
availability, although was not necessarily directly driven by it. It increased with
increased light intensity and decreased during periods of cloud and at night. This can be
seen on days 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 5.13. Strong correlations between the variations in pH
and dissolved O2 were apparent during some sampling periods (e.g. Exposed winter
2007 - Figure 5.18)
The salinity of the overlying water appears to vary diurnally at the High-N site during
winter 2006 and summer 2007, with the morning measurements lower than the
afternoon measurements. No diurnal variations were evident at the other sites or at
High-N during winter 2007. The reasons behind these variations are unknown.
Seasonal Trends
In general, peak light intensity, air temperatures, water temperatures, and dissolved

oxygen concentrations were higher in summer than during the two winter sampling
periods. Salinity was slightly lower in summer at the Protected and Exposed sites,
which likely reflects the increased summer rainwater inputs (Table 4.5) from the
stormwater drains located adjacent to these sites (Section 4.4.2). The salinity at the
Protected site was very low during winter 2007, a sign of the isolation of the sample

sites from the main body of the lake. No seasonal trends were evident in the pH data at
any site in any year.
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Relationship to sedimentary organic carbon and nitrogen concentrations
Data collected at the High-N site was similar to that collected at the other sites. As such,

the organic nitrogen and carbon content of the sediments did not appear related to the
dissolved oxygen or pH.

Figure 5.12 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), pH, salinity (‰), air and water
temperature (°C) at the Exposed site during winter 2006. Bars represent periods of disturbance.
Dissolved oxygen not recorded as the probe was faulty.
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Figure 5.13 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), pH, salinity (‰), air and water
temperature (°C) at the Protected site during winter 2006. Bars represent periods of disturbance. The
dissolved oxygen probe was faulty so the data were discarded.
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Figure 5.14 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), salinity (‰), air and water temperature
(°C) at the High-N site during winter 2006. Bars represent periods of disturbance. The pH and dissolved
oxygen probes failed hence pH and dissolved oxygen data were not collected.
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Figure 5.15 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), pH, salinity (‰), dissolved O2 (ppm),
air and water temperature (°C) at the Exposed site during summer 2007. Bars represent periods of
disturbance.
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Figure 5.16 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), salinity (‰), dissolved O2 (ppm), air
and water temperature (°C) at the Protected site during summer 2007. Bars represent periods of
disturbance. Water temperature was measured and logged automatically ( ) and manually (
pH probe failed, no pH data were collected.
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). The

Figure 5.17 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), salinity (‰), dissolved O2 (ppm), air
and water temperature (°C) at the High-N site during summer 2007. Bars represent periods of
disturbance. Water temperature was measured and logged automatically (

) and manually (

).

The pH probe failed, no pH data were collected.
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Figure 5.18 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), pH, salinity (‰), dissolved O2 (ppm),
air, water and sediment temperature (°C) at the Exposed site during winter 2007. Bars represent periods
of disturbance. Water temperature was measured and logged automatically (
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) and manually (

).

Figure 5.19 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), salinity (‰), dissolved O2 (ppm), air
and water temperature (°C) at the Protected site during winter 2007. Bars represent periods of
disturbance. The pH probe failed, no pH data were collected.
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Figure 5.20 – Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) (µmol/m2/s), salinity (‰), dissolved O2 (ppm), air,
water and sediment temperature (°C) at the High-N site during winter 2007. Bars represent periods of
disturbance. The pH probe failed, no pH data were collected.
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Disturbance Effects
As expected, the disturbance of the sediment had no effect on the air, water and

sediment temperature. Prolonged disturbance events such as those at the Exposed site
during winter 2006 and summer 2007 led to a decrease in the dissolved oxygen
concentration of the water column (Day 3, Figure 5.15). Small short-term decreases in
the dissolved oxygen concentration of the overlying water were evident at all sites, as
shown in Figure 5.21.
The pH of the overlying water decreased at the Exposed site during the natural
disturbance event in winter 2006 by 0.6 pH units and possibly also in summer 2007,
although the sampling frequency makes this very difficult to determine. The simulated
disturbance events also decreased the pH of the overlying water as seen on Day 4,
Figure 5.13, and Day 3 in Figures 5.15 and 5.18.
A decrease in overlying water salinity was observed in six of the nine 5-day sampling
periods. However, it is likely that this is an artefact of the measurement technique as the
probe can be affected by high concentrations of particulate matter.

Figure 5.21 – Change in overlying water dissolved oxygen concentration following simulated sediment
disturbance. Time is given relative to the start of the disturbance period. Grey bar indicates start of
disturbance period. Exposed site data is shown as orange circles, Protected as green triangles and HighN as blue squares. Summer 2007 data is shown using empty symbols, winter 2007 data is shown as filled
symbols.
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Site Differences
The light intensity, air temperature, water temperature and salinity were generally

consistent between sites during each season. The water temperatures at the Protected
site in winter 2007 were on average higher than all other winter field studies. No
notable differences in the magnitude of pH and DO were evident between sites. The
dual peak pattern in water temperature, dissolved oxygen and pH concentrations
observed at the Exposed site in winter 2007 was unique. It is likely that this was due to
tidal changes whose influence was apparent in the very low water depths. The
consistently low dissolved O2 concentrations (anoxia) observed at the Exposed site in
winter 2007 after day 3 (Figure 5.18) were also unique.

Key Findings
-

Diurnal trends in light intensity, air temperature, water temperature, dissolved
oxygen and pH were evident at all sites. Correlations between PAR, dissolved
O2 and pH were observed at the protected sites.

-

The diurnal pattern in dissolved O2 and water temperature observed on days 1
to 3 at the Exposed site in winter 2007 peaked every 12 hours rather than
every 24. It is likely that this was due to tidal changes which were apparent
due to the very low water depths experienced in winter 2007.

-

The dissolved O2 concentrations observed at the Exposed site were very low
(anoxic) on days 4 and 5 of the winter 2007 5-day sampling period.

-

In general, peak light intensity, air temperatures, water temperatures, and
dissolved oxygen concentrations were higher in summer than winter.

-

Water temperatures were on average higher at the Protected site in winter
2007 than all other winter field studies.

-

Short term (1-2 hour) decreases of up to 5 ppm dissolved O2 concentration and
~0.5 pH units were observed following sediment disturbance.

-

Light intensity, air temperature, water temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen
concentrations of the water did not vary in an observable pattern with the
organic content of the sediments.
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5.4.6 Turbidity
The turbidity of the overlying water at each site during 2007 is shown in Table 5.1.
Turbidity data were not collected at the Exposed site during winter 2007 as the low
overlying water levels made it difficult to collect water samples without disturbing the
sediment.
The turbidity at all sites was found to increase during and following disturbance events.
The turbidity was higher following disturbance events in winter 2007 than summer
2007 at the Protected and High-N sites. The turbidity was higher at the organic matter
rich site (High-N) than at the Protected and Exposed sites during disturbance events,
however, during calm periods the turbidity was similar at all sites. The differences
associated with disturbance events are most likely due to the increased concentration of
fine particles typical of these organically rich sediments (Section 5.3.3).

Key Findings
-

The turbidity at all sites was found to increase during and following
disturbance events.

-

Low water levels in winter 2007 lead to higher turbidity measurements
following disturbance events than those observed during summer 2007.

-

The turbidity during disturbance events was higher at the organic matter rich
site (High-N) than at sites with less organic matter, most likely due to the high
proportion of fine particles associated with increased organic matter.
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Table 5.1 - Overlying water turbidity during 2007. Natural disturbance events are marked in yellow.
Simulated disturbance events are marked in blue. Data were not collected at the Exposed site in winter
2007.

Exposed
Day No.
Height (cm)
1.63
10.42

Summer 2007
Protected
Day No.
Height (cm)
2.38
30.95

2.33
46.04
2.67
24.03
3.38
33.44
DISTURBANCE - Simulated
3.39
6.01
DISTURBANCE - Wind Event
3.67
2.02
DISTURBANCE - Wind Event

2.68
32.15
3.38
> 70
DISTURBANCE - Simulated
3.39
10.65
3.66
34.85
4.44
34.00
4.65
39.15
5.38
46.80

DISTURBANCE - Wind Event
4.39
5.01
DISTURBANCE - Wind Event
4.69
13.22
5.42
18.43

Day No.

Exposed
Height (cm)

Winter 2007
Protected
Day No.
Height (cm)
2.37
29.99
2.67
28.15
3.41
> 70
DISTURBANCE - Simulated
3.43
1.03
3.66
9.98
4.40
18.53
4.66
22.01
5.40
0.99

High-N
Day No.
Height (cm)
1.61
14.40
DISTURBANCE –
Major Rain Event
2.41
1.52
2.66
22.51
3.37
24.53
DISTURBANCE – Simulated
3.38
4.32
3.59
20.51
4.38
25.72
4.64
29.71
5.38
14.00

High-N
Day No.
Height (cm)
2.42
1.51
2.68
22.48
3.37
24.51
DISTURBANCE - Simulated
3.38
4.29
3.64
20.47
4.38
25.72
4.67
29.74
5.35
14.01

5.5 Gaseous Flux
5.5.1 Aims
Gaseous flux measurements of CO2, CH4 and N2O were made with the aim of observing
diurnal, seasonal, sediment organic content and disturbance driven patterns and cycles.

5.5.2 Greenhouse Gaseous Flux Data
The gaseous fluxes (CO2, CH4 and N2O) measured at the three sites during winter 2006,
summer 2007 and winter 2007 are shown in Figures 5.22 to 5.30.
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Exposed
CO2 fluxes measured at the Exposed site during winter 2006 and summer 2007 varied

with light availability, increasing at night and during other periods of low light intensity
(eg. the morning of Day 4, Figure 5.22). CO2 flux also increased during periods of
sediment disturbance. Peak CO2 fluxes were almost twenty times higher during summer
(42 ± 3 mmol/m2/hr) than winter (2.4 ± 0.1 and 2.9 ± 0.2 mmol/m2/hr for 2006 and
2007, respectively). A distinct period of CO2 uptake occurred during summer on Day 2,
the sunniest day. The range of CO2 fluxes observed on days 1 to 4 during winter 2007
(Figure 5.23) were similar to those observed in winter 2006 (Figure 5.21),
approximately -1 to 3 mmol/m2/hr. However, the period of strong CO2 uptake observed
during winter 2007 at midday of day 5 was unique. The CO2 fluxes observed in winter
2007 were also more variable than those of winter 2006 and summer 2007 possibly due
to the lower water levels.
Peak CH4 production during summer (1.56 ± 0.05 mmol/m2/hr) was two orders of
magnitude larger than that of the winter studies (0.014 ± 0.003 and 0.032 ± 0.002
mmol/m2/hr for winter 2006 and 2007, respectively). During summer 2007 increases in
CH4 flux corresponded with daytime and afternoon increases in CO2 flux, but not night
time or early morning CO2 production. This can be seen by comparing CO2 and CH4
gas fluxes on the morning and afternoon of Day 3. CH4 production dropped dramatically
during winter 2007 when the overlying water receded and the bare sediment was
exposed.
Nitrous oxide (N2O) production remained low throughout winter 2006 and winter 2007,
near the detection limit. The N2O flux remained low and negative for the majority of
summer 2007 experimental period, making the Exposed site a net N2O sink during
summer 2007.
Protected
CO2 production at the Protected site (Figures 2.25, 2.26 and 2.27) showed a

diurnal/light dependent trend similar to that of the Exposed site. That is, CO2 production
peaked in the early morning just before dawn and during periods of cloud. The flux of
CO2 during winter 2006 was particularly high on the night of Day 4 following a day of
very low light intensity. Peak CO2 fluxes were a factor of five larger during summer
2007 (3.1 ± 0.3 mmol/m2/hr) than winter 2006 (0.7 ± 0.2 mmol/m2/hr), with strong
periods of uptake occurring late in the afternoon. Peak CO2 flux was far higher during
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winter 2007 (4.9 ± 0.3 mmol/m2/hr) than winter 2006 (0.7 ± 0.2 mmol/m2/hr) and even
slightly higher than summer 2007 (3.1 ± 0.3 mmol/m2/hr).
Periods of prolonged methane production (0.35 ± 0.05 mmol/m2/hr), with peak values
up to 50 times higher than that of winter 2006 and winter 2007 (0.0083 ± 0.0006 and
0.006 ± 0.002 mmol/m2/hr for 2006 and 2007, respectively), were observed in the early
morning of Days 3 and 5 during summer 2007. CH4 fluxes (and N2O fluxes), as shown
in Figure 5.27, were far noisier in winter 2007 most likely due to the lower water levels
(as per the Exposed site).
N2O flux remained low during winter 2006 and 2007, averaging -0.03 ± 0.1 and -0.05 ±
0.2 µmol/m2/hr (mean ± 1SD), respectively. The mean summer 2007 N2O flux was also
negative, -0.4 ± 0.3 µmol/m2/hr (mean ± 1SD), but approximately an order of
magnitude larger than winter. Interestingly, N2O uptake was strongest during periods of
CH4 production.
High-N
During winter 2006, a diurnal cycle was evident at the High-N site. However, this cycle

was slightly different to that observed at the Exposed and Protected sites with CO2 flux
peaking at midday and again in the late afternoon. The summer 2007 CO2 flux returned
to the diurnal pattern observed at the Exposed and Protected sites, peaking just before
dawn and during disturbance periods. Interestingly CO2 production, during winter 2007,
appeared higher following days with higher light intensity. Peak CO2 flux was higher in
summer (19 ± 1 mmol/m2/hr) than winter (11 ± 1 and 6.8 ± 0.2 mmol/m2/hr for 2006
and 2007, respectively).
During winter 2006 CH4 flux correlated with the CO2 flux. This pattern was not
observed during summer 2007 and winter 2007. Peak CH4 fluxes were an order of
magnitude higher in summer (0.28 ± 0.02 mmol/2/hr) than winter (0.081 ± 0.007 and
0.072 ± 0.009 mmol/m2/hr for 2006 and 2007, respectively). Mean winter 2007 fluxes,
0.06 ± 0.02 mmol/m2/hr (mean ± 1SD), were higher than those of 2006, 0.01 ± 0.02
mmol/m2/hr (mean ± 1SD).
The High-N sediment acted as net N2O source during the summer 2007 sampling
period. In contrast, during the winter months, it was a small N2O sink. Interestingly
periods of summer N2O consumption, occurring on Day 1 and Day 5, corresponded
with low overlying water [NO3-+NO2-]. Peak summer fluxes (2.2 ± 0.1 µmol/m2/hr)
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were larger than those observed in winter (0.18 ± 0.1 and 1.0 ± 0.5 µmol/m2/hr for 2006
and 2007, respectively).
Relationship to sedimentary organic carbon and nitrogen concentrations
The High-N site had the highest CO2 and CH4 flux in winter 2006 but not during

summer 2007 and winter 2006. Increased sedimentary organic carbon concentrations
did not lead to observable increases in gaseous carbon (CO2 and CH4) flux.
During summer 2007 the organic nitrogen rich site (High-N) acted as a net N2O source.
In contrast, the Protected and Exposed sites were net sinks of N2O, suggesting that sites
with moderate organic nitrogen concentrations are more likely to take up N2O than
those already rich in organic nitrogen.
Seasonal Comparison
Gaseous fluxes at all sites were higher in summer 2007 than winter 2006. Summer 2007

fluxes were also higher than winter 2007 fluxes at the Exposed and High-N sites.
Protected winter 2007 fluxes were higher than the fluxes recorded at Protected in

winter 2006 and summer 2007.
Diurnal Trends
Clear diurnal patterns in CO2 flux were evident at all sites. Diurnal trends in N2O and

CH4 flux were not apparent at all sites although they were observed at some sites during
summer 2007. The diurnal pattern of N2O production and consumption was not
consistent at all three sites. These patterns will be explored in greater detail later
(Section 8.4).
Disturbance Effects
The CO2 and CH4 flux increased during the prolonged natural disturbance events, seen

at the Exposed site in winter 2006 and summer 2007. N2O flux also increased following
the disturbance event on Day 4 at the Exposed site in summer 2007. The short-term
simulated disturbance events did not appear to affect gaseous flux at any of the sites.
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Figure 5.22 – Gaseous flux at the Exposed site in winter 2006. Blue bars show periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown.
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Figure 5.23 – Gaseous flux at the Exposed site in summer 2007. Blue bars show periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown. Note that the scale of
the y-axis is an order of magnitude larger than the Protected site winter 2006 and 2007 data and that the methane flux scaling factor has decreased by a factor of ten between
winter 2006 and summer 2007.
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Figure 5.24 – Gaseous flux at the Exposed site in winter 2007. Blue bars show periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown, Note that the scale of
the y-axis is different to that of the Exposed site winter 2006 and summer 2007 data and that the methane flux scaling factor has increase by an order of magnitude between
summer 2007 and winter 2007.
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Figure 5.25 – Gaseous flux and light intensity at the Protected site in winter 2006. Blue bars show periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown.
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Figure 5.26 – Gaseous flux at the Protected site in summer 2007. Blue bars show periods of disturbance For reference, the light intensity is also shown. Note the increase in
the range of the y-axis in comparison to the Protected winter 2006 and 2007 data.
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Figure 5.27 – Gaseous flux at the Protected site in winter 2007. Blue bars show periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown. Note the contraction of
the y-axis scale in comparison to the summer 2007 plot.
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Figure 5.28 – Gaseous flux at the High-N site in winter 2006. Blue bars show periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown. Note increase of y-axis
in comparison to the data of the other two sites.
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Figure 5.29 – Gaseous flux at the High-N site in summer 2007. Individual blue bars show disturbance events, group of blue lines shows large rain event. For reference, the
light intensity is also shown. Note four fold increase of y-axis in comparison to the data of the other two sites.
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Figure 5.30 – Gaseous flux at the High-N site in winter 2007. Blue bars show periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown. Note four-fold increase
of y-axis in comparison to the data of the other two sites.
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Key Findings
-

Gaseous fluxes varied between sites, however no site was consistently
more or less productive than the others, suggesting that the organic
content of the sediments does not affect the magnitude of sedimentary gas
production and consumption.

-

Exposed and Protected sites were found to act as N2O sinks for significant

periods during the summer months while the organic nitrogen rich site
(High-N) was a net source.
-

Gaseous fluxes were, in general, higher in summer than in winter, at times
up to two orders of magnitude larger.

-

Diurnal cycles in N2O, CO2 and CH4 production and consumption were
observed and appeared to relate to changes in light intensity. Although
diurnal N2O cycling was observed at the Protected and High-N sites
during summer, the pattern was not consistent between each site.

-

Increases in CO2, CH4 and N2O flux were observed at some sites
following disturbance events.

5.6 Summary
Seasonal increases in temperatures and light intensity were expected to drive increased
biological activity. Changes in sediment porewater composition and gaseous flux were
indeed observed. The concentration of all porewater nitrogen compounds increased
during summer. The porewaters also tended to have more nitrite + nitrate relative to the
[NH3] in the summer months, whereas in winter NH3 dominated. Gaseous fluxes were
also, in general, higher in summer than in winter, at times fluxes were up to two orders
of magnitude larger. However other components, including sediment and aqueous
organic nitrogen and carbon concentrations, were not significantly altered between
summer and winter.
Sediments rich in organic nitrogen also tended to be rich in organic carbon and contain
more fine particles than sediments which contained less organic nitrogen. These
differences in sediment composition did not appear linked to changes in aqueous
nitrogen and carbon concentrations. However, the High-N site with organic rich
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sediments did act as a net source of N2O unlike the other sites which were net N2O
sinks.
Sediment disturbance lead to short term (hours) increases in the aqueous concentrations
of nitrogen species and, at some sites, increased gaseous flux.
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CHAPTER 6 – THE DATA IN CONTEXT - LAKE HEALTH
AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION ESTIMATES
6.1 Introduction
Lake Illawarra is typical of many of Australia’s anthropogenically influenced coastal
lagoons and estuaries including Lake Macquarie, St George’s Basin and the Tuggerah
Lakes. All of these lakes suffer from the adverse effects of enhanced nitrogenous
nutrient concentrations and are potential sources of anthropogenically produced
greenhouse gas (Sections 1.6.1 and 1.6.3). In order to manage Australia’s overall
greenhouse gas budget correctly it is essential that all sizeable sources and sinks are
identified and quantified. However, the greenhouse gas production (CO2, CH4 and N2O)
of Australia’s coastal lagoons has not been studied previously and is not accounted for
in the current Australian greenhouse gas budget. As such, their production needs to be
quantified and assessed.
Over the past 30 years studies have examined the physical characteristics of Lake
Illawarra – bathymetry (Roy and Peat 1975), sediment composition (Depers et al. 1994),
temperature (Ellis and Kanamori 1977) and salinity (Ellis et al. 1977) – while more
recent studies have focused on the chemical and biological composition of the lake.
Studies by Qu and co-workers (2003; 2004; 2006) have examined nitrogen cycling and
benthic metabolism within the lake using cores incubated in the laboratory. The lakes
greenhouse gas production has not previously been investigated. As such, a study which
examines the lakes N-cycling and benthic metabolism in situ and the lake’s greenhouse
gas production is a valuable contribution to the available literature.
In previous chapters the analytical techniques used in this study (Chapter 2), the
development of a system capable of monitoring different components of the carbon and
nitrogen cycle (Chapter 3) and its implementation at three shallow water sites in Lake
Illawarra (Chapter 4 - Section 4.4.2) were outlined. The measurements made during this
study (Chapter 5) will now be considered. These measurements focused on changes in
the carbon and nitrogen sediment and water composition (Sections 5.3 and 5.4), other
physical and chemical characteristics of the water, including pH, temperature and
dissolved O2 (Section 5.4) and gaseous fluxes (Section 5.5). Future chapters will use
these results to investigate the metabolic rates of the benthic community (Chapters 7 to
9), examine the relationship between substrate availability and the production of
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greenhouse gases and water chemistry and the effects of sediment disturbance on the
aquatic environment (Chapter 10).
This chapter comprises two sections. In the first section, the data obtained during this
study is compared to previous studies of Lake Illawarra and other coastal lagoons.
Secondly, the greenhouse gas production and consumption of the lake will be compared
to measurements made at other Australian sites and in international studies. The data
will then be used in a qualitative assessment to determine if Australian and international
coastal lagoons and estuaries are potentially appreciable sources of greenhouse gases to
the national and global greenhouse gas budgets.

6.2 Water and sediment chemistry - Comparison to previous
studies
6.2.1 Sediment chemistry
Sediment composition
Previous studies and reports have examined the particle size distribution of Lake

Illawarra sediment, with many commenting on the correlation between sediment
distribution and lake water depth (Roy and Peat 1975; Wollongong City Council 1976;
Yassini and Jones 1987; Depers et al. 1994; New South Wales Parliament - Standing
Committee on Public Works 1996; Qu et al. 2006). These studies have found the
proportion of sand exceeded 90 % in shallow water (< 1 m), but that in the main body of
the lake and protected bays silt-sized sediment particles prevail. These results support
our findings. In this study all sites were located near the shoreline and were collected
from water less than 0.5 m deep. Sand was found to be the dominant sediment particle
size at all sites (High-N (52 ± 3 %), Protected (66 ± 7 %) and Exposed (70 ± 10 %)).
Three broad studies (i.e. more than 100 sample sites throughout the lake from Roy and
Peat (1975), Wollongong City Council (1976) and Yassini and Jones (1987)), examined
the composition of the sediment of the lake, classifying the lake-bed into sections
according to their sand fraction. The Wollongong City Council (1976) study also
examined the silt and clay composition of the sediment. The sediment composition
obtained in those studies at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites, are shown in
Table 6.1 along with the average sand fraction determined during this study.
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Table 6.1 – Surface sediment sand composition at the Exposed, Protected and High-N field sites as
reported in 1957, 1987, 1994, 2004 and current (average of the 2006 and 2007 field trips ± 1 standard
deviation). Data only shown for sites proximal to the current studies sample sites.
Site

Roy and
Peat (1975)

Wollongong
City Council

Yassini

Depers

Qu

This study

(1987)

(1994)*

(2006)^

(2006-2007)

(1976)
Exposed
<5%
50–70 %
10-50 %
70 ± 10 %
Protected
50-95 %
90-100 %
90-100 %
94.4 %
66 ± 7 %
High-N
50-95 %
70-80 %
90-100 %
31.7 %
52 ± 3 %
* Site 1 data, top 5 cm layer only.
^ Fine and coarse sand fraction data combined. Data only presented for one site as the percentage data
for the other site (Qu et al. 2006) sums to > 100 %.

Recent studies (Depers et al. 1994; Qu et al. 2006) were more narrowly focused with 8
and 5 sample sites, respectively. Three of these sites were within 800 m of the sites
studied here. Two of the sample sites from the Qu et al. (2006) study were collected
within 600 m of the Protected site, while one Depers et al. (1994) site was ~500 m from
the High-N site. The data for these sample sites are also shown in Table 6.1.
The data collected during this study are relatively consistent with previous studies
which show broad ranges for these locations. The sediment composition of the Exposed
site is similar to that reported by Wollongong City Council (1976) but sandier than that
reported by Roy and Peat (1975) and Yassini and Jones (1987). Protected site sediments
contain more fine particles than sediments studied in 1987 (Yassini and Jones 1987) and
2004 (Qu et al. 2006) but are within the range reported in 1975 (Roy and Peat 1975).
The sediment composition at the High-N site is similar to that reported by Roy and Peat
(1975). Differences between reports are most likely an indication of the natural
heterogeneous nature of the sediment within the lake. The samples collected during this
study are also far closer to the shoreline than any of the previous studies. As such, they
will be more strongly and rapidly impacted by terrestrial runoff and erosion. They are
typical of the sandy sediments which, in 1975, were estimated to cover 46 % of the
lake-bed (Roy and Peat 1975).
The measured silt fraction of the Exposed and Protected sites (~ 30 %) is similar to
other sediments previously collected in the main body of the lake (Depers et al. 1994;
New South Wales Parliament - Standing Committee on Public Works 1996) but higher
than those found by Wollongong City Council (1976). The high silt fraction (~ 45 %)
recorded at the High-N site is typical of sediments collected from protected peripheral
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bays (Depers et al. 1994; New South Wales Parliament - Standing Committee on Public
Works 1996) where the calm slow water enables fine particles to settle.
The clay fractions at all three sites are far lower (approximately an order of magnitude)
than fractions previously reported in Depers (1994). They are, however, similar to those
of Qu (2004). Once again, this is a reflection of the near-shore nature of the sediments;
the majority of clay particles will settle in the deeper parts of the lake (New South
Wales Parliament - Standing Committee on Public Works 1996).
It is important to keep in mind that the sand, silt and clay fractions are percentages and
hence can not be considered independent of each other. The causes of changes in these
fractions are difficult to identify, however, the decrease in the proportion of sand is
likely to be due to the increases silt and clay from foreshore disturbance (development)
around the lake.
Overall, the size fraction composition of Lake Illawarra sediments appears consistent
over the past 40 years. Any variations between studies are most likely due to the natural
heterogeneity of the sediments.
Organic carbon, organic nitrogen and C:N
It is difficult to compare previous studies, Depers at al. (1994) and Qu et al. (2006), to

the current study as the three studies measured slightly different carbon and nitrogen
components of the sediment. This study examined the total organic carbon ([OrgC]) and
the total organic nitrogen ([OrgN]) of the sediment. Qu et al. (2006) reported the [OrgC]
and total nitrogen (TN) content of a selection of sample cores. Depers et al. (1994) also
measured the TN, but did not measure the [OrgC], instead determining the organic
matter content (mass of volatile matter at 470 °C as a percentage). Considering the
heterogeneity of the sediments within the lake, data comparison was limited to sites
located near this study’s sites. Data collected during this study and during the Qu (2004)
and Depers et al. (1994) studies (at sites proximal to this studies sites) are shown in
Table 6.2.
The organic matter and total nitrogen content of sediments collected by Depers et al.
(1994) were numerically similar to the [OrgC] and [OrgN] measured in this study i.e.
the [OrgN] was very similar to the TN. This suggests that there is very little inorganic
nitrogen at the High-N sample site. [OrgC], [OrgN] and C:N ratio of the Protected
sediments determined by Qu et al. (2006) were also similar to those of study.
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Table 6.2 – Surface sediment organic nitrogen and carbon content at the Exposed, Protected and High-N
field sites as reported in 1994, 2004 and current (average of the 2006 and 2007 field trips ± 1 standard
deviation). Only data from sites proximal to the current studies sample sites are shown.
Site

Depers et al.*

Qu†

This study

(1994)

(2004)

(2006-2007)

Total nitrogen

Total nitrogen

(mg/kg dry)^

(mg/kg dry)^

Organic nitrogen

Exposed
Protected
High-N

6000

1050
-

Volatile organic matter

Organic Carbon

(mg/kg dry)^

(mg/kg dry)^

(mg–N/kg dry)
Range

Average

600 - 1600
800 - 1650
6000 - 7000

900 ± 500
1200 ± 400
7000 ± 500

Organic carbon

Exposed
Protected
High-N

202000

15250
-

C:N

C:N

(mg-C/kg dry)
Range

Average

7000 - 33000
10000 - 20000
91000 - 149000

20000 ± 10000
14000 ± 5000
120000 ± 30000

C:N
Range

Average

Exposed
11 - 54
26 ± 24
Protected
17
9 - 13
11 ± 2
High-N
34
13 - 20
17 ± 3
* Depers et al.(1994) Site 1 top 10 cm.
† Qu. (2006) data presented is the average of sites S4 and S5.
^ Data was reported in percentages of dry mass this had been converted to an equivalent dry mass in
mg/kg dry.

A comparison of Figures 5.1 and 5.2 shows the [OrgC] and [OrgN] increasing with
moisture content. This trend was also observed by Qu et al. (2006) who suggested that
this was due to the water containing capacity of organic particulate matter within the
sediments.
Sediment ammonia (NH3 + NH4+) and porewater nitrate + nitrite and ammonia
The sediment ammonia concentrations reported in this study of nearshore sites in Lake

Illawarra (Section 5.3.4) ranged between 4-102 mg-N/kg dry and averaged 33 mg-N/kg
dry. These values were similar to the sediment ammonia concentrations reported in an
honours thesis for non-marine influenced sediments within Lake Illawarra (20-121
mg-N/kg dry) (Payne 1994).
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The porewater ammonia concentrations of Lake Illawarra (0-19.4 mg-N/L, x = 4 mgN/L, Figure 5.5) are of a similar order to those reported in other estuarine systems eg.
Bally et al. (2004) (0-10 mg-N/L) and Lavery et al. (2001) (1.1-10.4 mg-N/L). Winter
nitrate + nitrite concentrations (0-2.6 mg-N/L, x = 0.9 mg-N/L) are also similar to those
reported by Lavery et al. (2001) in a Western-Australian estuary (0.09-0.7 mg-N/L) but
the Lake Illawarra summer results (0-26 mg-N/L, x = 10 mg-N/L) are at least an order
of magnitude higher.

6.2.2 Water chemistry
Organic carbon, organic nitrogen and C:N
No previous measurements of aqueous organic carbon or C:N in Lake Illawarra are

available. The average aqueous organic nitrogen concentrations were reported in 198184 and 1987-91, as 0.450 and 0.400 mg-N/L, respectively (Lake Illawarra Authority
1995). These measurements were based on nine sample sites, all of which were located
in the southern and eastern areas of the lake. The reported mean values are similar to the
majority of organic nitrogen concentrations measured at the southern and eastern sites
used in this study (Exposed and Protected) which ranged from 0.3 to 1.0 mg-N/L. But
they are very different to measurements made at the Protected site in winter 2007 and
the High-N site (2-7 mg-N/L) which is located in the north-east of the lake. The
difference between the measurements made at the Protected site and those reported
previously are most likely due to the sample site locations. Also as mentioned
previously (Section 5.4.4) it is expected that the organic nitrogen concentrations
measured at the Protected site during winter 2007 are representative of stormwater
runoff rather than lake water accounting for the difference to previously reported values.
Ammonia (NH3 + NH4+) and nitrate + nitrite
Measurements of ammonia and nitrate + nitrite concentrations made in winter 2006 and

summer 2007 were between 0 and 0.4 mg-N/L (Figures 5.6 and 5.7), while dramatic
increases in the concentrations (up to 1.6 [NH4+] and 0.9 mg-N/L [NO3- + NO2-],
respectively) were evident following sediment disturbance in winter 2007. This is most
likely due to the low water levels experienced in winter 2007 (Section 4.4.2).
Post-disturbance ammonium concentrations were also considerably higher in winter
2006 at the High-N site. As the High-N site had the highest porewater ammonium
concentrations, elevated overlying water concentrations post-disturbance are not
surprising.
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Other studies over the last 30 years (Wollongong City Council 1976; Lake Illawarra
Authority 1995; Qu et al. 2003) have reported ammonium concentrations between 0 –
0.4 mg-N/L and nitrate + nitrite of 0 – 0.2 mg-N/L, similar to those noted in this study.
Nutrient Flux
The fluxes are generally, positive in the summer months and frequently negative in

winter. This change has been observed previously in lagoon systems where it has been
linked to a change in the dominant primary producer (Rysgaard et al. 1996). Rysgaard
et al. (1996) suggest that during the summer months the increased light availability
allows the rapid growth of floating macroalgae which block light to benthic microalgae.
This decreases sediment O2 concentrations reducing macroalgal respiration (and hence
DIN uptake) increasing the flux of DIN into the overlying water. While in winter, the
close coupling between remineralisation and benthic macroalgal assimilation reduces
DIN release to the overlying water. This matches well with the increase in benthic
respiration (remineralisation) which was observed during the summer months (Section
7.6.2).
Salinity
Due to the low water levels and influxes of stormwater periods of low salinity (~0 ‰)

were measured at the Exposed and Protected sites in winter 2007 (Section 5.4.5).
During the remaining field trials, the salinities were higher (12-33 ‰), similar to those
measured in previous studies (10-40 ‰) (Ellis et al. 1977; Lake Illawarra Authority
1995; Qu 2004).
pH
The pH was found to vary between 7 and 9, similar to the range noted in earlier studies

of the lake (7.1-9.9) (Yassini and Jones 1987; Qu et al. 2003).
DO
Dissolved O2 concentrations varied diurnally peaking near midday (up to 9 ppm) and

decreasing at night (to 0 ppm). Previous studies have reported surface water dissolved
O2 concentrations between 1.5-14 ppm (Yassini and Jones 1987; Lake Illawarra
Authority 1995; Qu 2004). However, far lower concentrations (~0.5 ppm) were
observed close to the sediment-water interface by Yassini and Jones (1987).
Temperature
Water temperatures measured during this study varied with season and water depth,

ranging between 7.2-30.9 °C. Previous studies of mean lake water temperature (average
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of the surface and bottom temperatures) had a slightly narrower range (9-27 °C) (Ellis
and Kanamori 1977; Lake Illawarra Authority 1995; Payne et al. 1997). Considering the
shallow nature of the waters examined in this study this difference is to be expected.
Turbidity
This study measured turbidity by using a turbidity tube, making quantitative

comparisons with previous data (measured in terms of secci depth) difficult. Qualitative
comparisons, however, can be made between the two data sets. Large increases in
turbidity following disturbance events i.e. wave action or rain fall were noted in this and
previous studies (Lake Illawarra Authority 1995). Large (four-fold) increases in
turbidity in the warmer months were observed previously, however, they were not seen
in this study.

Key Findings and Implications
-

The sites examined in this study were comparable in water chemistry to
others studied previously within the lake.

6.3 Assessment of lake health
With the representativeness of the sites established, an assessment of the health of
nearshore zones within Lake Illawarra was made. This was done by comparing the data
collected at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites to the ANZECC/ARMCANZ
trigger values (Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council
(ANZECC) and Agriculture and Resource Management Council of Australia and New
Zealand (ARMCANZ) 2000). This is shown in Table 6.3. The locations studied
exceeded the range of the estuarine trigger values for pH, DO, total nitrogen, nitrate +
nitrite and ammonia.
ANZECC/ARMCANZ (2000) trigger values are indicative of factors that potentially
put the water body at risk. Concentrations which exceed the trigger values indicated
areas of concern which need to be monitored and addressed through the implementation
of remediation schemes. These trigger values are designed to be compared with an
integrated set of samples of the whole water body, unlike our samples which are highly
site specific. The results of this study will be strongly influenced by the near-shore and
shallow location of the sites, so it may not be possible to assume that they are
representative of the lake as a whole. However, they do suggest that these nearshore
zones of the lake may be at risk.
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The concentrations of nitrogen compounds (ammonia and nitrate + nitrite) are
approximately ten times that of the guidelines. This is of particular concern as high
concentrations of nitrogenous nutrient in combination with high concentrations of
phosphorus can put a water body at risk of eutrophication, the effects of which were
explored earlier (Section 1.6.3).
Phosphorus measurements were not made in this study, but previous investigations have
found the lake to be consistently phosphorus rich (Section 1.1). High concentrations of
phosphorus in combination with the measured concentration of nitrogen species suggest
that the lake may indeed be at risk of eutrophication. It is recommended that
simultaneous measurements of both nitrogen and phosphorus based nutrients are made
to confirm this.
The evidence of algal bloom formation, found in previous studies of the lake (Rutten et
al. 2004), and the divergence of pH and dissolved O2 from ANZECC/ARMCANZ
(2000) trigger values are also suggestive that nearshore sites may be affected by
eutrophication driven changes in biological activities. Clearly, this is an area of concern
and future study.
Table 6.3 – ANZECC/ARMCANZ (2000) trigger values and ranges for estuaries in South-eastern
Australia and the range of data collected at Lake Illawarra during this study (2006-7). Observing
concentrations above these trigger values or outside of these ranges indicate that the water body may be
at risk.
Indicator

ANZECC trigger values (Estuaries)

Current data range

†

pH
7.0 – 8.5
6.83 – 8.83
8 – 11 ppm†
0.2 – 8.06 ppm*
Dissolved Oxygen∆
Total Nitrogen^
0.3 mg-N/L
0.3 – 2.3 mg-N/L □
Nitrate + Nitrite
0.015 mg-N/L
0.1 – 0.85 mg-N/L
Ammonia
0.015 mg-N/L
0.1 – 1.68 mg-N/L
† These stressors are naturally very variable among and within ecosystem types and seasonally as such
the trigger values will vary these are represented by the range shown.
∆
Dissolved oxygen values were derived from daytime measurements and may vary with depth.
* Dissolved oxygen values were derived from daytime measurements. Samples taken nearshore in shallow
sediments; higher concentrations would be expected in the main body of the lake.
^ Total Nitrogen = organic nitrogen + inorganic nitrogen
□
Organic nitrogen only, Protected winter 2007 data excluded as the sample did not represent of lake
water.
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6.4 Gaseous Flux - Comparison to other studies
This study is the first to measure sediment CO2, N2O and CH4 greenhouse gas
production from Lake Illawarra. It also makes a major contribution to Australian data
sets as there is only a limited amount of data on the biogenic production and
consumption of greenhouse gases in submerged Australian ecosystems (Dalal et al.
2008).
An overview of the gaseous fluxes measured during the field trials of the system is
given in Figure 6.1. These data are also shown in Table 6.4 along with a summary of
typical gaseous flux into the atmosphere measured in local and international studies of
other estuarine and aquatic systems.
The maximum CO2 flux observed in the current study (42.4 mmol/m2/hr) is similar to
that observed in the laboratory from eutrophic lake sediments (53 mmol/m2/hr)
(Liikanen et al. 2003). It is also similar to those observed in situ in intertidal estuarine
and coastal lagoon sediments by Frankignouelle et al. (1998) (32 mmol/m2/hr) but is
higher than the field observations of Middelburg et al. (1995b) and Hirota et al. (2007)
(8 and 16.5 mmol/m2/hr, respectively). These differences can be caused by differences
in sediment composition, sampling techniques (opaque or clear chambers, gradient or
chamber based methods eg. Biswas et al. (2004)), sample timing (early morning or late
at night) and other environmental conditions (e.g. temperature and cloud cover). The
maximum CO2 flux in this study occurred late on a hot summer’s day at the end of a
period of prolonged cloud cover; conditions which enhance biological activity thermally
but inhibit photosynthesis, increasing CO2 flux. Other studies measured CO2 flux during
cooler parts of the day (Hirota et al. 2007), in cooler environments (Middelburg et al.
1995b), or in non-shaded or only briefly shaded areas (Middelburg et al. 1995b) all of
which would have observed lower maximum CO2 fluxes.
The minimum CO2 flux measured during this study (-4.0 mmol/m2/hr) is similar to that
observed in international studies of in situ in marshy sediments and coastal lagoons
(Middelburg et al. 1995b; Hirota et al. 2007) (-0.6 and -7.27 mmol/m2/hr, respectively)
but less than laboratory based measurements (Liikanen et al. 2003) (2.5 mmol/m2/hr).
As these studies examined sediments from several locations it is impossible to
determine whether the difference between laboratory based and in situ studies is due to
the technique used or the natural variability of the sediments themselves. Considering
the impact of sediment sample collection and the lack of natural sunlight during
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Figure 6.1 - The maximum, minimum and average flux of CO2, N2O and CH4 during winter 2006, summer
2007 and winter 2007. Note the split in the axes and the change in scales.
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Table 6.4 - Typical water column to atmosphere CO2, N2O and CH4 fluxes, measured in studies of Australian and international estuarine and aquatic systems.

Study

Site

Flux technique

This Study (2009)

Estuarine Lagoon

Flushed floating chamber

CO2

N2O
2

CH4
2

(mmol/m /h)

(µmol/m /h)

(mmol/m2/h)

- 4.0 to 42.4

- 1.7 to 3.1

- 0.007 to 1.6

- 0.016 to 0.050

-

-

3.55

-

-

2 to 32

-

-

International in situ studies
Gradient between dissolved and
atmospheric concentration
Gradient between dissolved and
atmospheric concentration
Floating chamber and Gradient between
dissolved and atmospheric concentration

Bisaws et al. (2004)

Mangrove

De La Paz et al. (2007)

Estuarine

Frankignoulle et al.
(1998)

Estuarine

Hirota et al. (2007)

Sandy shore and salt marsh
adjacent to a coastal lagoon

Static chamber

Sandy 0.32 to 1.7
Marsh - 7.27 to 16.5

Sandy 0.5 to 1
Marsh - 0.7 to 1

Sandy 0.0006 to 0.02
Marsh 2.19 to 15.3

LaMontague et al.
(2003)

Estuary

Water column profiles

-

0.480

-

Middelburg et al (2002)

Tidal estuaries

Surface water samples

-

-

0.0054

Bare intertidal estuarine sediment

Static opaque chamber

- 0.6 to 8

0.8

0.4

Shallow hypereutrophic lake

Static opaque chamber

-

- 6.3 to 4.77

-

Wang et al. (2006b)

Wetlands

Static chamber

-

-

Sandy 0.76
Organic 2.96

Zhang et al. (2006)

Shallow semi-enclosed bay

Water column profiles

-

-0.05 to 2.1

-

Middelburg et al.
(1995a; 1995b)
Wang et al. (2006a;
2007b)

Continued over page
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Table 6.4 (Cont.) - Typical water column to atmosphere CO2, N2O and CH4 fluxes, measured in studies of Australian and international estuarine
and aquatic systems.

Study

Site

Flux technique

CO2

N2O
2

CH4
2

(mmol/m /h)

(µmol/m /h)

(mmol/m2/h)

International laboratory studies
LaMontague et al.
(2003)
Liikanenet al. (2003)

Estuary

Core incubation - Benthic (air-water) flux

-

- 0.111

-

Eutrophic Lake

Opaque core incubation

2.5 to 53

- 0.73 to 6.4

0 to 0.45

Seitzinger et al. (1983)

Coastal Bay

Core incubation

-

0.019 to 0.9

-

Australian Studies
Allen et al. (2007)

Estuarine mangrove

Static chamber

-

- 0.09 to 1.48

0.0002 to 1.08

Boon et al. (1997)

Australian freshwater ecosystems

Static Chambers and Mesocosms

-

-

< 0.1 to 2.3

Kreuzwieser et al.
(2003)

Australian tropical mangrove

Static Chamber

-

- 0.05 to 0.32

0.001 to 0.022
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laboratory based experiments it is plausible that results obtained in the laboratory could
differ from those observed in the field. Studies comparing in situ and laboratory
measurements of the same sediments are needed to resolve this difference.
Nitrous oxide flux measurements in this study (-1.7 to 3.1 µmol N2O/m2/h) are well
within the range of those measured at other sites (Table 6.4). It is, however, interesting
to note that although other sites (eg. Wang et al. (2006a; 2007b)) were found to have
periods of higher N2O consumption they still acted as net sources of atmospheric N2O;
that is the average flux was positive. In contrast, the average flux of N2O measured from
some sites during this study (Protected and Exposed Summer 2007, Figures 5.23 and
5.26) was negative. Hence, in contrast to previous studies, some of our sites were found
to act as net sinks of N2O. The average net flux of N2O calculated for the sites studied
here was - 0.061 µmol N2O/m2/h. This is highly unusual. Previous studies (Wang et al.
2006a; Wang et al. 2007b) have found N2O flux to vary with distance from the water
line. Hence, although a large volume of N2O is consumed in the nearshore (littoral) zone
of Lake Illawarra, an equal or greater amount of N2O may be produced in other areas of
the lake. Further measurements of N2O flux in different areas of the lake are needed to
verify this.
Maximum methane production in this study (1.6 mmol CH4/m2/h) is consistent with that
measured by other studies at other organic matter rich sites (2.19 to 15.3 mmol
CH4/m2/h) but is higher than that measured at sandy sediment locations (0.0006 to 0.76
mmol CH4/m2/h) (Wang et al. 2006b; Hirota et al. 2007). This was expected considering
the comparatively organic matter rich nature of all the sites of this study (Section 6.2.1).
Section 6.2 established that the current study’s sites were representative of those studied
previously in Lake Illawarra, specifically of nearshore sites. This fact in combination
with the uniqueness of this data set (i.e. the only measurements of Australian estuarine
lagoons) means that measurements can be used to investigate the importance of
Australian estuarine and lagoons systems as sources or sinks of greenhouse gases.
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Key Findings and Implications
-

Greenhouse gas fluxes measured at littoral sites within Lake Illawarra are, in
general, similar to those noted in other in situ studies. Differences between
this and other studies appear linked to both sites specific and methodology
differences.

-

A sedimentary N2O sink was noted at some sites, this is highly unusual. As
this study focused on littoral sites it is possible that this sink is balanced by an
N2O source found in other areas of the lake. More studies, particularly of sites
at different water depths are required to assess the importance of this sink.

-

These are the first in situ measurements of greenhouse gas flux conducted in
Australian estuarine lagoon systems and as such can be used to assess the
importance of these systems as sources or sinks of greenhouse gases.

6.5 Greenhouse Gas Flux
6.5.1 Significance on a national scale
Carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide are all important greenhouse effect
enhancing gases (GHG). Each member nation of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is required to provide estimates of their
anthropogenic GHG production. As the radiative forcing ability differs between GHG
species, estimates of GHG production are generally calculated in a standard unit of
“equivalent carbon dioxide” CO2-e. These are calculated based on the greenhouse
warming potential of the gas of interest and represents the mass of carbon dioxide
which would have an equivalent radiative effect.
Currently land use and land use change (i.e. the anthropogenic influence on the natural
environment) is estimated to produce 24.9 Mt/yr CO2-e (20.3 Mt/yr CO2, 0.003 Mt/yr
N2O and 0.2 Mt/yr CH4), this is 4.5 % of Australia’s total GHG production (Australian
Government Department of Climate Change 2008a). However, the GHG production
from anthropogenically influenced wetlands or other aquatic systems, like Lake
Illawarra, is not included in Australia’s national greenhouse gas inventory, as there is no
data and no methodology for estimating the production.
The GHG flux measurements made in this study are limited to three sites within one
estuarine lagoon. However they are, to date, the only Australian in situ GHG flux
measurements in an estuarine lagoon. With this limitation in mind they will be used to
calculate a first estimate of the possible GHG fluxes from these environments. This
estimate cannot accurately quantify these sources. However, a qualitative comparison
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between it and national scale sources already included in the UNFCCC protocol will be
conducted. This comparison should determine if nearshore estuarine systems might be
sources of a large enough scale to warrant further investigation and the development of
an estimation methodology.
Four different estimates of the annual volume of greenhouse gases produced or
consumed were made (Table 6.5). There were estimated using the average winter flux,
determined in this study, for six months and the average summer flux for the remaining
six months. Each of these estimates represents the GHG flux from a different section of
Australian estuarine systems (land area classification). The below estimates of a, c and d
are based on the same data set and are subsets of each other. It is important to note that
these sites were all located in the littoral zone which previous studies have identified as
“hot spots” of GHG flux (Wang et al. 2006a). As such extrapolating these
measurements to deeper sections of the estuary may lead to a positive bias in the
estimate. Hence estimate d, which is limited to the nearshore sections of the water
bodies is probably the most reliable.
The four land area classifications are as follows:
a) 21,700 km2 - Area of Australian estuaries which are considered to be modified or
extensively modified i.e. their catchment area has been anthropogenically modified
(Australian Government - Natural Heritage Trust 1998).
b) 12,079 km2 - Area of Australian estuaries not classified as conservation (land
used primarily for conservation purposes, that is essentially natural ecosystems)
(Bureau of Rural Sciences 2001/2002).
c) 1,259 km2 - Area of Australian estuarine lakes and lagoons which are considered
to be modified or extensively modified (Australian Government - Natural Heritage
Trust 1998).
d) 154 km2 - Area of intertidal flats, mangroves, salt marsh and tidal sandbanks of
Australian estuarine lakes and lagoons considered to be modified or extensively
modified (Australian Government - Natural Heritage Trust 1998).
The current Australian greenhouse gas budget only accounts for anthropogenically
produced greenhouse gases. Therefore only comparisons between the anthropogenically
produced portion of the measured greenhouse gas flux and this budget are appropriate.
As such, it is important to determine the portion of measured gas flux due to
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anthropogenic influences. The typical size of this portion in Australian ecosystems is
unknown as only a limited number of studies have been conducted on the greenhouse
gas production of submerged Australian ecosystems (Dalal et al. 2008) and no studies
on uncontaminated Australian estuaries have been identified. Internationally there are a
few direct comparisons between contaminated and pristine ecosystems. Studies of
Indian mangroves noted a two-fold increase in CH4 production in anthropogenically
influenced areas compared to pristine areas (1997; 2001). Kroeze and Seitzinger (1998)
found that human activities have at least doubled European watershed N2O emissions,
and increases of up to an order of magnitude in dissolved N2O have been observed
between pristine and contaminated estuaries (Bange et al. 1996). Clearly the magnitude
of this effect will vary with the degree of contamination. The exact fraction of emissions
due to anthropogenic impacts on Australian ecosystems is unknown; however, these
international studies indicate that it would be considerable. Given the high level of
anthropogenic activity in and around the lake a conservative estimate of 50 % will be
used to calculate the anthropogenically produced greenhouse gas production. It is,
however, important to note that northern hemisphere ecosystems are very different to
Australian ecosystems which are usually far lower in nutrients (especially P) with lower
atmospheric nitrogen deposition and different flora and fauna (Livesley et al. 2008).
Therefore, the results from these international studies may not be applicable in
Australia. This highlights the importance of future studies of Australian GHG
production in both pristine and anthropogenically impacted Australian ecosystems.
The Australian Government Department of Climate Change (2008b) budgets total
anthropogenic Australian greenhouse gas production due to ‘land use change’ at 24.9
Mt/yr CO2-e. The fluxes observed in this study (Table 6.5) suggest that
anthropogenically driven estuarine GHG production could account for between 0.4 and
60 % of all ‘land use change’ based greenhouse gas production (depending on the land
area estimate used). As outlined previously the most appropriate and conservative
estimate is that based on the nearshore components of estuaries alone (i.e. estimate d).
Interestingly, this estimate although small (0.104 Mt CO2-e/yr), is of the order of other
greenhouse gas sources currently included in the Australian greenhouse gas budget (e.g.
rice cultivation 0.344 Mt CO2-e/yr). Clearly, estuarine systems can produce sizeable
quantities of greenhouse gases, however further study is needed to accurately quantify
their important on a national scale.
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Table 6.5 – Estimates of the annual contribution of estuaries to Australia’s national greenhouse gas
budget (GHG). All measurements are in Mt/yr. Annual greenhouse gas production (or consumption) was
estimated using the average winter flux for six months and the average summer flux for the remaining six
months determined in this study and a land area estimate as outlined in the table. Uncertainty estimates
were determined from the propagation of the uncertainties of the measured fluxes. Areal estimates and
sources are provided in the text.

Land area

Land
size

CO2

N 2O

CH4

Total

(Type)

(km2)

(Mt/yr)

(Mt/yr)

(Mt/yr)

(Mt/yr CO2-e)*

a. Anthropogenically
modified estuaries

21,700

19.9 ± 0.3

- 5.2 ± 0.2 x10-4

0.310± 0.003

26.9 ± 0.3

b. Non-conservation
estuaries

12,079

11.1 ± 0.1

- 2.9 ± 0.3 x 10-4

0.172 ± 0.001

15.0 ± 0.1

c. Anthropogenically
modified estuarine
lakes and lagoons

1,259

1.16 ± 0.02

- 3.0 ± 0.3 x 10-5

0.0180 ± 0.0002

1.56 ± 0.02

d. Intertidal flats,
mangroves, salt
marsh and tidal
sandbanks of
anthropogenically
modified estuarine
lakes and lagoons
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0.141 ± 0.002 - 3.7 ± 0.4 x 10-6 0.00219 ± 0.00002

0.190 ± 0.002

* CO2-e are calculated by multiplying the greenhouse warming potential of each gas by its annual
production. The greenhouse warming potential of CO2 = 1, N2O = 310 and CH4 = 24. The total GHG
production is equal to the sum of each gas’s carbon equivalents.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Estimates of greenhouse gas fluxes from estuarine and lagoon systems are of the
order of sources or sinks already accounted for under UNFCC protocol in the
current Australian GHG budget.

-

Estimates calculates using data collected in this study suggest that
anthropogenically driven estuarine GHG production could account for between
0.4 and 60 % of all ‘land use change’ based greenhouse gas production
(depending on the land area estimate used).

-

The importance of these estuarine systems as anthropogenically driven GHG
sources or sinks is unclear as there are no measurements of pristine Australian
ecosystems.

-

Measurements of both pristine and polluted ecosystems at multiple water depths
are required to more fully assess the GHG producing or consuming abilities of
Australian estuarine and lagoon systems.
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6.5.2 Significance on a global scale
If the fluxes measured in this study were typical of global estuarine fluxes, it is possible
to use them to calculate estimates of total (i.e. anthropogenic + natural) and
anthropogenic global estuarine greenhouse gas flux. As discussed previously the
measurements in this study were limited spatially. However as the only Australian in
situ GHG flux measurements in the estuarine environment they provide an interesting

comparison to global estimates based on northern hemispheric data. It is also important
to consider the size of these fluxes relative to other global scale sources. This is not an
estimate of the global estuarine GHG flux but rather will help determine if, using
Australian GHG fluxes, estuaries are potentially an appreciable source (or sink) and
hence requir further investigation.
Middelburg et al. (2002) measured CH4 production within European estuaries and
estimated the total minimum mass of estuarine methane produced globally as 1.1 Mt
CH4/yr (using an estimate of global estuarine area = 1400 x 103 km2). This is very
similar to the mass of estuarine CH4 estimated using the median CH4 flux of our results
(1.2 Mt CH4/yr). The mass of estuarine produced CH4 is quite small in comparison to
the total oceanic CH4 release (11-18 Mt CH4/yr (Bange et al. 1994) or 4-15 Mt CH4/yr
(Denman et al. 2007)) and very small relative to annual total global CH4 production
(492-581 Mt CH4/yr) (Denman et al. 2007)). Hence, estuarine CH4 production is only a
very small portion of the total global CH4 budget.
Total global estuarine N2O flux, estimated in a similar manner to CH4, was found to be
-0.036 Mt N2O/yr. For comparison, the current United Nations intergovernmental panel
on climate change (IPCC) estimates of total estuarine and oceanic N2O production are
0.5-2.9 and 3.0-8.2 Mt N2O/yr, respectively (Denman et al. 2007). The annual N2O flux
determined in this study is very different to previous estimated fluxes. The suggestion
that estuaries may act as a net sink of N2O rather than a source is highly unusual. It is
more likely that the littoral zone measurements made in this study are not representative
of the entire estuarine system. Future studies using multiple sites at various water depths
are required to investigate this more fully.
Data from the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
puts current total anthropogenic CO2 emissions from Annex 1 nations (industrialised
nations which are signatories to the Kyoto protocol) at 19,047 Mt CO2/yr. This is at
least three orders of magnitude larger than anthropogenic estuarine CO2 production of
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75.5 Mt CO2/yr estimated based on this study. Again, estuaries appear only to be a
small source of greenhouse gases on a global scale.
Estimates of combined anthropogenic global estuarine greenhouse gas production
(CO2 + CH4 + N2O flux) are small, 84 Mt CO2-e/yr, in comparison to total global
greenhouse gas production but they are larger than other sources currently included in
the UNFCCC reporting protocol. For example, the global estimate of greenhouse gas
production from ‘solvents and other product use’ which is 16.5 Mt CO2-e/yr.
Consequently, greenhouse gas production estimates from estuarine and lagoon systems
should be better quantified and considered in future greenhouse gas budgets.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Estimates of global estuarine CH4 production were calculated based on the
Lake Illawarra data. These estimates were very similar to those calculated
based on a series of European studies.

-

Estimates of global N2O production were very different to those previously
determined (a sink rather than a source). These differences are most likely due
to this studies focus on littoral measurements.

-

Estimates of GHG production from global estuarine systems based on this
study are small but are of the order of sources currently included in the
UNFCCC reporting protocol. As such, global estuarine systems should be
considered in future GHG budgetary estimates.

-

Further studies using multiple sites at various water depths are required to
more adequately quantify global estuarine GHG flux.
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PART 3 - INTERPRETING GAS FLUXES AND
CONCENTRATION CHANGES AND THEIR BIOLOGICAL
IMPLICATIONS
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CHAPTER 7 – AN INTRODUCTION TO BENTHIC
METABOLISM
7.1 Background
Benthic metabolism refers to rates of carbon cycling (the conversion of carbon between
organic and inorganic forms) in the benthic community. These rates depend on a range
of environmental factors (light, temperature, carbon substrate and nutrient availability).
Measurements of benthic metabolism usually assess the whole benthic community at a
site, not focusing on an individual species or zone within the benthic ecosystem.
Changes in benthic metabolic rates are often used to assess the impact of external
factors (e.g. increased nutrient inputs (2000) or bioturbation (1997)) on ecosystem
function. Benthic metabolism can strongly influence other biogeochemical processes
within the sediment. For example Christensen et al. (1990) noted that denitrification
activity of an ecosystem correlated with benthic metabolism and Algoni et al. (2008)
found that sediment ammonification and nitrification increased with increasing benthic
metabolism. Benthic metabolism is also linked directly to eutrophication and the
formation of anoxic marine zones (Diaz and Rosenberg 2008).
Estimates of benthic metabolism are also notoriously difficult to scale up. This can be
due to the limited spatial range of the technique used (eg. O2 microsensors (Revsbech
2005)) and the natural spatial and temporal heterogeneity of the benthic ecosystem
(Underwood and Kromkamp 1999). Yet measurements of benthic metabolism need to
be scaled up to global scales. Considering the climate implications of an imbalance
between CO2 sources and sinks, an accurate estimation of natural CO2 fixation and
production is critical. In order to quantify the impact of anthropogenic CO2 emissions it
is necessary to know how much is consumed and produced naturally.
Key to the rate of benthic carbon cycling are the biologically mediated processes of
respiration and primary production. During respiration organic carbon is oxidised to
inorganic carbon through the reduction of an electron acceptor. The reverse process,
primary production, is coupled to the oxidation of an electron donor. These two
processes are shown in Equation 7.1.

Equation 7.1
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Broader definitions of respiration include electron acceptors other than organic carbon
(e.g. H2) (lithotrophy). However, as this section focuses on carbon processing, only
carbon respiration (i.e. organotrophy - organic carbon acting as an electron donor
combining with an electron acceptor to form inorganic carbon (Kim and Gadd 2008))
will be discussed.
Aerobic respiration and photosynthetic production can be considered as special cases of
the governing reactions, where O2 is used as the electron acceptor (Equation 7.2).

Equation 7.2

There are, however, some carbon processes which do not utilise O2 and some O2
consuming processes which do not involve carbon. Non-O2 based carbon production
and respirative pathways include anaerobic production and respiration and heterotrophic
production (Sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4). Alternative oxygen consuming pathways include
the formation of metal oxides and nitrification. This means that an examination of
carbon processing using O2-based techniques alone will not correspond to the complete
mass of carbon flowing through the system.
One can directly quantify fluxes of inorganic carbon within the system. However this
approach can not discriminate between different carbon processing pathways (e.g.
anaerobic or aerobic respiration). A much better approach is to examine changes in
inorganic carbon and dissolved oxygen (O2) simultaneously. This identifies both the
rate of carbon cycling within the system and the carbon processing pathways in use.
Most studies aim at determining whether a system is acting as an inorganic carbon
source (i.e. respiration is greater than production) or as a sink of inorganic carbon (i.e.
production is greater than respiration) and the magnitude of this carbon flux.
Benthic metabolism can be quantified in terms of respiration (R), net ecosystem
production (NEP) and gross primary production (P) (Table 7.1). The definition of NEP
varies within the literature depending on whether R is defined as positive or negative.
For this study R is considered positive and NEP is defined as the difference between P
and R (Equation 7.3).
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NEP = P – R

Equation 7.3

NEP, P and R can be calculated using O2 or inorganic carbon-based methodologies,
although, as mentioned previously, these account for different carbon processing
pathways. To ensure that these measurements remain distinguishable NEP, R and P
measurements made using carbon-based methods will be labelled NEPc, Rc and Pc,
while NEPO2, RO2 and PO2 will represent those made using O2 (Table 7.1).
The NEP is often used to classify systems as either net heterotrophic – respiration
dominated, inorganic carbon-producing (i.e. a negative NEP) – or net autotrophic –
production dominated inorganic carbon-consuming (i.e. a positive NEP).
For this study, the benthic community was those organisms living on, near or in the
nearshore sediments of Lake Illawarra. This includes the autotrophic phytoplankton
within the water column, macrophytes rooted in the sediments and the
microphytobenthos growing on, near or in the surface sediment. However, many
previous studies have commented that the majority of the organic carbon processing
occurs within the sediments (Cunha et al. 1999; An and Joye 2001).

Table 7.1 – P, NEP and R definitions and relationship to changes in carbon and oxygen.
Parameter

Carbon

Oxygen

R

Rc – The mass of organic carbon consumed
over a set period of time or the mass of
inorganic carbon produced over a set period
of time

RO2 – The mass of O2 consumed over a
set period of time. Assumed equivalent
to the mass of O2 consumed by
respiration.

NEP

NEPc – The net increase in the mass of
organic carbon over a set period of time or
the net decrease in the mass of inorganic
carbon over a set period of time

NEPO2 – The mass of O2 produced less
that consumed over a set period of time.
Assumed equivalent to the mass of O2
produced by photosynthesis less that
consumed by aerobic respiration.

P

Pc – The mass of newly made organic
carbon over a set period of time or the mass
of inorganic carbon consumed over a set
period of time. Calculated based on
Equation 7.3 as Pc = NEPc + Rc

PO2 – The mass of O2 produced over a set
period of time. Assumed equivalent to
the mass of O2 produced by
photosynthesis. Calculated based on
Equation 7.3 as PO2 = NEPO2 + RO2
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7.2 Techniques in current use
Traditionally studies calculate NEP, P and R using the dark and light fluxes of a
measured variable. These variables can include dissolved O2, gaseous CO2 and water
column inorganic carbon (TCO2). Because measurements of O2 concentrations are
generally less labour intensive than those of carbon, O2-based techniques are more
common.
Photosynthetic production is generally considered the major form of production. As it
can not occur without light, dark fluxes can be considered representative of total
respiration (R). That is, the dark flux is equivalent to the mass of organic carbon
consumed (and hence inorganic carbon produced) by all respirative processes occurring
within the benthic ecosystem. Dark fluxes are measured either at night or by preventing
light from reaching the sediment using opaque lids, chambers or shading.
Light flux measurements are made during illuminated periods, either daylight (in situ)
or lamps in the laboratory. As both respirative and production processes occur during
illumination, light fluxes represent the Net Ecosystem Productivity (NEP) of the system.
The gross primary production (P) of the system is then determined from the NEP and R
(Equation 7.3).
Light fluxes determined in the laboratory are measured under constant light intensity
using lamps. In contrast, light intensity in the field is not constant, varying with solar
zenith angle, cloud cover and season. On a clear day light intensity, and therefore
dissolved oxygen concentration (DO), will be low in the early morning and afternoon
and peak at solar midday (Figure 7.1). In situ light can also have very different spectral
characteristics from laboratory light, which can affect benthic metabolism (Cibic et al.
2008). As photosynthetic O2 production (TCO2 consumption) varies depending on the
light intensity (Migne et al. 2002; Migne et al. 2004) differences in light intensity
between the laboratory and the field make it difficult to compare in situ and laboratory
studies.
The variability of light intensity in the field presents two problems for benthic flux
measurements. Firstly, measuring benthic O2 (or TCO2) flux as the linear rate of change
in the dissolved O2 (or TCO2 concentration) of the overlying water over a fixed period
assumes that O2 production will be constant within that period. As light intensity is not
necessarily constant, this may not be true. Secondly, as illustrated in Figure 7.1,
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variations in light intensity, due to clouds, lead to variations in O2 concentration and
hence calculated O2 flux.
Benthic metabolism measurement techniques can be divided into two broad categories,
those which examine short-term discrete measurements, often a light and a dark flux
measurement made over a 2 to 3 hour period, and those which are made continuously
over a 24 hour period.

Figure 7.1 – An example of the typical variation in light intensity (PAR – Photosynthetic activity
radiation) and dissolved oxygen concentration when measuring in the field. The data shown were
collected on the 31st August 2007 at the High-N field site. The effect of these variations on the calculated
O2 flux is also shown.
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7.2.1 Discrete measurements
The discrete measurement approach quantifies benthic metabolism using light and dark
flux measurements made over 2 to 3 hour periods. These measurements are then scaled
up and taken as representative of an entire day. This approach is limited as it:
1. assumes that benthic respiration is the same when illuminated and when dark;
2. is often based on the difference between two flux measurements i.e. consumption
and production over a short period (2-3 hours) within a day hence may not reflect
total daily production; and
3. assumes that production is constant within the period and do not take into account
any temperature or light induced changes in productivity.
Oxygen-based measurements
Benthic metabolism is often measured by examining the change in dissolved O2

concentration over a set illuminated period (light flux) and non-illuminated period (dark
flux). Measurements using this technique have been conducted in the field using opaque
chambers or bottles (e.g. Reay et al. (1995)) and in the laboratory using cores and
lightproof lids or bottles (e.g. Cook et al. (2004a)).
Carbon-based measurements
The difference between light and dark inorganic carbon (TCO2) flux has been used as an

estimate of P (Eyre and Ferguson 2002; Cook et al. 2004a; Qu et al. 2006). TCO2 is the
total dissolved inorganic carbon concentration of the water and can be calculated based
on the alkalinity, pH, salinity and temperature of a sample. Unlike O2-based
measurements, TCO2 flux measurements incorporate both anaerobic and aerobic
respiration and production. TCO2 flux measurements can be conducted in the field and
laboratory.

7.2.2 Open water O2-based method
The techniques discussed above were based on samples collected a one point in time
which were used to calculate daily rates of P. Methods which are based on multiple
samples (or continuous measurements) are better able to account for diurnal variation.
Odum (1956) viewed the change in dissolved oxygen concentration as a result of four
factors: photosynthetic production (PO2), consumption by respiration (RO2), diffusion to
or from the air above (DO2) and influx from ground water (GO2) (Equation 7.4). This
approach has become known as the open water oxygen or diurnal curve method.
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dO2
= PO2 − RO2 + DO2 + GO2
dt
Where,

dO2
dt

= O2 flux

PO2

= Ecosystem production

RO2

= Consumption by respiration

DO2

= Diffusion from the air into the water

GO2

= Influx from ground water

Equation 7.4

Note that the term GO2 is usually considered to be negligible and is ignored. The typical
diurnal variability in dissolved O2 concentration is shown graphically in Figure 7.2.
Odum (1956) also proposed a method for estimating the O2 diffusive flux (DO2) and
respiration rate (RO2). Hence, it is possible to calculate gross primary production (PO2)
from Equation 7.4 using the measured DO2 in combination with the respiration rate
(RO2) (which Odum calculated from the night time O2 fluxes). It is important to note
that this technique assumes that O2 consumption (respiration (RO2)) is constant
throughout the day and night. This is contentious. The majority of scientific literature
appears to suggest that constant O2 consumption is unlikely however, it is likely to be
constant throughout the night (Glud et al. 1992; Glud 2008).
Recent studies have measured daily rates of net ecosystem production (NEP = PO2-RO2)
based on 24-hour in situ continuous (5 min intervals) dissolved O2 measurements (Cole
et al. 2000; Atkinson et al. 2008). These studies estimated production (PO2) by assuming
that respiration (RO2) during the day was equivalent to RO2 during the night. Other
studies have applied the open water O2 method utilising half hour or 10 minute
dissolved O2 measurements from multiple sites to examine benthic production and
respiration in various estuarine and lagoon communities (Ziegler and Benner 1998;
Caffrey 2004).
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Figure 7.2 – “Component processes in the oxygen metabolism of a section of hypothetical stream during
the course of a cloudless day. Production (P), respiration (R) and diffusion (D) are given on an areal
basis. The combined effect of these rate processes for a stream 1m deep is given in ppm/hr (q). In the
lowermost curve are given the actual oxygen values that would result in a stream with a long
homogeneous community. The diffusion curve is linearly proportional to the oxygen concentration curve.
The shaded area delimited by t1 and t2 is used in Equation 5 to obtain an approximate production
estimate uncorrected for diffusion.” This figure and caption are reproduced from Odum (1956).
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A major limitation of the Odum (1956) open water method is its assumption that
changes in the dissolved oxygen concentration of the water column are due only to
biological activity and diffusion, not advection. Swaney et al. (1999) were able to
overcome this limitation by describing concentrations of dissolved O2 in terms of the
corresponding salinity and depth.
Poor vertical mixing within the water column can lead to the formation of distinct water
layers with differing temperatures and salinities. This stratification means that benthic
metabolism measurements made using the open water technique may only be
representative of the water layer the probe is located in rather than the entire water
column, making the measurements difficult to extrapolate to whole lake behaviour.
Although stratification can occur in deeper Australian coastal lagoons (e.g Lake
Victoria and Lake King mean depths 4.8 and 5.4 m) (Ian T. Webster 2001) it is not
common in shallow lakes like Lake Illawarra (mean depth 1.9 m). In fact early studies
of the lake have noted that “…evidently the lake is too shallow and its waters too well
mixed by wave action to develop a thermocline or even a significant vertical
temperature gradient.”(Ellis and Kanamori 1977; Ellis et al. 1977). These studies
suggest that water column stratification would not appreciably effect the benthic
metabolism measurements made in this study.

7.2.3 Open water inorganic carbon method
It is also possible to quantify benthic metabolism by examining changes in the inorganic
carbon concentration of the water. This is, however, complicated by the reactivity of
CO2 in the water.
Carbonate buffering system
CO2 released into the water column will react with water forming a series of equilibria

(Equation 7.5).
K
CO 3
CO 2 ( aq ) + H 2 O ←→
H 2 CO 3( aq ) ←H 2
→ H + ( aq ) + HCO 3
K

−
( aq )

K2
←→
2 H + ( aq ) + CO 3

2−
( aq )

Equation 7.5
Where,

K , K H 2CO3 and K 2

= Equilibrium constants

For simplicity CO2(aq) and H2CO3(aq) are commonly combined to give the hypothetical
species H2CO3*(aq) (Equation 7.6).
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K1
H 2CO3( aq ) * ←→
H + ( aq ) + HCO3

Where,

H2CO3(aq)*

K1

−
( aq )

K2
←→
2 H + ( aq ) + CO3

2−
( aq )

Equation 7.6

= CO2(aq) + H2CO3(aq)
= Equilibrium constant

From Henry’s law, the concentration of H2CO3* is proportional to the partial pressure
of CO2 in the water (pCO2 aq) (Stumm and Morgan 1970) (Equation 7.7).

[H 2CO3 *] = K H pCO2 aq
Where,

Equation 7.7

pCO2 aq

= The partial pressure of the CO2 in the water

kH

= Henry’s constant

The sum of concentrations of aqueous H2CO3*, HCO3- and CO32- is called the total
dissolved inorganic carbon (TCO2). This pool of carbon can be determined from the
[H2CO3*] and pH (Equation 7.8). Equation 7.8 is derived from the equilibria in
Equation 7.5 and the definition of TCO2 (Pankow 1991; Stumm and Morgan 1996;
Millero 2001).

[TCO2 ] =

[ H 2CO3 *]

α1

, α1 =

1
K
KK
1 + 1+ + 1 + 22
[H ] [H ]
Equation 7.8

Where,

TCO2

= [H2CO3(aq)*] + [HCO3-(aq)] + [CO32-(aq)]

[H2CO3*]

= [CO2(aq)] + [H2CO3] = KH pCO2

K1 and K2

= Equilibrium constants

Open water TCO2 techniques
Using TCO2 it is possible to construct a mass balance equation for inorganic carbon

similar to that of dissolved O2 (Equation 7.4) (Odum 1958; Ziegler and Benner 1998).
Inorganic carbon produced (or consumed) by the benthic community will either enter
(or leave) the TCO2 pool or be released (or absorbed) as CO2 to the atmosphere above
the lake. Hence, the change in the inorganic carbon concentration of the overlying water
is considered equivalent to the volume of inorganic carbon consumed by primary
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production (Pc) plus that produced by respiration (Rc) less that lost (or gained) due to
diffusive flux of CO2 ( DCO 2 ) or groundwater exchange (Gc). Note that the term Gc is
considered to be negligible, as with GO2.
= − Pc + Rc − DCO2 + Gc

dTCO 2
dt

Where,

= − ( Pc − Rc ) − DCO2 + Gc

dTCO2
dt

= TCO2 flux

Pc

= Ecosystem production

Rc

= Consumption by respiration

D CO 2

= Diffusion of CO2 from water to the air above

Gc

= Influx from ground water

Equation 7.9

Another consideration is the dissolution of CaCO3 (Section 1.4.7). However, the
solubility of CaCO3 is extremely low at netural pH, Ksp = 4.5 x 10-9 (Stumm and
Morgan 1970). As such, it is not expected to be an important inorganic carbon source in
this environment.
By examining the change in the carbon content of the marine system, the TCO2 pool,
the atmospheric CO2 and the dissolution of CaCO3, it is possible to determine the net
ecosystem production (NEPc = Pc - Rc). Studies that have used this approach tend to
quantify TCO2 using titrimetric techniques or by measuring pCO2 following Equations
7.7 and 7.8.
Open water TCO2 measured using titrimetric techniques
Studies using titrimetric techniques are labour intensive and tend to be limited to less

than six measurements per day (e.g Carmouze et al. (1991)). The change in the TCO2
between consecutive measurement times is determined and used to calculate dTCO 2 .
dt

D CO 2 can be estimated based on the aqueous TCO2 concentration and the atmospheric
CO2 concentration.
Periods of net production (i.e. negative TCO2 fluxes) do not always coincide with
daylight hours, with net respiration (i.e. positive TCO2 fluxes) often observed to occur
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after sunrise and before sunset (e.g. Carmouze et al. (1991)). Hence the NEP is not
equivalent to the sum of the light fluxes (TCO2 fluxes measured during daylight hours).
Instead the NEPc is calculated from the sum of the negative TCO2 fluxes. Rc is then
determined from the sum of the positive TCO2 fluxes.
Open water TCO2 measured using in situ techniques – Concentration difference
An alternative way of determining the TCO2 is by monitoring pCO2 and pH. Several in
situ pCO2 equilibrator systems have been utilised including ‘bubble Weiss’, ‘laminary

flow’ and ‘shower’ types (Frankignoulle et al. 2001; Frankignoulle et al. 2003; Gazeau
et al. 2005c). Equilibrators increase the rate of CO2 exchange between the aqueous and
gaseous phases. The pCO2 of the water sample is determined based on the CO2
concentration of an equilibrated air sample.
Measurements of this type do not make direct measurements of DCO2. Instead, DCO2 is
calculated using the gas piston velocity (KGP – a physical parameter describing the rate
of the diffusion of the gas out of the water, generally in units of cm/h) and the difference
between pCO2 of the water and the CO2 concentration of the atmosphere (Equation
7.10).
DCO 2 = αK GP ( pCO2 aq − pCO2 air )
Where,

D

= Gaseous diffusive flux

α

= Solubility coefficient

KGP

= Gas piston velocity

pCO2 aq

= Aqueous O2 concentration at time t

pCO2 air

= Solubility of oxygen at time t

Equation 7.10

For this an accurate knowledge of the atmospheric CO2 concentration at the study site is
required. Some studies did not measure atmospheric CO2 at the sample site, instead
concentrations were obtained from nearby meteorology stations or based on global
averages (Ziegler and Benner 1998; Cole et al. 2000; Frankignoulle et al. 2003; Gazeau
et al. 2005c; Zhang et al. 2006). This can be a source of error as gaseous concentrations
directly above the water body can be significantly higher than atmospheric
concentrations measured elsewhere (Hlavacova et al. 2006).
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Open water TCO2 measured using in situ techniques – Gaseous flux
Only one study of intertidal sediments has used direct measurements of CO2 flux to

quantify benthic metabolism. Migne et al. (2004) calculated Pc using twelve day time
and one nighttime CO2 flux measurement. Although the study clearly describes the
sediments as immersed, the water depth is unclear and photographs suggest very low
water levels (< 1 cm). The buffering effect of the carbonate system in the water was not
examined.
Another consideration is that carbon remineralisation has two main gaseous endproducts, CO2 and CH4 (Middelburg et al. 1996) (Section 1.4.5). Hence, it could be
important to account for both CO2 flux and CH4 flux when examining carbon
metabolism. There is no known published research that has examined the benthic
metabolism of submerged sediments by monitoring both these gaseous end-products.
One study has examined organic matter remineralisation in exposed sediments using
both CO2 and CH4 flux (Middelburg et al. 1996). However, as the focus was on exposed
sediments the contribution of dissolved carbon species was not assessed. The inclusion
of methane fluxes in benthic metabolism measurements of sub-tidal benthic
communities has not been reported in the literature.

7.2.4 Other techniques
Microelectrodes measuring pCO2 or PO2 have been implemented in benthic metabolism
studies for many years (Revsbech et al. 1980; Nielsen et al. 1990b; Hofman et al. 1991;
Epping et al. 1999; Nakamura et al. 2004). These electrodes are used to measure
profiles of O2 or CO2 within the sediment or a microbial mat from which the benthic
flux is determined. Benthic metabolism can also be examined by observing the
incorporation of 14C during incubations (Revsbech et al. 1981; Cook et al. 2007; Cibic
et al. 2008).
Pseudo in situ approaches, where extracted cores are spiked and then incubated in the
natural environment, have also been utilised (1991; 2008). Although having the clear
advantage of accurately simulating in situ environments these techniques disturb the
sediment and only examine small isolated sections of the lake bed (Cores with
diameters of 4.6 cm (Jonsson 1991) and 2.6 cm (Cibic et al. 2008)).
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7.3 Converting between oxygen andcarbon-based
measurements – the photosynthetic and respiratory quotient
Many measurements of benthic metabolism use changes in O2 concentrations as a proxy
for carbon processing. As such, these O2-based measurements need to be scaled to the
corresponding carbon change within the system. This is usually done through a
photosynthetic or respiratory quotient (PQ and RQ) defined in Equations 7.11 and 7.12.

PQ =

Moles of O2 produced
Moles of inorganic carbon consumed

Equation 7.11

RQ =

Moles of CO2 produced
Moles of O2 consumed

Equation 7.12

The most commonly used RQ is 1 (Ziegler and Benner 1998; Caffrey 2004; Gazeau et
al. 2005a). This assumes that the mass of O2 consumed by respiration corresponds
directly to the mass of inorganic carbon produced by respiration.
PQ can vary between site and season (Oviatt et al. 1986; Taddei et al. 2008). Many
estuarine and lagoon studies use a PQ ratio of 1.2-1.3 (Ziegler and Benner 1998;
Caffrey 2004; Gazeau et al. 2005a). However, the PQ may vary depending on the
nitrogen source used (NO3- or NH4+) and the composition of the organic matter formed.
The RQ and PQ of Lake Illawarra have not been measured in situ. Early studies of Lake
Illawarra used estimates of PQ and RQ based on tropical marine plants (Schramm et al.
1984; Qu et al. 2003). This may not be the best estimate considering that Lake Illawarra
is a temperate lagoon. Laboratory studies of Lake Illawarra sediments have noted that
both PQ and RQ vary depending on the site, ranging between 0.52-1.84 and 0.83-3.0,
for PQ and RQ, respectively. Most PQ values were < 1.0, while RQ was generally near
2.0 (Qu et al. 2006).

7.4 Australian benthic metabolism measurements
Measurements of benthic metabolism in Australian estuarine and lagoon ecosystems are
rare. Some laboratory based measurements have been made in the past (Cook et al.
2004a; Eyre and Ferguson 2005; Qu et al. 2006) and one study approximated in situ
conditions using isolated cores (Ferguson et al. 2004), but there are no known published
in situ measurements of Australian lagoon benthic metabolism.
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7.5 Summary and objectives
A range of techniques for the assessment of benthic metabolism have been developed in
the past, which quantify benthic metabolism by measuring the change in the oxygen or
carbon content of the ecosystem. These techniques can be divided into two categories
those that are based on discrete measurements and those which use continuous in situ
data. The most commonly used techniques are based on discrete measurements, making
them difficult to scale up to diurnal or yearly scales. They are also often laboratory
based and as such may not reflect environmental benthic metabolism. In contrast the
continuous in situ approaches allow the quantification of benthic metabolism over
greater temporal scales, however none have been used to examine benthic metabolism
in Australian estuarine or lagoon ecosystems.
Both in situ and laboratory methods, which assess benthic metabolism using oxygen
fluxes provide information about aerobic processing while carbon-based methods assess
both aerobic and anaerobic processing. These are distinct but equally important sets of
information about biological processing within the system. It is important to use both
approaches when assessing the benthic metabolism. No known previous assessments of
benthic metabolism have included the production of methane in their examination of
submerged ecosystems.
Data from this study allows the examination of benthic metabolism from both an O2 and
carbon-based perspective. The following chapters demonstrate the use of this data set
using the established O2-based open water method (Chapter 8) and a newly extended
continuous carbon-based approach (Chapter 9). These are the first reported in situ
continuous benthic metabolism measurements made in an Australian estuarine lagoon.
Previous benthic metabolism measurements have been made based on a series of
assumptions (e.g. constant respiration rates) that can be tested from this study’s results.
Chapters 8 and 9 also contain a comparison of these results to laboratory data collected
previously at the study site, at other Australian estuarine systems and to international in
situ data. A comparison of the results obtained using the O2-based and carbon-based

approaches was conducted in order to investigate the partitioning between anaerobic
and aerobic carbon cycling (Chapter 9)
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CHAPTER 8 – OXYGEN-BASED ESTIMATES OF BENTHIC
METABOLISM
8.1 Overview and aims
This chapter uses an open water O2 approach (Section 7.2.2) to assess benthic metabolism
in situ within Lake Illawarra. The results are compared to laboratory measurements made in
previous studies of Lake Illawarra sediments and other Australian estuarine systems and to
in situ continuous measurements made in international studies. The measurements will also
be examined for diurnal and seasonal changes in carbon cycling. The key aims of this
chapter are to examine the effects of sediment disturbance on benthic metabolism and to
relate differences in the organic matter composition of the sediments to changes in benthic
metabolic rates.
Ultimately the continuous O2-based measurements will be compared to concurrent in situ
measurements of benthic metabolism made using a carbon-based technique, as detailed in
Chapter 9. This comparison will be used to examine the partitioning between anaerobic and
aerobic processing in near shore lagoon sediments and to calculate respiratory and
photosynthetic quotients for Lake Illawarra.

8.2 Open water O2 technique
8.2.1 Outline
Daily average net ecosystem production (NEPO2), gross primary production (PO2) and
respiration (RO2) rates were estimated based on continuous dissolved oxygen
measurements. To achieve this, a series of calculations were conducted using the collected
dissolved O2 concentrations, water temperature and salinity measurements.
Hourly rates of change of the dissolved O2 concentration were calculated from the
continuous O2 data set at each site.
O2 saturation deficits were determined using the dissolved O2 concentration, water
temperature and salinity data.
O2 reaeration constants (KO2(20)) and respiration rates (RO2(20)), normalised to 20
°C, were calculated using the hourly O2 fluxes, the O2 saturation deficits and water
temperature.
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Hourly O2 diffusive flux rates were determined using temperature and KO2(20), and
combined with the hourly rates of change in dissolved O2 to calculate NEPO2 (PO2 RO2) rates.
Hourly production rates (PO2) were determined from the NEPO2 rates, temperature
and temperature adjusted RO2 rates.
Daily average NEPO2, PO2 and RO2 rates were then calculated.

8.2.2 O2 flux measurements
Oxygen flux was determined for each hour as the linear rate of change in the dissolved O2
concentration over time (Equation 8.1).
dO2 mV
=
dt
A
Where,

Equation 8.1

dO2
= O2 flux (mg O2/L/day)
dt
m

= The slope of the regression line obtained by plotting the concentration of dissolved
oxygen (mg O2/L) as a function of time (day)

V

= Volume of water within the chamber (L)

A

= Surface area of the sediment (m2)

This technique assumes a linear increase (or decrease) in oxygen concentration during the
60 min time interval. This can lead to a poor fit when rapid changes in light availability,
which influence photosynthetic rates, lead to deviation from linearity. The hourly O2 fluxes
(Figures 8.1 and 8.2) show a pattern of uptake during the night and production during the
day, similar to that observed and predicted in previous studies (e.g. Odum (1956)).
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Figure 8.1 – Hourly O2 flux during summer 2007 at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites. Grey line
represents photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) and blue bars correspond to the calculated O2 flux. Error
bars are ± 1 SD.
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Figure 8.2 – Hourly O2 flux during winter 2007 at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites. Grey line
represents photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) and blue bars correspond to the calculated O2 flux. Error
bars are ± 1 SD.
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8.2.3 Predicting water temperatures
Water temperature is a key parameter when interpreting dissolved oxygen data. Continuous
measurements of water temperature were collected at the majority of sites during the 2007
field trials. However, there are gaps in the data sets (Section 3.3.1). A simple water
temperature model was constructed from the available water temperature data. This was
used to supplement the existing data sets and allowed the derivation of NEPO2.
Water temperature can be influenced by heat exchange between the water body and the air
above, light absorbed within the water or by the sediment below and radiated back into the
water column and by evaporative cooling on the surface of the water (Culberson and
Piedrahita 1996). Evaporative cooling, as described by Culberson and Piedrahita (1996), is
directly related to wind speed and direction; the stronger the wind the more evaporative
cooling. Wind direction is important for two reasons. Firstly, the topography of the water
body and its surroundings mean that the site may be protected from winds from certain
directions. The orientation of the water body in relation to the wind direction is also
important. For example, a rectangular shaped water body orientated in a north to south
direction will be more influenced by physical changes in the lake (e.g. wave development)
induced by northerly or southerly winds than those in an easterly or westerly direction.
Water depth also influences water temperature as an increase in the volume of water
increases the amount of energy required for an equivalent rise in temperature. For example,
a water body of surface area 0.09 m2 and depth 2.5 cm requires ~9 kJ to increase by 1 °C,
where as a water body with the same surface area but a depth of 25 cm requires ~90 kJ to
increase by 1 °C.
Temperature gradients in the water body can complicate the analysis. A year-long study by
Ellis and Kanamori (1977) examined surface and bottom water temperature variations at 8
sites within Lake Illawarra. Water depths of the sites examined ranged between 0.91 and
3.35 m. They found an average temperature difference between the surface and bottom
water of 0.3 °C. Average surface/bottom water temperature difference at their shallowest
site (0.91 m) was < 0.16 °C. Considering that the water depths examined in the current
study were less than half that of the shallowest Ellis and Kanamori (1977) site water
column stratification was expected to be small, far smaller than the estimated uncertainty of
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the model. As such, the impact of water column stratification was not included in the
model.
A simple linear model (Equation 8.2) was created, incorporating the following factors:
- light intensity (PAR - Photosynthetic active radiation) (µmol/m2/sec)
- air temperature (°C)
- wind speed (km/h)
- wind direction (°)
- water depth (including tidal variation) (cm)

These factors were identified by Culberson and Piedrahita (1996) and were considered the
major controllers of water temperature in near shore areas.
T (t ) = C1 I (t ) + C 2Tair (t ) + C3Wspeed (t ) + C 4Wdir (t ) + C5WL (t ) + C 6
Where,

T(t)

= Water temperature at time t (°C)

I(t)

= Light intensity at time t (mV)

Tair(t)

= Air temperature at time t (°C)

Wspeed(t)

= Wind speed at time t (km/h)

WDir(t)

= Wind direction (°)

WL(t)

= Water level at time t (cm)

C1, C2,C3, C4, C5 and C6

= The fitted parameters

t

= Time (decimal days)

Equation 8.2

The wind speed and wind direction data were collected at Bellambi and Albion Park,
located approximately 8 km and 0.5 km from the north-east and south-west edges of the
lake, respectively, and provided by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. The wind speed
and direction data were reported hourly at Albion Park and half-hourly at Bellambi, where
each data point was the average of a ten minute sample period. Air temperature and light
intensity were measured at each site at 2 to 3 min intervals. To ensure compatibility with
flux measurements, hourly averages of these local measurements were calculated for use in
the model.
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Water depth was considered constant (no tidal correction) at all sites except at the Exposed
site during winter 2007. Previous studies have measured the tidal range of Lake Illawarra as
< 1.5 cm (Wollongong City Council 1976) and < 5 cm (Messner 1982) at the western bank
of the lake directly across from the lake entrance. Considering the distance of our sites from
the lake entrance, the in-filling of the lake entrance which has occurred (Lake Illawarra
Authority 2008) and the comparative size of the estimated tidal range (< 2 cm) and the
water depth during summer 2007 (20 to 47 cm) tidal variations water depth were not
considered important during summer 2007. Winter 2007 water depths were far lower (< 3
cm) making tidal influence an important consideration. The water at the Protected and
High-N sites was isolated from the main body of the lake for the duration of the winter

2007 studies, hence no tidal corrections were made, only the water depth at the Exposed
site was adjusted for tidal influence. Periodic depth measurements made at this site were
used to create a baseline water depth. This was combined with a simple cosine function, of
period 12 hours (i.e. a semi diurnal tide) and amplitude 2 cm as observed during the field
trial. The phase of the wave was set by the field observations.
Due to the paucity of temperature data at some sites (e.g. Exposed) it was not possible to
conduct a fit between the model and the data collected at each site separately, instead the
water depths, air temperatures, light intensities, wind speeds and wind directions from all
sites and field trips were combined into a single data set. A regression between the
combined data set and the corresponding water temperature data was made (Equation 8.2)
using Microsoft Excel.
The wind direction was not significant in the fit between the data and the model (t < ttable, p
=0.05). Although wind direction is known to be an important factor in water temperature,
the differing orientations of the three sites meant that different wind directions affected
each site to different extents. The data was refitted with the wind direction data excluded.
A comparison of the predicted water temperatures from this fit to the measured
temperatures is shown in Figure 8.3. The R2 value (0.89), suggests that the model captures
89 % of the variability in the data. There was some spread of the data around the y = x line
as expected given the dynamic nature of the lake and that the model was combining
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averages of different temporal frequencies (continuous in comparison to 10 mins in each
hour). The model satisfied the research aim to estimate hourly water temperatures.
The root-mean-square deviation in the predicted water temperature was ± 2 °C. The
regression coefficients and the corresponding statistical parameters for the fit can be found
in Appendix F – Table F.1. Using the model, water temperatures at all sites during all field
trips were predicted (Figures 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6).
The predicted water temperatures are generally well matched to the water temperature
measurements of winter 2006 and winter 2007 (Figures 8.4 and 8.6). There is a large
deviation evident in the Protected site’s winter 2007 data on the night of day 2 (Figure 8.6)
due to a large storm event that introduced a large volume of freshwater, decreasing the
temperature, a phenomenon that had been noted in other studies (Gazeau et al. 2005a). The
model does not account for changes in water temperature due to the addition of water of a
different temperature (advection). A similar advection induced difference between
modelled and observed temperature is apparent on the first night of the summer 2007 HighN site data set, and the tidally induced changes in water temperatures at the Exposed site in

winter 2007.

Figure 8.3 - Comparison of the predicted and measured water temperatures. Black line is y = x.
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Figure 8.4 – Predicted and measured water temperature values at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites in
winter 2006.

Figure 8.5 – Predicted and measured water temperature values at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites in
summer 2007.
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Figure 8.6 – Predicted and measured water temperature values at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites in
winter 2007.

The model is able to predict the temperature within ± 2 °C. Generally the model fits the
collected data better during winter than in summer and can predict night time temperatures
lower than those measured in the field. This is especially apparent in the Protected site’s
data (Figure 8.5). This could be due to stratification of the water column where water
closer to the surface is warmer than the water below but this is unlikely (Section 7.2.2).

Key findings and implications
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-

A linear model, based on the air temperature, light intensity, wind speed and
water depth, was successfully developed (R2 = 0.89) and was able to predict
the average temperature of the water body to within ± 2 °C.

-

The model does not take into account advection within the water body. Hence,
it does not fit well during rain events and at sites heavily influenced by tidally
induced changes in water composition.

-

The model does not account for the effects of stratification on temperature
however considering the low water depths examined in this study (< 0.5 m)
and the well mixed nature of the lake (Ellis and Kanamori 1977; Ellis et al.
1977) the impact of water column stratification is not expected to be
significant.

8.2.4 Calculating O2 saturation deficits
O2 saturation deficits are the difference between the measured dissolved oxygen
concentration and the equilibrium concentration at the corresponding temperature and
salinity. O2 solubility of the water was calculated based on the formulation of Benson and
Krause (1984) (Equation 8.3) which determines the solubility of oxygen in water from the
temperature and salinity of the water body. When calculating the O2 solubility the collected
water temperature data were used, when available. At other times the predicted water
temperatures were used. Benson and Krause (1984) determined the error in the calculated
oxygen solubilities to be < 0.1 %. But a 2 °C change in temperature (the uncertainty in the
predicted water temperatures) would lead to a 3 % difference in the resulting saturation
deficit. Hence, an error estimate of 3 % was used in all further error calculations.
ln[O2 sol ] = −139.34411 +

1.575701× 105 6.642308× 107 1.243800 × 1010 8.621949× 1011
10.754 2140.7 

−
+
−
− S  0.017674 −
+

T
T
T2
T3
T4
T2 


Equation 8.3
Where,

[O2sol]

= Predicted solubility of O2 (mg/L)

T

= Temperature (K)

S

= Salinity (PSU)

O2 saturation deficits at each site were calculated from the difference between the measured
dissolved oxygen concentration and the equilibrium concentration (Equation 8.4).
SatDef = [O2sol] – [O2]
Where,

SatDef

= O2 Saturation deficit (mg/L)

[O2]

= Measured dissolved oxygen concentration (mg/L)

Equation 8.4

8.2.5 Determining O2 diffusion constants and respiration rates
The O2 diffusion constant (KO2) relates the measured flux of O2 and the concentration
gradient between the water and the air above which drives the flux (Equation 8.5). It can
vary depending on the disturbance of the surface of the water. For example, the KO2 value
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of a still pond will be far lower than that of a bubbling stream. It can also be influenced by
wind velocity and direction, water depth and temperature.
D(t ) = K O 2 SatDef (t )
Where,

Equation 8.5

D(t)

= Gaseous diffusion at time t (mg/L/day)

KO2

= O2 diffusion constant (/day)

Changes in temperature affect the viscosity, density and surface tension of water altering
the rate of O2 exchange (i.e. O2 diffusion constant). The magnitude of this effect was
established by Elmore and West (1961) (Equation 8.6).
K O 2 (T ) = K 02 (20 ) × 1.0241( T −20 )
Where,

Equation 8.6

K 02 (T )

= O2 diffusion constant at T °C (/day)

K 02 (20 )

= O2 diffusion constant at 20°C (/day)

T

= Temperature (°C)

Respiration rates are also temperature dependent (Bowie et al. 1985; Butcher and
Covington 1995). In this study the formulation of Grace and Imberger (2006) has been used
to model this effect (Equation 8.7).
RO 2 (T ) = R02 (20) × 1.072 (T −20 )
Where,

Equation 8.7

R02 (T )

= Respiration at T °C (mg O2/L/day)

R02 (20)

= Respiration at 20°C (mg O2/L /day)

The observed oxygen flux is a function of the difference between ecosystem production
(PO2) and respiratory consumption (RO2), gaseous diffusion to (or from) the air above (DO2)
and groundwater diffusion (GO2) (Equation 7.4). By examining only night time data (no
photosynthetic O2 production, PO2 = 0) and assuming that groundwater exchange is
negligible (GO2 = 0) it is possible to combine Equations 7.4 and 8.5 and model the O2 flux
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as a function of time, temperature, and saturation deficit with constants R02(T) and KO2(T)
(Equation 8.8).
dO2 (t )
= K O2 (T ) (SatDef (t )) − RO2 (T )
dt
Where,

dO 2 (t )
dt

Equation 8.8

= O2 flux at time t (mg/L/day)

A linear regression between the night time saturation deficits and corresponding oxygen
fluxes was used to calculate the R02(T) and KO2(T) of each site. This regression was
conducted in the programming language IDL (ITT Visual Information Solutions 2010)
using the LINEST function, based upon Numerical Recipes in C (Press 1995). Due to the
uneven spread of the data, a bootstrap analysis (n = 500) was used to determine the best
estimate of the uncertainty in the fitted parameters. These parameters were then normalised
to 20 °C following Equations 8.6 and 8.7 and are shown in Table 8.1. The regressions, the
O2 fluxes predicted using the temperature corrected parameters and the observed O2 fluxes
are shown in Appendix F, Figures F.1 and F.2.
Dissolved O2 data were collected at the High-N site in summer 2007 for one night during
which a large rain event occurred. This limited data set had one large outlier (QCalc > Qtable,
p = 0.1), possibly caused by an influx of rainwater, which resulted in a poor fit between the
model and the observations, and subsequently a large uncertainty estimate. Removal of the
outlier increased the calculated diffusion constant and respiration rate but they did not
differ significantly (t << ttable, p =0.05).
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Table 8.1 – Mean O2 diffusion constants (KO2(20)) and respiration rates RO2(20) normalised to 20 °C
calculated during summer and winter 2007 at Exposed, Protected and High-N sites. These were determined
by a linear regression between the observed night time oxygen fluxes and saturation deficits (Equation 8.8).
Error is ± 1 SD obtained from a bootstrap analysis of the data (n=500).
Summer 2007 (February-March)
Site
Exposed
Protected
High-N*
High-N*†

O2 Diffusion Constant - K02(20)

Respiration Rate - RO2(20)

(/day)

(mg O2/L/day)

2.8 ± 0.6
5.0 ± 0.8
3 ±5
5±2

15 ± 3
26 ± 4
20 ± 20
30 ± 10

Winter 2007 (July-August)
Site

O2 Diffusion Constant - K02(20)

Respiration Rate - RO2(20)

(/day)

(mg O2/L/day)

Exposed
2±1
Protected
3.1 ± 0.8
High-N
5.3 ± 0.8
*
Based on very limited data - 6 data points only, one large outlier.

30 ± 20
50 ± 10
49 ± 7

†(KO2(20)) and RO2(20) determined with a large outlier removed.

O2 diffusion constants
The O2 diffusion constants (KO2) are consistent with others reported previously for shallow
waters and slow flowing rivers (Odum 1956; Grace and Imberger 2006). The O2 diffusion
constants measured in summer at Exposed and High-N sites (2.8 ± 0.6 and 5 ± 2 /day,
respectively) were not significantly different to those measured in winter (2 ± 1 and 5.3 ±
0.8 /day, respectively). However the O2 diffusion constant observed at the Protected site
decreased from summer to winter. This is most likely linked to changes in the water depth
between the seasons. As a measure of oxygen exchange between the water and the
atmosphere, the O2 diffusion constant increases with the disturbance of the water’s surface
and the gross movement of water within the lake and the water column (MacIntyre et al.
1995). Due to the low water levels experienced in winter 2007 it was not feasible to place
the chamber in the main body of the lake, so it was placed in a smaller isolated section of
the lake, reducing gross water movement. Hence, lower O2 diffusion constants were
expected and observed. When the water was deeper, as in summer 2007, the impact of large
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scale turbulence of the lake water was presumably transported through the chamber. Hence
the metabolic measurements made at the Protected site during winter 2007 (unlike those of
summer 2007) may only represent the fringing areas of the lake and should be scaled up to
whole lake estimates with caution.
Instrumental artefacts may also have decreased the measured KO2(20) in winter 2007. The
frit through which the air flowed (see Section 3.2.3 and Figure 3.1 for details) was closer to
the surface of the water in winter 2007 decreasing the disturbance of the water surface and
possibly KO2(20).
Respiration Rates
Respiration rates (RO2(20)) were lower in the Exposed sites sediments, suggesting that the
benthic community is less active than those of the more sheltered sites. Considering the
detrimental effect of sediment disturbance on the structure and diversity of the benthic
community (Sparks-McConkey and Watling 2001) this is not surprising. This observation
is similar to laboratory studies (Hancke and Glud 2004) which found decreased production
and respiration in resuspended sediment samples when compared to intact cores.
Normalised respiration rates (RO2(20)) did not differ significantly between seasons.
However seasonal variations in temperatures will affect actual respiration rates. Mean
temperatures were ~10 °C higher in summer hence rates of respiration would be
approximately double those of winter (Equation 8.7).
The rates estimated here compare well with laboratory studies. The rates measured in this
study are normalised to 20 °C, while those measured in earlier (laboratory based) studies of
Lake Illawarra (2006) are reported without incubation temperatures and water depths.
However, assuming an incubation temperature of 20 °C and a water depth of at least 5 cm
the rates (Rates reported by Qu et al. (2006) 20–240 mg O2/L/day) are comparable to those
of this study (15–50 mg O2/L/day, Table 8.1). Similarly, our in situ measurements (15–50
mg O2/L/day, Table 8.1) are of the order of those noted in laboratory studies of other
Australian marine ecosystems, 2–80 mg O2/L/day (Eyre and Ferguson 2002; Cook et al.
2004a; Eyre and Ferguson 2005) and field studies of freshwater ecosystems, 1–100
mg O2/L/day (Grace and Imberger 2006). At this point, this study’s data appears to be the
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only in situ measurements of coastal Australian marine respiration rates.

Key findings and implications
-

Estimates of the O2 diffusion constant (KO2(20)) are similar to those collected
in the literature for shallow waters and slow flowing rivers.

-

The in situ respiration (RO2(20)) measurements are similar to those measured
in other Australian estuarine and lagoon ecosystems using laboratory based
techniques and field studies of freshwater systems. Field studies of Australian
estuarine systems were not available for comparison.

-

Respiration rates were lower in Exposed sediment than more protected sites,
most likely due to the detrimental effect of sediment disturbance on the
structure and diversity of the benthic community.

8.2.6 Calculating net ecosystem production (NEPO2)
The NEPO2 (PO2-RO2) was calculated as the aqueous O2 flux  dO2  less the O2 diffusive
 dt 

flux (DO2) (Equation 7.3 and 7.4). The O2 diffusive fluxes at each site were calculated using
the O2 diffusion constant determined at each site (Table 8.1) and the saturation deficit
(Equation 8.5).
The error in the NEPO2 was calculated from the standard error associated with each O2 flux
measurement and the calculated O2 diffusion rate. The resulting estimates are at times up to
30 % (Figures 8.1 and 8.2). The error associated with the O2 diffusive flux was determined
based on the precision in the calculated saturation deficit (estimated at 3 %, as discussed
previously), the temperature and the calculated precision in the O2 diffusion constants
(Table 8.1 and Equation 8.10).
NEPO2 during summer 2007 and winter 2007 are shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.8,
respectively. In winter 2007, the Protected and High-N sites had predominantly negative
NEPO2 (net O2 consumption). NEPO2 at the Exposed site in winter 2007 is far more
variable, at times negative (net O2 consumption) and at other times positive (net O2
production). During calm periods, the night time summer NEPO2 rates are negative while
daytime NEPO2 rates are positive, or more positive than those observed at night.
Periods of strongly negative NEPO2 observed at the Exposed site on days 3 and 4 in summer
2007 correspond with disturbance periods (Table 4.4, Section 4.4.4). This also corresponds
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with the observed increases in nitrogen compounds (nitrate + nitrite and ammonia in the
overlying water - Figure 5.8, Section 5.4.2) and turbidity (Table 5.1, Section 5.4.6).
Previous research has linked disturbance induced increases in NEP to nutrient stimulated
increases in production (Carmouze et al. 1991). Our results demonstrate the opposite.
Although disturbance increases the availability of nutrients, NEPO2 decreases significantly.
Turbidity also increased, reducing the light availability in the water column, impeding
photosynthetic activity, which would decrease production. Disturbance is also known to
introduce oxygen rich surface water to deeper layers of the sediment, stimulating aerobic
respiration and introducing fresh sources of organic carbon. As aerobic metabolic rates are
generally greater than anaerobic rates (Anderson et al. 1986; Boucher et al. 1994a) this
would lead to increases in the total respiration rate. This respiration stimulation combined
with the obstruction of photosynthesis (production) could lead to the increased negative
NEPO2 observed during disturbance periods.
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Figure 8.7 – Net ecosystem production (NEPO2), PAR and disturbance periods at the Exposed, Protected and
High-N sites in summer 2007. Error bars are ± the standard error in the NEP. This error was calculated
using the standard error associated with each O2 flux measurement and the error in the calculated O2
diffusive flux. Blue bars are disturbance periods. The PAR is shown as a grey line.
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Figure 8.8 – Net ecosystem production (NEPO2),, PAR and disturbance periods at the Exposed, Protected and
High-N sites in winter 2007. Error bars are ± the standard error in the NEP. This error was calculated using
the standard error associated with each O2 flux measurement and the error in the calculated O2 diffusive flux.
Blue bars are disturbance periods. The PAR is shown as a grey line.
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Net ecosystem production (NEPO2) is generally more positive in summer than in winter.
Increased light availability stimulates photosynthetic O2 production while increased
temperatures increase biological activity. Thermally induced increases in benthic
metabolism have also been observed by Grant (1986), who found a six-fold increase in
NEPO2 when water temperatures increased from 6 to 13 °C. The salinity of the overlying
water also affects benthic metabolic rates, as Farris and Oviatt (1999) found that decreased
salinity lead to reduced NEPO2 values. They suggested that this was linked to either
physiological responses of the biota, concurrent changes in nutrient distribution or light
limitation due to changes in water composition. Lower salinities were observed in the
present study during winter 2007 (Figures 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20) and may be linked to the
lower NEPO2 values. Increased NEPO2 between summer and winter may also be linked to
increased dissolved nutrient concentrations (Section 5.4.2). It is unlikely that just one of
these variables is responsible for the change in NEPO2 between summer and winter, the
increase in NEPO2 is probably due to the cumulative action of increased temperature,
nutrient availability and salinity.
Night time NEPO2 (-RO2 as PO2 = 0) at the Protected and High-N sites were consistently
negative through summer and winter 2007. Exposed NEPO2 rates measured at night in
winter 2007 were quite variable with both positive and negative NEPO2 rates observed. As
NEPO2 is the difference between the O2 produced by photosynthesis and that consumed by
respiration, positive NEPO2 values at night are theoretically impossible. Yet, brief periods
of positive NEPO2 late at night on day 1 and day 2 were observed at the Exposed site in
winter 2007 (Figure 8.8). While this could suggest some new source of O2 as this peak
corresponds with increases in water temperature it is more likely that this is a tidal influx of
water. That is, the advection of a new mass of water with a higher dissolved oxygen content
creating the apparently positive NEPO2 value.
Although the limited data for the High-N site in summer 2007 makes a comparison between
the three sites difficult, NEPO2 rates in sediments with lower organic carbon concentrations
(Protected and Exposed) are generally more positive than those with higher organic carbon
concentrations (High-N). This trend is evident in both summer and winter data sets.
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Key findings and implications
-

Sediment disturbance led to short-term decreases in net ecosystem production
(NEPO2).

-

Increased sedimentary organic carbon and nitrogen seems linked to more
negative NEPO2 rates (i.e. respiration dominated) however, the limited data set
in summer makes such a comparison difficult.

8.2.7 Calculating gross primary productivity (PO2)
The gross primary productivity (PO2) (Figures 8.9 and 8.10) was determined using the
NEPO2 (Figures 8.7 and 8.8) and temperature dependent respiration rates (Table 8.1). The
error in the derived PO2 was calculated using the uncertainty in the NEPO2, temperature and
the respiration rate (RO2). As discussed earlier, the Exposed sites winter O2 fluxes appear
affected by the tidal influx of water (Section 8.2.6), hence they do not reflect benthic
metabolic activity and have been excluded from this assessment of benthic metabolism.
PO2 is a measure of the rate of photosynthesis in the benthic environment. It is expected to
increase in summer due to increased light availability and increased temperature. These
increases were observed, with the summer PO2 at least a factor of two higher than that of
winter. Similar seasonal increases in primary production have been observed previously
(Underwood and Kromkamp 1999; Caffrey 2004; Migne et al. 2004).
Some of the observed PO2 rates are negative; although the vast majority of these are not
significantly different from zero (Figure 8.9 and 8.10). These physically unreasonable
negative values suggest that the current approach is under-estimating RO2 (or
over-estimating the NEPO2). The negative PO2 values which differ significantly from zero
can be divided into two broad categories. The first are those which occurred during the day
time and coincided with periods of rapid decreases in solar radiation (PAR) (Winter 2007
Protected days 2 and 4 or High-N day 2 and summer 2007 Exposed day 2). During these
periods decreased rates of photosynthetic activity and heightened thermally driven rates of
respiration will coincide. These periods will be particularly affected by any underestimation of RO2.
Respiration rates (RO2) were determined using night time dissolved O2 and temperature
data. Although RO2 were adjusted to day time temperatures, the night time temperatures
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were restricted to a narrower range (~3 °C) and were 5 to 10 °C colder than those observed
during the day. Extrapolation of these respiration rates to warmer temperatures could lead
to the poor estimates of RO2 observed in this study. This is supported by the poor fit
between the observed and fitted O2 flux rates observed at higher temperatures in, Appendix
Figures G.1 and G.2.
The second category of negative PO2 events are those which occur during or following
lengthy disturbance events (e.g. days 3 and 4 at the Exposed site). The introduction of
oxygenated water deeper into the sediment during disturbance events perturbs the normal
microbial ecosystem, allowing facultative anaerobic bacteria to consume O2 rather than
alternative less efficient electron acceptors (including NO2-, NO3-, SO42-), re-oxidising the
reduced sediments. Therefore, O2 respiration rates measured during this period are higher
than those measured during calm periods (Glud 2008). This suggests that at disturbance
prone sites it may be advantageous to calculate two respiration rates, one based on data
collected in calm periods and one on disturbance influenced periods. This was not possible
in this study due to the limited size of the data set. Carbon-based techniques (See Section
7.2) would provide a better estimate of the true respiration rate at sites prone to disturbance
events, as carbon-based techniques include anaerobic respiration.

Key findings and implications
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-

The combination of reduced light availability and warm temperatures can lead
to the calculation of negative PO2 values.

-

Disturbance events influence PO2 values, most likely by altering the oxygen
profile and carbon availability within the sediments. If respiration rates are
estimated based only on data collected in calm periods, then they may
underestimate respiration rates during and after disturbance events.

Figure 8.9 – Gross primary productivity (PO2), PAR and disturbance periods at the Exposed, Protected and
High-N sites in summer 2007. Error bars are ± the standard error in the gross primary productivity. This
error was calculated using the error associated with the NEPO2, the calculated RO2(20) and temperature.
Grey lines correspond to the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) while the pale blue bars represent
disturbance periods.
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Figure 8.10 – Gross primary productivity (PO2), PAR and disturbance periods at the Protected and High-N
sites in winter 2007. Error bars are ± the standard error in the gross primary productivity. This error was
calculated using the error associated with the NEPO2, the calculated RO2(20) and temperature. Grey lines
correspond to the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) while the blue bars represent disturbance
periods.

8.2.8 Daily average respiration (RO2), net ecosystem production (NEPO2) and
gross primary productivity (PO2)
Daily average respiration, net ecosystem production and gross primary production rates
were calculated by collating the hourly values of NEPO2, PO2 (Figures 8.8 - 8.11) and RO2
(calculated from Table 8.1 using Equation 8.7), a mean value for each hour was then
determined and the mean values summed to obtain daily averages (Table 8.2) (plots of the
mean values can be found in Appendix F, Figures F.3 and F.4). Data collected during
disturbance periods were excluded from these averages. To simplify comparisons to
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previous studies and to later carbon-based assessments (Chapter 9) these results are given
in mmol O2/m2/day (different units to those shown previous figures and Table 8.1).
The calculation of the NEPO2 and PO2 values in Table 8.2 can be influenced by the times of
the measurements. For example, if the majority of the data were collected at night and in
the early mornings and late afternoons then a falsely low PO2 would be calculated.
Similarly, data collected only near midday, during periods of peak photosynthetic
production, would produce an overestimate of the actual PO2. Data collected at High-N in
summer 2007 was limited to the midday and afternoon periods of the first two days. Thus,
it could have led to a misleadingly high estimate of benthic production. This effect was
mitigated by taking advantage of the symmetric nature of the NEPO2 and PO2 data and
estimating the missing morning data using the afternoon data (Figure G.3).
Our summer NEPO2 values (-310 to -150 mmol O2/m2/day, Table 8.2) were more negative
than previous Australian laboratory-based measurements made using O2-based techniques
which ranged between - 50 and 260 mmol O2/m2/day (Masini and McComb 2001; Eyre and
Ferguson 2002; Qu et al. 2003; Cook et al. 2004a; Eyre and Ferguson 2005; Qu et al.
2006). However our results were similar to international in situ studies, made using O2based techniques (NEPO2= - 330 to 850 mmol O2/m2/day) (Swaney et al. 1999; Caffrey
2004; Barron et al. 2006). Similarly, our measured summer PO2 rates
(80 to 350 mmol O2/m2/day, Table 8.2) were slightly larger than those measured in
laboratory based studies of Australian coastal lagoons and estuaries, - 12 to 300 mmol
O2/m2/day (Masini and McComb 2001; Qu et al. 2003; Cook et al. 2004a; Eyre and
Ferguson 2005; Qu et al. 2006), but within the range of those measured in international in
situ studies, - 140 to 1300 mmol O2/m2/day (Ziegler and Benner 1998; Swaney et al. 1999;
Caffrey 2004; Barron et al. 2006) (data collected by Swaney et al. (1999) were reported in g
C/m2/day, the photosynthetic quotient (PQ) was assumed to be 1.2 and was used to convert
the data to mmol O2/m2/d – Section 7.3).
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Table 8.2– Mean daily respiration calculated from the regression of night time data (RO2), net ecosystem
production (NEPO2) and gross primary production (PO2) rates at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites
derived from changes in O2 concentrations in summer and winter 2007. The uncertainties are calculated
using standard error propagation methods based on the standard deviation of each mean hourly RO2, NEPO2
and PO2 measurement.
Summer 2007
Site

(mmol O2/m /day)

Net Ecosystem Production
(NEPO2)

Gross Primary Production
(PO2)

(mmol O2/m2/day)

(mmol O2/m2/day)

224 ± 6
384 ± 5
600 ± 40
450 ± 40

- 150 ± 20
- 180 ± 20
- 260 ± 40
- 310 ± 40

80 ± 20
210 ± 20
350 ± 70
280 ± 30

Respiration (RO2)
2

Exposed †
Protected
High-N *
High-N •

Winter 2007
Site

Respiration (RO2)
2

(mmol O2/m /day)

Net Ecosystem Production
(NEPO2)

Gross Primary Production
(PO2)

(mmol O2/m2/day)

(mmol O2/m2/day)

Exposed ^
8.7 ± 0.2
-7±2
Protected
14.6 ± 0.1
- 12.5 ± 0.3
High-N
37 ± 2
- 30.2 ± 0.4
†
Disturbance influenced
•
Morning data estimated using afternoon data
* Limited data
^ Extremely low water levels and tidally influenced

2.1 ± 0.3
7±2

The average net ecosystem production rates at all three sites during summer and winter
2007 were negative. Based on these figures Lake Illawarra is a net heterotrophic, carbonproducing, CO2 releasing system. These findings are consistent with previous studies of the
lake (Qu et al. 2006) and are common in nutrient rich estuarine and lagoon systems
(Meyercordt and Meyer-Reil 1999; Caffrey 2004). The classification of the lake as a net
carbon-producing system also fits with previous calculations in which Lake Illawarra was
found to be a net source of atmospheric CO2 (Section 6.4).
Considering the limited data available from the High-N site during summer, it is difficult to
comment on the effect of elevated OrgC and OrgN on NEPO2 and PO2. However both
summer and winter data shows benthic respiration for High-N sediments to be larger, often
more than double that of Protected and Exposed sites which had less organic matter. This is
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similar to the findings of Cole et al. (2000) and Eyre and Ferguson (2005) who observed
increased benthic respiration rates with increased organic carbon content. PO2 and NEPO2
rates also increase with increased OrgC and OrgN. Benthic metabolic rates should increase
with increased substrate availability (2008), hence higher metabolic rates were expected at
High-N which was far richer in OrgC and OrgN than the other two sites (Section 5.3.3).
Benthic metabolic rates (RO2, NEPO2 and PO2) measured in Exposed sediments were lower
than those of the more protected sites (Protected and High-N), most likely due to the
detrimental effect of sediment disturbance on the structure and diversity of the benthic
community.
Average NEPO2 and RO2 rates were found to be at least an order of magnitude higher during
summer than winter, whereas PO2 increased by approximately two orders of magnitude.
These results imply that while increasing temperatures increase all biological activity
(respiration and photosynthesis), the combination of increased temperatures and increased
light availability in summer means that photosynthetic rates increase more than respiration
rates. This contrasts with the laboratory findings of Glud et al. (1992) who found that, at a
fixed light intensity, increases in temperature increased the rate of respiration far more than
that of production.

Key findings and implications
-

Lake Illawarra is a consistently net heterotrophic (inorganic carbon-producing)
system.

-

Links between increased respiration and production rates and increased
sediment organic carbon and nitrogen were evident.

-

Sediment disturbance led to lower benthic metabolic rates (RO2, NEPO2 and
PO2), most likely due to the detrimental effect of sediment disturbance on the
structure and diversity of the benthic community.

-

Both respiration and gross primary productivity increase in summer. Gross
primary productivity increased approximately an order of magnitude more than
respiration.

8.4 Conclusion
Sediments with increased organic carbon and nitrogen were observed to have higher
benthic metabolic rates, often double those of sites with lower (by a factor of ~5)
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concentrations of organic nitrogen and carbon. Benthic metabolism also varied seasonally,
with respiration and gross primary productivity increasing in summer. However, the
combination of increased temperatures and light intensity during summer lead to primary
productivity increasing an order of magnitude more than respiration.
Sediments prone to disturbance have smaller average benthic metabolic rates (RO2, NEPO2
and PO2) than those of more protected sites, most likely due to the detrimental effect of
sediment disturbance on the structure and diversity of the benthic community.
Clearly lagoon benthic metabolism is controlled by a complex interplay of factors:
disturbance events, sediment organic carbon and nitrogen concentrations and seasonal
shifts in temperature and PAR. The effect of these spatially varying factors must be
carefully considered when designing protocols to assess ecosystem wide benthic metabolic
activity in situ.
Nearshore zones are important sites of organic matter (carbon and nitrogen) cycling yet
clearly disturbance events can disrupt these processes. Although many disturbance events
(including the many of those observed in this study) are natural some are anthropogenic
(for example wharf, jetty and drain construction). Ensuring that “controllable events” occur
during the winter months, a period of naturally lower benthic metabolic activity, may
alleviate their detrimental effect on benthic metabolism.
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CHAPTER 9 –CARBON-BASED ESTIMATES OF
BENTHIC METABOLISM – A NEW APPROACH
9.1 Outline
The previous chapter examined benthic metabolism using an oxygen-based approach.
This chapter contains the accompanying carbon-based benthic metabolism examination
made using an extension of the established in situ open water inorganic carbon
technique. These in situ open water inorganic carbon measurements are the first in
Australian lagoon ecosystems. The results will be interpreted in light of current
Australian laboratory based data and international in situ data and used to examine
diurnal and seasonal variations in benthic metabolism as well as the influence of
disturbance events. The inorganic carbon-based measurements will be combined with
those made using the oxygen-based technique (see Chapter 8) to calculate respiratory
and photosynthetic quotients. Most importantly, this study aims to use the concurrent
inorganic carbon and oxygen-based measurements to examine the partitioning between
aerobic and anaerobic in nearshore lagoon sediments and to identify any dominant
benthic carbon cycling processes.
This new technique is based on the established concentration difference TCO2 approach
outlined in Section 7.2.3, where changes in dissolved TCO2, together with DCO2
(atmospheric CO2 diffusive flux) (Equation 9.1) are used to determine net ecosystem
production, NEPC = PC - RC.
= − Pc + Rc − DCO2 + Gc

dTCO 2
dt

Where,

= − ( Pc − Rc ) − DCO2 + Gc

dTCO2
dt

= TCO2 flux

Pc

= Ecosystem production

Rc

= Consumption by respiration

D CO 2

= Diffusion of CO2 to or from the air above

Gc

= Influx from ground water

Equation 9.1
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The traditional approach (Section 7.2.3) relies on measurements of the partial pressure
of CO2 in the water (pCO2), atmospheric concentration of CO2, salinity, temperature and
pH to determine the total inorganic carbon content of the water (TCO2) and the
atmospheric CO2 flux. In contrast, our method uses measurements of the CO2
atmospheric flux, atmospheric concentration of CO2, salinity, temperature and pH to
predict pCO2 and hence the TCO2. Hourly net ecosystem production rates (NEPc) were
calculated from hourly rates of change in TCO2 and the diffusive CO2 and CH4 flux.
This method takes advantage of the simultaneous measurements of CO2 and CH4 flux,
atmospheric CO2 concentration, water temperature and pH made in this study.

9.2 Open water TCO2 technique
9.2.1 Aqueous CO2 estimates (pCO2 aq)
pCO2 aq was estimated using the concentration of CO2 in the air above the lake
(pCO2 air), the measured CO2 flux and the corresponding gas piston velocity (KGP) and
CO2 solubility (α) values (Equation 9.2). This is a common method of predicting
diffusive CO2 flux (Frankignoulle et al. 2001; 2001; 2003; Gazeau et al. 2005a; 2005b;
2005c) (Section 3.5.1).
D = αK GP ( pCO2 aq − pCO2 air )
Where,

D

= Gaseous diffusive flux (µmol/m2/h)

α

= Solubility coefficient(µmol/cm3/atm)

KGP

= Gas piston velocity (cm/h)

pCO2 aq

= Aqueous CO2 concentration at time t (atm)

pCO2 air

= Solubility of carbon dioxide at time t (atm)

Equation 9.2

The pCO2 air value was the concentration measured in the cell at the end of the flush
cycle (Do) (Section 3.2.6). During the flush cycle, air in the gas analysis cell is flushed
with atmospheric air collected at the lakeshore (< 20 m from the chamber). No large
short-term variations were evident in this pCO2 air concentration. Considering the spatial
variability in CO2 concentration, especially near aquatic sources and sinks (Hlavacova
et al. 2006), using atmospheric CO2 measurements made at the sample site is a more
accurate estimate of pCO2 air than the approach of previous studies which used global
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CO2 averages (Ziegler and Benner 1998; Cole et al. 2000) or measurements taken at
meteorological stations located kilometres away (Ziegler and Benner 1998;
Frankignoulle et al. 2003).
The gas piston velocity (KGP) is a measure of the rate of gaseous exchange between the
water and the atmosphere. It increases with the disturbance of the waters surface and the
gross movement of water within the lake and the water column. Hence KGP is strongly
influenced by wind speed (MacIntyre et al. 1995). Changes in temperature and salinity
also affect the viscosity and density of the surface of the water altering the rate of gas
exchange. For expedience, studies examining wind speed and gaseous exchange
generally normalise their KGP values to freshwater CO2 exchange at 20°C. These
normalised gas piston velocities can then be indexed between different temperatures,
salinities and gases using Schmidt number scaling (Equation 9.3). The Schmidt number
of CO2 in freshwater at 20°C is 600 hence the normalised values are known as K(600)
values. This topic is further explored in Baulch et al. (2010) and MacIntyre et al (1995).

K GPGas1 = K GPGas 2
Where,

 ScGas1 


Sc
 Gas 2 

−n

Equation 9.3

K GPGas1 , K GPGas 2

= Gas piston velocity (cm/h)

ScGas1, ScGas2

= The Schmidt number at the appropriate temperature and salinity

n

= Factor proportional to the gas transfer velocity which can vary
depending on wind speed and is most commonly set to ½ (Gazeau
et al. 2005a).

A range of parameterisations of the relationship between K(600) and wind speed have
been proposed, these are summarised graphically in Figure 9.1 (Liss and Merlivat 1986;
Wanninkhof 1992; Carini et al. 1996; Cole and Caraco 1998; Raymond and Cole 2001).
Some studies have examined gas exchange in the ocean (Liss and Merlivat 1986;
Wanninkhof 1992) while other have focused on estuaries (Borges et al. 2004), rivers
(Carini et al. 1996) or freshwater lakes (Cole and Caraco 1998).
The relationship between wind speed and K(600) can vary, not just between
environment type (ocean vs. estuary) but also between locations with in the one
environment type (Scheldt estuary vs. Thames estuary) (Figure 9.1). In fact, Borges et
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al. (2004) found that, for estuaries, the parameterisations were highly site specific due to
differences in the contribution of tidal currents and wind fetch.
As a parameterisation of the wind speed, K(600) relationship for Lake Illawarra has not
been established, this study uses the Borges et al. (2004) formulation for Randers Fjord.
Although slightly smaller (surface area = 22 km2) than Lake Illawarra (surface area = 35
km2) Randers Fjord, like Lake Illawarra, is a microtidal estuary (tidal range < 20 cm)
and is expected to have similar wind speed to gas exchange characteristics. Another
advantage of using the Borges et al. (2004) formulation is that, like this study, it is
based on gas flux measurements made using the floating chamber method. It is
important to note, that as these parameterisations are highly site specific, the calculated
K(600) value is only an estimate. A detailed study using either inert gas tracers or
simultaneous chamber and equilibrator measurements (outside the scope of this project)
is required to establish a wind speed and K(600) parameterisation for Lake Illawarra.
As noted earlier, meteorological data were not measured at each site, rather the data
collected at two Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) stations located nearby has been used.
The effective wind speed (EffWindSp) at each location was calculated as the mean of the
wind speeds reported at the two BoM stations weighted by their respective distances
from each site (Equation 9.4). The effective wind speed was used to calculate K(600)
values.

 DisBWSpeed AP + DisAPWSpeed B 

EffWSpeed = 
(
)
2
Dis
+
Dis
B
AP


Where,

Equation 9.4

EffWSpeed

= Effective wind speed (m/s)

DisAP

= Distance from site to Albion Park weather station (km)

DisB

= Distance from site to Bellambi weather station (km)

WSpeed AP

= Wind speed at Albion Park weather station (m/s)

WSpeed B

= Wind speed at Bellambi weather station (m/s)

K(600) values were indexed to the observed temperatures and salinities (Equation 9.3).
Schmidt numbers were calculated based on temperature using the seawater formulation
of Wannikhof (1992) (based on Jahne (1987) and Wilke and Chang (1955)) and
adjusted to the measured salinity as described in Gazeau et al.(2005a). The CO2
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Figure 9.1 – The parameterisations of the relationship between K(600) (cm/h) and wind speed (m/s) of
Liss and Merlivat (1986) (Blue), Wannikhof (1992) (Purple), Carini et al. (1996) (Light green), Cole and
Caraco (1998) (Dark green), Raymond and Cole (2001) (Orange) and at three European estuaries
Borges et al. (2004)(Red).

solubility was determined at the corresponding temperature and salinity according to
Wiess (1974). The density of the water was calculated based on the salinity and
temperature as described in Millero (2001). The estimate of precision for the pCO2
values was calculated based on the uncertainty in the CO2 flux measurements,
atmospheric CO2 concentration, K(600) in the Borges et al. (2004) formulation and the
solubility (caused by the 2 °C uncertainly in the temperature fit, Section 8.2.3).
The pCO2 values determined in this study (Figure 9.2) are similar to the pCO2 values (0
to 10,000 ppm) measured in other estuarine and marine environments (Frankignoulle et
al. 1998; 2003; Gazeau et al. 2005a; 2005c). Increases in pCO2 from winter to summer
(Figure 9.2) are expected as increased temperatures in summer lead to increased
respiration and CO2 production. Clear diurnal cycles are seen with increased pCO2 at
night.
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Figure 9.2 – pCO2 and light intensity at the Exposed (Orange line), Protected (Green line) and High-N (Blue line) sites in winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007. Error
bars are ± 1 standard error. Grey lines correspond to photosynthetic active radiation (PAR). Light blue bars indicate periods of sediment disturbance.
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Key Findings and Implications
-

pCO2 estimates are similar to other in situ measurements reported in the
literature. These could be improved by establishing wind speed and K(600)
parameterisation specifically for the sites of interest.

-

pCO2 was found to vary diurnally and between seasons.

9.2.2 Calculating aqueous total inorganic carbon (TCO2) and Flux
When the carbonate buffering system is at equilibrium it is possible to determine
[H2CO3*] (the sum of [CO2(aq)] and [H2CO3(aq)], Equation 7.6) by knowing the partial
pressure of CO2 (pCO2 aq) in the water as calculated in section 9.2.1 (Henry’s law)
(Stumm and Morgan 1970) (Equation 7.7). The concentration of H2CO3* was calculated
using the predicted solubility of CO2 based on water temperature and salinity and the
equations of Weiss (1974). The uncertainty in the concentration of H2CO3* was
calculated using standard error propagation using the uncertainty in the pCO2 value and
in the solubility of CO2.
The concentration of TCO2 can be calculated from the concentration of H2CO3*, pH and
first and second equilibrium constants of carbonic acid (Equation 7.8). The equilibrium
constants of carbonic acid were calculated using the measured salinity and temperature
according to Roy et al. (1993; 1994b; 1996b) and the calculated TCO2.
The pH measurements made in this study were conducted using a pH probe calibrated
using standard buffers on the pH NBS scale. Increases in the ionic strength of the
sample change the liquid junction of the probe, so measurements made using this scale
do not correspond to true pH values when made in seawater (i.e. salinities > 30 ‰). The
difference between the true and measured pH in seawater is small but increases with
salinity, from 0.003 to 0.1 pH units (Millero 2001). Although not appropriate for
seawater measurements, Frankignoulle and Borges (2001) found that in estuarine water
(0 – 30 ‰) the NBS scale could be used when calculating pCO2. The highest salinities
reported in our study (30 ‰) equate to a scale difference of 0.003 pH units which
increases the uncertainty in the resulting TCO2 concentration by only 0.04 %.
Considering that the uncertainty in the TCO2 is generally of the order of 8 to 15 % this
scale difference has been discounted as a source of significant error.
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In these calculations, the contribution of calcium carbonate dissolution and calcification
to the concentration of CO32- in the water column was ignored. We, along with others,
have assumed that either these processes are negligibly small or that the mass of CO32released by CaCO3 dissolution is equivalent to that consumed by precipitation (Gazeau
et al. 2005c; Martin et al. 2007).
As TCO2 concentration was determined using pH it was limited to the sites and field
trips which had reliable pH data. These were the Protected site in winter 2006 and the
Exposed site during all three field trials. The TCO2 concentration at these sites varied

with the time of day and season and ranged between 0.02 and 16 mmol/L, averaging 3.8
mmol/L. The derived TCO2 concentrations are shown in Figure 9.3.
The TCO2 concentrations (Figure 9.3), especially those measured in the warmer parts of
the day (up to 16 mmol/L), are higher than those of most other estuarine studies (e.g. de
la Paz (2007) between 2.30 and 4.89 mmol/kg) but well within the range of those
observed in saline lakes (0.12 to 2140 mmol/L, see review by Duarte et al. (2008)). The
disparity in TOC2 concentrations between saline lakes and other water bodies is usually
attributed to their active biological communities and ‘hydrologically terminal’ nature
(i.e. carbon compounds which enter or are produced within the lake, remain within the
lake) (Duarte et al. 2008) and is evident in the current study’s results.
During winter increases in TCO2 were generally correlated with increased light
availability and temperature, peaking in the middle of the day (Figure 9.3). This trend
was not observed in summer where TCO2 peaked early in the morning. Inorganic
carbon is produced by benthic communities during respiration and consumed during
production. When benthic-based TCO2 consumption (e.g. photosynthesis) is greater
than respiratory TCO2 production, TCO2 will decrease during the daytime and increase
at night, peaking just prior to dawn. This was observed during summer 2007 but not in
winter. Instead, winter TCO2 concentration peaked in the middle of the day and during
other periods of increased temperature. This indicates that respiration out-competes
biological production during the winter months, whereas production processes dominate
in the summer months. This corresponds well with our findings using the O2-based
method (Section 8.2.8).
TCO2 concentrations were similar in winter 2006 and summer 2007 but lower in winter
2007. Decreased TCO2 production is expected in the colder months due to the thermally
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driven decrease in biological activity, however, there is a decrease in TCO2 production
between winter 2006 and winter 2007 even though temperatures and light availability
were similar. This was probably driven by the change in sediment characteristics of the
measurement site. The organic carbon concentration in the winter 2007 Exposed
sediments was only a quarter of the winter 2006 (Section 5.3.3, Figure 5.3) and the 2007
sediment contained far less fine particles (the fraction < 63 µm) than in 2006 (Section
5.3.2, Figure 5.2), both of which have been linked to decreases in microbial biomass
(Koster and Meyer-Reil 2001). Hence the amount of biological activity occurring within
the sediment, especially carbon processing, would be expected to be lower in the 2007
sediments leading to lower TCO2 concentrations.
Although diurnal patterns in the TCO2 concentration data are as expected, there are
short-term variations in the TCO2 concentration due to the dynamic nature of the
system, water movement and weather. To calculate TCO2 fluxes it was essential that
changes in the [TCO2] reflected the changes in the carbon content of the system rather
than the short-term variation between individual data points. To achieve this, smoothed
curves based on a 5 point binomial weighted average were generated (Figure 9.3), with
the flux at time t calculated as the difference between the TCO2 concentration at time t
+1 hour and t – 1 hour. This reduced the relative magnitude of the estimated error but
also slightly reduced the temporal detail.
Distinct periods of negative night TCO2 flux (TCO2 uptake) occurred at both the
Exposed and Protected sites in winter 2006 (Appendix F, Figure F.5). This was not

initially apparent from the changes observed in pCO2 in Figure 9.3 which showed
increasing pCO2 during the night. However, when the pCO2 values were combined with
the pH, water temperature and salinity (Equations 7.8 and 7.10) it is evident that these
pCO2 increases were due to chemically and thermally induced changes in the
partitioning within the carbonate buffering system. An example of this is shown in
Figure 9.4, where an increase in pCO2 corresponds to a decrease in TCO2.
Statistics derived from the resultant in situ TCO2 fluxes are summarised in Table 9.1.
The mean TCO2 fluxes estimated in this study (0 to 40 mmol/m2/hr) are within the
range of values reported by Australian laboratory studies (-290 to 170 mmol/m2/hr)
(Eyre and Ferguson 2002; Cook et al. 2004a; Eyre and Ferguson 2005; Qu et al. 2006)
and international in situ and laboratory TCO2 flux measurements (0.1 to 31
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mmol/m2/hr) (2004). However peak TCO2 fluxes measured in situ in this study are
much higher, up to 1000 mmol/m2/hr. Laboratory studies typically use constant
temperatures and light intensities which reflect the mean conditions experienced in the
field. In contrast, the light intensity and temperature of in situ studies vary throughout
the day which could lead to the relatively high TCO2 fluxes observed in this study.
Also, it is important to note that the in situ measurements reported in Forja et al (2004)
were made in much deeper water (1.5 to 40 m) than those of this study (< 0.5 m), again
decreasing the temperature range and light intensity and hence observed TCO2 fluxes.
These differences may be due to spatial and temporal variability, however, they could
also indicate that laboratory based studies may be a good way of examining the average
TCO2 flux but could grossly under estimate peak TCO2 processing.

Key Findings and Implications
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-

TCO2 concentrations observed in our study were four times higher than other
estuarine studies but similar to those of saline lakes due to the ‘hydrologically
terminal’ nature and rich biological ecosystems typical of these lakes.

-

The TCO2 concentration was dominated by photosynthetic consumption in the
summer months but controlled by thermally driven respiration in winter.

-

Measurements made using the constant light and temperature regimes of
laboratory studies are good estimates of average TCO2 flux but may under
estimate TCO2 fluxes during periods of elevated temperature and light
intensity. The scaling up of laboratory measurements to monthly or yearly
time-scales could be problematic.

Figure 9.3 – TCO2, water temperature and PAR at the Exposed (Yellow) and Protected (Green) sites in
winter 2006, the Exposed site in summer 2007 and winter 2007. Running average is a 5 point boxcar
average of the TCO2. Error bars are ± 1 standard error calculated as described in text. Grey lines
represent photosynthetic active radiation (PAR), while the red lines correspond to the water temperature.
Light blue bars show the sediment disturbance periods.
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Figure 9.4 - pCO2, pH and temperature and calculated TCO2 over night at the Exposed site during winter
2006. Error bars are ± 1 standard error.

Table 9.1 – Average, maximum and minimum TCO2 fluxes at the Exposed and Protected sites. Error
estimates are ± standard error, these are quite large due to the small differences between TCO2
concentrations.

Season

Site

Average TCO2 Flux
2

Max TCO2 Flux
2

Min TCO2 Flux

(mmol C/m /hr)

(mmol C/m /hr)

(mmol C/m2/hr)

Exposed

- 15 ± 10

250 ± 40

- 140 ± 80

Protected

- 40 ± 20

1000 ± 200

- 800 ± 200

Summer 2007

Exposed

- 8 ± 20

500 ± 200

- 500 ± 200

Winter 2007

Exposed

- 0 ± 0.3

8±3

-10 ± 3

Sites and
fieldtrips
combined

-

- 19 ± 8

1000 ± 200

- 900 ± 200

Winter 2006
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9.2.3 Net Ecosystem Productivity
The net ecosystem productivity (NEPC) can be calculated using the total inorganic
carbon flux that is the sum of the TCO2 flux and the atmospheric CO2 flux (DCO2)
(Equation 7.9). However, as methane (CH4) can be an end-product of carbon
remineralisation (Section 7.2.3), CH4 flux data will be included in this examination of
inorganic carbon change. CH4 is not very soluble, < 0.03 g CH4/L in seawater at STP
(2001). Hence, water will be quickly saturated in CH4 and any CH4 produced or
consumed by the benthic organisms will be reflected in the atmospheric methane flux.
With this in mind, the TCO2 flux was calculated using an extension of the mass balance
approach outlined previously in Equation 9.1 (Equation 9.5). However, considering the
relative magnitudes of the CO2 and CH4 diffusive fluxes, CO2 on average 30 times
larger, the addition of the CH4 flux is not expected to make a large difference to the
calculated NEPC.
dTCO2
= − ( Pc − Rc ) − DCO2 − DCH 4 + Gc
dt
Where,

dTCO2
dt

= TCO2 flux (mmol C/m2/h)

PC

= Ecosystem production (mmol C/m2/day)

RC

= Consumption by respiration (mmol C/m2/day)

D CO 2

= Diffusion of CO2 to or from the air above (mmol C/m2/h)

DCH 4

= Diffusion of CH4 to or from the air above(mmol C/m2/h)

GC

= Influx from ground water (mmol C/m2/h)

Equation 9.5

NEPc (Pc - Rc) rates were calculated from TCO2, CO2 and CH4 fluxes assuming that the
ground water flux was negligible (Figure 9.6). The units mmol C/m2/day are used to aid
comparison between the carbon-based data shown in Figure 9.6 and the O2 data shown
in Table 8.2. TCO2 flux was the dominant component when calculating NEP rates in all
field trials and at both sites.
NEPc rates varied throughout the study, responding rapidly to changes in light intensity
(Figure 9.6). These variations are apparent at the Exposed site during summer 2007 on
days 3 and 4, where, during cloudy periods, the benthic metabolism switches from net
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inorganic carbon-consuming (production dominated, NEPc > 0) to net inorganic carbonproducing (respiration dominated, NEPc < 0). NEPc at the Protected site during winter
2006 (-22000 to 20000 mmol C/m2/day) was more than double that of the Exposed site
(-6000 to 4000 mmol C/m2/day). Similarly summer NEPO2 rates (Figures 8.11 and 8.12)
were also approximately two fold larger at the Protected than the Exposed site.
Sediment disturbance events are likely to reduce benthic metabolic rates as these events
can decrease light availability, perturb the microbial ecosystem and alter the redox
layers within the sediment.
The Exposed site’s NEPc rates were higher in summer 2007 (-12000 to 12000 mmol
C/m2/day) than winter 2006 (-6000 to 4000 mmol C/m2/day) and an order of magnitude
higher than winter 2007 (-200 to -230 mmol C/m2/day). Peak in situ rates of NEPc
(20000 mmol C/m2/day) are far higher than the maximum NEP observed in the
laboratory using Lake Illawarra sediments, 186 mmol/m2/day (Qu et al. 2006).
Net NEPC rates
Average daily rates of NEPc were calculated from 24 hourly averages, one for each hour

of the day, as described for NEPO2 (Section 8.2.8). Data collected during all disturbance
periods were excluded from these averages. Plots used for these calculations are shown
in Appendix F, Figure F.6. Average NEPC rates estimated for winter 2006, summer
2007 and winter 2007 at the Exposed site were -50, 400 and -20 mmol C/m2/day,
respectively, while the average measured at the Protected site in winter 2006 was 200
mmol C/m2/day. The uncertainties associated with these measurements are very large
due to the large uncertainty in the TCO2 flux. Large uncertainties are often associated
with NEPc estimates (Eyre and Ferguson 2002; 2005).
The average daily NEPc rates measured in winter 2006 and winter 2007 at the Exposed
site (-50 and -20 mmol C/m2/day, respectively) are similar to those reported previously
in laboratory based studies of Australian lagoons (-190 to 0 mmol C/m2/day (Eyre and
Ferguson 2002; 2005; Qu et al. 2006)) and international studies (- 63 and 5 mmol C
/m2/day (1998)). But the net positive NEPc fluxes reported at the Protected site in winter
2006 and the Exposed site in summer 2007 (200 and 400 mmol C/m2/day, respectively)
are unique. While the periodic uptake of inorganic carbon has been observed in
Australian sediments (2001) all previous Australian studies have observed negative
NEPc flux (respiration > primary production). A key difference between the current
study and earlier Australian studies is the nearshore location of the sites (water depth <
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Figure 9.5 – Net ecosystem productivity (NEPc), PAR and disturbance periods at the a) Protected and b)

Exposed sites in winter 2006, the c) Exposed site in summer 2007 and the d) Exposed site in winter 2007
as bars with the dashed lines as ± 1 standard error. Note the scale change between seasons and site. Grey
lines are the measured photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) while the blue regions higlight disturbance
periods.
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0.5 m, compared with previous in situ studies 1.5 to 40 m). Shallow sites are typically
warmer and have higher light intensities at the sediment water interface than deeper
water sites, factors which increase net inorganic carbon assimilation (Section 1.4.4)
(Roden and Tuttle 1996). Hence the positive net NEPC fluxes observed at the Exposed
site in winter 2006 and the Protected site in summer 2007 are most likely due to their
shallow water locations.
Diurnal patterns in NEPC fluxes
Seasonal changes in the diurnal pattern of NEPC fluxes were evident in the data. Winter

NEPC fluxes tended to be negative during the morning, switching to positive fluxes in
the afternoon and during the night. This pattern was very clear in the winter 2006 data
of the Protected site (Figure 9.5 a) but not as obvious in the NEPC fluxes of the Exposed
site (Figure 9.5 b and d), especially 2007, most likely due to the effects of sediment
disturbance and the low water levels experienced in winter 2007. The summer NEPC
flux pattern was much more variable but generally positive during the photo-period and
negative at the night (Figure 9.5 c). These two distinct patterns in NEPC flux suggest a
seasonal switch between summer and winter in the dominant carbon cycling processes.
The metabolic pathways of microorganisms which cycle carbon can be classified in
terms of their energy source (chemical or light – chemo or photo), carbon source
(organic or inorganic – auto or hetero), electron donor (organic or inorganic – litho or
organo) and electron acceptor (oxygen or not – aerobic or anaerobic) (Section 1.2). A

careful examination of the NEPC flux observations, along with other data collected in
this study, suggests that winter carbon cycling is dominated by anaerobic
chemoorganoheterotrophic carbon processing while photolithoautotrophy

(photosynthesis) dominates in the summer. The distinctive pattern evident in the winter
NEPC fluxes (negative during the morning, switching to positive fluxes in the afternoon
which gradually decrease over the night) shows that carbon cycling is not dominated by
light driven processes; instead a chemical energy source or chemotrophic metabolic
pathway is being used. The winter pattern (peak NEPC fluxes in the early evening,
Figure 9.5 a, c and d) also suggests that anaerobic rather than aerobic organic carbon
production dominates as peak NEPC flux occurs during periods where warm
temperatures and decreases in light attenuation combine. Similarly, the decreases in
NEPC flux observed following periods of sediment disturbance, where O2 is introduced
to the sediments, (Figure 9.5 a, compare the night of days 2 and 3 with that of day 4)
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also supports the hypothesis that anaerobic production is occurring during winter.
Finally, a comparison of the NEPC and NEPO2 fluxes (Figure 8.8), although limited to
winter 2007, which shows larger NEPC fluxes and two very different patterns of NEP,
suggesting that anaerobic processes dominate carbon processing in these nearshore
sites.
Positive NEPC fluxes observed during winter indicate the net consumption of inorganic
carbon (and production of organic carbon). As highlighted previously this must be a
chemotrophic process consuming inorganic carbon as either the electron donor

(chemolithotrophic), the carbon source (chemoautotrophic) or assimilate it during
carboxylation reactions (chemoheterotrophic, this process is also known as
“heterotrophic carbon dioxide fixation”) (Roslev et al. 2004; Kelly and Wood 2006).
The periods of net inorganic carbon uptake (Positive NEPC fluxes) observed in this
study is presumably due to some combination of these processes.
The activity of chemolithotrophic nitrifiers, acetogenics (acetate producers), sulfate and
hydrogen oxidisers (who use inorganic carbon as an electron donor to produce organic
carbon) is known to be quite high in marine environments (Schmitz et al. 2006).
Chemolithotrophic production has been observed within sediments in laboratory studies
(Thomsen and Kristensen 1997) and within the water column in dark bottle experiments
(Taylor et al. 2003). However, chemolithotrophic production has not been observed to
dominate in such nearshore environments (Section 1.4.4) and has always been
accompanied by net inorganic carbon release to the overlying water. This does not
match with the positive NEPC fluxes observed in the current study hence the dominant
route of inorganic carbon assimilation can not be chemolithotrophic production and
must be due to Chemoorganoautotrophic (i.e. chemically driven primary production) or
chemoorganoheterotrophic (Heterotrophic inorganic carbon fixation or heterotrophic

production (Roslev et al. 2004)) carbon cycling. Chemoorganoautotrophy is thought to
be the dominant of the two but a series of studies have found that under the correct
conditions heterotrophs may out compete autotrophs (Johnson et al. 1983; 1991;
Revsbech 1994; Strauss and Lamberti 2000). Revsbech (2000) suggested that large
inputs of organic carbon to the sediments from algal blooms allowed the heterotrophic
bacteria to out compete photosynthetic producers for nitrogenous nutrients. Hence when
large sources of external carbon and an excess availability of organic carbon in
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comparison to organic nitrogen are available, chemoorganoheterotrophic activity may
well dominate chemoorganoautotrophic activity.
The NEPC fluxes alone cannot be used to distinguish between these two pathways,
however, there is other evidence which suggests that chemoorganoheterotrophy is likely
to dominate. Firstly, the sites examined are known to suffer from algal blooms (Rutten
et al. 2004), similar to the conditions reported by Revsbech et al. (1994), while runoff
and fluvial inputs contribute external sediment organic carbon, so clearly large sources
of external organic carbon are available. Secondly, the measured C:N ratio (Figure 5.3)
(especially of the winter 2006 sediments from the Exposed site) shows the sediments to
be rich in organic carbon relative to organic nitrogen.
Summer NEPc flux patterns are far more conventional, with inorganic carbon uptake
increasing with light availability, indicative of photosynthetic production. Decreases in
the C:N ratio between winter 2006 and summer 2007 also suggest that the competition
between photosynthetic and heterotrophic bacteria would be reduced (Table 5.4).
However, there are periods of dark inorganic carbon uptake (early evening days 2 and 4
Figure 9.5 c) but these occur in the warmest dark periods of the day, showing that
heterotrophic production is still occurring. This trend is similar to the pattern shown in
the NEPO2 (Figure 8.8). It shows consistent negative NEPO2 (respiration dominant) with
only brief periods of photosynthesis occurring in the middle of the day. It is important
to remember that the NEPO2 only accounts for oxygen-based processes, aerobic
respiration and photosynthetic production. Hence, periods of heterotrophic production
would not be observed in Figure 8.8.
Reports of inorganic carbon uptake like that observed in this study are lacking from the
literature, most likely due to the deep water bias of previous studies. Nearshore
sediments are warmer and more strongly influenced by external nutrient and organic
carbon inputs, conditions which have been shown to increase heterotrophic production
(Tuttle and Jannasch 1977). They are also key requirements for heterotrophic bacteria to
outcompete photosynthetic bacteria. Clearly, nearshore sediments have the potential to
cycle carbon very differently to their deeper water counterparts and appear to have been
understudied in the current benthic metabolism literature.
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Key Findings and Implications
-

The sites prone to disturbance tend to have reduced rates of benthic carbon
cycling.

-

Laboratory based studies may not accurately represent natural carbon cycling as
they do not accurately replicate diurnal variations in light intensity and
temperature. This could lead to large errors when extrapolated to monthly or
annual timescales.

-

Under the correct conditions, nearshore zones which are characterised by
shallower water columns and increased sediment temperatures and light
penetration can be “hot spots” of dark production leading to net inorganic
carbon fixation (autotrophy) unlike their deep water counter parts which are
generally heterotrophic. Hence great care needs to be taken to account for these
“edge effects” when assessing lake side benthic metabolism.

9.2.4 Respiration, night time production and gross primary productivity
Respiration Rates
Respiration rates are conventionally calculated as the average night time NEPc. In doing

this, the assumption is made that the dominant carbon cycling process occurring at night
is respiration, which is not always accurate.
When calculating respiration using the average night time NEPc, a key assumption is
that the respiration rate is constant throughout the entire day, a questionable assumption.
In doing this it is falsely assumed (Glud 2008) that bacteria perform static roles and will
continue to do so irrespective of the environmental conditions. For example, facultative
anaerobes are not restricted to anaerobic activity and will consume the most energy
efficient substrate available. Hence, if an increase in light availability increases the O2
concentration, then the rate of aerobic respiration will increase, while the rate of
anaerobic respiration will decrease. Similarly it is logical to expect that changes in
temperature will affect the rate of benthic processing.
If respiration varied during the night, it would be most likely be due to changes in
temperature. To examine this, night time NEP rates were plotted against temperature
(Figure 9.6). Sediment disturbance disrupts the aerobic and anaerobic layers within the
sediment and introduces nitrate, sulfate and other alternative electron acceptors to deep
layers of the sediment. Measurements which were collected on a night following a
sediment disturbance event have been identified in Figure 9.6. The short-term (< 24
hours) effect of sediment disturbance was apparent in these NEPC fluxes which were
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generally more negative (i.e. increased rates of respiration) than undisturbed
measurements collected at comparable temperatures (Figure 9.7).
A relationship between night time NEPC and temperatures was not evident during 2007
(Figure 9.6 c and d). The relationship between temperature and aerobic respiration rate
has been established in previous studies as RO 2 (T ) = R02 (20) × 1.072 (T − 20 ) (Equation 8.7,
Section 8.2.5, Grace and Imberger (2006)). An iterative non-linear least squares fit
between a function of similar form to that in Grace and Imberger (2006) and the
undisturbed water temperature data and the night time NEPc rates during winter 2006
was made (Figure 9.6). This fit was conducted using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm and IGOR Pro software (WaveMetrics). As an assessment of the goodness of
the fit, the predicted night time NEPc values for winter 2006 were plotted against the
measured NEPc values. R2 values of 0.67 and 0.72 were obtained for the Protected and
Exposed data respectively, showing a correlation between the two variables.

Figure 9.6 (a and b) show a strong exponential relationship between increasing
temperatures and production during winter 2006, clearly the role of bacteria was not
static in relation to temperature. Interestingly, temperature driven change in night time
respiration rates in the disturbance prone sediments (Exposed) are lower than those from
the more protected site (Protected). Considering that data collected on the nights
following a disturbance event was excluded from these fits this suggests that
disturbance can have longer term effects on the overall benthic metabolic activity of
disturbance prone sites.
On average Winter 2006 sites showed dark inorganic carbon assimilation of 1500 ± 400
and 2200 ± 500 mmol C/m2/day at the Exposed and Protected sites, respectively. In
contrast, summer and winter 2007 Exposed sites were net sources of inorganic carbon
(-1600 and -3 mmol C/m2/day, respectively). Dark inorganic carbon assimilation has
been observed previously in deep water (> 7 m) in some in situ dark and light bottle
studies although this was often only appreciable at the sediment-water interface (Seki
1968; Taguchi and Platt 1977). These previous studies found peak rates of inorganic
carbon assimilation up to 250 mmol C/m2/day, which is an order of magnitude smaller
than those observed in this study, possibly due to the deep water locations of other
studies (Frankignoulle and Borges 2001; Gazeau et al. 2005b). It is also important to
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Figure 9.6 – The relationship between night time NEPc fluxes and water temperature at a) Exposed in
winter 2006, b) Protected in winter 2006, c) Exposed in summer 2007 and d) Exposed in winter 2007.
Error bars are ± 1 standard error. Data is sorted into “disturbed” (Collected on the night following a
disturbance event), shown as red squares and “undisturbed” sets, shown as solid green circles. Fits are
based on “undisturbed” data sets only.
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note that the thermal effects, discussed previously, would be less important in deeper
water sites which have more constant temperatures.
The carbon cycling occurring at these nearshore sites in winter 2006 is clearly more
complex than that depicted in a simple model which assumes that night time NEPc is
equivalent to daytime Rc. As estimates of the gross primary production (Pc) depend on
reliable estimates of Rc (i.e. Pc = NEPc + Rc) it was not possible to estimate Pc in winter
2006 sediments. However it was possible for summer and winter 2007 where there was
no apparent thermal influence on RC.
Gross primary production rates
Mean night time NEPC values were used to estimate the average daily respiration rate

(Rc) of the Exposed sediments during summer and winter 2007. Daytime gross primary
productivity rates (Pc) were estimated at hourly intervals for 2007 as outlined in Chapter
7 (Pc= NEPc + Rc). Estimates of Pc for the Exposed site ranged from -10000 to 13000
and -190 to 230 mmol C/m2/day, for summer and winter 2007, respectively (Figure 9.7).
Pc is an estimate of photosynthesis. If this is a measure of true photosynthesis, Pc cannot
be negative and would represent a breakdown in the estimate of either NEPc or Rc.
Periods of negative Pc were observed in summer 2007 late on day 2 during strong cloud
and during disturbance periods on days 3 and 4. Both of these events decreased light
availability, and hence photosynthetic production, but sediment and water temperatures
remain warmer than night time temperatures (see Figures 5.16, 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 for
periods where light availability decreases but sediment and water temperatures remain
high). The warmth leads to increased respiration, hence the respiration rates estimated
based on averaged night time respiration will underestimate true respiration and lead to
negative Pc values. The periodic negative Pc observed during winter 2007 and the PO2
values outlined in Section 8.3.7 would also be affected by the thermal variability in
respiration rates.
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Figure 9.7 – Gross primary productivity (Pc), light intensity and disturbance periods at the Exposed site
in a) summer 2007 and b) winter 2007. Dashed lines are ± 1 standard error. Note the scale changes
between seasons. Disturbance periods are shown in blue.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Average night time NEPc may be a poor estimate of day time respiration as
it does not account for temperature dependence. Reduced light availability
during the day in combination with warm temperatures can lead to negative
estimates of Pc as respiration rates increase above average night time
respiration rates.

-

Night time production (NEPc) of some sites was correlated with temperature
changes. Accounting for this thermal influence will lead to better estimates
of Pc.

-

Disturbance events not only led to short-term (<24 hours) decreases in NEPC
and Pc values but overall rates of benthic carbon cycling were generally
lower at disturbance prone sites.
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9.3 Comparison of carbon and oxygen flux data
9.3.1 Outline
This section aims to examine the partitioning between aerobic and anaerobic carbon
cycling by comparing the NEP, R and P data obtained using inorganic carbon and O2based techniques. Respiratory and photosynthetic quotients calculated based on these
techniques are also discussed.
Previous studies have compared benthic metabolism measurements using carbon-based
(TCO2, pCO2 or 14CO32- incorporation), oxygen-based and alternative (e.g. chlorophyll
a or budget based methods) techniques. These studies have been both in situ and

laboratory-based and have varied in their conclusions (Revsbech et al. 1981; Ziegler and
Benner 1998; Cole et al. 2000; Suggett et al. 2001; Ferguson et al. 2003; Cook et al.
2004a; Gazeau et al. 2005a). Most find that inorganic carbon and oxygen-based
techniques agree quite well (e.g. Cole et al.(2000) and Gazeau et al. (2005a)), however,
some have found inorganic carbon measurements to be significantly larger than those
made using O2 (Ziegler and Benner 1998; Ferguson et al. 2003). Discrepancies between
the inorganic carbon and oxygen-based methods tend to be attributed to the estimate of
the gas diffusion coefficient, O2 supersaturation in the water column, the conversion of
oxygen data into carbon data (i.e. the PQ or RQ used), anaerobic processing or the
effect of water movement. The validity of some comparisons is questionable as
occasionally the techniques were not conducted concurrently and the temporal and
spatial range of each technique can differ greatly adding to the variability between the
techniques.

9.3.2 Average NEP, P and R
The daily average NEPc, Rc and Pc values together with NEPO2, RO2 and PO2 values
(reproduced from Table 8.2) are shown in Table 9.2. This data set is limited by the lack
of simultaneous oxygen and carbon flux data and the large variability in the carbon
fluxes. Unlike the carbon-based approach, which accounts for both aerobic and
anaerobic processing, benthic metabolism estimates made using oxygen measurements
only accounts for aerobic processing. Broad agreement between daily mean NEP values
of the two approaches will occur when either anaerobic carbon cycling is small relative
to aerobic carbon cycling or when the anaerobic carbon cycling does not cause a
significant net change in the amount of carbon in the system over a day. By comparing
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both the daily means (Table 9.2) and the diurnal patterns of NEP (Figures 8.7, 8.8 and
9.5) it is possible to identify which of these cases is occurring. Winter 2007 daily mean
NEPc and NEPO2 values at the Exposed site (-7 ± 2 mmol O2/m2/day and -20 ± 20 mmol
C/m2/day, respectively) are in broad agreement but the magnitude of hourly NEPO2
fluxes can be an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding NEPC fluxes. This
implies that although the rate of anaerobic carbon cycling maybe greater than aerobic
rates at times the net change in carbon within the system is driven mostly by aerobic not
anaerobic processes. There is also broad agreement between the average NEPC and
NEPO2 rates (-150 ± 20 mmol O2/m2/day and 400 ± 900 mmol C/m2/day, respectively)
determined during summer 2007, however, the variability of the carbon-based
measurements (up to twice the mean value) makes it difficult to comment on the
significance of this. Considering the dominance of anaerobic processing during winter
2006 at the Protected site (Section 9.2.3) a far large difference between O2 and carbonbased techniques was expected. Unfortunately, winter 2006 O2 data were not available
for comparison.
During summer 2007 the RC measured at the Exposed site is more that five times greater
than RO2. Comparisons between summer carbon- and oxygen-based respiration and
production rates need to be approached with caution as RC (and hence PC as it is
calculated using RC) was based solely on night time data which were not corrected for
temperature, unlike RO2 and PO2 rates. However, the maximum difference between night
time and day time temperature in summer 2007 is ~ 5 °C which would lead to a
maximum 40 % increase in aerobic respiration (Equation 8.7). Hence although
temperature effects will account for some of the difference between RO2 and RC it
cannot account for all of the difference observed in summer 2007. Instead the majority
of the difference must be due to anaerobic respiration.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Comparisons of winter 2007 daily mean and hourly NEPC and NEPO2 rates
suggest that although rapid anaerobic carbon cycling occurs, only aerobic
carbon processing causes a net change in carbon content.

-

Summer benthic metabolic rates are more difficult to assess due to the large
associated uncertainties but they may indicate significant anaerobically driven
net inorganic carbon uptake.
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Table 9.2 – Average daily net ecosystem production (NEP), respiration (R) and gross primary
productivity (P) derived using oxygen flux and carbon flux measurements during summer 2007 and
winter 2007. Daily mean determined from hourly averages.

Site

NEPO2

NEPc

RO2

Rc

PO2

Pc

Winter 2006
Exposed

-

-50 ± 400

-

-1500 ± 400†

-

-

†

-

-

Protected

-

200 ± 1000

-

-2200 ± 500

High-N

-

-

-

-

-

-

Summer 2007
Exposed

- 150 ± 20

400 ± 900

224 ± 6

1600 ± 1000†

80 ± 20

2000 ± 900

Protected

- 180 ± 20

-

384 ± 5

-

210 ± 20

-

High-N

- 310 ± 40

-

450 ± 40

-

280 ± 30

-

Winter 2007
Exposed

- 7 ± 2^

- 20 ± 20^

8.7 ± 0.2^

3 ± 9^†

-

-20 ± 20^

Protected

- 12.5 ± 0.3

-

14.6 ± 0.1

-

2.1 ± 0.3

-

High-N

- 30.2 ± 0.4

-

37 ± 2

-

7±2

-

NEPO2, RO2 and PO2 units mmol O2/m2/day
NEPc, Rc and Pc units mmol C/m2/day
NB: Carbon fluxes were highly variable
- Data unavailable
^ Extremely low water level
†

The average of the night time NEPC values (assuming that PC = 0 at night), not a daily average.

9.3.3 Respiratory (RQ) and photosynthetic (PQ) quotient
This study aimed to calculate respiratory and photosynthetic quotients for Lake
Illawarra, however, the disturbance effects observed in summer 2007, the variability of
the flux and the dominance of anaerobic processes made this very difficult. Respiratory
(RQ) values, the ratio between the moles of inorganic carbon produced to oxygen
consumed by respiration (Equation 7.12), were calculated as Rc:RO2 (Table 9.2). The
RQ at the Exposed site was 7 ± 4 and 0.3 ± 1 in summer and winter 2007, respectively.
Carbon fluxes measured during summer 2007 were quite variable due to the disturbance
events, which led to the large uncertainty associated with the RQ value. The summer
RQ was larger than most calculated in laboratory studies of Australian estuaries and
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Lake Illawarra itself (Eyre and Ferguson 2002; Qu et al. 2004; Eyre and Ferguson 2005)
but within the range of those observed by Cook et al. (2004a) at a wind disturbance
prone site. A high RQ value indicates more anaerobic than aerobic respiration, which
fits with the strong anaerobic processing observed at during summer (Section 9.2.3).
The winter 2007 RQ value is much closer to those observed in other Australian studies.
The Exposed site’s winter O2 fluxes appear affected by the tidal influx of water (Section
8.2.6) and an estimate of PO2 was not reported. As PQ values are the ratio between the
moles of O2 produced and the moles of inorganic carbon consumed by photosynthesis
(Equation 7.11, PO2:Pc) it was impossible to determine a winter PQ value. A summer PQ
value of 25 ± 12 was observed for the Exposed site. PQ values observed in other
laboratory based Australian studies range between 0.4 and 1.8 (Cook et al. 2004a; Qu et
al. 2006). Clearly the Lake Illawarra data is far higher than previous Australian studies.
If correct it would imply that far more oxygen is being produced then inorganic carbon
consumed. However, considering the limitations of the RC estimate (based on night-time
data so assumes that night and day time respiration are equivalent and is not
temperature corrected) and its effect on the estimate of PC the resulting PQ is probably
in error.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Summer 2007 respiratory quotient values (RQ) were higher than those
observed in previous deeper water studies of Australian ecosystems
suggesting that nearshore areas are more active anaerobic carbon cycling sites
then deeper water areas.

9.4 Conclusion
The extension of the traditional TCO2-based method based on the measurement of
atmospheric CO2 concentration and CO2 and CH4 flux was successfully developed and
applied, making estimates of the order of those reported in other shallow water sites.
Nearshore shallow water sites (< 50 cm), like those of this study, have sediments which
are typically richer in organic carbon and nitrogen, warmer, are exposed to higher levels
of light intensity then deeper water areas and are more prone to disturbance events.
These distinctive characteristics lead to differences in the carbon cycling patterns
(namely high peak rates of P and R and net positive NEP rates i.e. inorganic carbon
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uptake) measured in this study and that observed in studies of deeper waters (> 2 m)
(e.g. Boucher et al. (1994b) and Gazeau et al. (2005b)).
Disturbance events led to short term (within 24 hours) decreases in benthic carbon
cycling. Sites prone to these events also tended to have lower overall rates of carbon
cycling, even during disturbance free periods. This suggests that disturbance events may
have more long term effects then originally anticipated. As discussed previously
anthropogenic disturbance events (e.g dredging) should be avoided or at least limited to
the winter months when benthic carbon cycling is naturally lower to reduce this adverse
effect.
The hourly inorganic carbon-based benthic metabolism data showed that anaerobic
benthic processing can play a larger role in benthic metabolism than that observed in
most other studies. In particular periods of dark inorganic carbon fixation were observed
when C:N ratios were high; suggesting that nearshore sites may act as “hotspots” of
non-O2 based production. This is the first reported in situ evidence that, under high C:N,
non-photosynthetic inorganic carbon uptake can dominate primary production.
Although periodic anaerobic production was observed a comparison of the daily mean
O2 and inorganic carbon-based benthic metabolism data for winter suggested that it was
balanced by anaerobic consumption and that net changes in the carbon content of the
sediments were driven by aerobic rather than anaerobic processes. The results obtained
during summer were not as conclusive but they suggest that the net uptake of inorganic
carbon was anaerobically not aerobically driven.
Clearly benthic processing will vary with water body depth, season and through out the
day. It is crucial especially when scaling these measurements to larger physical (system
wide) and temporal (monthly, yearly) scales that these variations be considered and
measurement protocols designed appropriately. It is also important that measurements
of benthic metabolism be made using both O2 and inorganic carbon flux techniques in
order to further investigate the partitioning of carbon cycling between anaerobic and
aerobic processes.
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CHAPTER 10– VARIATIONS IN NITROGEN AND
CARBON CYCLING
10.1 Overview
This chapter examines nitrogen and carbon cycling in situ. Four key influences on the
carbon and nitrogen cycles were apparent in the collected data set (Chapter 5): site
differences (including sediment organic matter concentration and gas flux patterns),
seasonal changes, diurnal variations and disturbance effects. The dependence of carbon
and nitrogen processing on these factors will be considered in turn.

10.2 Sediment composition based variations
10.2.1 Outline
The High-N sediments had a distinct chemical composition and gaseous flux pattern
when compared to the other two locations. The High-N sediments were far moister
(Figure 5.1), contained more fine particles (Figures 5.2), were 4 - 5 times richer in
organic carbon and organic nitrogen (Figure 5.3) and in summer 2007 were twice as
rich in ammonia (Figure 5.4). However, the C:N ratio of the High-N sediments were
very similar to the Exposed and Protected sediments (Figure 5.3).
Another distinctive attribute of the High-N sediments was its N2O flux during summer
2007. Although showing brief periods of N2O uptake, it acted as a net N2O source while
both the Protected and Exposed sediments were small but consistent N2O sinks (Section
5.5.2 cf. Figures 5.23, 5.26 and 5.29). This N2O sink was one of the most intriguing
observations of this study. Most examinations of aquatic environments have found only
positive fluxes of N2O from sediments (Garcia-Ruiz et al. 1998a; Garcia-Ruiz et al.
1998b; Liikanen et al. 2002; Liikanen and Martikainen 2003; Liikanen et al. 2003;
Hlavacova et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007b), hence these environments are considered by
the IPCC to be atmospheric sources of N2O (Denman et al. 2007). A few studies have
noted that submerged sediments can act as a short-term sink of N2O from the overlying
water, however, the sites still acted as a net source of atmospheric N2O (Middelburg et
al. 1995a; Garcia-Ruiz et al. 1999; LaMontagne et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2006a; Hirota
et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2011). One laboratory based study did find that sediments could
act as a N2O sink from the overlying water in the warmer summer months but positive
N2O fluxes in the winter months meant that the sediments were still a net N2O source
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(Kieskamp et al. 1991). The research presented in this study is the only known in situ
observation of estuarine sediments acting as a net N2O sink in both summer and winter.
N2O can be consumed as part of the denitrification process (Shapleigh 2003).
Denitrification is generally considered to be the only means of biological N2O removal
(Garcia-Ruiz et al. 1999). Previous studies have found increased N2O consumption
under low O2 and NO3- concentrations (Firestone and Tiedje 1979; Blicher-Mathiesen
and Hoffmann 1999; LaMontagne et al. 2003). In contrast, the production of N2O
increases with increasing NO3- concentration, increased moisture content and an
increased proportion of fine particles (Garcia-Ruiz et al. 1999; Liikanen et al. 2003).
Allen et al. (2011) noted increased N2O fluxes at sites with higher sedimentary organic
carbon and organic nitrogen concentrations.
Denitrification can be thought of as a two step process - the conversion of NO3- to N2O
followed by N2O to N2 (note that this first step includes the production of a series of
obligatory intermediates, Section 1.3.7). The first step, the reduction of NO3- to N2O, is
far more energetically efficient than the second (Koike and Hattori 1975). Hence, when
there is an ample supply of NO3- benthic microorganisms will preferentially perform the
first step increasing the production of N2O. Conversely, as the more energy efficient
substrate is depleted (NO3-) microorganisms are forced to use less energy efficient
electron acceptors, increasing N2O uptake. This occurs concurrently with decreased O2
which is indicative of the increased demand for alternative electron acceptors. If these
conditions (low O2 and NO3-) are met, together with a sufficient organic carbon supply
and temperatures warm enough to encourage microbial activity, then the estuarine
system could theoretically act as a regular N2O consumer.
The following section will explore the implications of the differences between each of
the sites and their links to variations in carbon and nitrogen cycling, specifically:
Examining whether increased sediment OrgC and OrgN are linked to changed
rates of benthic organic matter processing, concentrations of aqueous
nitrogenous nutrients and gaseous flux.
Determining the dominant methane producing carbon cycling process by
examining variations in methane production between each site.
Linking variations in sediment composition and N2O consumption with the
previously identified key controllers of N2O consumption (NO3- availability, O2
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concentration, moisture content, fine particle size content, organic carbon and
nitrogen concentration) and discussing the environmental implications of
changes in these key controllers.

10.2.2 Carbon cycling
The morphology of Primbee bay (the location of the High-N sediments) restricts water
exchange between it and the body of the lake, allowing particulate compounds (e.g.
organic matter and nutrients) which enter the bay to settle in the sediments (Ellis et al.
1977). The still water within the bay also allows fine particles to aggregate together,
sinking and entering the sediment (Depers et al. 1994). As a result the High-N
sediments have higher OrgC and OrgN concentrations and a higher proportion of fine
particles than both the Exposed and Protected sediments.
It is generally thought that increased sediment OrgC and OrgN will lead to increased
production of other dissolved nitrogenous and carbonaceous compounds through
increased remineralisation of organic matter (Olson 1981a; Andersen and Hargrave
1984; Christensen et al. 2003; Forja et al. 2004), but this was not observed at High-N.
Although far richer in sediment organic carbon and nitrogen (Figure 5.1), the overlying
water (during undisturbed periods) and porewater carbon and nitrogen composition
(NH4+ concentration winter 2006 excluded) of the High-N sediments was not
consistently higher than the other sediments (Figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7). This implies that
either rates of nitrogen processing do not differ appreciably between the sediments or
the cycling of nitrogen is so tightly coupled in the High-N sediments that any
nitrogenous nutrients produced from the consumption of the OrgN are rapidly
consumed, preventing a build up of nitrogenous substrates (NH4+, NO3- and NO2-).
An examination of the benthic metabolism data (Chapter 8) suggests that increased
OrgC and OrgN may lead to increased benthic metabolism, supporting the generally
held supposition of Olson (1981a) and others (Andersen and Hargrave 1984;
Christensen et al. 2003; Forja et al. 2004). Benthic metabolism rates at the High-N site
are higher than those of Protected and Exposed sites (Table 9.2). Clearly, increased
sediment organic carbon and nitrogen concentrations may lead to increased
remineralisation and production (i.e. increased rates of benthic metabolic processing)
however this does not necessarily lead to increases in dissolved organic carbon and
nitrogen. Increased rates of benthic processing without accompanying increases in
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dissolved organic carbon and nitrogen (the end-products of remineralisation) imply that
remineralisation and production are closely coupled (i.e. any dissolved organic carbon
or nitrogen released by remineralisation are rapidly consumed by production).

Figure 10.1 – CH4 flux at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites during winter 2006 and summer and
winter 2007. Disturbance periods during summer 2007 are shown as red, blue and green bars for

Exposed, Protected and High-N, respectively. Light intensity in summer 2007 is shown in grey.
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Another component of carbon cycling, methane metabolism, does vary with changes in
organic carbon concentrations. On average winter methane production is higher in
High-N sediments (Figure 10.1, upper plots), which averaged 0.2 ± 0.3 and 0.3 ± 0.3

µmol/m2/min in 2006 and 2007, respectively. Protected and Exposed CH4 flux averages
were 0.03 ± 0.03 and 0.01 ± 0.04, and 0.05 ± 0.05 and 0.05 ± 0.1 µmol/m2/min for 2006
and 2007, respectively. Summer CH4 production at the Exposed site (averaging 5 ± 5
µmol/m2/min) was on average higher that the Protected and High-N sites (2 ± 2 and 2 ±
1 µmol/m2/min, respectively) (Figure 10.1, lower plots). It is difficult to interpret this
summer trend in CH4 fluxes in light of differences in sedimentary organic carbon as
CH4 flux at the Exposed site appears linked to the lengthy sediment disturbance periods
characteristic of this location (Figure 10.1, lower plots).
The increased methane flux observed at the High-N site during the winter periods has
two implications. Firstly, it hints at the dominant microbial source of CH4. Methane can
be produced through either anaerobic organic matter reduction or chemolithotrophic
CH4 production which consumes CO2 and H2 (Section 1.4.6). As increases in CH4
production correspond to increases in organic carbon substrate, the dominant form of
methanogenesis appears to be anaerobic organic matter reduction. Secondly, the mass of
available substrate appears to play a more important role in CH4 production during the
cooler months. This could mean that the mass of organic carbon substrate only plays a
role when overall microbial activity is low (i.e. in winter when low temperatures limit
microbial activity). However, the CH4 flux is also affected by the rate of
methanotrophic activity. A decrease in CH4 flux may be due to a decrease in CH4
production, an increase in CH4 consumption or a combination of the two, complicating
the interpretation of the seasonal switch. A way of distinguishing between the two
would be to examine oxygen changes within the system, as methanotrophy unlike
methane production requires oxygen to proceed. While there is no dissolved oxygen
data for winter 2006 and only limited for summer 2007, summer dissolved oxygen
concentrations do appear to be higher than those observed in winter 2007 (c.f Figures
5.17 and 5.20). This suggests that a summer increase in methanotrophy may account for
the seasonal shift in methane fluxes.
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Key Findings and Implications
-

Increases in the sediment organic carbon and nitrogen concentrations are not
directly related to the mass of dissolved organic carbon and nitrogen in the
water column however, they do appear linked to increased benthic metabolic
rates. This suggests that the production of dissolved carbonaceous and
nitrogenous compounds (remineralisation) and the consumption of these
compounds (production) are closely linked.

-

CH4 production increases with organic carbon availability, indicating that
anaerobic organic matter reduction is the dominant form of methanogenesis.

10.2.3 Nitrogen cycling
N2O fluxes are similar for all sediments during the winter field trials, however the
summer data for each sediment type are intriguingly different (Figure 10.2). During
summer 2007 all sediments show periods of N2O consumption and production,
however, Exposed and Protected act as net N2O sinks. This is the first in situ evidence
that under the correct conditions sediments can become consistent N2O sinks in the
natural environment. In contrast to Exposed and Protected, High-N sediments act as a
net N2O source. This suggests that some fundamental difference between these
sediments is influencing the microbial nitrogen cycling.
There are four dominant controllers of N2O consumption - availability of NO3-, O2
concentration, moisture content and fine particle size content - these were outlined
previously (Section 10.2.1). During summer 2007, High-N had higher porewater NO3concentration twice that of the other two sediments (Figure 5.5), its moisture content
was consistently higher (Figure 5.1) as was the fraction of fine particles (Figure 5.2).
All of which fit with its tendency to act as an N2O source rather than sink.
Small changes in the aquatic environment can have large effects on the nitrogen cycling
within. As seen above, differences in NO3- availability and O2 concentration appear to
determine whether the sediments act as a net N2O sink or source. The implications of
this are wide ranging. Anthropogenic pollution (eutrophication) of estuarine waterways
is known to increase the availability of nitrogenous nutrients, including NO3- (Vitousek
et al. 1997a). If a small shift in the availability of NO3- can switch a system from net
N2O consuming to net producing than increased eutrophication may not only increase
the mass of N2O released, as already thought, but may remove the existing natural sinks.
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Figure 10.2 – N2O flux at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites during winter 2006 and summer and
winter 2007. Disturbance periods during summer 2007 are shown as bars. Light intensity in summer
2007 is shown in grey.
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Key Findings and Implications
-

In summer differences in the composition of the High-N sediments (High
NO3- availability, moisture content and fine particle size content) means that
they tends to act as an N2O source while the other two sediments are net
N2O consumers. The composition of the sediment can have a significant
effect on the dominant N2O cycling pathway within the sediment.

-

Small shifts in NO3- availability and sediment composition appear linked to
whether the sediment acts as a N2O sink or source. Anthropogenically
driven changes in nitrogenous nutrient availability could possibly alter the
balance between N2O consumption and production and ultimately remove
natural estuarine N2O sinks.

10.3 Seasonal effects
10.3.1 Overview
Two key seasonal effects were observed in the collected data set, a shift in the
porewater composition of the sediments and subsequent sediment nutrient fluxes
(Figures 5.5 and 5.9, respectively) and clear seasonal changes in the magnitude and
pattern of the gaseous flux (Figures 10.1 and 10.2). The following sections will discuss
these changes as evidence of variations in carbon and nitrogen cycling, specifically:
Relating the seasonal variations in the NH4+:NO3-+NO2- ratio and previously
identified changes in benthic metabolism (Chapters 8 and 9) to changes in the
dominant nitrogen cycling processes
Linking seasonal changes in sediment nutrient flux to seasonal (and hence
thermally and light driven) changes in specific carbon and nitrogen cycling
processes.
Identify seasonal shifts in gaseous flux and relate those changes to variations in
carbon and nitrogen cycling.
Determine whether changes in gaseous flux ratios can be used to identify the
individual carbon or nitrogen cycling processes occurring within the sediment.
This data set contains flux measurements of multiple gases collected concurrently every
hour for extended periods. It was thought that an examination of seasonal changes in the
ratios between these different gas fluxes might provide some insights as to the dominant
benthic processes occurring within the sediments. This supposition is also examined.
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10.3.2 Sediment porewater composition
The nitrogenous nutrient composition of the porewater varied between seasons (Figure
5.5). Increases in both NH3 and NO3- + NO2- concentrations were evident in the warmer
months as thermally stimulated benthic activity increased. Another change, not apparent
in Figure 5.5, is in the ratio of NH3 to NO3- + NO2- (Figure 10.3). Here a shift in the
porewater composition is evident, from NH3 dominated in the winter and early summer
to NO3- + NO2- dominated in late summer, the warmest part of the year.
Sediment nitrogenous nutrients can be produced within the sediments or diffuse in from
the overlying water. Overlying water concentrations of NH3 and NO3- + NO2- double
from the cooler to warmer months (cf. Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8), i.e. the overlying water
NH3 to NO3- + NO2- ratio remained unchanged between summer and winter. This is not
consistent with the change observed in porewater concentrations. Hence, changing
overlying water concentrations cannot account for variations in porewater
concentration. Instead, a change in sediment processing must be responsible.
Increases in NH3 concentration can be due to either increased production or decreased
consumption. Similarly, changes in the NO3- + NO2- concentration can be due to
changes in consumption or production. NH3 can be produced through either
remineralisation or DNRA and can be consumed by primary producers, the Anammox
reaction or nitrification (Sections 1.3.4 to 1.3.10). Similarly, the concentration of NO3+NO2- will be influenced by the rate of denitrification, DNRA and nitrification. A
description of each of these processes, the expected change from winter to summer and
the effect of the process on the [NH3]:[NO3- + NO2-] ratio are shown in Table 10.1.
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Figure 10.3 – Changes in the [NH4+]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio of the porewater between seasons. No data is
presented from 2006 as [NO3-+NO2-] were not determined in 2006.
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Table 10.1 – Processes which can affect the porewater [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-], their expected variations from winter to summer and the of the process on the [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-].

Process

Description

Effect of process on the
[NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-]

Anammox

Combines NH3 and NO2- in
a 1:1 ratio to produce N2 and
H2O (Section 1.3.8)

No Effect
(1:1 Ratio)

Denitrification

NO3- reduced via a series on
intermediates to N2
(Section 1.3.7)

Increase

Change winter
to summer

Effect of seasonal change
on [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-]

Notes

Decrease

No Effect
(1:1 Ratio)

Decreases during summer at sites with overlying water
[NO3-+NO2-] < 0.21 ppm-N due to competition with
denitrifies who rapidly adapt to increases in temperature
(Risgaard-Petersen et al. 2004)

Increase

Increase

Increases with increasing [NO3-] availability therefore
expected to increase in summer (cf. Figure 5.5)
(King and Nedwell 1985)
Dominates at porewater [NO3-] < 7 ppm-N hence should
increase in winter with decreasing [NO3-]
(King and Nedwell 1985)

DNRA

NO3- is reduced to NH4+
(Section 1.3.9)

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Nitrification

NH3 oxidised to NO3(Section 1.3.6)

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

An aerobic process hence increases with increased [O2] also
increases with increasing temperature

Primary
Production

NH3 consumed to make new
OrgN
(Section 1.3.5)

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

Increase with increased temperatures and light availability

Remineralisation

OrgN oxidised releasing
NH3

Increase

Increase

Increase

Increase with increased temperatures

Higher at sites with high OrgC and sulfur therefore should
be higher at High-N that other two sites
(cf. Figure 5.3 & Section 5.3.3)
(An and Gardner 2002)
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Based on the table it is unlikely that changes in the rate of the Anammox reaction,
denitrification or sediment remineralisation are responsible for the observed change in
[NH3]:[NO3- + NO2-] ratio. Changes in the rate of the Anammox reaction cannot
account for variations in the [NH3]:[NO3- + NO2-] ratio as it combines ammonia and
nitrite in a one to one ratio (Table 10.1). The rate of denitrification is expected to not
only increase in the warmer months as increased temperatures increase metabolic rates
but will also increase with increasing [NO3-] availability (King and Nedwell 1985). This
will increase NO3- consumption hence it too can not be responsible for a decrease in
[NH3]:[NO3- + NO2-] ratio. Sediment remineralisation (i.e. NH3 production) is known to
increase with increasing temperatures (Van Luijn et al. 1999; Christensen et al. 2003).
Thermally driven changes in remineralisation would therefore increase the [NH3]:[NO3+NO2-] ratio in the summer months.
To distinguish between the other mechanisms it is necessary to consider other
observations. Estimates of benthic primary production and respiration (which are
closely linked to remineralisation) have been made concurrently with these nutrient
measurements (Section 8.3.9 and Table 8.3). They indicate that although both organic
respiration (i.e. remineralisation) and production increased in the warmer seasons,
production increased more notably. Primary production consumes ammonia
preferentially to nitrate (~ 90 %) (Section 1.3.5) (Lecorre et al. 1993; Runcie et al.
2003). Hence an imbalance in the increase of these two processes could account for the
change in [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio. The benthic metabolism data (Table 8.2) showed
production at the Protected site increased approximately ~ 5 times as much as
respiration from winter 2007 to summer 2007 (estimated based on the changes in Rc and
Pc and RO2 and PO2). Similar examination of High-N data showed an increase of ~ 3
times. However, Figure 10.3 shows that the increase in the [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio
from winter to late summer at the High-N site was larger than at the Protected site. This
suggests that something other than changes in production and remineralisation may be
driving the change in the [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio in the High-N sediments. However,
this evidence must be treated cautiously as large changes in ratios can occur when the
concentrations are small.
The observed summer decrease in the [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio is consistent with an
decrease in DNRA. This NO3- consuming process produces NH3, hence a decrease in
DNRA would decrease the [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio. DNRA is a highly anaerobic
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process and is the dominant form of nitrate consumption at times of high carbon and
low NO3- availability (Tiedje et al. 1982; King and Nedwell 1985; Sorensen 1987).
Changes in the porewater NO3- concentration between the summer and winter months
show increased NO3- availability during summer, therefore the rate of DNRA would
decrease during summer, decreasing the [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio. DNRA is also
strongly linked to sulfur oxidation (Brunet and GarciaGil 1996), which is especially
important in shallow estuarine sediments (An and Gardner 2002). Although no direct
measurements were made, the strong sulfurous smell and deep black colour of the HighN sediments (Section 4.4.2) suggest that it was far richer in sulfur than the other two

sites. Hence high H2S could also promote increased rates of DNRA and the overall
lower [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio observed at the High-N site (Figure 10.3). Higher rates
of DNRA at the High-N site would also account for the difference between the change
in the benthic metabolism data and the observed variation in [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio.
Lake Illawarra sediments were observed to act as a night time CO2 sink (Section 9.2.3);
this sink was more evident during the cooler months. As DNRA is a CO2 consuming
process it is possible that it may be one of the sources of this CO2 uptake.
Finally, changes in the rate of nitrification could also influence [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-]
ratio. As an aerobic biologically mediated process, nitrification has been observed to
increase in the summer months when warmer temperatures and higher O2
concentrations combine (e.g. Dai et al. (2008)). As an ammonia consuming and nitrate
producing process, summer time increases in nitrification could also account for the
observed changes in [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio.
Considering the rich and diverse microbial community of the estuarine system it is
unlikely that changes in one nitrogen cycling process alone caused the change in
porewater [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio. Instead, the observed change is probably due to a
combination of seasonal changes in the rates of DNRA, nitrification and primary
production. Similarities between changes proposed in production, remineralisation and
DNRA based on the nitrogenous concentrations and those inferred previously in benthic
metabolism highlight the interlinked nature of the carbon and nitrogen cycles.
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Key Findings and Implications
-

Seasonal variations in the [NH3]:[NO3-+NO2-] ratio appear linked to changes
in DNRA, production and nitrification driven by alterations in the
temperature, O2 availability, light intensity and substrate availability.

-

These changes in nitrogenous compounds are linked to changes observed
previously in benthic metabolism highlighting the interwoven nature of the
carbon and nitrogen cycles.

10.3.3 Sediment nutrient flux
Sediment nitrogenous nutrient fluxes are in general, positive, especially in the summer
months (Figure 5.9). That is, the sediments acted as a source of nitrogen to the
overlying water. In contrast, fluxes are far lower and at time negative in winter as the
sediments switched from a net source to a sink. Thermally stimulated increases in
nutrient flux have previously been observed in laboratory studies of Lake Illawarra
sediments (Qu et al. 2003).
Changes in nutrient fluxes have been observed in other lagoon systems (Rysgaard et al.
1996). This was linked to changes in the dominant primary producer. Rysgaard et al.
(1996) suggested that during the summer months the increased light availability allowed
the rapid growth of floating macroalgae which blocked light to benthic microalgae. This
decreased sediment O2 concentrations, enhancing remineralisation and hence the release
of DIN into the overlying water. While in winter remineralisation and benthic
macroalgal assimilation were closely coupled preventing DIN release to the overlying
water. Evidence of seasonal increases in benthic respiration and hence remineralisation
(Section 9.3.2) along with increased macroalgal growth (Figure 4.9) during the summer
months were observed in this study, making this a plausible explanation for the changes
observed in this study.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Changes in the inorganic nitrogen flux from the sediments were evident
between seasons. These changes were related to changes in the respiration and
remineralisation patterns of the benthic community.

10.3.4 Gaseous flux
Seasonal shifts in temperature and light intensity are known to increase biological
activity and hence the magnitude of biologically driven gaseous flux. These increases in
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gaseous fluxes from winter to summer were evident at all sites with one exception,
Protected winter 2007. A more detailed discussion of changes in the atmospheric CO2

flux and its relationship to sediment carbon dioxide production and consumption are
contained in Section 9.2.
Seasonal increases in CH4 flux of at least one order of magnitude were noted at all sites
(Figure 10.1). Temperature driven increases of this nature have been observed
previously (e.g. Boon et al. (1997) and are linked to increased microbial activity.
Figure 10.2 shows the N2O flux at each site during each season. Not only is an increase
in N2O flux evident during the summer months, but a shift from rapidly varying flux to
a more stable flux is apparent (cf. panels a, b and c). This stable flux shows distinct
periods of N2O production and consumption, indicative of increased nitrogen processing
within the sediments. Considering that variations in substrate availability appear linked
to the direction of N2O flux rather than the magnitude (Section 10.2.3) it is most likely
that the seasonal shift is a reflection of the thermally induced increase in microbial
activity and population.
The general trend of increasing gaseous flux during the warmer seasons was broken at
one site where the water depth was low. Winter 2007 CO2 fluxes measured at the
Protected site were larger than those of winter 2006 and summer 2007 (Figures 10.1,

10.2 and 5.22 to 5.30) this coincided with a drop in the water level, to about one
twentieth of the summer 2007 level and an unusually warm winter period (on average
more than 5 degrees warmer then the other two sites – Table 4.5). The decrease in water
level and warm weather would have increased gas transport between the sediment-water
interface and the overlying air, increasing both CO2 efflux and O2 permeation into the
sediments.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Seasonal increases in temperature increase the rate of carbon and nitrogen
cycling as evidenced by gaseous flux increases in the warmer months

10.3.5 Gaseous flux ratios
Correlations between the fluxes of the three key gases (CO2, N2O and CH4) were
examined. The only relationships observed were between CO2 and CH4, and N2O and
CH4. These were not evident at all sites or during all field trips.
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Figure 10.4 shows the correlation between CH4 production and N2O consumption at the
Protected site in summer 2007. It is highly unlikely that CH4 production is directly

coupled to N2O consumption. Instead, this correlation reflects that the two processes
require similar anaerobic conditions to proceed. This correlation also appears related to
changes in PAR (Figure 10.4), with CH4 production (and N2O consumption) increasing
in dark periods. Such a correlation is likely at all sites but is not observed, mostly likely
masked by other (biological) processes. As this relationship was only observed at the
one site during summer, it was not possible to examine seasonal shifts in the
relationship.
At some sites, periods of CH4 production coincided with periods of CO2 production
(e.g. Exposed summer 2007, R2 = 0.40, and High-N winter 2006,R2 = 0.89, Figures 5.23
and 5.28), suggesting that this CH4 production was due to anaerobic organic matter
reduction, which produces CO2, rather than chemolithotrophic CH4 production which
consumes CO2 (Section 1.4.6). An examination of site based variations (Section 10.2.2),
also identified anaerobic organic matter reduction as the dominant CH4 source.
The observations could be used to test Conrad’s (1996) suggestion that for methane
production there might be a temperature driven seasonal shift in carbon sources, from
organic carbon in the colder months to CO2 in the warmer months. If true, this should
be reflected in seasonal changes in the relationship between CO2 and CH4 (i.e. the slope
of the linear regression between CO2 and CH4). However, in sediments this relationship
could be masked by variations in other CO2 producing or consuming processes (e.g.
aerobic organic carbon respiration). For this relationship to be observed it would need to
be the dominant CO2 producing (or consuming) processes. CO2 and CH4 flux data were
compared for all sites and field trials (Appendix G, Figure G.1). In general, the ratio of
the CH4 to CO2 flux was higher in summer than in winter. However, there was a poor
correlation between CO2 and CH4 flux overall. This makes it unlikely that the change in
the CO2/CH4 ratio is evidence of a change in methanogenic substrate. Instead, it is far
more likely that it is due to the increase of other CO2 consuming processes in the
summer months as evidenced by the dramatic (order of magnitude) increases in
production (PO2 and Pc) documented previously (Table 9.2).
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Key Findings and Implications
-

There are some correlations evident between CO2 and CH4 and between CH4
and N2O. However, these relationships were not observed at all sites or during
each season. This suggests that carbon and nitrogen cycling within the
estuarine ecosystem is too complex to be evident in a simple examination of
changes in gaseous flux ratios.

-

Due to the limited correlations, it was not possible to relate seasonal changes
in gaseous ratios to changes in carbon and nitrogen cycling.

Figure 10.4 – Gaseous flux at Protected in summer 2007, reproduced from Figure 5.26. Blue bars show
periods of disturbance. For reference, the light intensity is also shown. Note the increase in the range of
the y-axis in comparison to the Protected winter 2006 and 2007 data. Relationship between CH4 and N2O
flux at Protected during summer 2007.
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10.4 Diurnal changes
10.4.1 Outline
One of the great advantages of the high temporal frequency of this study is the ability to
examine diurnal cycling. Previous studies have attempted to examine variations in
gaseous production during the day but the labour intensive nature of the techniques
limited the temporal frequency of the measurements and the number of gases examined
(Section 3.5). The following section will examine diurnal variations in gaseous
production linking changes in gas flux to changes in abiotic parameters (e.g. PAR and
temperature) and ultimately sediment and aqueous nitrogen and carbon cycling.

10.4.2 Diurnal changes in gaseous flux
Diurnal variations in CO2 flux are strongly linked to benthic metabolism which has been
discussed in detail in previous chapters (Chapters 7 and 9) and so it will not be
discussed here.
The correlation between O2 concentration and N2O flux has been investigated as O2
concentration is an important factor influencing N2O production and consumption
(Section 10.1). O2 concentrations were observed to vary throughout the day (Figure
10.5) peaking in the late afternoon and decreasing overnight and so corresponding
variations in N2O flux were expected to occur. These were seen in summer 2007 at all
sites with a shift towards increased N2O consumption (or decreased efflux) over the
night time during periods of low O2 (Figure 10.5) to increased N2O production (or
decreased uptake) during the day. This pattern of in situ diurnal N2O cycling is
consistent with that observed by Wang et al. (2007a). The diurnal pattern was affected
by other factors which can influence dissolved O2. For example, the diurnal cycle in
both O2 concentration and N2O flux at the Exposed site, which is highly influenced by
disturbance events, is far less regular than that of the Protected site (cf. the lower two
panels in Figure 10.5). The disturbance induced fluctuations from this pattern (e.g. days
4 and 5 at the Exposed site) will be discussed later (Section 10.5.5).
Considering how methanogenetic and methanotrophic activity are strongly influenced
by O2 concentrations and temperature, a diurnal cycle in CH4 flux was also expected.
Again, this was not observed during the winter months but was evident in the summer
data (Figure 10.1). Two different diurnal cycles are evident. On cloudy days CH4
production increased during the day (e.g High-N days 2 and 3), consistent with an
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increase driven by temperature. On sunnier days CH4 production is largest at night (e.g.
Protected and day 4 at High-N), here is would seem that oxygen availability is the

driving factor (c.f. Fig 10.1 and Fig 10.5). The CH4 flux pattern at Exposed is difficult
to interpret due to the influence of extended disturbance periods, however, at times of
low light availability either disturbance induced or night time increases in CH4 were
evident.

Figure 10.5 – Diurnal cycles in O2 and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) in summer 2007 at

Exposed, Protected and High-N.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Diurnal cycles in CH4 and N2O production and consumption were evident
during the warmer months. These were strongly related to changes in dissolved
O2 and temperature.

-

Dissolved O2 plays a dominant role in controlling nitrogen and carbon cycling
in near shore sediments as evidenced through changes in CH4 and N2O
production and consumption.
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10.5 Sediment disturbance events
10.5.1 Overview
Disturbing the sediment has been observed to have wide ranging effects. By altering the
redox chemistry of the sediments, disturbance events can affect carbon and nitrogen
cycling (Section 1.7.10) (Pilskaln et al. 1998; Sparks-McConkey and Watling 2001;
Falcao et al. 2003; Warnken et al. 2003; Pusceddu et al. 2005). Changes observed in
these studies include increases in the sediment nutrient flux (NH4+, NO3- and NO2-),
increased sediment re-suspension and decreases in porewater nitrogenous nutrients.
Previous laboratory studies have linked disturbance to short-term (hours) increases in
gaseous flux caused by the increased physical transport of gases from deep within the
sediment (Bussmann 2005).
The nearshore environment (water depth < 1 m) is particularly susceptible to
disturbance events (e.g. wave action). However, most previous studies focused on deep
water environments, (10 to 60 m deep); although Wanken et al. (2003) and Falcao et al.
(2003) examined sites ~ 3 m deep. Our research aimed to investigate the effects evident
at shallow water depths and whether these effects were similar to those observed in
deeper environments.

10.5.2 Sediment and aqueous organic carbon content
Samples of sediment and overlying water were collected at the start of each field trial
(initial) and collected after disturbance at the completion of each trial (final). The
concentrations of organic carbon in these samples have been described previously
(Section 5.3.3 and Appendix D Tables D.3 and D.5). A consistent change between the
organic carbon content of these samples was not evident, however, all final samples
were either similar to or larger than, the initial samples (i.e. no statistically significant
decreases in organic carbon were observed). The sites which did show statistically
significant increases were, in general, those with low organic carbon (e.g. Exposed).
Considering the poor precision of the measurement technique (up to 20 %) it is possible
that changes also occurred at other sites. Increases in the organic carbon content of the
surface sediments have been noted in a previous study of deepwater sediments poorer in
organic carbon (Pusceddu et al. 2005). This trend was linked to the transport of organic
carbon from deep sediments into surface sediments.
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There was no consistent evidence of disturbance induced organic carbon enrichment of
the water column (Appendix D, Table D.5). Increases in the organic carbon content of
the overlying water over the experimental period was observed at the Exposed site in
winter 2006 and the Protected site in winter 2007, however this pattern was not
observed at other sites or during other field trials. Considering the length of time
between the disturbance event and the sample collection (~ 72 hours) it is possible that
any organic carbon released during disturbance re-entered the sediments or was
consumed in the water. That is, that change was too short lived to observe using
sampling of this temporal frequency.
A trend towards higher aqueous C:N ratios was evident after disturbance, although this
was not statistically significant (Figure 5.11). This trend may imply that a change in the
composition of the organic carbon within the water did occur.
Changes in the composition of organic matter within the water column and sediments
will affect the benthic community. Increases in the availability of organic carbon have
been observed to stimulate increased remineralisation (i.e. respiration), inorganic carbon
and CH4 flux (Andersen and Hargrave 1984; Dalsgaard and Thamdrup 2002;
Christensen et al. 2003; Forja et al. 2004). Hence, changes in the organic carbon content
of the sediments and overlying water should also be evident as alterations to the benthic
metabolism and gaseous release of CO2 and CH4. Net ecosystem production rates
(NEP), measured during this study were lower following disturbance events (Section
8.2.6). As the NEP is representative of the rate of production less that of respiration, a
decrease in NEP could be taken as evidence of an increase in respiration (i.e.
remineralisation) or of a decrease in primary productivity driven by higher turbidity.
CO2 and CH4 fluxes are discussed in Section 10.5.5.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Disturbance events may induce changes in the organic carbon composition of
the water column and increase surface sediment organic carbon due to the upwelling of organic carbon from deep within the sediment into surface layers of
the sediment and the water column above.

-

Disturbance induced changes in organic carbon can influence the benthic
metabolism e.g. lower NEP values.

-

Disturbance induced changes in organic carbon content would be expected to
affect gaseous carbon fluxes.
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10.5.3 Sediment and aqueous nitrogen content
Increases in the nitrogenous nutrient concentrations of the overlying water were evident
at most sites following disturbance events (Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8). During 2006, a
large disturbance induced increase in the NH3 concentration of the overlying water
occurred at the High-N site but not at the Exposed or Protected sites (Figure 5.6).
Disturbance induced increases in overlying water nutrient concentrations are often
attributed to the release of nutrients from the porewater (e.g. Falcao et al. (2003) who
noted a coincident decrease in porewater nutrient concentration). The Exposed and
Protected sites had low porewater NH3 concentration in winter 2006, 10 to 30 % that of

the High-N site (Figure 5.6), explaining the lower disturbance induced release rates
observed in winter 2006.
Disturbance induced increases in the overlying water NH3 concentration were evident at
all sites during winter 2007, probably due to the higher porewater NH3 in the Exposed
and Protected sediments and the lower overlying water levels. Water levels in winter
2007 were approximately one twentieth that of winter 2006. As such, the change in
concentration in the overlying water would be 20 times larger in winter 2007 as in
winter 2006 even if the same amount of NH3 was released. So the change in overlying
water concentration depends on both the porewater concentration of the nutrient and the
volume of the overlying water. Shallow water sites will be far more prone to dramatic
disturbance-induced increases in nutrient concentrations. This, when combined with a
source of phosphorus and limited hydrological mixing, could make them particularly
susceptible to algal blooms which can be stimulated by increased nutrient
concentrations.
The significance of these effects will depend on the duration of these increases and
available sunlight. The majority of the disturbance induced increases were only shortterm (< 24 hours). Sites prone to lengthy natural disturbance events (e.g. Exposed) did
show longer periods of raised nutrient concentrations. However these were
accompanied by increases in turbidity (Table 5.1) (impeding photosynthesis) making it
unlikely that they would result in algal bloom formation.
Disturbance induced changes in the porewater concentrations and hence availability of
nitrogenous substrates will affect the rates of nitrogenous processing within the
sediments. Hence, variations in nitrogenous gaseous flux could be caused by changes in
sediment processing.
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Key Findings and Implications
-

The size of disturbance induced changes in overlying water concentration
depends on the porewater concentration and the volume of the overlying
water. This means that shallow water sites will be far more prone to dramatic
disturbance induced increases in nutrient concentrations.

-

Increases in the overlying water nitrogenous nutrient concentrations were
generally short-term (< 24 hours) and accompanied by increased turbidity
making the formation of an algal bloom highly unlikely.

-

Concurrent decreases in porewater nitrogenous nutrient concentrations would
be expected to lead to variations in sediment nitrogen processing following
disturbance events.

10.5.4 Dissolved oxygen, pH and turbidity
Disturbance events also affect the chemical composition of the overlying water.
Decreases in the overlying water dissolved O2 (Figure 5.21) and pH (Figure 10.6) along
with increases in turbidity (Table 5.1) were all evident during disturbance. Changes in
dissolved O2 concentration and turbidity affect benthic metabolism, leading to decreases
in aerobic respiration and photosynthetic production, as observed previously in deeper
waters (Pilskaln et al. 1998; Warnken et al. 2003).

Artificial Disturbance Events

Natural Disturbance Events
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Start of Disturbance period
Exposed Winter 2006
Exposed Summer 2007 Event # 1
Exposed Summer 2007 Event # 2

9.0
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Figure 10.6 – Change in overlying water pH following a natural sediment disturbance and an artificial
disturbance events. Time is given relative to the start of the disturbance period. Grey bar indicates the
disturbance period. Only limited pH data were available making site comparisons difficult.
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Changes in pH have not been previously linked to sediment disturbance. However, as
shown in Figure 10.6, both short-term artificial disturbance events and longer term
natural events lead to decreases in water pH. As discussed previously, in the marine
environment pH is closely linked to the inorganic carbon (TCO2) content of the
overlying water (Section 7.2.3). Data discussed earlier indicated that disturbance events
lead to an increase in remineralisation and benthic respiration (Sections 10.3.2 and
Section 9.2.4). An increase in benthic respiration would increase the total inorganic
carbon concentration (TCO2) decreasing the pH (Equation 7.8). The observed decrease
in pH may be an indication of such a shift in the carbon cycling of the benthic
environment or the mixing of low pH porewater into the water column; pore water pH is
usually at least 1.0 pH units lower than the overlying water (Cai et al. 2000). Similarly,
a decrease in dissolved O2 may indicate an increase in aerobic carbon respiration or the
upwelling of anoxic porewater.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Short-term decreases in the overlying water dissolved O2 and pH were
observed which may suggest that disturbance events can effect sediment
carbon cycling; specifically increasing remineralisation and respiration.

-

Changes to the sediment carbon processing should be evident in changes in
the gaseous carbonaceous flux.

10.5.5 Sediment disturbance and gaseous flux
Increases in CH4 flux were evident at the Exposed site during the prolonged natural
disturbance events which occurred in winter 2006 and summer 2007 (Figure 10.1).
Short-term (< 1 hour) increases in CH4 flux occurred following the artificial disturbance
events, these were observed at most sites (Figure 10.1). These increases tended to also
correspond with increases in CO2 flux; whether this is due to an increase in all gaseous
transport or a change in carbon cycling is not clear (e.g. Figure 5.29).
Disturbance induced changes in sediment N2O flux were more difficult to identify than
those of CO2 and CH4. N2O fluxes measured in both winter campaigns were generally
near the lower detection limit of the technique. Any variations initiated by sediment
disturbance during the winter months were not observable (Figure 10.2). In the summer
campaign disturbance lead to N2O consumption decreasing (i.e. flux becoming less
negative) at both the Exposed and Protected sites (Figures 5.23 and 5.26). The change
in N2O flux evident at the Protected site is unlikely to be due to the disturbance event as
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it is also evident on the mornings of days 4 and 5, which were undisturbed. It is more
likely a reflection of the diurnal variation in N2O flux as discussed previously (Section
10.4.2).
Disturbance events at the Exposed site were far longer than those of the other two sites
(hours vs. mins) (Section 4.4.4), hence it was the most likely site to show a disturbance
induced change. Data from the Exposed site in summer 2007 showed the sediment
switching from an N2O sink to an N2O source following the second disturbance event.
The increase in the CO2 flux was also larger following this event, suggesting that the
second disturbance events had a greater impact on the gaseous processing of the benthic
ecosystem. It is not clear why this second disturbance event had a more pronounced
effect on gaseous flux as not only was it briefer (5 vs. 9.5 hr) but the average wind
speed was slightly lower (4.0 vs. 4.4 m/s). The second disturbance did have slightly
lower light intensity (Figure 5.15). A decrease in light intensity would negatively
impact photosynthesis and hence lead to the observation of increased CO2 fluxes.
Denitrification appears to be controlling N2O production and consumption during
summer (Section 10.2.3). Disturbance events are known to increase the sediment O2
availability (Falcao et al. 2003). Hence, this increase in N2O flux is most likely due to a
shift in the denitrification from N2O consumption to N2O production. However, at high
O2 concentrations denitrification activity is impeded. It is also possible that this positive
N2O flux represents a switch from anaerobic denitrification dominated to aerobic
nitrification dominated N2O cycling. It is impossible to distinguish between these two
pathways using the available data.
No long-term disturbance induced changes in gaseous flux were evident in the data.

Key Findings and Implications
-

Disturbance events increased the flux of CO2 and CH4 but only in the shortterm.

-

Detectable changes in N2O release only occurred during the summer months
at sites exposed to prolonged periods of disturbance (hours).

-

Prolonged disturbance events created a short-term shift in the nitrogen
processing of the system from net N2O consumption to net N2O production.

-

There did not appear to be any long-term disturbance induced changes in
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10.6 Summary
The system developed in the project was capable of identifying changes in the carbon
and nitrogen cycling of the estuarine system. Changes in the dominant carbon and
nitrogen cycling processes were observed from winter to summer. Diurnal cycles in
gaseous fluxes showed the carbon and nitrogen cycling varied on short times scales as
well. Disturbance events were found to alter the carbon and nitrogen processing
occurring within the sediments on a short-term basis but no on-going affects were
detected. Most interestingly, the availability of NO3- appeared key in determining
whether a site acted as a net source or net sink of N2O. Hence, anthropogenically driven
changes in nitrogenous nutrient availability could possibly remove natural estuarine
N2O sinks. These results serve to highlight the intertwined nature of the carbon and
nitrogen cycles and their dynamic nature within estuarine environment and the
importance of carefully managing the human impact on these systems.
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CHAPTER 11 – CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
11.1 Outline
The carbon and nitrogen cycles are linked to eutrophication and greenhouse gas
production and consumption; both current environmental concerns. The majority of
previous in situ carbon and nitrogen cycling studies did not assess gaseous production
and consumption and as such missed a segment of the carbon and nitrogen cycles. In
contrast this study aimed to:
-

Develop a system capable of quantifying carbon and nitrogen cycling in situ in
the air, water and sediment of estuarine systems, at a time resolution able to
identify diurnal and seasonal fluctuations. The system will also allow the
monitoring of key environmental parameters – Light availability, dissolved O2,
pH, temperature and salinity. (Part 1 – Chapters 2 to 3)

-

Implement the system in a series of field studies at different sites within Lake
Illawarra, NSW, Australia. These field studies will be conducted for extended
periods over a range of seasons. (Part 1 – Chapter 4, results presented in Part 2 –
Chapter 5)

-

Assess the results obtained, using the system, in terms of their representativeness
by comparing them to data collected in previous studies of Lake Illawarra and
other similar estuarine systems. Once the representativeness of these results is
established, the results will be used to assess the health of the estuary (Lake
Illawarra) and the importance of its nearshore zones and the nearshore zone of
other estuarine systems as sources (or sinks) of greenhouse gases on both a
national and global scale. (Part 2 – Chapter 6)

-

Observe seasonal, diurnal, site specific and disturbance induced changes in the
concentrations and species of carbon and nitrogen compounds in situ within the
estuarine environment. Link the changes to variations in the key environmental
parameters and carbon and nitrogen processing, specifically the metabolism of
the benthic community and highlight the links between the two cycles. (Part 3 –
Chapters 7 to 10)
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The following sections will summarise the major outcomes of the study. Future work or
directions identified by this project will also be reviewed.

11.2 System development and implementation
A floating chamber based system capable of monitoring multiple components of the
carbon and nitrogen cycles in situ within the three phases of the estuarine systems was
developed. The system measured gaseous flux at hourly intervals allowing the
examination of diurnal and seasonal cycles. The frequency of these measurements
(hourly) and the MDL and precision achieved with this system were comparable to (or
better than) other in situ systems. The developed system was also able to measure
multiple infrared active gases simultaneously and was highly automated with gas flux
collection and analysis completely autonomous. It also automatically logged variety of
other key parameters (light intensity, dissolved O2, pH and temperature) at high
temporal frequency (3 min). These abilities allowed the systems to be implemented in a
series of field trial conducted over three seasons at three nearshore sites, one week at
each site (9 weeks total). Clearly, the constructed system satisfied the initial aim of the
project.
The system did have certain limitations, both the pH and dissolved O2 probes needed to
be more reliable and robust. The system used a Nicolet Avatar 360 FT-IR spectrometer.
At times this instrument was unreliable in the field due to the sensitive nature of its
dynamic alignment system. More recently developed instruments (e.g. the Bruker IR
cube) are more robust and also have greater accuracy and precision. Future deployments
of the system with a newer, more robust, instrument would improve the accuracy of the
measurements and reduce the amount of data lost due to instrument failure. In its
current form the system is limited to nearshore applications, as the Nicolet FT-IR
instrument required a stable environment. The use of a more robust instrument would
allow shipboard applications of the system greatly increasing the depths at which it can
operate. Future work could focus on broadening the abilities of the system, further
developing its robustness and applying it in alternative (deeper water) situations.

11.3 Result assessment and lake health
The data collected were compared to and assessed in light of data previously collected
in Lake Illawarra. Aqueous and sediment measurements were found to be typical of
nearshore sites within the lake. Although representing a large portion of the lake, these
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shallow water observations were not typical of those made previously in the deepest
parts of the lake.
The lake was observed to act as both a greenhouse gas (GHG) source and sink,
depending on season. Flux measurements ranged from - 4.0 to 42.4 mmol CO2/m2/h,
- 1.7 to 3.1 µmol N2O/m2/h and - 0.007 to 1.6 mmol CH4/m2/h. These are the first
Australian measurements of estuarine lagoon GHG production and are within the range
of fluxes measured in other international lagoon studies.
Using the collected data the health of these nearshore environments were assessed and
found to be suffering the effects of eutrophication, specifically increased pH and
lowered dissolved O2. This assessment suggests that Lake Illawarra is a water body at
risk. Although steps have been made to remediate and protect the lake from nutrient
pollution (e.g. closure of direct sewage outflows) the intensity of pollution in the past
will mean that these improvements will take time. A future assessment similar to that
conducted in this study will allow the evaluation of the effectiveness of these
remediation efforts.

11.4 The importance of nearshore estuarine areas as
greenhouse gas sources and sinks
Greenhouse gas fluxes were, in general, larger (up to an order of magnitude) in the
warmer summer months. Yearly averages (seasonally adjusted) showed that the
nearshore areas acted as net sources of CO2 and CH4, in contrast they were a small net
sink of N2O. A range of estimates of annual GHG production and consumption for
Australian anthropogenically impacted nearshore estuarine areas were calculated based
on the GHG flux measurements. These estimates ranged from 0.19 to 26.9 Mt CO2-e/yr
depending on the size of the land area used in the calculation. Even the smallest of these
estimates was of the order of other key GHG sources currently included in the
Australian GHG budgets. Estimates of global GHG production and consumption from
nearshore estuarine areas were small (168 Mt CO2-e/yr) but of the order of others
included in the UNFCCC reporting protocol. If these results are typical of other
Australian and international nearshore estuarine environments then they suggest that
nearshore areas are important sources of GHG’s on both a national and global scale and
should be further assessed and considered in future GHG budgets.
It is important to note that this study focused on anthropogenically impacted nearshore
sites; the activity of deeper water sites and pristine areas were not quantified. A logical
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extension of the study would be to examine other sites both in deeper water and those
less influenced by human activity. This would allow the assessment of the estuarine
system as a whole and of the role of anthropogenic pollution in stimulating greenhouse
gas production.

11.5 Benthic metabolism
The benthic metabolism of an Australian lagoon was examined for the first time in situ
using an oxygen-based and a newly developed carbon-based technique. Lake Illawarra
was found to be a highly heterotrophic system, producing more inorganic carbon then it
consumed. In situ measurements of benthic respiration were similar to laboratory based
measurements conducted previously in Lake Illawarra. In contrast, net ecosystem
production (NEPO2) and gross primary production (PO2) rates measured in this study
differed significantly from the earlier laboratory based studies of Lake Illawarra but
they were within the range of those observed in international in situ studies. It is unclear
whether this discrepancy is due to spatial or temporal variations or sampling differences
(e.g. temperature, season, light availability) between the two studies or if it is an
inherent difference in the methods. Future comparison studies using simultaneous
laboratory and in situ experiments could be used to better understand differences
between the methods.
Benthic carbon processing was found to be influenced by disturbance events, which
decreased organic carbon production and increased respiration. Increased rates of
organic carbon respiration were also evident at sites with higher organic carbon and
nitrogen, while both production and respiration increased in the warmer months.
Nearshore sites were found to have far higher rates of anaerobic inorganic carbon
processing than those observed in previous studies of deeper water sites. This was
evidenced by the dark periods of inorganic carbon uptake (that is inorganic carbon
uptake (production) was larger than organic carbon consumption (respiration)). This
ability of nearshore site to act as “hot spots” of benthic carbon processing appeared
linked to their carbon and nitrogen rich and warm environments.
This investigation highlighted the dynamic nature of carbon cycling in these nearshore
zones in particular the impact of disturbance events, seasonal changes and spatial
variations within the water body. In order to truly assess systemic benthic carbon
cycling future studies must account for these variations.
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Improvements in the reliability of the pH and dissolved O2 probes along with the
precision of the temperature probes used will reduce the uncertainly associated with
such measurements. Direct comparisons of oxygen- and carbon-based techniques were
limited due to instrument failures. In the future in-depth side-by-side comparisons of the
two techniques will not only allow a better assessment of the reliability of the two
techniques but will allow the closer examination of the photosynthetic and respiratory
quotient.

11.6 Variations in carbon and nitrogen cycling
Periods of net N2O uptake were observed at some sites, this not a common observation
with most previous studies finding that estuarine areas act as a source of N2O, making
this net N2O sink an exciting and unique discovery. The appearance of this sink was
linked to small shifts in NO3- availability and sediment composition suggesting that
changes occurring within the sediment determine whether a site acts as a N2O sink or
source. Clearly, the composition of the sediment and the availability of nitrogenous
substrates have a large effect on the dominant N2O cycling pathway within the
sediment. The variability of this process in response to changes in external influences
(e.g. nitrogenous nutrient inputs) means that nearshore environments are very sensitive
to anthropogenically induced changes.
Diurnal variations in carbon and nitrogen cycling were evident as changes in CH4 and
N2O production and consumption. These variations were strongly related to changes in
dissolved O2 and temperature, indicating the dominant role dissolved O2 and
temperature play in controlling nitrogen and carbon cycling in near shore sediments.
Dramatic swings in dissolved O2 and temperature are a characteristic distinct to
nearshore sites. Deeper water sites due to their larger mass of water are more thermally
stable and usually have less light at the sediment surface, decreasing photosynthesis and
hence light driven variations in dissolved O2 concentrations. As such strong diurnal
variations in carbon and nitrogen cycling are generally only characteristic of nearshore
sites and deep clear water sites with large volumes of benthic algae.
Disturbance events were observed to alter the chemical composition of the water
leading to short-term (< 24 hours) decreases in dissolved O2 and pH and increases in
nitrogenous nutrient concentrations. Only long-term (hours vs. mins) disturbance events
were found to impact carbon and nitrogen cycling. Changes observed included shortterm variations in respiration and organic carbon production and N2O flux. Prolonged
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disturbance events created a short-term shift in the nitrogen processing of the system
from net N2O consumption to net N2O production. Nearshore sites are particularly
prone to disturbance events due to their shallow nature, hence shallow water sites will
be far more likely to undergo disturbance induced variations in carbon and nitrogen
cycling.
This study highlighted the dynamic nature of nearshore estuarine environments. The
large natural variations in temperature and light intensity make these sites unique in
their carbon and nitrogen processing abilities (e.g. net N2O sink). The assumptions of
some system wide models that all areas of the estuarine system act alike can not be
made. These “edge effects” need to be accounted for in order to assess the human
impact on these estuarine systems and the global or regional carbon and nitrogen
cycling contributions of these systems. This spatial variability needs to be considered
when making a system wide assessment of carbon and nitrogen cycling in the estuarine
environment.
Future studies examining these environments are required to quantify differences in the
carbon and nitrogen cycling occurring within these nearshore sites and deeper water
sites and the impact of disturbance events. The exact mechanism and extent of the
observed N2O sink is also a key area of further investigated. In situ studies examining
the frequency and seasonality of N2O sinks linked to laboratory studies of the effect of
changes in NO3- availability would be particularly valuable.
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APPENDIX A
Light meter calibration
A.1 Background
The light sensor developed and used in this study (Section 3.2.9) did not measure light
intensity in the commonly used PAR scale, instead it measured light intensity in volts.
Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) denotes the spectral region between 400-700 nm,
light intensities are normally measured over this range as it corresponds directly to
photosynthetic activity. In order to allow comparisons between the data collected with
the developed sensor and the data collected in other studies it was essential to calibrate
the instrument to this scale.

A.2 Method
Simultaneous measurements of light intensity were made using the light meter
developed in this study and a commercially available PAR sensor the SpectraSense
PAR Quantum Sensor (Skye Instruments Ltd). The light sensors were mounted
horizontally side by side and the measured light intensity noted from both sensors (in
volts and µmol/m2/sec). The sensors were exposed to a range of light conditions from
total darkness to direct midday sun. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure
A.1.

A.3 Results
The light intensity measurements made using the two sensors were plotted against each
other. A 2nd order polynomial fit between the two was made. This is shown in Figure
A.1.
Although an effort was made to record both light intensity measurements
simultaneously, it was impossible to automate the data recording of the two sensors. As
such, readings were taken manually. This led to a small gap (< 30 sec) between
measurements. It is likely that any scatter within the data was due to short-term changes
in cloud cover between these two recordings.
Even with these small variations a strong relationship between the two is evident (R2 =
0.974).This fit was then used to convert data collected in the field (V) to the PAR scale
(µmol/m2/sec).
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Figure A.1 - Raw light intensity data collected using commercial PAR sensor and developed light sensor.
A 2nd order polynomial fit between the two is shown along with its 95% confidence interval.
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APPENDIX B
Gas Cell calibration data
Table B.1 - Gas cell calibration data for summer 2007, reference and retrieved concentrations and
correction factors. Actual concentrations are those determined by gas chromatography at CSIRO Marine
and Atmospheric, Aspendale, VIC, Australia traceable to the WMO2007x scale (Zhao and Tans 2006).

Gas

Actual Concentration

Retrieved
Concentration

Correction Factor

CO2
N2 O
CH4
CO

365.07 µmol/mol
314.33 nmol/mol
61.83 nmol/mol
1710.84 nmol/mol

290 µmol/mol
229 nmol/mol
57 nmol/mol
1370 nmol/mol

1.2589
1.3726
1.0847
1.2488

Table B.2 - Gas cell calibration data for summer 2007, reference and retrieved concentrations and
correction factors. Actual concentrations are those determined by gas chromatography at CSIRO Marine
and Atmospheric, Aspendale, VIC, Australia traceable to the WMO2007x scale (Zhao and Tans 2006).

Gas

Actual Concentration

Retrieved
Concentration

Correction Factor

CO2
N2 O
CH4
CO

365.07 µmol/mol
314.33 nmol/mol
61.83 nmol/mol
1710.84 nmol/mol

295µmol/mol
239 nmol/mol
59 nmol/mol
1348 nmol/mol

1.2375
1.3152
1.0480
1.2692
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APPENDIX C
Periods of data loss
Quantities of data were lost at various points throughout the field trials due to failure of
various instruments. These periods of data loss, along with the reasons behind the
failure of the various instruments are given below.
Winter 2006
Errors within the alignment of the spectrometer prevented the spectrometer from

scanning and collecting data on the first day of the field trial at the Exposed site (14th
August 2006). An alternative spectrometer (same model) was sourced and used instead.
Data collection commenced on the 15th of August from 2 pm. This spectrometer
functioned successfully at the other two field sites.
The dissolved oxygen (DO) probe failed at all three sites; no dissolved oxygen data
were collected during winter 2006. The pH probe failed on day 4 at the Protected site
due to fouling. No pH data were collected after that at the Protected site or at the
High-N site.

The water sensor tripped late on the 3rd day of the field trip at the High-N site. This was
not discovered until early the next morning. During this time, no data were collected.
Water again entered the lines late on the 4th day this time the sensor did not trip and
water entered the cell damaging it. This led to the trip being cut short. The water sensor
was altered, as described in Section 3.3.4, to prevent this occurring again.
Summer 2007
No gas flux data were collected at the Exposed site until half way through the 2nd day

due to issues with the alignment of the gas analysis cell. Gas flux data were as also not
collected during the major disturbance period on day 3. Water sensor tripped at the
Protected field site late on the 3rd day and was not discovered until early on the 4th

morning. No data were collected during this time. The system was powered down
between 1-7 am on the morning of the 2nd day at the High-N site for safety reasons
during a large storm. No data were collected during this period.
Portions of the pH, water temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) data were lost at all
sites during summer 2007 due to difficulties with the data logger (Section 3.3.7). A
freak wave engulfed the data logger at the Exposed site on the 3rd day. No pH, DO or
water temperature data were collected following this event. The pH data collected using
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the automatically logged probe in summer 2007 was extremely noisy and unstable and
is not presented.
Winter 2007
Some gas flux data were lost at the Exposed site on the afternoon of the 3rd day and

morning of the 4th day as the detector heated up. An electrical component of the
spectrometer control board failed early on the 1st day at the Protected site. An
alternative board was sourced and gas flux data were collected from 7pm on the first
day.
The turbidity tube was damaged while being transported to the Exposed site; no
turbidity measurements were made at Exposed in winter 2007.
The lake level receded between the summer 2007 and winter 2007 field trips leaving the
previous sample sites uncovered and the new sample sites only covered by a very thin
layer of water. These low water levels also affected the collected pH and DO
measurements, as the probes were often very close to or even resting on the surface of
the sediment. The collection of turbidity samples was also very difficult as the low
water levels increased the risk of inadvertently disturbing the bottom sediments when
collecting water samples. Salinity and conductivity measurements would also have been
adversely affected as the probe needed to be immersed into at least 3 cm of water for
accurate readings.
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Table C.1 – Summary of the percentage of data available for each site during each field trip. Dashes
indicate data stream not applicable for field trial.

Winter 2006

Exposed

Protected

High-N

Gas flux (mmol/m /hr or µmol/m /hr)

63 %

86 %

52 %

Air temperature (°C)

76 %

100 %

100 %

Water temperature – Automatically logged (°C)

-

-

-

Water temperature - Manually logged (°C)

88 %

88 %

100 %

2

2

Sediment temperature (°C)

-

-

-

Light intensity (µmol/m2/Sec)

76 %

100 %

100 %

pH – Automatically logged

76 %

77 %

58 %

pH - Manually logged

-

-

-

Dissolved oxygen (ppm)

0%

0%

0%

Salinity (PSU) and conductivity

88 %

88 %

100 %

Turbidity (cm)

-

-

-

Summer 2007

Exposed

Protected

High-N

Gas flux (mmol/m2/hr or µmol/m2/hr)

63 %

71 %

75 %

Air temperature (°C)

96 %

81 %

86 %

Water temperature – Automatically logged (°C)

-

72 %

59 %

Water temperature - Manually logged (°C)
Sediment temperature (°C)

100 %

100 %

100 %

-

-

-

Light intensity (µmol/m /Sec)

96 %

81 %

86 %

pH - Automatically logged
pH - Manually logged
Dissolved oxygen (ppm)

0%
71 %
93 %

0%

0%

-

-

81 %

57 %

Salinity (PSU) and conductivity

100 %

100 %

100 %

Turbidity (cm)

100 %

100 %

100 %

Winter 2007

Exposed

Protected

High-N

Gas flux (mmol/m2/hr or µmol/m2/hr)

80 %

86 %

90 %

2

Air temperature (°C)

99 %

95 %

100 %

Water temperature – Automatically logged (°C)

99 %

95 %

100 %

Water temperature - Manually logged (°C)

100 %

100 %

100 %

Sediment temperature (°C)

99 %

-

-

Light intensity (µmol/m /Sec)

99 %

95 %

100 %

pH - Automatically logged

94 %

0%

0%

pH – Manually logged

-

-

-

Dissolved oxygen (ppm)

94 %

81 %

89 %

Salinity (PSU) and conductivity

100 %

100 %

100 %

Turbidity (cm)

-

100 %

100 %

2
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APPENDIX D
Statistical comparisons of raw data
Table D.1 – A comparison of the average moisture content and porosity of sediment samples (n ≥ 3)
collected in the 2006-2007 field campaigns. The Students t-test was used to compare the Initial and final
samples for each site. Error estimates are ± 1 SD.

Winter 2006
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Summer 2007
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Winter 2007
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Moisture Content (%)

Porosity

39 ± 1 %
35 ± 2 %
34.1 ± 0.7 %
50 ± 10 %
82 ± 1 %
76.7 ± 0.6 %

-

Moisture Content (%)

Porosity

44 ± 2 %
49.3 ± 0.6 %
50 ± 2 %
48 ± 1%
76.6 ± 0.9 %
66.3 ± 0.9 %

690 ± 30
680 ± 20
850 ± 10
791 ± 4
650 ± 20
670 ± 10

Moisture Content (%)

Porosity

26 ± 4 %
36.5 ± 0.9 %
28.7 ± 0.4 %
39.4 ± 0.5 %
72.4 ± 0.8 %
76 ± 4 %

430 ± 70
570 ± 10
471 ± 6
590 ± 10
843 ± 3
840 ± 30

Significant increase (p > 0.05)
No statistically significant change
Significant decrease (p > 0.05)
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Table D.2 – A comparison of the particle size distribution of sediment samples collected in the 2007 summer and winter field campaigns. The Students t-test was used to
compare the Initial and final samples for each site.
Summer 2007
Exposed

Protected

High-N

Silt (%)

Clay 4-2 µm (%)

Clay < 2 µm (%)

Initial

58.6 ± 0.8

37.5 ± 0.7

2.72 ± 0.06

1.18 ± 0.02

101.5 ± 0.9

380 ± 20

Final

67.0 ± 0.7

30.1 ± 0.6

2.03 ± 0.05

0.90 ± 0.02

101.9 ± 0.9

373 ± 5

Initial

63.4 ± 0.2

34.2 ± 0.2

1.65 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.01

102.0 ± 0.2

-

Final

63.3 ± 0.9

33.9 ± 0.9

1.89 ± 0.05

0.87 ± 0.02

102.3 ± 0.2

-

Initial

52.9 ± 0.7

44.7 ± 0.7

1.59 ± 0.02

0.79 ± 0.02

55.4 ± 0.6

92 ± 4

Final

54 ± 1

44 ± 1

1.32 ± 0.03

0.56 ± 0.02

51.6 ± 0.7

102.4 ± 0.6

Sand (%)

Silt (%)

Clay 4-2 µm (%)

Clay < 2 µm (%)

Initial

90.7 ± 0.1

7.05 ± 0.07

1.57 ± 0.03

0.71 ± 0.01

120.83 ± 0.09

-

Final

75 ± 1

22 ± 1

2.2 ± 0.2

1.2 ± 0.2

110.1 ± 0.4

-

Initial

76.9 ± 0.2

19.2 ± 0.2

2.59 ± 0.01

1.30 ± 0.01

151.6 ± 0.6

10.6 ± 0.1

Final

55.4 ± 0.6

39.5 ± 0.6

3.23 ± 0.03

1.83 ± 0.02

107 ± 2

17.4 ± 0.1

Initial

50.2 ± 0.9

45.9 ± 0.8

2.65 ± 0.06

1.31 ± 0.03

69 ± 1

-

Final

55 ± 2

41 ± 2

2.4 ± 0.1

1.19 ± 0.06

72.5 ± 0.9

-

Winter 2007
Exposed

Protected

High-N

1°° and 2°° statistical modes (µm)

Sand (%)

1°° and 2°° statistical modes (µm)

Significant increase (p > 0.05)
No statistically significant change
Significant decrease (p > 0.05)
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Table D.3 – A comparison of the organic nitrogen and organic carbon composition of sediment samples
(n ≥ 3) collected in the 2006-2007 field campaigns. The Students t-test was used to compare the Initial
and final samples for each site. Error estimates are ± 1 SD.

Winter 2006
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Summer 2007
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Winter 2007
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Organic Nitrogen
(mg-N/kg dry)

Organic Carbon
(mg-C/ kg dry)

30000 ± 4000
40700 ± 800
8900 ± 800
14000 ± 3000
146000 ± 2000
153000 ± 4000
Organic Nitrogen
(mg-N/kg dry)

30000 ± 4000
40700 ± 800
8900 ± 800
14000 ± 3000
146000 ± 2000
153000 ± 4000
Organic Carbon
(mg-C/ kg dry)

19000 ± 1000
25000 ± 2000
20000 ± 3000
20000 ± 3000
120000 ± 20000
100000 ± 20000
Organic Nitrogen
(mg-N/kg dry)

19000 ± 1000
25000 ± 2000
20000 ± 3000
20000 ± 3000
120000 ± 20000
100000 ± 20000
Organic Carbon
(mg-C/ kg dry)

4000 ± 100
9100 ± 700
9000 ± 2000
11700 ± 600
93000 ± 2000
88000 ± 8000

4000 ± 100
9100 ± 700
9000 ± 2000
11700 ± 600
93000 ± 2000
88000 ± 8000

Table D.4 – A comparison of the sediment ammonium composition of samples (n ≥ 3) collected in the
2007 field campaigns. The Students t-test was used to compare the Initial and final samples for each site.
Error estimates are ± 1 SD.

Sediment Ammonium (mg-N/kg dry)
Summer 2007
Winter 2007
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

46 ± 2
43 ± 1
10.8 ± 0.8
15.2 ± 0.9
102 ± 4
81 ± 4

12 ± 1
49 ± 7
4.1 ± 0.7
6.9 ± 0.8
26 ± 2
21 ± 4

Significant increase (p > 0.05)
No statistically significant change
Significant decrease (p > 0.05)
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Table D.5 – A comparison of the overlying water organic nitrogen and organic carbon concentrations (n

≥ 3) collected in the 2007 field campaigns. The Students t-test was used to compare the Initial and final
samples for each site. Error estimates are ± 1 SD. – no overlying water at end of experimental.

Winter 2006
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Summer 2007
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Winter 2007
Exposed
Protected
High-N

Initial
Final
Initial
Final
Initial
Final

Organic Nitrogen
(ppm-N)

Organic Carbon
(ppm-C)

0.35 ± 0.07
0.42 ± 0.07
0.6 ± 0.1
0.35 ± 0.07
0.51 ± 0.08
0.95 ± 0.08
Organic Nitrogen
(ppm-N)
1.2 ± 0.2
0.7 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.4
0.25 ± 0.05
2.9 ± 0.8
1.7 ± 0.4
Organic Nitrogen
(ppm-N)
0.3 ± 0.08
6±1
5±1
3±1
1.30 ± 0.06

12.0 ± 0.1
18 ± 1
12 ± 1
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
Organic Carbon
(ppm-C)
16 ± 4
15 ± 4
11 ± 1
11 ± 1
21 ± 3
19 ± 3
Organic Carbon
(ppm-C)
3±1
20 ± 10
50 ± 10
23 ± 3
12 ± 1

Significant increase (p > 0.05)
No statistically significant change
Significant decrease (p > 0.05)
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Table D.6 – t-values obtained when comparing the average organic nitrogen concentrations for sediments collected at the Exposed, Protected and High-N field sites during
winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007, t-values < 2.228 (p > 0.05) indicate a significant difference between the averages.

Exposed

Protected

High-N

Winter 2006 (1)
Summer 2007 (2)
Winter 2007 (3)
Winter 2006 (4)
Summer 2007 (5)
Winter 2007 (6)
Winter 2006 (7)
Summer 2007 (8)
Winter 2007 (9)

(1)
x
9.64
0.02
1.57
11.73
0.98
14.58
12.82
17.65

Exposed
(2)
9.64
X
6.45
0.67
1.17
4.77
12.57
10.73
14.99

(3)
0.02
6.45
x
1.51
7.45
0.80
14.20
12.46
16.87

(4)
1.57
0.67
1.51
x
0.92
1.13
9.92
8.38
10.29

Protected
(5)
11.73
1.17
7.45
0.92
x
5.57
12.40
10.54
14.79

(6)
0.98
4.77
0.80
1.13
5.57
x
13.70
11.96
16.11

(7)
14.58
12.57
14.20
9.92
12.40
13.70
x
1.69
1.07

High-N
(8)
12.82
10.73
12.46
8.38
10.54
11.96
1.69
x
0.83

(9)
17.65
14.99
16.87
10.29
14.79
16.11
1.07
0.83
X

Table D.7 – t-values obtained when comparing the average organic carbon concentrations for sediments collected at the Exposed, Protected and High-N field sites during
winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007, t-values < 2.228 (p > 0.05) indicate a significant difference between the averages.

Exposed

Protected

High-N

Winter 2006 (1)
Summer 2007 (2)
Winter 2007 (3)
Winter 2006 (4)
Summer 2007 (5)
Winter 2007 (6)
Winter 2006 (7)
Summer 2007 (8)
Winter 2007 (9)

Exposed
(1)
(2)
(3)
x
3.76
9.71
3.76
X
7.81
9.71
7.81
x
7.66
5.01
2.75
4.91
1.15
8.24
8.80
6.58
2.72
36.17
49.38 61.97
9.61
11.30 13.41
16.18
22.98 30.58

(4)
7.66
5.01
2.75
x
4.72
0.74
56.96
12.73
27.80

Protected
(5)
4.91
1.15
8.24
4.72
x
7.00
56.38
11.72
25.81

(6)
8.80
6.58
2.72
0.74
7.00
x
65.06
13.01
30.77

(7)
36.17
49.38
61.97
56.96
56.38
65.06
x
4.71
18.36

High-N
(8)
9.61
11.30
13.41
12.73
11.72
13.01
4.71
x
2.58

(9)
16.18
22.98
30.58
27.80
25.81
30.77
18.36
2.58
x

No Statistical Difference
Statistically significantly different (p > 0.05)
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Table D.8 – t-values obtained when comparing the C:N ratios of sediments collected at the Exposed, Protected and High-N field sites during winter 2006, summer 2007 and
winter 2007, t-values < 2.228 (p > 0.05) indicate a significant difference between the ratios.

Exposed

Protected

High-N

Winter 2006 (1)
Summer 2007 (2)
Winter 2007 (3)
Winter 2006 (4)
Summer 2007 (5)
Winter 2007 (6)
Winter 2006 (7)
Summer 2007 (8)
Winter 2007 (9)

(1)
x
5.38
5.56
5.69
5.73
5.25
4.56
4.85
5.55

Exposed
(2)
5.38
X
1.20
1.58
1.55
0.35
3.37
1.62
0.60

(3)
5.56
1.20
x
0.37
0.50
0.69
3.11
2.15
0.97

(4)
5.69
1.58
0.37
x
0.94
1.03
3.35
2.45
1.38

Protected
(5)
5.73
1.55
0.50
0.94
x
0.43
5.45
2.98
1.25

(6)
5.25
0.35
0.69
1.03
0.43
x
2.36
1.40
0.06

(7)
4.56
3.37
3.11
3.35
5.45
2.36
x
1.17
4.56

High-N
(8)
4.85
1.62
2.15
2.45
2.98
1.40
1.17
x
2.26

(9)
5.55
0.60
0.97
1.38
1.25
0.06
4.56
2.26
x

No Statistical Difference
Statistically significantly different (p > 0.05)
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Figure D.1 – The initial and final particle size distributions for samples collected in the 2007 summer and
winter field campaigns. These were compared using the Kormogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test
(Bradley 1968). Only the Exposed winter 2007 initial and final particle size distributions were found to
be significantly different (p > 0.05).
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Figure D.2 – Particle size fractionation (Sand, Silt and two clay fractions) at each site during each field
trip. The data shown for the 2007 field trips is the average of the initial and final samples collected at
each site (n ≥ 6). The data shown for 2006 is that of the final samples alone (n = 3).
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Figure D.3– The primary statistical modes of the sediment particle size distribution for sediments
collected at the Exposed, Protected and High-N field sites during winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter
2007, for bi-modal distributions, the secondary mode is also shown.
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APPENDIX E
Turbidity data
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Figure E.1 – Overlying water turbidity during summer 2007 (Blue- Exposed, Red - Protected and GreenHigh-N. Shaded bars represent periods of natural disturbance events while lines represent simulated
disturbance events (Blue- Exposed, Red - Protected and Green- High-N). Error bars are ± upper and
lower limit from Anderson and Davic (2004).
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Figure E.2 – Overlying water turbidity during winter 2007 (Red - Protected and Green- High-N. Shaded
bars represent periods of natural disturbance events while lines represent simulated disturbance events
(Red - Protected and Green- High-N). Error bars are ± upper and lower limit from Anderson and Davic
(2004).
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APPENDIX F
Benthic metabolism fitting and regressions
Table F.1 - Regression coefficients and corresponding statistical parameters for the water temperature
model.

Factor

Regression Co-efficient ±
Standard error
C1
-0.9 ± 0.2
C2
1.07 ± 0.05
C3
0.01 ± 0.02
C4
C5
-0.02 ± 0.02

Statistical Parameters

R2
0.89
F value
554
Fcritical
3.32* (p = 0.01)
Sy
2.1
v1
4
v2
273
* The Fcritical value for v1 = 4, v2 = 120 (Bevington 1969). The Fcritical value for v1 = 4, v2 = 273
would be smaller.
Light Intensity
Air Temperature
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Water Level
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Figure F.1 – a) Oxygen flux observed during summer 2007 (black open circle) and the linear regression
between the saturation deficit and the oxygen flux (red and green lines) at the Exposed, Protected and
High-N sites. The equations shown are not corrected for temperature. b) Temperature, saturation deficit
and oxygen flux during summer 2007 at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites (black filled circles).
The O2 fluxes predicted using the temperature corrected KO2 and RO2 values calculated using the KO2(20)
and RO2(20) values shown and Equations 8.6 and 8.7 (red and green triangles). The error bars show the
uncertainty in the O2 flux measurements.
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Figure F.2 – a) Oxygen flux observed during winter 2007 (black open circle) and the linear regression
between the saturation deficit and the oxygen flux (red and green lines) at the Exposed, Protected and
High-N sites. The equations shown are not corrected for temperature. b) Temperature, saturation deficit
and oxygen flux during summer 2007 at the Exposed, Protected and High-N sites (black filled circles).
The O2 fluxes predicted using the temperature corrected KO2 and RO2 values calculated using the KO2(20)
and RO2(20) values shown and Equations 8.6 and 8.7 (red and green triangles). The error bars show the
uncertainty in the O2 flux measurements.
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Figure F.3 – Observed (day 1 –black, day 2 – red, day 3 – blue, day 4 – green and day 5 – orange lines)
and mean (solid black line) hourly net ecosystem production, respiration and gross primary production
rates during summer 2007 at the a) Exposed, b) Protected and c) High-N sites. Error bars for observed
values are ± standard error calculated as described in the text (Sections 8.2.5, 8.2.6 and 8.2.7). Error
bars for mean values are ± 1 standard deviation of the hourly values. Grey values shown in the morning
for the High-N site were estimated using the means of the afternoon data.
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Figure F.4 – Observed (day 1 –black, day 2 – red, day 3 – blue, day 4 – green and day 5 – orange dashed
lines) and mean (solid black line) hourly oxygen net ecosystem production, respiration and gross primary
production rates during winter 2007 at the a) Exposed, b) Protected and c) High-N sites. Error bars for
observed values are ± standard error calculated as described in the text (Sections 8.2.5, 8.2.6 and 8.2.7).
Error bars for mean values are ± 1 standard deviation of the hourly values.
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Figure F.5– Variation in TCO2 flux at the Protected site in winter 2006 and Exposed in winter 2006,
summer 2007 and winter 2007.
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Figure F.6 - Observed (day 1 –black, day 2 – red, day 3 – blue, day 4 – green and day 5 – orange dashed
lines) and mean (solid black line) hourly carbon-based net ecosystem production rates during winter
2006 at the Protected and Exposed sites in winter 2006, and at the Exposed site in summer 2007 and
winter 2007. Gross primary production rates at the Exposed site in summer and winter 2007. Error bars
for observed values are ± standard error calculated as described in the text (Sections 9.2.3). Error bars
for mean values are ± 1 standard deviation of the hourly values.
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APPENDIX G
Gas flux relationships

Figure G.1 – Relationship between CO2 and CH4 at Exposed, Protected and High-N during winter 2006,
summer 2007 and winter 2007. Fit parameters are shown in Table H.1.
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Table G.1 - Regression co-efficients and corresponding statistical parameters for the linear fits between
CO2 and CH4 during winter 2006, summer 2007 and winter 2007 at Exposed Protected and High-N.

Site
Exposed

Protected

High-N

Field trip
Winter 2006
Summer 2007
Winter 2007
Winter 2006
Summer 2007
Winter 2007
Winter 2006
Summer 2007
Winter 2007

R2

Slope

y-intercept

0.433
0.290
0.402
-0.335
0.119
0.252
0.894
0.274
0.366

0.0018 ± 0.0005
0.013 ± 0.003
0.0017 ± 0.0006
-0.0022 ± 0.033
0.020 ± 0.009
0.0002 ± 0.0002
0.0071 ± 0.0005
0.004 ± 0.001
0.0024 ± 0.0009

0.02 ± 0.01
3.4 ± 0.9
0.04 ± 0.01
0.033 ± 0.008
2.5 ± 0.2
0.009 ± 0.006
0.07 ± 0.02
2.2 ± 0.1
0.26 ± 0.04
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